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Presented to Pranab ( Pronava ) and 6ani ( Vdn\ ) 

representing Au* or Perso-Arabic Tanvin and its joyous 

expression Vdg-devi ( the Goddess, Sarutaii) or 

Rabbu'l-'Alam ( Lord of the World ) as the Sounding- 
Self. 

Ahameva svayamtdam vaddml Jus{am 

Derebhlruta mdnusebhlh 

Yarn yarn kdmaya tarn tamugram kfnoml taw 

Brahmanarn tamrfirn ram sumedhdm. 

( fig-veda. 10/10/125 ; 

-It is myself who is ( always ) advising men and gods 

( the philosophy of Brahman ) as they desire It. I make 

whomsoever I choose superior to all. I make some one 

Brahmd ( or Creator ), some one r*/ ( or sage ) and some 

other with the Knowledge of the Self (Quoted in th eC# 

as atha DcvisTiktam, 5 )*. 

Jnna Alldha yulaqqlnu'l-hlkmata •aid llsdnl 

al-walfint bl-qadrl himami'l-mustamVtn. 

—Prophet Muhammad 

—-Verily God teaches wisdom by the tongue of the 

preachers according to the aspirations of those who hear 

Him" (illustrated in the Mathnavi, Vol. VI, p. 170 of 

Husain’s edition ). 

1 Basing these good-counsels ( cf. su-ukta ) of the Goddess 

( Derisuktam ), the subject-matter of the fierce Goddess 

( Con4l ) or Mahamdyd, the Great Illusion, is established 

in the sacred book Can#, the mystic significance of 

which is also discussed in The Epilegue. 



Some marked Quotations' 

“Bismillah a'r-RahmTm a’r-Rab\m ; 

Hast kalidl-dari-ganj Hakim * 

-Sirrt-Akbar. 

—(I pronounce) in the name of That, who is (apparently) 

non-existing ( al-la-hu ), the all-Merciful and (ever ) Com¬ 

passionate : The key to the Door of ( Heavenly ) Treasure is 

the Doctor ( on the knowledge of the Self ). 

—The Greatest Mystery. 

«M ••• 

*Khatami-mulki-sulayman-ast 7/m ; 

Jumla'i-'dlam tfirat wa Jan ast *llm 

—Mathnavi., Vol. I, 1030. 

_The seal of the sublime Kingdom is knowledge ; the 

whole world is form, and knowledge is the Spirit. 

1 Quot-a tion may well be connected with Per.-Ar. qut (food) 

or quwat ( strength ) -l-shdn ( meaning in Per. 'of them* or 

the wise ). The particle of abstract noun, -tion is added 

to quota or ra-tion ( cf. also rational) only for proper 

distribution of the knowledge of the Self ( cf. ra ) by 

drinking which every one may be strengthened in spiritual 

Power. Cf. also Skt. kvatl<a), a decoction ; cf. Eng. 

quote and mark that quoth is used only as a saying or 

opta-vakya of He or I ( as the Supreme Self ). Cf. also 

qujha ( OE. cwaeth, which is ) 'verily the Truth’. In the 

same way Skt. uddhrti ( - ut-dhfti ) may be interpreted as 

•Revelation or higher intelligence is held up for practice or 

enjoying in material life*. Cf. also Ar. iqtibas (quotation) 

from qabasa, to seek fire of knowledge from ( the Higher 

Self or the wise ). 

•Lillohl kuniizun tahta al-arshi. 

Mafolibiiha alsinatu'-sh-shu'arai." 

-Hadithi-Sharif. 

—God hath treasuries beneath the Throne, 

The keys thereof are the tongues of the poets. 

—Hadrat Muhammad. 

*Aicaryyavat paiyati kaicidenam- 

aicaryyavad vadatl tathaiva cany ah \ 

A caryyavacainamanyab inyoti 

irutvapyenam veda na caiva kaicit.m 

—One sees It as a mystery or one speaks of It or hears of 

It as a mystery, but none knows It. 

Again, 

•Bahrjtam janmanamante jflanavan m5»j» prapadyate ; 

Vasudevah sarvamitl sa mahatma sudurllabhab*. 

— After many ( stages or apparent changes of ) birth ( and 

death ) the knower ( of the Self) realizes ( cf. 'propitiate') 

Me ( or the Supreme Self) ; rare is the Great of soul to 

whom all is the Divine Being. ( Gita, II, 29 & VII, 19 ). 

••• ••• ••• 

“ Yadvocanabhyudltam yena vagabhyudyate ; 

Tadeva Brahma tvarp viddhi nedam yadidamupasate". 

( Keno’panisad, 1/5 ) 

—The One who is not pronounced by the tongue, and by 

( the power of ) whom the words are being pronounced : 

Thou knowest That to be ‘Beyond All’ ( or the most sublime, 

Brahma ) and not this ( non-self ) whom the people worship. 



Preface 

While my Thesis is soon going to be published, if God 

wills, I desire to let ray readers know the fact which prompted 

me to place it before them. I never thought it would ever 

be published, yet I was never sorry for it; for the reason 

that the ambition with which I wrote it has already been 

fulfilled. That is, I got the recognition for which I laboured 

so many years ; and I must be thankful to the University 

of Calcutta and also be in gratitude to my expert learned 

examiners who so kindly approved it. 

I never wrote anything with the aim of any monetary gain. 

It was really to prepare myself for sound scholarship. I wrote 

so many papers ( or articles, of round about two hundred ) in 

different Journals of India and outside not so much for name 

and fame as for properly understanding or perfectly knowing 

the nature of the Self, Truth or the Haq which is the birth right 

of every One who ever is a Man in its true sense. I have also 

three published works, all in Bengali, one Parasya Sahitycr 

Itihas ( or History of Persian Literature ) published ( by the 

Presidency Library, Caeca & Calcutta) before having my 

doctoral Degree, and the other two, viz., Urdu Sahityer 

liihas ( or History of Urdu Literature ) and Bahgla Sahitye 

Arbi-Far si iabda (or Pcrso Arabic words in Bengali with 

illustrations) were published after my becoming a Doctor 

through the subsidy got from the Dept, of Education. Govt, 

of West Bengal, and by the patronage of the Dept, of 

Sanskrit and Bengali, University of Dacca, Bangladesh, 

respectively. The sad experience of these publications has 

disheartened me to go door to door of publishers for a 

publication of any such work, which though most valuable to 

me, appears to them a great kindness showered on me. 

Again, a time came when I even gave up all study, what 

to say of writing anything for the public. The details of 

this state of mind have been described in the Introduction 

to the Epilogue of this Thesis. But this sad experience has, 

I think, ultimately benefited me much and that has caused 

my Thesis to find a place before my learned readers. 

Hearing that I have some published works in ihe market 

from a good friend of mine my son-in-law Pranab and 

specially my dear daughter Bani some months back began to 

urge and insinuate me to republish any of my works, none 

of which is now available in the market. It was at such a 

situation when I was already thinking of writing an Epilogue 

to my Thesis. The Epilogue is really my concern, und this 

thesis is, as if, going to be published as a tail ( or Bcng !ej 

of know -ledge in ‘Know thyself' ) of that. As a recognition 

of their loving insinuation, I am presenting this Book 

to my dear daughter and son-in-law, Bani and Pranab 

respectively. 

M. I. G. Housing Estate, 

60/67 B. T. Road, 

Block—C/2, Calcutta-700002 Harendracbandra Paul 

The 6th of October, 1984 6/10/84 

The Day of Muharram 

P. S. Glory to my Supreme Self that by the grace of Him 

this humble self has at last been able to produce before you 

as a token of love, regard and propinquity to all on this Holy 

Birth-Day ( or JanmT^ami) of Lord Vasudeva the most dear 

and invaluable re-present-a-tion of mine with the active co¬ 

operation of my dear members of the printing concern : Yours 

ever, H. C. Paul, 7/9/85. 
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4 Jalalu'd-din Rumi and his Ta$awwuf 

I 

Name and Titles, Birth-place, Parentage 

and Early-life 

Jalalu’d-din Muhammad Balkhl, commonly known as 

MaulCina Rumi, and in Persia more famous as Maulavi, is 

probably one of ihe greatest philosopher-poets the world has 

ever seen. Besides, he is a Mystic, par excellence. He is the 

founder of the “Mevlcvi" or Maulavi Order of Darvishes, 

commonly known as the "Whirling" Dervishes of Turkey. He 

was born at Balkh on the 6th day of RabYal-awal of the year 

604 A. H.1 ( corresponding to October, 1207 A. D. ). He 

became famous under the sobriquet of Rumi or Mau/dna 

Rumi, as he passed the greater part of his life at Qunia 

( Qonya or Iconium ) in Asia Minor, the Western Turkland, 

which was known to Islamic peoples as Rum in those days. 

And the title Maulaita was given to him by his followers of 

the Maulavi Order : it means "Our Lord" ; and Maulana was 

really the Great Lord or ,Mastcr of his followers. Jalalu’d-din, 

1 Badi* al-Zaman Farazanfar, Ah»nl ha Zindagdni'y-JaldJ 

al-din Muhammad, p. 4. 

however, counted himself always as an inhabitant of Khurasan. 

The people of his native land were always dear to him, and 

he was never forgetful of those dear ones.1 

Jalalu'd-din is also addressed by the title of Khuddwandgar 

( or Lord ); and according to Shamsu’d-din Ahmad Aflaki, 

this title is attributed to him by his father Baha* Walad. The 

title of Maulavi ( a learned man or my Lord ) which in later 

times has been used by the Softs and others with special 

reference to him. is not found to be commonly used with his 

name during his time It is not even referred to by his 

biographers upto the 15th Century A. D.9 Aflaki has intro¬ 

duced the title “Sirr Allah al a4?amm before his name in the 

Preface of his Mandqib al-Arifin, but throughout the contents 

of his book this title has never been referred to This 

title is also not found in any other book on him. FarOzanfar 

seems to be of opinion that Khdmush ( Silent or extinct) was 

the Takhallus ( or nom-de-plumc ) of Rami, for at the end of 

many of his ghazals this word was used by the Poet by way 

indication.3 

On his father s side Jalalu’d-din, as reported by JamI in 

his Nafahtou'l uns, is connected with Abu Bakr, the first of 

1 In support of this Aflaki quotes the following couplet 

of Jalalu'd-din Rumi. 

Az Khurdslnam kashidi td bari-yiinuniydn ; 

To bar umizam badishdn to kunam khush madhhabi. 

As is found in Fihi ml f ihi also, Jalalu’d-din had no 

respect for the Romans regarding their noble qualities. 

Aflaki also opines that Rami loved Amir Taju’d-din of 

Khurasan most amongst his disciples and used to address 

him by •hamshahn • 

2 Ab*al H-a Zindaglni’y.JalaJu’d-din. p. 2. 

3 Cf. KuUiyati Shamsi-Tabnz, p. 854 : 

Khomush ki ziyan hamah ziyan ast ; 

Tu suy ziyan chi migurizi. 
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the Caliphs and a devotee of the prophet.1 2 A son or grandson 

of Aba Baler is said to have been among the Arab conquerors 

of Khur&sSn during the Caliphate of‘Uthman about 647 A.D., 

and it is said he settled at Balkh, the capital of ancient 

Baotria. Jalalu'd-din’s great-grand-father Ahmad al-Khatibi, 

apparently a son or a descendant of a public preacher (or 

khatib) married a daughter of the Royal house of Khw3razm- 

Shah or the Khwarizmian kings of Central Asia. She gave 

birth to Jalalu’d din Husain who married the daughter of a 

certain Khurram-shah. a king or a member of the royal 

family of Khurasan, and to them a son was born who was 

Bah&’u'd-din Muhammad styled “Sultan al-‘ulanu,m ( or King 

of the learned ), and was commonly known as BahS’u’d-din 

Walad. This Baha’Walad had three children, a daughter 

and two sons, and our Maulana Rumi was the youngest. 

Of Baha'u’d-dln, it is recorded by Af l&kt,* while quite a 

youth, he was so extremely learned that the family of his 

mother wished to raise him to the throne as king ; but this 

he wholly refused. Baha’Walad was a distinguished personage 

amongst the Safls. His khirqa (dress or religious habit), 

according to Manaqib u'l'Arifin, has been connected with 

Ahmad Ghazall, but others report it to be connected with 

Najm u’d-din Kubra3 ; and he was famous for observing the 

the religious customs of amri-ma'ruf wa nahy az munkir ( i.e., 

the command to do what is right and lawful and the prohib¬ 

ition of doing what is wrong and unlawful in the eyes of God 

and men ). His title of Sultan al *ulama was conferred on him 

1 Sulian Walad also sings in his Mathnavi about his 

grandfather : 

Asli u dar nasab Abu Bakri ; 

Zon chu riddiq diisht u fadri. 

2 In his Manaqib u'l 'Arifin (translated by Sir James 

Redhouse ). 

3 Ahwal wa Zindagoni'y-Jalalu'd-din Muhammad, p. 8. 
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by the most learned men of the city of Balkh who were cons¬ 

trained to do this by a Divine Command conveyed to them 

in the self same night and in an identical dream. They all. 

then, became his disciples. He was also called the Maulana'i- 

Buzurg ( Great or Elder Master ) to be distinguished from 

his illustrious son, Maulfina Rumi. In fact, both the 

nobles and the common people had great regard for him, and 

as Daulat Shah says, the inhabitants of Balkh were very 

cofident of him.1 

As his reputation and influence began to spread around 

and as gradually many followers gathered round him, 

Baba’ud-din began his preaching in 1208 A. D. He urged 

them to study the Qur7m and to practise the precepts of 

Islam, always denouncing the philosophers and the rationalists 

of the time. This view went against the ruler of the land and 

his courtiers who held the rationalist views about the Qur’an. 

Consequently, the courtiers led by Fakhr R8zia, who was a 

teacher of the Khwarazmshah and a chief of the philosophers 

of the lime, maligned him before the King, and called him 

an intriguer and a seditionist having designs on the throne. 

The King sent for BahaVd-dln, who readily agreed to leave 

1 Tadhklra’I Daulat Shah, p. 193. 

2 Fakhru’d-dln Razi was born in 1149 A. D. at Ray, 

attached himself to the Court of Khwarazmshah and 

finally died at Herat in 1209 A. D. He wrote on the 

expositions of the Qur’an Religious Faith, Jurisprudence. 

Philosophy, Astrology, History and Rhetoric ; and to 

all these was added an Encyclopedia of Sciences. One 

of his works on Astrology, dedicated to ‘Ala’u’d din 

Khwarazmshah, and hence entitled Al-Ikhtiyaratu’l- 

'Alaiyya, was originally composed in Per'ian, as was his 

Encyclopedia, composed for tie same monarch in 

1179 A. D. 
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the country, so as to remove from the King’s mind all misgi¬ 

vings on the score. 
It is also well-known that Muhammad KhwSrazmshah was 

not favourably disposed towards the sect of Kubr5wiyya, and 

on this ground he threw into the river Oxus Majdu’d-din 

Baghdadi who was one of the leaders of the sect and became 

famous as one of the disciples of Najmu’d-din Kubra. Accor¬ 

ding to HamduMlah MustaufT, the author of Tarikhi-Guzida, 

the MaulanS ( i.e., MaulSna’i-Buzurg ), the father of Jalalu’d- 

din, was attached to this sect and was one of the successors 

of Najmu’d-din. If so, the reason of the contention between 

the Khwarazmshih and Bah*’ Walad is clear. According to 

the Tarikhi-Watfif, the Khwarizmian King had at first no 

disregard for this sect of the Snffe. but by the personal 

influence of Fakhru’d-din. who had always an emm.ty and 

hatred for Majdu’d-dln Baghdadi, the latter was thrown into 

the river. _. ,v 
Really this disposition of the Royal House was ma.nly 

due to the fact that there was a continual contention between 

the philosophers and the sect of the Safis, one of which base 

the realization of the Truths mainly on the demonstration o 

knowledge, while the other count knowledge as a bar to it. 

which can be attained only through the purity of heart. We 

also find that almost all the Sufi poets of the lime such as 

Sanfl’I. Kh&q&ni and Ni?imi expressly reproached the philoso¬ 

phers, counting them as broachers of new opinions, who arc 

far away from the open field of Reality. 

Bahft'u'd-din also had much contempt for those philoso¬ 

phers. He even taunted Fakhru’d-din in his presence : You 

have misled your followers by some fanciful ideas ; and this 

dominance t of ideas ) is based on passion predominating you 

( In ghalaba az bahri-on ast kl nafs ghUlib ast. )l 

1 As quoted by Faruzanfar from the Ma'Hrif of 

Bah&’u’d-din Walad. 

8 Jalalu'd din Ruml and his Tagawwuf 

Likewise, our f>oet also sang many couplets in opposition 

to the philosophers and their philosophical ideas; and 

made even occasional taunting remarks against Fakhru'd-din 
RSzi 

Falsafi mar div rU munkir sha wad. 

Dar hanuai dam sukhray'i-diwi bawad. 

Gar nadid, divra khudrU babin. 

Bi junto nabwad kabudi dar jabin.» 

Rami also compared Fakhru’d din with the Lion that was 

thrown into the well through the device of the Hare ; 

rakhri-<tin khwTJiad kt guyandash laqab. 

Ay tu sh,ri dar ragi in chahifard. 

Xafsl-chun khargush khtoat rikht u khurd* 

Again, in the Mathnan. it is sung : 

Andarirt rah gar khirad rah-bm bud,. 

Fakhr fa, r3z dart-din budi* 

( K wudon, u» revelation ofthi, pMh Fakh(u.d.din 

R** would h.vc been I be secre.-knower of Religion ). 

hllr, 7"'“““'“ « >««•• qulity io .be human 

durn.-.I Ml*'0" °f ,hC $Bfi5 S°> a respectable position 
tZy ‘",h cenlury At D* I. even spread among rbe 

used to" P'?h *' Th' "0ble’ lh‘ le,*rned *nd even lhe kin*s 
used to join the assemblies of the Sufi teachers, and in their 

portant .(Tams they accepted their disinterested judgment 

wtth utmost obiigation. Bu, their real days of glory Tme 

en AI-Ghazuli famous as hujjat al Islam ( d. 1111 A D ) 

»howl5 h.msel,.-, gIcal phdosopher and a very learned'man 

t °,h" !'?’ in rerU,,,ion °f ,h‘ Philosophers and 
humiliated famous philosopher, like Abu -AH Sina and Abu 

1 Mathnavi, vol I, 3283-4. 

2 Ibid., 1350 . 

3 Quoted in the Ahwal wa zindagM'y-JalaJu'd-din 

Muhammad. p. 11. 
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Na§r Farabi taunting them with remarks of ‘kafir' and 

^According to Aflaki, the contention between the SDfi- 

teacher Bah&’u'd-din and the famous philosopher Fakhru'd- 

din began in 1208 A. D. From the contents of his narrative 

it appears that Fakhr RSzi was living at the time of the 

migration of Baha'Walad and that his migratory journey 

began when Jalalu'd-dln was five years of age. ®ul “‘5 

unanimonsly agreed lhat the birth of lalal was in 1207 A. D 

So his father's migratory journey began in 1212 A. U. . o 

according to others, in 1213 A. D. But Fakhru'd-dm died in 

1209 A. D. ; and on this basis Baha' Walad'. journey began 

about four years after the death of Fakhr Razi. According y. 

the claim of Afliki that his departure from Balkh was owing 

to the displeasure of the Sul^n seems to be baseless. 

The reports of Aflaki are often contradictory to one 

another •, and it is difficult sometimes to reconcile them. For 

example, in one place Aflaki writes that when Jalalu d-d.n 

was five years of age. his father ptigrated from h.s native: lan^I . 

and in another page he narrates that in the city of Balkh c 

was six years old. He also describes that before Baha1 Walad s 

proceeding on his journey from Baghdad, the news of the 

attack of the city of Balkh and its capture by the Mongols 

reached the Caliph ( of Baghdad). Again, according to Aflik., 

the difference of time between the departure of Baha1 Walad 

from Balkh and the besieging of that city by the Mongols 

and their common massacre of the people there and its 

neighbourhood by Changiz Khan wns about eight years. 

Professor Farazanfar of the University of Tihran is of 

opinion that apparently Aflaki presents this state of things in 

contradiction to the historical arrangement of facts for the 

reason that the excellence of the family of Maulana may 

remain established. Other authors have also described in the 

same manner in imitation of him in their books.? According 

1 Ahwal wazlndagaru'y-Jatol ud-din Muhammad, pp 14-5. 

to the Tihran Professor, the main reason of the migration of 

Baha'Walad from Balkh was the fear and dread of blood- 

shedding and the mercilessness of the army of the Tartars, 

which was the cause of affliction and terror to the whole 

land ; and necessarily the members of the family of Maulana 

who had some power and prestige were compelled to leave 

behind their native land and with it their belongings and 

friends and relatives. For the same reason many from amongst 

the people of Iran migrated to different countries. It appears 

from the verses of Athiru’d-dln AumSnl1 that letting of houses 

was a difficult problem in the city of Baghdad, and the 

fugitives were able to secure houses for residence with much 

trouble. At about the same time Najmu’d-din. famous as 

DSya* ( author of Mir (ad al-'lbad ), also migrated from Ma 

Kara' a'n-nahr ( or Transoxiana ) to Ray and from there to 

Qonya. 

According to Aflaki, Baha* Walad quitted Balkh with a 

band of about forty souls, who were his devout followers, after 

delivering a public address in the great Mosque before the 

King and his people. In this address he foretold the advent 

of the Mongols to overturn the kingdom, possess the country, 

destroy Balkh and drive out the King, who would then flee to 

ihe land of the Romans, and there at length be killed ; which 

events really happened, the royal House being over thrown, 

and the kingdom destroyed by Changiz Khan in 1221. A. D. 

1 Athiru ddin ‘AbduMlah AurnSni of Hamadan ( d. 1257 

A. D. ) mainly wrote in praise of ShibSbu’d-din 

Suldimanshah, the ruler of Kurdistan, who was killed 

at tr.e order of Hulaku Khan during his invasion of 

Baghdad, 

2 He was, according to Jam!, the disciple both of 

Najmu’d-din Kubra and Majdu'd-din. He died in 

1256 A. D. Jam! also says that he with Sadru'd-din of 

Qonya attended the assemblies of Rflrni. 
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Only a remnant of the kingdom of Balkh was continued for 

12 years by the last of the line, who died at once a fugitive 

and an invader in Adhar-baijan in a battle fought against the 

combined force of Egypt, Syria and Asia Minor. 

Jalalu’d din was, at the time of his faiher’s departure from 

Balkh, six years and his elder brother ‘Ali’u'd-din was eight 

years. Tbeir sister, the eldest of them, was already married, 

and she remained behind with her husband. But Faruzanfar, 

on the authority of Walad-nT,ma written by Sulifin Walad, son 

of Maulana Rural, states that the migratory journey of Baha1 

Walad from Balkh was not begun long before 1221 A. D., 

when Changiz actually invaded Balkh. He thus describes : 

When that eternal king became afflicted by the inhabitants of 

Balkh suddenly came down the voice from God, **0 you, 

incomparable lord of the sheikhs, as this sect has oppressed 

you and made your heart disturbed, come out from amongst 

these enemies to whom soon I am sending punishment and 

tribulations. When he heard such a call from God, he twisted 

his thread of anger, and started for Hejaz leaving behind 

Balkh, for God made him aware of this secret. While he was 

on his way, the news reached him that the secret had been 

made effective ( and ) the Tartars had attacked the land, and 

the army of Islam had been routed. They seized Balkh and 

killed the people heinously without any limit and number. 

They desolated those big cities, for God has His punishment 

of diverse nature. 

Chun az haq chunln khi(ab shuntd. 

Rishta'i-khashm ra daraz tanid. 

Kard az Balkh ‘azm suy hijaz, 

Zanki shud kdrgar dar u dn rdz. 

Bud dar raftan u rasid khabar, 

Ki az an rdz shud padid athar. 

Kard Tatar qa$didn iqlim. 

Munhazim gasht lashkari-lsldm. 

Balkh ra bastad wa bazaii zar. 

Kusht az an qaum bi*ad wa bisySr. 

Shahrhdy’i-buzurg kard khardb. 

Hast haq ra hazdr guna ‘adhab. 

After bidding adieu to his native city Balkh and his 

relatives, Baha' Walad intended to start for the pilgrimage and 

took the road to Baghdad. When he reached Nishapur, he 

met Sheikh Faridu’d-din ‘Attar. According to Daulat Shah, 

Sheikh ‘Attar himself came to visit Maulana Baha'u’d-dTn, 

and at that time Jalftlu'd-dZn was a mere boy. He presented 

his Asrdr-ndma to Jalalu’d-din and predicted to Baha' Walad 

that his son would inspire those troubled ones of the world. 

Jaial used to keep the work with his own person, as Jfimi 

asserts in his Nafal&tu l-uns; and his later life was much 

influenced by the Books of Faridu’d din *A\|ftrt specially the 

Mantiq aI yair, an allegorical work, illustrating the different 

states of the Path of the Sfifis God-wards. 

As there is some confusion regarding the date of Bahfi' 

Walad’s migration which generally is taken as occured in 

1213 A.D. ; consequently, the date of Maulana's meeting with 

‘Attfir and the latter's offering of Asrdr-ndma to him is also a 

complication. The date of their meeting which is generally 

said to occur when Jal&l was six years of age, would fall, 

according to Farozanfar, by the beginning of 1221 A. D, 

when he was 14 years. And on the basis of this later date 

when Maulana was 14 years old, the story of their meeting 

and of t e opinion regarding Rflmi’s future greatness is more 

justified. 

Sheikh Faridu’d din ‘Attar was one amongst those who got 

education from Najmu'd din Kubra and Maju’d-din Baghdadi. 

Balta’u'd din was also connected with that line; and was 

coun'ed as one of the chief ones of the sect of the Kubrawiyya. 

And his going to visit Baba'Walad confirms the view that 

both of them were of the same path. But FarOzanfar raises 

a suspicion about the story of their meeting on the ground 

that it is neither found in the Mathnavi of Sultfin Walad 
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nor in the Mandqib al-'Arifin of Aflaki who specially has men¬ 

tioned so many wonderful stories of this nature.1 2 • 

Bahfi’u’d-din proceeded to Baghdad, where he was met by 

the great Sheikh Shihabu’d din‘Umar SuhrawardT. the most 

eminent religious man of the place, who was deputed by the 

Caliph al-Musta‘$im to show respect to him. Baha’ Walad 

did not reside at Baghdad for more then three days ; and on 

the fourth day he started for the pilgrimage to Mecca. After 

performing the greater pilgrimage there, he turned towards 

Syria ; and passed his days in that neighbourhood for an 

uncertain period of time. According to Jam!, after performing 

the pilgrimage, he went to Arzinjfln on the Western Euphratis, 

where he remained for four years at a college built for him by 

a saintly lady, the wife of Fakhru’d-din Bahram-Sh5h. This 

Bahram Shah was a great patron of learning and it is he in 

whose name the book of Makhzanu’lAsrdr was dedicated by 

Nifami Ganjavl. 

Faruzanfar is of opinion that as both Fakhru’d din and 

his son ‘All’u’d-din* were patrons of learning and had achieve¬ 

ments in science ar d literature, it may be taken for granted on 

historical assumptions that Baha’ Walad stayed in the court 

of Fakhru’d-din Bahrfimshah or ‘Ala’u’d-din who were rulers 

1 J. P. Brown in his Dervishes suggests that the meeting 

of Maulana with Faridu’d din ‘Attar was not a physical 

one, but a spiritual communion between the two. Some 

biographers ( such as in Rauddt al-Janndt on the History 

of Herat) have even gone further and stated that MauUnA 

in his youth had gone to the service of ‘A tar and was a 

confident of the secrets of the latter ; and after that he 

sought for the service of Sana’i. But it is well founded 

that Sana’i died about 59 years before the birth of 

Jalalu’d-din, and accordingly this service could not be 

possible at least physically. 

2 ‘Ala’ud-din Dafid-Shah ruled from 1225 to 1228 A.D. 

of the kingdom of Arzinjan-in those days.1 

According to Aflaki, Baha’ Walad after pciforming his 

pilgrimage at Mecca, passed for years at Malatia on the Upper 

Euphratis, and then passed on to Lfirinda ( now Qaramnn ) in 

Asia Minor where he remained for about seven years as the 

head of a college, built for him by Amir Musa, the Governor 

of the place. Here it was that his younger son Jalalu’d-din 

Muhammad married a lady named Gauhar Khatun, daughter 

of L4li Sharafu’d-din of Samarkhand in 1225 A.D., when he 

was 18 years old*. She became the mother of two sons, 

•Alfi’u’d din and Bahau’d din Sultan Walad at Larinda. She 

appears to have died rather young ; for Jalfilu’d-din afterwards 

married another lady named Kira Khatun of Qonya, who 

outlived him and by whom he had two other children, a son 

and a daughter. 

But it is surprising to find that Sultan Walad in his 

Mathnavi only mentions that Baha’ Walad after leaving his 

native place near about the time of its capture by the Mongols, 

performed the pilgrimage at Mecca and passed the last two 

years ol his life at Qonya*. From this Faruzanfar conjectures 

that before goiog to Mecca Baha’ Walad passed a period of 

time in different cities, and at last after performing the pilgri¬ 

mage, h: made himself a resident in the country of Rum. 

Tumultous accidents of Iran during the days of the 

Mongols reached to such an extent that the villagers and the 

townsmen conld not even sleep a night ia safely and repose, 

1 A)wdl ha zindagZmYyJalalu'd-dm Muhammad, p. 24. 

2 According to others he was then 21 years old. Cf. Literary 

History of Persia, vol. II, p 515 ; and also Shakhdyati- 

Maulavl, p. 21. 

3 Cf. A mad a: Ka'ba dar wiliyeti-Rum, 

Td shudand ahli Rum azd mar bum. 

Az hama mulki-RZm Qinya rd, 

Bar guzid wa muqim shud in jd. 
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and in ihe day they had to wait anxiously for death or 

imprisonment. For this reason every one who was in a posi¬ 

tion fled to their friends and relatives at distant places which 

were till that time free from the cruelties of that bloodshrdding 

sect, so that he might live in sefety for some days at least from 

the deluge of that destruction and might not see the blood- 

shedding of his friends and relatives with his own eyes. 

Although some of the states by their submission became safe 

from the oppression of the Mongols—that safety which one 

should not hanker after, was not kept in reserve every where 

for those free-thinking and enlightened persons. Even under 

the good policy of the Atfibek kings of Persia proper, they 

were not protected everywhere. Although the sects of rigorous 

piety and outward followers of religion were always respected 

there, the real masters of knowledge and purity of heart were 

often in disgraceful condition. According to Tdrikhi-Wa^af, 

though the At&bck king Abu-Bakr bin Sa‘d was famous for his 

favours towards the pious and* the saintly, he expelled from 

Shiraz some distinguished scholars for their philosophical 

discussions. 

Although Babfi'iTd-din Walad was universally regarded 

as an authority on Taqawwuf at that time and his lofty, dig¬ 

nified thoughts were far more superior to all those philosophi¬ 

cal conjectures and discussions, yet he thought it desirable to 

turn himself towards the city of Rum, which was safe from 

the attack of the Mongols and where lived a king, who had 

foresight, could recognize real men and was a patron of 

learning. According to Aflaki, ‘Ala’u'd-din called him from 

Larinda to Qonya, and on the day of his reaching Qonya, 

the king received him with all respect and attention. But 

Sultan Walad is of opinion that before he was invited by the 

king, Baha’u'd-din lived for a period of time at Qonya. 

The beauty of the town itself may also be an attraction 

for Baba’u’d-din. Ibn-Battuta thus describes of Qonya : 

It is a large town with fine buildings, and has many streams 

and fruit gardens. The streets are exceedingly broad, and 

the bazars admirably planned, with each craft in a bazar 

of its own. It is said that this city was built by Alexander*. 

Therefore, it appears that when SaljQqi Sultfin 'Ali’u'd- 

din Kaiqubfid ( 1220-36 A. D. ), the then sovereign of Asia 

Minor, who returned to his capital, and who was living 

before at SiwH and had heard of the great learning and 

sanctity of BahaVd-din, invited him to the Capital 

immediately after his arrival there, where he installed him 

in a College and soon professed himself his disciple. 

The inhabitants of Qonya had a great faith in Baha’u d- 

dln Walad. And according to DaulatshSh, whenever he 

engaged himself in preaching and exhortations, Sultan 

•Ala’u'd dio used to present gifts and donations to the public 

in the name of the Maulana, and he had a grent respect for 

his spiritual guide*. Aflaki states that SufiSn invited him 

to an assembly where all the saints and learned men gathered 

together and they showed him much respect. He thus became 

his disciple and all his courtiers and the army also became 

his disciples. But the statement that all the courtiers and 

his army turned his disciples is nothing but an exaggeration. 

Amongst his disciples Amir Badru’d din Guharlfish, 

famous as Zardar or a rich man ), who was the Laid of the 

Sultan, built a madrasa for his sons in gratitude for the 

blessings that he had received from his spiritual guide. This 

madrasa became a lecture hall of Maulana. and it has been 

styled as the Madrasa of hadrat Khudawandgar by Ahmad 

Aflaki*. Baha’u'd-din died in 1231 A. D., and the Sultan 

erected a marble mausoleum over his grave. But Daulatshah 

is of opinion that he died in 1233 A. D., which seems to be 

wrong. 

1 Ibn Battuta, translated by H A. R. Gibb, p 130. 

2 Tadh'dra, p. 194. 

3 Ab»’al we zindagdni. etc., p. 33 
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Baba’u’d-din was a great saint. Many miracles and 

wonders are attributed to him by Aflaki. All this is very 

mysterious, and only the mystics of all lands arc qualified 

to deal with these things, which of course, they would ascribe 

to the all-pervading power of God, and explain as the favours 

of God, bestowed to those who lead pure and saintly lives. 

Bahfi* Walad did not endeavour to collect together all his 

spiritual ideas in a book, though a book of the name of 

"M'arif° (or Spiritual Thoughts) is found to be existing under 

his name. In the collection of manuscripts under the 

possession of *Ali Akbar Dah-khud3, there is a copy of the 

M'arif at the end of which there is the name of Kbuda-dad, a 

learned doctor of the Maulavl Order, who wrote it in 1549 

A. D. at Qonya1. It seems that this KhudS-dSd edited in a 

complete form the book of Baha* Walad, and Aflaki has 

also mentioned of this book in his Manlqlbu'l-' Arifin. 

This book greatly influenced Rumi. It is always evident 

to the scholors who are deeply learned in the philosophy of 

Sufism that the thoughts of al-Mdrif have often been borrowed 

by his illustrious son in his Mathnavi and Chazals. For 

example, Baha’ Walad says. “Now, that you have found in you 

an attachment for God and His attributes, know that this is a 

demand from Allah ; and if you have an inclination for the 

Heaven and a quest for the Heavenly pleasures, it is also a 

desire of the Heaven that is seeking your asssociation. And 

if you have a desire for the association of any human 

being, it is also the same man who is seeking your association. 

For no sound of clapping comes from one haud : AknUn chu 

tu khud ra raghbati didi ba-AUdh wa ba-safdti-Ail Ji midiin 

ki an taqdfcy Allah ast wa agar mailat ba-bihisht wa dar 

(alabi-bihishti an maili-bihisht ast ki turd talab mi kunad 

wa agar tura mail ba-Udmi-st an admi niz tura talab mikunad 

ki hargiz az yak dost bang ni-dyad. ( Al-m'drif ) 

1 Ahwal wa Zindagani, etc., pp. 35-6. 

—2 
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Almost the same idea is found in the following lines of the 

Mathnavi1 : 
Hich 'ashiq khud nabdshad wasl ju ; 

Kih na ma'shuqash bawad juyay-H. 

Lik ‘ishqi-'ashiqZn tan zih kunad ; 

’ lshqi-ma' shdqdn khush wa farbih kunad. 

Chun darin dil borqi-mihri-dust jast; 

Andar an dil diist'i midan ki hast. 

Dar dili-tu mihri-Haq chun shud du tii ; 

Hast Uaq ra bi gumSni mihri-tu. 

Hich bongi-kaf zadan ruiyjd badar ; 

Az yaki dcsti-tu bi-dcsti dig»r. 

Again, it is recorded in al-M'arif: Now, O master, acquire 

faith in the path of religion, and always guard the precious 

capital from the thieves and your companions, for they will 

surprisingly steal away all your comforts, as water steals away 

water. (AknUn ay khwaja yaqini baiil kun dar rdhi-din wa 

an moya'i-khud ra nigah dar az duzdiin wa hamnishindn ki 

ishdn ba-naghzi hamah rdkatl-tura ba-duzdand hamchunan 

ki hawa ab ra ba-duzdad). 

Likewise, it is narrated in the Mathnavi :* 

Z-ahmaqon bagrxz chun '?sa garikht ; 

Suhbati-abmaq bast khunha ki rikht. 

Andak andak abrd duzdad haw a ; 

Din chunin duzdad ham ahmaq az shunta. 

Verses may also be quoted from the Chazals of ROmi: 8 

Agar tu bar nadori chird talab nakuni,- 

W-gar ba-ydr rasidi chird {arab nakuni. 

Ba-kdhili banishini ki in ‘ajab kdrist. 

•Ajab tu'yi ki hawdyi-chunin 'ajab nakuni. 

1 Mathnavi, Vol. Ill, 4393-7. 

2 Ibid., 2595-6. 

3 Kulliydti-Shamsi-Tabriz, p. 966. 
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l If you have not get the admission, why do you not search 

for it ? And if you have reached your Friend, why no joy 

for it ? You sit idle ( i. e., you do not endeavour after 

realizing your Ideal ) thinking that it is a very wondrous 

task, but it is more astonishing that you have no desire for 

that rare One. ] 

Likewise, in al-M‘arlf it i® recorded : Agar rahi nadida 

ay jldd kun ta rahi him wa agar rah didi tawaqquf chi 

mikurii wa chi andisha wa gham mikhuri ( If you have 

not found the way, O you, exert yourself, so that you may 

find the way ; and if you have seen the Path, why do you 

delay any more and why are you anxious or sorry any 

more ? 

II 

Education ( both Theological and Spiritual ) 

Rumi was ihc worthy son of his father. He was a born 

mystic ; and he got his early education undei his father Balin' 

u’d-din Walad, who, though his father, also had a great 

rcvcrance for his son Jalal. And he publicy affirmed that his 

son was of exalted descent, being of the lineage of king as 

well as of hereditary saints. His maternal groundmother was 

a daughter of the great Imam al SarSkshi of Khurasan who 

died at Dama cus in 1175 A. D. 

According to Aflakl, when five years old, Jalalu d-din al 

times used to become extremely uneasy and restless, so much 

so that his attendants used to watch him with great care 

amongst themselves. The cause of these perturbations was 

recorded as being due to the appearance of spiritual forms 

and shapes from the Invisible World. The mystic poet Jam! 

in his NafahMl-uns writes that the spiritual powers of this 

celebrated Fir or saint were developed at the early age of 

six years, and those spiritual forms and hidden figures became 

visible to his eye. Baha’ u’d-din Walad states as an instance 

of the Qircumstances that once on a Friday, JalSlu’d-din was 

. al. Ba,kh on the roof of a house in company with some other 
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youngsters of his age, when one of them asked him whether 

it would not be possible to jump from the place on which 

they stood to another house-top. Jalalu’d-din replied that 

such a movement would be more suitable to dogs and cats 

and other similar animals, but woe to a human being who 

should attempt to assimilate himself to them. “If you feel 

yourself competent to do it, let us jump upwards towards 

heaven." And then, setting the example, he sprang upwards and 

was immediately lost from sight The youths all cried out as 

he disappeared, but in a moment he returned, greatly altered 

in complexion and changed in figure. He informed them that 

whilst he was yet talking with them a legion of beings clothed 

in green mantles seized him from amongest them and carried 

him in a circle upwards towards the skies ; that they showed 

him strange things of a celestial character, and that on their 

cries reaching them, they lowered him down again to the 

earth. It is also recorded that during this year he only par- 

look of food once in three or four days.1 

Jalalu’d din was always favoured with ecstasies of the 

mystics and his father became so much impressed at the height 

of his spiritual stale that he conferred upon him the affec¬ 

tionately honorific title of Khudawandgor. There were also 

many other wonderful and mysterious miracles that were 

wrought by him at the various successive stages of his life. 

These arc reported by the followers of the Maulavi Order ; 

and it is not possible to mention here all of them. Let me 

cite here one such miracle ; others may be found in detail 

in the Manaqibu'l-'Arifin of Shamsu’d-dm Ahmad Aflaki 

( d. 1353 A. D. ), a disciple of the Order and also a great 

historian2. 

1 J. P. Drown s The Dervishes, p. 250. 

2 While presenting these miracles, I may appear to be 

credulous to a modern scientific eye ^th^account^^ 

which is traditional is given for the piofrtK ufrfiViSflffidfng 
of Islamic Stud*J 

j.m™ MiUia Islam* 

turn 

After the death of his father, Rami went from Qonya to 

Halab ( or Aleppo ) for further studies. As he was known to 

be a son of BahS’u’d-din, and also a scholar, his professor 

showed every attention towards him. The other students 

became jealous of him, and complained to the Governor of 

the city that Jalal was immoral, as he was in the habit of 

quitting his cell every mid-night for some unknown purpose. 

The Governor resolved to see for himself the real matter. At 

mid-night Jalal came forth from his room, and went 

straight to the locked gale of the College which opened of 

itself, and then through the streets of the locked city-gate, 

the Governor always following him at a distance. This 

city-gate also opened of itself, and they both passed through. 

They came to the tomb of Ibr&him Khalilu'l-lfih, i. e., 

Abraham, 'the friend of God’, in the outskirts of the city, 

where Jalal was led by a large company of forms in raiments, 

at the sight of which the Governor lost his senses through 

fright. When he regained his senses, there was nothing of 

the sort before his eyes except a trackless plain where he 

wandered about for three days and nights together. Mean- 

of his Mysticism. It is to be noted that all mystic saints 

are always acclaimed as performing such wonders by their 

practices of the 'J'ariqai (or the mystic Path ) or Raja- 

yoga ( or the royal Path of the Hindus ). The reference 

of Mi1 raj ( or the ascent of prophet Muhammad to 

Heaven ) is also interpreted in the same line of thought. 

The 'fariqa-practices are to be learnt from his spiritual- 

guide by the student and they always remain secret between 

the teacher and his saliki-rah for the reason that the 

system U very delicate, and accordingly, should be 

taught under the direct observation of an expert. Yet 

we shall find many references of this Path in the Mathnavi 

and they are discussed to some extent in the chapter under 

‘Prayer’. 
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while the missing of the Governor became known to the 

public, and the people became informed of the case through 

Jalftl and found him out. The Governor afterwards became 

a disciple of Jalal. 

Sayid Burhanu’d-diQ Tirmidhi, popularly known as 

Sirr-dan ( or the Secret-knower ) at Balkh, Bukhara and 

Tirmidh, was his earlier spiritual guide, who was also a 

disciple and friend of Baha’u’d-dtn, his father. He was of 

the family of Husain, the grandson of the Prophet. It is said 

that from the beginning of his life he was attracted with love 

and in search of a spiritual guide which drew him to Balkh 

where Bahfi’u’d-din held his spiritual discussions ; and there 

Tirmidhi was admitted to the circle of his disciples. It »s 

also said by Aflftki that whilst they were at Balkh, Bah&'uM- 

din entrusted the education of Jalal to Burhfiou’d-dm, and 

his relation with Jalftl was that of a guardian tutor. 

When Baha’u’d-din quitted Balkh, the Sayid went to 

Tirmidh and there secluded himself as a hermit. After a 

while again he began to lecture in public on the significance 

of knowledge. Aflftki in his MariSqib u'l-'Arlfin and in 

imitation of him Jftml in his Nafabat u'l-Uns state that at 

the time of the death of Bahft’u’d din, Burhanu’d-din was 

engaged in spiritual discussions. In course of this discussion 

he heaved a sigh and exclaimed, ‘Alas, my master has passed 

away from this tabernacle of dust to the Abode of Sincerity’. 

And this was on the day when Baha’u’d-din died. Though 

Farozanfar doubts the authenticity of the miracle on the 

ground that this has not been mentioned in the Walad-ruma, 

which he thinks most authentic as regards the life of Maulana, 

but he himself quotes a page onward the line of Sultan Walad 

which runs thus : dad ba- way khabar yaki mukhtar ( One 

chosen of God gave him the information J1. 

Therefore, according to the advice of his teacher and the 

1 Ahwal wa Zindagani, etc., p. 39. 

urgency which required that Jalftl should be taught under him 

in spiritual matter, Tirmidhi went to Qonya and called for 

Jalal from Lftrinda where he appears to have been staying at 

that time before his journey - to Damascus for study. Jalal 

became his disciple then and there and got instruction under 

him in various matters for some years together and then 

Tirmidhi left Qonya with the disciple's permission, though at 

first he did not like to forego his holy association and he 

began residing at Qai$ariya (or Caesarea) during the last 

days of his life. 

As is mentioned in the Mancujib u'I'Arifin, Maulanft two 

years after the death of his father, apparently on the advice 

of Burhanu’d din, started for Syria, so that he might absorb 

himself in all the apparent sciences and thus make his 

knowledge perfect They say that this was his first journey. 

It is also recorded that Burhftnu'd-din accompanied him in 

this journey upto Qai$ariya where he made himself a dweller ; 

but Maulana went to the city of Halab, and there he endea 

voured after the knowledge of apparent sciences. Although 

there is no mention of his journey to I.Ialab or to any other 

place for acquiring various kinds of knowledge in the Walad- 

riama or in any other biographies, the depth of his knowledge 

in various sciences proves that he surely for years together 

took much pain in acquiring knowledge in all the sciences. He 

either read himself or got instruction .through his teachers> 

from all the important books of the time, as it appears that 

he became wcll-vcrscd in Tradition, religious Jurisprudence, 

Literature and Philosophy, and his reputation as regards 

learning, specially in the subject of Religious Law during his 

time reached the highest position1. 

It is said that Maulanft at Halab with some of his father’s 

disciples who were also his attendants, joined the madrasa of 

Halowiyya. This madras was the chief centre of the Hanafi 

1 Ibid.p. 41 
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sect. When Maulana was residing at Halawiya, the teaching 

of that madrasa was entrusted upon Kamalu’d-din Abu’l- 

Qasim ‘Umar bin Ahmad, famous as lbnu’l-‘Adim. Faruzan- 

far has referred to some books which he wrote, such as 

Zubdatu'l-^alab ( on the history of Halab ), Kitab al-Akhbar 

al-Mustafoda ( on the descriptions of BanI JurSda ). Kitab at- 

Dharari ( on the descriptions of progenies), and another on 

the art of writing, describing all its various ways and its 

literature.1 Aflaki has described KamSl u’d din as a master 

of learning and wealth ; and he has called him with the titles 

of Malik u’l-Umara and Mallki-Mulkl-Ilalab. As Kamil 

u*d-din was a law giver of the Hanifl sect, it is natural that 

Maul&nfi gathered much knowledge from him of the religion 

and philosophy of the Hanafites 

From Halab Maulana started for Damascus where he 

stayed for about four years. It was there that he first saw, as 

is reported by Aflaki, Shams u’d-din of Tabriz, who was not 

only a deep friend, but also his spiritual-guide. For him 

Jalal u’d din had the greatest regard, and in consequence he 

called his spiritual Odes the Diwani-Shamsi-Tabriz, putting 

the name of Shamsi-Tabriz at the end of each poem as his 

signature : this was just a way of dedicating his Diwan to his 

friend and master. At the first visit, Jalal u’d-din could not 

recognize his friend, though he addressed him amidst the 

crowd. Afterwards when he was living at Qonya, he met his 

friend for the second time, the details of which visit are really 

very interesting. 

Damascus, at that lime, was a famous centre of learning 

and an asylum of the refugees who fled from the attack 

of the Mongols. In the same period Sheikh Akbar MuMy- 

u'd-d>n al-'Arabi ( 1164-1240 A. D.). the famous exponent 

of Sufism, passed his last days in this town. It is presumed 

1 Ibid., p. 44. 

that Maulana read the Kitabl-Hidaya ( on Jurisprudence)1 

in this town ; and he also came in contact with the association 

of Muhiy-u’d-din*. 

Maulana. after residing at Halab and some other places 

at Syria for some seven years, returned to Qonya where his 

family was residing permanently. On the day when he reached 

Qai^ariya, according to Aflakt, the learned, the respectable 

aud the pure came before and showed him much respect. 

The Lord of Isfahan8, who was a friend and disciple of 

Burhan u'd din Muhaqqiq, sent persons to carry him to bis 

place. But Burhan u'd-din did not permit it on the ground 

that it was the rule of MaulanSyi-buzarg ( i. e. father of 

Maulln* ) to put up in a madrasa. 

The association of Maulana with Burhan Muhaqqiq 

( after his father’s death ) was for about nine years. During 

this period Maulana completed sih chlllah ( performances of 

austerities ) according to the advice of his spiritual guide. 

As Burhan u’d-din came to Ram by 1231 A. D., so his death 

must be by 1240 A. D., and Maulana was by the side of his 

death-bed at Qai$ariya4 

Bnrbanu’d-din was perfectly learned and fully informative 

regarding moral perfection and the Soft path and its different 

stages. That he was a perfect man is evident even from the 

words of Maulana. Of the Sufis, Sayid Tirmidhi was much 

inclined to Sana’i of Ghazna. as is said in the Fthi nta fihi: 

They say Sayid Burbanu’d-din recites verses, but he fre¬ 

quently utters the verses of SanS'i ( Guftand ki Sayid BurhVt 

1 Or Hidayat fi al-Furzgh, written by Sheikh u'l-Isiam 

Burhan u’d-din 'All bin Abi Bakr of the Hanafi sect ( d. 

1196 A. D.t 

2 Ahwal wa ZindagZniy-Jalal ‘ud-din Muhammad, p. 47. 

3 Apparently Shams u'd’din I§fahanT, minister of ‘Izzu’d- 

dln Kaikaus (1246 to 1256 A. D.). 

4 Ab*>7il wa Zindagani, etc., p. 47. 
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u’ddin sukhun khub mi farmdyad amnia shi'ri-Sana'i dar 

sukhun bisydr mi dwarad). Really he was much devoted 

to Sana’i as MaulSofi was attracted to Shamsi-Tabrlz. 

Maulana in his spiritual discourses often used to repeat 

the words of Tirmidbi. His son Sultan Walad also came 

under the service of him and acquired spiritual training from 

him, as he mentions in his Walad-hlma : This meaning and 

the wonderful interpretation was given by Burhanu’d-din 

( or Burhdni-din, the proof of religion ), the Truth-revealer. 

In ma'dni wa in gharib baydn ; 

Ddd Burhdni-din muhaqqiq dan.* 

In the Mathnavi also our poet has mentioned the name 

of his spiritual guide with much respect. As he says : Be 

perfect and be far off from any suspicion ; proceed on 

and be enlightened like Burhdnt-Mubqqtq. 

Pukhta gard wa az taghaiyur ddr shau ; 

Rau chu Burhdni-mubaqqiq ndr shau.1 2 

After the departure of Burhanu'd-dln from this transitory 

world, Maulftnfi set on the Spiritual-Seat to teach and direct 

people on the right path and engaged himself in teaching 

Jurisprudence and other sciences of Religion in the Madrasa 

according to the fashion of his father for a period of about 

five years, i. e., from 1240 to 1244 A. D. According to 

Daulat Shah, everyday 440 students of religious law used 

to come to his service for getting instructions from him11. 

Gradually his fame spread around ; and according to Sul tin 

Walad, more than ten thousand were his disciples though 

at first they were not ( always ) sincere ; and even the great 

muftis and the men of learning regarded him as a paighdm- 

bar. As he sings : 

Dah hazdrash mur id pish shudand ; 

Gar chi awwal zi-^idq diir budand. 

1 Mathnavi, Vol. II, 1319. 

2 Tadhkira'i-Daulat Shah, p. 194. 

Muf tiydni- buzurg ahli-hunar ; 

Dida 5r5 bajdyi-paigkdmbar. 

When Maulana was lecturing in his religious discourses, 

he showed his excellence and perfection ; and the people 

took him to be one of them and they were following his 

outward piety and rigour. But they did not know what 

spirital brilliance was hidden in. Suddenly the sun of Love 

and Truth shed its lustre on tba» pure heart ; it shone so 

brilliantly <hat the common eye became dark against that 

Light. The sight of those who w^re spiritually blind was 

not able to perceive the brilliance of that Lustre and owing to 

the darkness of the heart they could not believe in his divinity 

and thought that heart-illuminating Sun to be only a state 

of the dark night. Maulara now changed his mode of living, 

and with this the people also changed their faith in him. 

That darkness-removing Sun who made this illuminating night 

immersed in Light, concealed it from the eyes of the veiled 

ones. And that great storm of Love which made the Ocean 

of quietness full of dashing of waves and threw this boat of 

thought through its discord into the whirlpool of life is the 

Unknowable Secret which made its appearance in the life of 

Mauling through Shamsi-TabrTz. 

Regardii.g his meeting with MaulSna, Daulat Shah states 

that : One day Sheikh Ruknu’d din SanjabI (or Sajjasi) said 

to Sheikh Shamsu'd din, ‘You should better go to RQm, for 

there lives a student of you in whom fire of love should be 

ablaze’. Shamsu’ddin accordingly went there and at Qonya 

he found that Mauliri was sitting at the back of a camel 

and his followers were coming behind from the madrasa to 

his residence. Sham’su’d-din found in him what he was so 

long enquiring after. Rather he saw in him his Ideal. He 

followed Maulana on horseback and asked him. ‘What 

is really the aim of all these striving after teligion, austerities 

and learning of sciences T Maulana replied. ‘It is to follow 

the Divine Commands.’ Shamsu’d-din opined, ‘All these 
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are only outward formalities.’ Maulftnft asked, ‘What besides 

these ?* Shamsu’d-din replied, ‘Knowledge is that which has 

been realized*. And be quotes the following couplet from 

the DiwSn of Sanft’i : That knowledge which does not take 

you away from yourself ; Ignorance is much better than that 

knowledge. 

'lint kaz IS tura na bast'inad ; 

Jahl at an 'ilm bih buwad bisySr. 

But it is recorded by Afliki that : One day while Shams 

was silling at the g*lc of an inn. Jalftl came riding on a 

mule and a croud of his students and followers were following 

him on foot. Shams advanced forward, and taking hold of 

the mule’s bridle addressed Jalftl, ‘Exchanger of the current 

coins of recondite significations, who knowest the Names of 

of the Lord, tell me, was Muhammad the greater servant 

of God or Bftyazid of Bistftm ( a great mystic of the 9th 

century A. D. ) ?’ He replied. ‘Muhammad was incomparably 

the greater—the greatest of all prophets and saints’. “How 

is it that Muhammad said, ‘We have known Thee, O God, 

as Thou rightly shouldsl be known', whereas Bayazid said, 

'Glory unto iuc, how great is my glory* ?“ asked Shamsu’d- 

din. On hearing this question Jalal fell down senseless. 

After getting back his consciousness, he took his new acquain 

tance home with him. 

Mulnyu'd-dln ‘Abdu’l Qadir1 says of the story of dis¬ 

quietude of Maulana and his meeting with Shamsu'd-din in 

this way : The cause of solitude and discomfiture was su.h 

that one day lie was silting in the house, and some books 

were placed around him, when Shamsu’d-din entered the 

room and saluted him. He then sat down, and hiuting at 

the books, asked. ‘What are all these?’ He replied, ‘You 

I Muhiy al-diu was the author of KawSkib u’l-MCvfiya, 

originally written in Arabic, and its author was a con¬ 

temporary of Svltftn Walad, the worthy son of our poet. 

do not know*. And be had not yet finished his speech, 

when the books were ablaze in fire and its library. Maulftnft 

asked, ‘What is this V Shams replied, ‘You do not know 

this.* He then rose up and went away. Jalftl also came 

out and left behind his madrasa, his relatives and children. 

He then traversed many cities in search of him and wrote 

poems in honour of him, but these did not reach him, and 

he was not found anywhere. Almost similar to this are the 

descriptions of Jimi and others, such as Amin Ahmad Rftzi 

in his Tadhkira’i-Haft Iqtim, Adhar in his Atish-kada, have 

also reported likewise : When Shamsu’d-din reached Qonya 

and entered the assembly of Maulana, he was at that time 

sitting by the side of a reservoir and some books were lying 

by the side of him. Shamsu'd-din asked, ‘What books are 

these V Maulana replied, These are books of discourses'. 

•Of what use are these to you f thus asked Shams’ud-dln, 

and extending his hand he threw all the books into the water. 

Jalftlu’d-din with extreme wonderment said, *0 Darvish, 

what have you done ! Some of these books are valuable 

observations of my father, and nowhere they are available*. 

Shamsu'd-din dipped down his hand, and brought out all the 

books one by one. Water could not effect any of the books. 

Maulana asked, ‘What is this mystery ?’ Shamsu’d-din 

replied, ‘This is delight and ecstasy. What do you know 

regarding this ?’ After this the companionship between 

these two was firmly established. 

Ibn Battuta, the famous traveller, who in the course of his 

journey went to Qonya in the early part of the 14th century 

A. D., has also given a short description of Maulana and his 

followers and with it regarding the change of his mind thus : 

It is said that in the beginning of his life Maulftnft was a 

professor of religious Jurisprudence and the students used to 

gather round him in one of the colleges of Qonya. One day 

one sweetmeat-seller, who was carrying on his shoulder a tray 

of sweetmeats and was selling a piece of it at one fals ( a small 
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coin), entered the madrasa. When the lecture came to a stop, 

the Sheikh (Maulana) said, ‘Bring forward your tray*. The 

sweetmeat seller took one piece from the tray and gave it to 

MaulfinS who took it and ate it up. The sweetmeat-seller 

then went away, giving none else any other piece from his 

tray. The Sheikh giving up his lecture went out to follow 

him. It took a long time that he returned to the madrasa. 

The students after waiting for some time, went out in search 

of him, but did not find any clue of him, till after some years 

he returned, but did not utter anything except some Persian 

poems, not easily comprehended. The students came forward, 

wrote down what he uttered and collected them together in a 

book named Afathnavi. 

It is stated in the Walad-nama that the love and attraction 

of Maulana towards Sharasu’d-din was like the searching after 

of Khidr by Moses who with his state of prophet-hood, the 

gift of prophecy and dignity of Kalimu'llah, was yet in search 

of the men of God. Maulani with his perfection and 

exaltedness was in search of Perfected Souls, till he met Shams 

who was one of the Hidden Ones of the towers of Grandeur, 

and he became the disciple of Shamsu’ddin. Maulana offered 

himself before bis spiritual guide, became merged in his Lustre 

and invited him to his house1. 

After consideriug all these reports Farozanfar opines that 

it is possible that Ibn-Bat\uta heard it from the enemies of the 

family of Maulaoft or got it as an hearsay from the common 

ignorant people, and has reported the same without having 

any minute observation or verification of the same. The 

reports of others (excepting that of Sultan Walad) though not 

without ambiguity, have some uoiformity behind them. 

I Cf. : Bi chunin 'azz u qadar ufa4l u kamil ; 

Dai man bud f alibi-abdal. 

Khidrash bud Shams Tibrizi ; 

inki 6a u agar dar dmizi, etc. 
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However, we may conjecture that Maulana met with Shams at 

lialab or Syriya, and was attracted to his love and inspiration. 

And the different questions of Shams u’d-din might only 

bring forward to memory his former contact with MaulanS, 

at the lime of his meeting with Jalalu’d-din at Qonya. Along 

with it the report of Aflaki regarding his meeting with Shams 

u’d din at Syria (rather Damascus) may be added to make 

the statement strengthened.1 

After this holy meeting the spiritual guide and his disciple 

closeted themsetves together in spiritual discourses. The 

duration of this secret closeting, according to Aflfiki, was 

forty days or three fort-nights. This duration seems to be 

their closeting without any interruption, when they met for 

the first time at Qonya. 

Let me record here one or two anecdotes regarding him 

which will indicate Jalfil's high regard for and great faith in 

his master, and also the way in which instructions were given 

to his friend and disciple by Shams u'd-din. It is related that 

one day, as a trial and test, he requested Jalal to make him 

a present of a slave. Jalal instantly brought forward before 

him his wife Kira Khatfln to serve him. To this act of 

renunciation Shams replied. ‘Rather I want a youth to wait 

on me*. This time Jalal brought forward his son, Sultan 

Walad, to serve his purpose. He then wanted from Jalal some 

wine, which, be said, he was accustomed to drink. Jalal himself 

prepared the cup of wine and presented the same before him. 

The spiritual guide became satisfied at his behaviour and 

declared that Jalal was really the greatest of men that be had 

ever seen. 

There is another anecdote which illustrates how Shamsu’d- 

din used to instruct his disciple. Jalal is reported to have 

said : When Shamsu’d din first came and I felt a mighty 

spark of love for him burning within my heart, he took upon 

1 Abwdl wa Zindagam, etc., p. 66, - 
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hirr.self to command me in the most despotic and peremptory 

manner. ‘Study’, he said, ‘the writings of thy father’. For a 

while I studied nothing else. Then be said, ‘Keep silent and 

speak to none*. I ceased from all intercourse with iny 

fellows. He came to me another day as I was by his command 

studying the writings of my father. Thrice he called out to 

me, ‘Study them not'. From his sacred features the effulgence 

of spiritual wisdom streamed forth. I laid down the book 

and never since have I opened it. But one night Jalal dreamt 

that he was in company with a number of friends who were all 

studying and discussing with him those very writings of bis 

father. As he awoke from his dream, Shams was entering the 

room with a severe look. Addressing Jalal he asked, ‘How 

hast thou dared to study that book again V Jalal protested 

that since his prohibition he had never once opened his 

father's works. ‘Yes*, reported Shams, ‘there is a study by 

reading, and there is also a study by centcmplating. Dreams 

are but the shadows of our working thoughts. Hadst thou 

not occupied thy thoughts with those writings, thou wouldst 

not have dreamt about them'. 

Shams u’d-din taught and impressed Maulana in such a 

way that the latter changed his view of all things and surren¬ 

dered himself completely to his pure love. All the biographers 

arc unanimous that MaulSnS after this secret closeting changed 

his Path and established sittings of music, hearing and dancing 

in place of performances of prayers and lecture gatherings ; 

and in place of discourses of madrasas and discussions with 

the students he established heart inspiring songs. How 

beautifully Sultan Walad sings of the state of the change in 

the path of the Religion of his father : Before his spiritual 

union with Shams, he ( Maulana ) absorbed himself day and 

night in devotion. For years and months that chosen Lord 

engaged himself always in sciences of abstinence and religion. 

He exalted and perfected those Divine stages by his ways of 

piety and abstinence. In those manifestations, he used to see 
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God, and every moment there reached him from God new 

messages. But when he was admitted to the path of Shams 

u’d-din, he adopted the ways of hearing and dancing. fAnd) 

when he entered the path of dancing and hearing on his 

instruction, he began to realise those states hundred times as 

before from God. Hearing and dancing (thus) became the 

Path and Religion aright of him, and from the effect of these 

sarrii* there grew in his heart hundreds of gardens. 

pish tar a: wofli-Shams u'd-din zi-jTui ; 

Biid dar (3'at zl-ruzan wa shaban. 

Sol u mah paiwasta an shahl-guzin ; 

B7,d mashghTdi- ulumi-zuhd u din. 

An muqTinihtash az an warzish rasid ; 

Ba taqa wa zuhd rah ra miburid. 

Andar iin muzhar budash jilwah zi-IJaq ; 

liar dami miburd az Haq nau sabaq. 

Chunki da'wat kard u ra Shamsl-Din ; 

Dar sarrialy ki badim pishash guzin. 

Chun dar amad dar sama' az amrl-u ; 

Hali-khud ra did fad chandan zi-hu. 

Shud santa ash madhhab wa ra’yi durust ; 

Az santa* andar dilash fad bagh rust. 

The disciples of Maulana, the inhabitants of Qonya and 

even the great and the pious became enraged at the sudden 

change of the Path of him. But Maulana went on with his 

work, and bis relation with his Master became more firm with 

the gradual increase of their reproachful advice. Shams u*d-din 

became much afflicted at the behaviour of those superstitious 

people of Qonya who held him a magician, and he determined 

to forsake the place. And his famous inspiring and loving 

ghazals ( commonly known as Diwani-Shamsi-Tabriz) and his 

amorous persistence, importunity, wretchedness and indigence 

could not stand on the way of the determination of Shams u’d- 

din who proceeded on his journey in the be*inning of 1246 

A. D. ( ShaWal, 643 A. H. ). Accordingly, the duration of the 

—3 
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association of these two, as Faruzanfur stales, was about 16 

months.1 

Maulfira searched his spiritual guide for a month but to no 

effect. At last he got the information that Shams u'd-din was 

living at Damascus. Accordingly, he began to write letters 

and send messages to him one after another which ultimately 

made an effect on the heart of Shams and he inclined to visit 

Qonya for the second lime. In the mean time MaullnS’s 

friends and disciples who lost all opportunity of meeting him 

and hearing his speeches, and consequently the relish ol his 

teaching and proper guidance, as the result of the disappear¬ 

ance of his spiritual guide und the consequent distressed 

condition of the heart of Maulana, repented for their own 

behaviour aud asked mercy and forgiveness from their Master, 

as is beautifully depicted in the Walad-nZsna : 

Pishi-Shelkh amadand labah kuntn ; 

Ki babakhsha makun digar hijrUn. 

Taubaha mlkunlm rahmat kun ; 

Car digar in kunim la'nat kun. 

( They came before the Sheikh in supplication, saying, 

•Please forgive us, and do not leave us any more, etc.) 

Accordingly, Mauling sent his son Sultan Walad to bring 

Shams u’d-din back from Damascus to Qonya. Thus through 

the renewed association with his spiritual guide, MaulSna 

became relieved of his own distress and suffering and his heart 

blossomed liVc a flower from the efTect of the morning breeze. 

The disciples even asked apology and again turned towards 

Shams and Maulana. They also began to offer them dinner 

and invited assemblies for dancing and hearing. But this time 

also Maulana and Shams u’d-din closeted themselves together 

to such an extent that again the arrogant gave up all politeness 

and cultivated the seed of infidelity and enmity. 

1 Ibid, p. 73 
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Baz gustZkhZn adab bagudhashtand ; 

Tukhmi-kufrZn wa hasadha tosh land.1 

Apparently the cau^e of disgust of the learned and also of 

the common people against Mauling was this that after his 

union with Shams he gave up all discourses of lecturing and 

preaching and adopted the path of dancing and ecstatic 

singing. He also changed the customary dress of the Divine 

Doctors and used instead Indian dress and pul on the head a 

cap of the colour of the Indian saints. 

According to Walad~hama, when the people of Qonya lied 

up their waists of enmity against Shams u'd-din, and were 

trying to aim at his life, he determined to leave Qonya and 

not to come again to such a place which became full of tumult 

and disturbance, and that no person might even be able to 

know his whereabouts. They thus became disappointed ot 

him and believed him to be dead. It is said, Shams u'd-din 

made this secret revealed only to Sultan Walad, as he sings, 

Khwoham in tor an chuniin raftan ; 

Ki nadoiiad kasi kujaram man. 

Hama gardand dar la lab ‘ajlz j 

Nadihad kas zi-man nlshan harziz. 

( This time I shall conceal myself in such a way that no 

person will be able to know where I am ; etc. ). 

There is great probability that some of the dear relatives 

of MaulSna also joined hands with those dissatisfied people of 

Rum. It is said that ‘Ala-u'd-din Muhammad, the eldest son 

of MaulSna, also took part with those enemies and lost his 

life in the tumult, which became a riot. After this Shams-u’d 

din mysteriously disappeared from the scene. This event 

happened in the beginning of 1247 A. D. 

After the disappearance and concealment of Shamsdu’d- 

din, there spread the rumour that he was killed in the riot, 

and Maulana also became informed of this sad news ; but 

1 Ibid., p. 80. 
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he never confirmed this statement. It is said that he searched 

of his dear spiritual guide for long two years together, but 

all in vain. Yet he never became hopeless, and any in¬ 

formation regarding his whereabouts was rewarded by 

Maulfina. How beautifully Rumi says in his Diwdn : The 

news reached that Shams-Tabrlzi is at Syria ; what a good 

morning it is, if he were at Syria ! 

Khabar rasidi ba-Shdm ast Shams-Tabrizi ; 

Chi subl/ha ki n a may ad agar ba-shdm bud. 

Change of Path and his interest in mystic singing and 

dancing, which also attracted some other pious souls, made 

a sect of the theologians and superstitious ones revolting 

against MaullnS j and they became much more agitated 

when they found that his friends and relatives were gradually 

taking more interest in ecstatic singing and dancing. But 

Maulana used to exclaim out in his own fashion : What 

dost thou know of what the Rebeck sings of the tears of the 

eyes and of the roasted heajts ? 

Hich middni chi mi guy ad rabdb ; 

Z-ashki-chashm wa ai Jigarhdyi-kabdb. 

Being informed of the news that Shamsu’d-din is at 

Damascus in Syria, and also being disgusted at the beha¬ 

viour of the low-spirited ones, Maulaoa went to Damascus. 

And his influence on the hearts of the people there has well 

been described by Sultan Walad in his WalaJ-Homa : They 

wondered to find such a learned man changed to a deeply 

loving heart at the attraction of his spiritual guide. In short, 

he made the people burnt with the fire of love, and made 

them mad and intoxicated (in the fire of love) which surpassd 

all selfishness. 
Chun rasid andar an safar ba-Damishq, 

Khalq rd sdikht S zdtishi-'ishq. 

Hama ra kard sughba wa maftun, 

Hama raftand az khudi birun. 

For a few months Rumi resided at Damascus in search 
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of his spiritual guide. But in his disappointment to find 

out Sbamsu’d-din in his physical body with earthly elements, 

the deep love and attraction for his spiritual gnide made the 

Divine Form of Shamsu’d-din reflected in the inner heart 

of the Poet, who became united with Shams, as colour and 

fragrance become mixed with flower, and sweetness with 

sugar-cane. The outcome of this spiritural state of him is his 

love-inspiring Ghazals which arc famous ns D'.wdni-Shamsl- 

Tabriz Although most of the ghazals were written after 

the death of his spiritual guide, yet as nlreadv hinted, there 

were some ghazals of the Diwin, which were sung while 

Shamsu'd-dln Tabriz! was still living1. After this at the 

request of the people of Qonya, he again returned there, 

and began to live with his dear friends and relatives. 

Jal&lu'd-din had the highest regard for his spiritual 

guide ; he was to him really a living personification of God. 

His Diwanl-Shamsi-Tabriz reveals to us what a great 

veneration a murid may have for his murshid. Though 

DtWSn is really of Rami, by calling the Book as of his 

spiritual guide, he has really dedicated himself to the perso¬ 

nality of ShamsI-Tabirz. In a sense, his whole Diwdn 

may be describ d as an outburst of ecstatic utterances, where 

his soul has been merged to that of his spiritual guide. 

Therefore, while he is eulogizing his spiritual guide, he is 

really stating his higher stale of ecstasy, where by dying to his 

self, he is raised to baqd ( the state of constancy in Ood ). 

His DiWan is full of so so many eulogistic utterances. 

I only quote here a part of one such from amongest so 

many ghazals. 

Piri-man wa muridi-man dardi-man wa dawdy-man ; 

Fash bjguftam in sukhun shamsi-man wa khuddy-man. 

••• ••• MS 

Mat shawam z-ishqi-tu z-dnkih shahi-du 'diami ; 

1 Shakhyyati-Maulavi, p. 24. 
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7a tu mar a nazar kuni shamsi-man ha khudayman. 

Mahw shawam ba-pishi-tu la kih athar namanadam \ 

Sharti-ajab chunln bawad shamsi-man wa khuday-man. 

Shahpari-Jthrall ra ttqqat an kujZi bawad ; 
Kaz tu nishZm dihad mara shamsi-man wa khuday-man. 

Hdtimi-'fay kuja ki ta bTiSah dihad rikab ra ; 
Waqti-sakha w-bakshish ast shamsi-man wa khuday-man. 

•Isay murda zinda kard did fanay-khwishtan ; 

Zinda" i-jawidZin tu'yi shamsi-man wa khuday-man. 

... 
Ka'ba’i-man kunishti-man dZaakhi-man bihishti-man ; 

Mu’nlsl-rnzgari-man shamsi-man wa khuday-man. 
• • • 

• •• 

Gufta'i-Shamsi-din bakhwan shamsi-man wa khuday-man.* 

... 
( O you arc my spiritual guide and also my disciple, you arc 

my pain and also its remedy ; I said this wrong, he is my 

Sun and my God. ...I shall perish in your love j for the 
reason that you are the Lord of the two worlds ; so that you 

may favour me, O you the Sun of mine and the God of 

mine. 
I shall lose my identity in your Self, so that no sign shall 

remain of me ; for the condition of etiquette is this, O my 
Sun and my God. Where is such strength to the master- 

feathered Jibra'il that he will show you to me, O my Sun and 

my God. 

Where is Hatim of T*»y lhal he wiU kiss m* P,ate : ll is lhe 
time of favour and bestowal, O my Sun and my God. 
Jesus who made a dead one living, saw the fan* or annihila¬ 
tion of the self; O you arc only the everlasting one. the 

bun of mine and the God of mine. ...You are my ka ba, 
my church, ray hell and my heaven ; you are the only intimate 

one of this world, O my Sun and my God. ...Read only 

1 KulliyatiShamsi-Tabriz, p. 623. 
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the words of Shamsu'd-din ; for he is ray Sun and my 
God. ) 

Shamsu'd-din Muhammad bin ‘Ali bin Malikdad was an 
inhabitant of Tabriz. He has been described by Daulatshfih1, 

as the son of Kh&wand Jalalu'd-din or Jalalu'd-din Hasan, 

famous as Nau-musalman, who died between 1210 to 1221 
A. D. This Jalalu'd din Hasan Nau musalman had. according 

to Ati* Malik Jayeni,2 the only son *Al4' u'd-dln Muhammad 

( 1221 to 1255 A. D.But as in the opinion of other 

historians, Shamsu'd-din reached Qonya in 1245 A. D., at 

his 60th year, so his birth look place in 1186 A. D. 
Accordingly Daulat Shah's statement seems to be wrong. 

Afl-iki records that Shamsu'd-din was at first the disciple 
of Sheikh Abu Bakr, the zambil-baf (the basket-maker ) of 

Tabriz, and that although he has no much information 

regarding the details of his education, in mystical union with 
God effected by self-denial ( walayet) and in mind-study 

( kashfu’l-qalb ) he was unique in his time. According to 

his own words, Shamsu'd-din learnt every stage of spiritual 

development from that teacher, but his state reached to 
such a position that he could not rest satisfied, and made a 

journey in search of a mire perfect guide, and travelled for 

several times through the different climes and came under the 

services of many saints, hermits and monks, and received from 

them spiritual upliftment both inward and outward. It seems 

that for this reason of his travelling in the spiritual world 

the holy travellers used to call him Shamsi-parinda ( or the 
Flier-Shamsu’d-din). 

Jami in his Nafabatu’l-uns states that both Fakhru’d din 
•Iraqi and Shamsu'd din were fellow students of Baba Kama! 

Jindi, of the successors of Najmu’d-din Kubra. But Faruzanfar 

1 Tadhkira p. 195. 

2 Jahangusha'i-Juyeni. Yol. Ill, p. 134; see also Literary 
History o Persia, Vol. II, p. 456. 
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doubts the authenticity of the statement in relation to Fakhru'd 

din 'Iraqi, for he was from the beginning the disciple of 

Baha'u'd-dln ZakariyS of Multan.» Others are of opinion 

that Shamsu’dsdiQ was a disciple of Ruknu'd-din Saj£si* 

Fariizanfar suggests that the famous mystic poet Awhadu’d- 

din of Kirman was also at first a disciple of Ruknu'd din 

Sajjasi, but difference of opinion compelled him to come 

out of this Order. Awhadu’d-din Kirmani was a personal 

friend or disciple of the great Sheikh Muhly u’d-din ibnu’l- 

4 Arab!.9 

Shamsu’d din in the path of his life, diverted all his alien- 

tion towards truth and spirituality, did not care for the 

pleasant or unpleasant opinions of the low-spirited ones, 

abandoned all rules of limitations and customs of prayers, 

mosques and monasteries which in those days were counted as 

good materials for showing piety and self-respect by worldly- 

minded ones, and he realised the world of unity and moved 

in the horizon of freedom. He had no faith in the teaching 

and learning of the traditions of the ancient ones and in the 

lecturing of Divine discourses which were in those days the 

basis of many learned men. He used to say that every one 

should be alive with spiritual knowledge from his ownself and 

that drops like thoughts are always mixing with the ocean of 

perfection, which is endless and never dried up ( az khud sar 

chasma'l-tlyinda'i-dlnish bishad wa andisha'l-qatra nxithll 

rl bl-dariyay-blplyln wa khushk nlshawanda'i-kamlJ piwasta 

gardlnad ). His worthy disciple, our MaulanS Rum!, has also 

sung likewise : 

Bi ’ irilyltl-Haq wa kha&lnl-llaq ; 

Gar malak bishad sty ah-astash warq. 

Qatra'i d inish ki bakhsh dl zi-plsh \ 

Mutidisi gardln badariylhly-khwish. 

1 AlfWaJ wa Zlndaglni, etc., pp. 54 5. 

2 Cf. also Literary History of Persia, Vol. Ill, p. 139. 

Qatra'i-ilm-ast andar fhni man , 

IKS ratumash az hawS waz khlki-tan1 2 

And according to the saying that whatever opinion is held 

by one, is only what he has realised of the Truth, Shamsu'd- 

dln is also not debarred from expressing the Truth he has 

realised of the Presence of God. as is reported in the Mariaqib 

u'l ‘Arif in : One day in the monastery of Nasratu’d-din, the 

minister, there was a great gathering, and they were there 

presenting forward their greatness. All the (so-called) spiritual 

leaders, learned men, spiritualists, nobles and governors, that 

were present there, were discoursing on various sciences and 

theories and were arguing regarding their subjects. Shamsu’d- 

din was sitting in a corner, observing all these things. 

Suddenly he rose up and said to them loudly with a zenl of 

the heart and spirit. ‘How long will you dissemble yourselves 

on these topics, for you arc not saying anything of your own 

conception regarding God. What you say is only from the 

Traditions of the Prophet, the explanations of the Qur’fin and 

the advice and speeches of the perfect men of ancient days. 

They said of their own spiritual attainments Now as you are 

the perfect ones of the time, describe of your own mysteries 

and spiritual upliftments'. And we have already seen, 

while discussing his way of teaching his disciple, that he 

also changed the outlook of Maulanfl by not permitting 

him to read and study the books of Baha’Walad. his 

father. 

The sp.-cial Maulavi Order of Dirwishes is said to be 

instituded after Maulana’s return to Qoo>a in 1247 A. D. 

Their special dress, the Indian garb of mourning, as Alfaki 

says, was instituded by the Founder in memory of his spiritual 

guide, Shamsu'd din of Tabriz. We have already made some 

references to Tabriz!, but there is much uncertainty about 

bis country of origin. Brown in his 'The Dervishes' styles 

I Matbnavl, Vol. I. 1879 & 1882-3. 
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him a QalandarL H. A. Rose1 2 is of opinion that Sheikh 

Shamsu’d din Tabriz! was probably of Indian origin, as he 

identifies him with Shamsu’d din Tapriz, a great contemporary 

saint of Multfin, who got the sobriquet of Tap-riz or the 

'heat pouring', because he brought the Sun nearer to that 

spot than to any other on earth. 

As is presumed, Shamsu’d-din was a man of knowledge 

and perfection, with a vast store of experience, as he travelled 

through out the world and visited many saints. He was 

acquainted with all the outward moralities and the inner 

secrets of the heart. He was equally qualified in the art of 

oratory and in the secrets of the mystic states. Faruzanfar has 

referred to two books which were either written by him, or 

collected by his followers as the words of him, viz, MaqTddt 

( or Discources ) and the other, in ten chapters containing 

subtleties and the Divine sayings of Shamsu’d-din that arc 

attached with the Manlqlbu I- Arifin of AflAkL* 

The Maqdldt is a collection of what Shamsu’d-din 

discoursed in the assemblies, and what was refuted or inter¬ 

changed between him and Mauldna or bis disciples and his 

deniers. From its disconnecting links regarding matter and 

subject, it appears that Shamsu’d-din himself did not compile 

it, but it was a record of daily discussions which were gathered 

together completely without any order. It is apparent that the 

new life of Maulani was mainly for the influence of Shams- 

u'd-din over his life. This fact has been proved by an intimate 

connection between this book and the Bjok of Mathnavi ; 

and it has been found that many events of Mathnavi are taken 

from this book. 
For the simplicity of style and the beauty of cellecting 

words and phrases attracting to the heart, the Book of 

Maqdldt may be taken as a treasure of literature. Excepting 

1 Edition of J. P. Brown's The Dervishes, p. 260. 

2 Abwdl wa Zindagdniy-Jaldlud-din Mu\ammal, pp. 96-97. 

some chapters and subjects which are not connected to¬ 

gether, and for which reason some people like to ascertain 

that the Discourses of Shamsu’d-din have only been borrowed, 

this book may be counted as one of the best prose works 

replete with Sufism. 

Some ten chapters which Afl&ki has recorded in his 

book regarding the life of Shamsu'd-din may be taken as 

adapted from the Book of Maqdldt. For some chapters of it 

have complete similarity with that of Maqdldt in words and 

meaning. The difference of some chapters and their non- 

appearance in the Maqdldt is an evidence that they are 

compilations of different persons. 
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Teaching and Guidance 

When BahaVd-din died, MaulfinS, who was at that time 

24 years of age, sat on the place of his father, according to 

the desire of Sultfn ‘Aia’ud’-dln, as is described by Amin 

Ahmad RazI,1 or on the advice of his father, as stated by 

Daulat Shah,1 3 or on the authority of Walad rTima, by the 

desire of his disciples. He then spread the carpet of preaching 

and admonition, and was successful in his duty of giving 

religious sentences and admonitions. He hoisted the flag of 

Shari'at ( customary Laws as taught by Prophet Muhammad ) 

and lor one complete year he was expounding the religious 

Law, which was far away from the Sufistic Path, until 

Burhanu'd-din Muhaqqiq Tirmidhi made himself connected 

with him (for the second time ).8 After the death of Tirmidhi, 

again Maulani sat on the spiritual-seat to teach and direct 

people on the path, as has been described already, for a 

1 In his Haft-Iqlim, while describing the poets of Balkh 

2 Tadhkira, p. 194 : also the Atish-kada of Lutf ‘Ali Beg 

Adhar, while describing the poets of Balkh. 

3 Ahwal wa Zindagani, etc., p. 37. 

period of abcut five years ( i. e., from 1240 to 1244 A. D. ). 

It appears that during this period he taught his students the 

Sufi^arlqa, which is based on austerity and abstinence, and 

mixed with it was the principle of ma'rifat. 

But after the departure of Shamsu’d-din, MaulanS’s 

teaching took almost a different shape. Here it is the principle 

of Haqiqat, based on love, and being absorbed in the love 

of God Maulan* was leaching his disciples not by words but 

by actions. Accordingly, from the date of his founding the 

Maulavi Order of Darwishes, that is, from 1247 A. D., 

onward till his departure from this world in 1273 A. D., 

Mau'Jna engaged himself in spreading Divine Knowledge. 

But as he used to remain often absorbed in the perfection of 

the Absolute and in the splendours of Divine Beauty, he did 

not proceed in his ways of helping and guiding bis disciples 

like those customary Sheikhs and spiritual guides, and he 

always entrusted some selected friend of him to this task. 

Sheikh §atthu’d-dln was given the task of spiritual teachership 

and leadership for the first time. 

Sheikh §alahu'd-din Faridun. the Gold-beater ( or Zar- 

kub) was a fellow-disciple with Jalil of Burhftnu’d-dln 

Muhaqqiq ; and his teacher had great love and esteem for 

him. He was an unlettered man, and as his parents were 

poor who were natives of Qonya, he took to the trade 

of a Gold-beater. But afterwards when Jalal’s reputation 

went far and abroad, he approached him and was cordially 

received as Jalal’s assistant in the management of the Order 

and also in instructing his disciples with the title of 

Sarlashkari'i-Junudi-Allah (i. c., the leader of the army of 

God ). 

But as Salahu'd-din was an unlettered and a gold-smith by 

profession, the people of Qonya did not look him with an eye 

of respect j and they were always suspicious of the purity of 

bis heart and the perfection of his soul. Maulana was always 

spiteful to the blunt vision of those refuters and consequently 
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Salahu’d din was always looked by him with an eye of 

endearment. He established the same relation of love and 

friendship with Salihu’d-din as he had formerly w(th 

Shamsu’d-din. For the reason that Salahu’d-din was of mild 

temperament and soft nature, and the attraction tor his 

people and his guidance towards them was of different kind, 

the confusion and vicissitude of Maulana became lessened and 

the restlessness of his mind was also removed. He found in 

Salahu’d-din the solace which he lost at the disappearance of 

Sbamsu'd-din. 

AflakI has recorded some events where Maulana showed 

his respect for Salahu’d-din. It is said that ony day while 

there was a mystic dancing, Maulana was in an ecstatic slate ; 

and there was a great enthusiasm prevailing there, but 

Salfthu d din was standing in a corner. All on a sudden 

Maulana sang this ghazal: 

Nist dar akhlr zamon faryad ras ; 

Juz Fatahu'J-din m aloh u'd d,n u bas. 

Az dill-iishiq bar ay ad aftab ; 

Nur girad 'alarm az psh u pas. 

(For the last day there is no other defendant except 

Fatah u'ddin, the rectitude of religion, and that is all. 

Through the heart of a lover, the Sun (of God) appears and 

it enlightens the whole world. ) 

In the Diwan also we find some ghazals where §al&hu'd- 

din has been eulogized. As for instance, 

Ay^alahl-Jahan ?atah u’d-din ; 

Bar (u la jawldan salam 'alayak.l 2 

( O Salah u’d-din, the rectitude of the world, on you be 

peace everlastingly ). 

Salah u’d-din was so much loved and regarded by JalSl 

u’d-din that the latter gave order to his friends and relatives, 

and even to his son Sultan Walad, to bow down in supplica- 

1 Kulliyatl-Shamsi-Tabnz, p. 444. 

lion to his Lordship. Accordingly, his dear relatives and 

the sons of MaulSnS respected Salah u'd-din like their father 

and always followed his footsteps in spiritual knowledge. 

Fatima, his daughter, was married to Sultan Walad. FarO- 

zanfar records that there are about 71 ghazals still to be 

found in the Kulllyat of Mau»anfi, where the last verse of 

every ghazal has been ornamented with the name of Salah 

u’d-din, and there the love for his friind has been expressed in 

a very fine manner.1 

The tenure of Salahu’d-din’s office lasted for about ten 

years. He died in 1258 A. D. He was buried adjacent to 

the burial place of Sultan al-'ulama’ Baha’ Walad. And our 

Poet sang this verse as a marthiyah ( or an elegy ) of him 

beginning with, 

Ay zi-hajronat zaniin wa asmUn ba-glrista ; 

Dil miyani-khiin nishasia 'aql wa Jan ba-glrlsta 3 

( O thou, for whose separation the sky and the earth are in 

mourning ; the heart is dipped in blood and the reason and 

soul are in lamentation ). 

On the death of Sheikh Faridun, Chalabi Husam u’d-din 

was appointed JaUI u’d din’s assistant in his place. Hus&m 

u’d-din Hasan bin Muhammad bin liasan, whom Maulfina 

in the Introduction of his Mathnavi has called the Key to 

the Treasures of the Heavenly Throne, the Trustee to the 

Treasures of the Earth, and the Bayazid and the Junaid 

of the time, is originally of Armiya, and for this reason 

Maulana has called him Armuyi al-a^l His family 

migrated to Qonya, where Hus&m u’d-din was born in 

1225 A. D. 

The word “Chalabi” which is generally mentioned with the 

name of him in the Poems of Maulana and also in biogra¬ 

phies, is a sort of title. The original meaning of it is Saiydi 

1 Ahwal wa Zindaganl, etc , p. 107. 

2 Kulliynti-Shamsi-Tabra, p. 756. 
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(i. e., my Lord), and is generally used in a restricted sense to a 

Select One of God. 

Hus am u’d-din also became famous with the name of 

Ibn Akhi Turk. The cause of this popularity was that his 

ancestors were heads of a Turkish sect of Futuwwa who teaches 

bountifulness and liberality to young learners.1 It is related 

by Ibn Battata that while he was in Asia Minor he found 

there many fraternal corporations whose members (fityan) 

for the greater part plied the same trade and lived together, 

under the supervision of a ohief (akhi) in a convent (zawiya) 

from what they earned their external labour. H. A. R. Gibb 

thus translates the discriptions of Ibn Battata : “Now in 

all the lands inhabited by the Turkmens in Anatolia, in 

every district, town and village, there are to be found 

members of the organization known as the Akhiya or 

Young Brotherhood. ... A young Brother, or Akhi in their 

language, is one who is chosen by all the members of his 

trade, or by other young unmarriad men, or those who live 

in ascetic retreat, to be their leader. This organization is 

known also as the Futuna, or Order of Youth. The leader 

builds a hospice and furnishes it with rugs, lamps, and 

other necessary appliances The members of his commu¬ 

nity work during the day to gain their livelihood, and 

2 In common use the word denotes the whole of praise¬ 

worthy qualities which are significant for the chivalrous 

young man (fata ), specially liberality and bountifulness. 

In the Qur’an the fata means both a youth ( s. XXI, 60) 

and a slave (s. XII. 30). Availing themselves of an 

alleged saying of the Prophet : La fata ilia 'AH wa la 

salf ilia dhu al-Faqar, the members of the Prophet’s 

family considered themselves as the true representatives 

of the Futuwwa, which was derived from their ancestor, 

while It in course of time acquired the meaning of 

chivalry, knighthood ( Shorter Encyclopaedia of Islam ). 

bring him what they have earned in the late afternoon. 

With this they buy fruit, food, and the other things 

which the hospice requires for their use. If a traveller 

comes to the town that day they lodge him in their hospice ; 

these provisions serve for his entertainment as their guest, and 

he stays with them until he goes away. If there are no 

travellers they themselves assemble to partake of the food, 

and having eaten it they sing and dance. On the morrow 

they return to their occupations in the late afternoon. The 

members are called fityan ( youths ), and their leader, as we 

have said, is the Akhi.01 

In the SuH vocabulary futuwwa stands for a state of mind 

which is active in several directions and therefore cannot be 

rendered by one single word. Generally futuwwa is described 

as -placing other people above one’s self" (itkar 'ala nafsihi), 

which according to al GhazAli is the highest degree of bounti¬ 

ful ness (sakha). This state of mind is made manifest by 

liberality, altruism, self denial, immunity against disappoint¬ 

ment, indulgence for other people’s shortcomings, etc. 

Al-Qushairi, in his RisTAa, by a series of paraphrases and 

anecdotes, conveys to some extent the scope ol this meaning. 

Besides there is a relation between the futuwwa and the 

makHrim al-akhlaq vthe prominent virtues), which constitute a 

component of the mystical futuwwa. 

This futuuwa is one of the essential elements in the Islamic 

guild institutions, which from this point of view, have taken 

over many elements from the mystical fraternities.9 -The 

history of the arganizalions called by the name of Futuwwa 

is still obscure. They appear first in the 12lh century in 

several divergent forms, which can probably all be traced to 

the Suf is or darvish orders. The word futuwa, -manliness", 

had long been applied amongst the latter in a moral sense, 

1 Selections from the Travels of Ibn Batatta, p. 125 6. 

2 Cf. Shorter Encyclopaedia of Islam, 1953. 

—4 
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defined as ’to abstain from injury, to give without stint, and 

to make no complaint," and the patched robe, the mark of 

a Safi, was called by them libas al-futuwa, "the garment of 

manliness." It was applied in a more aggresive sense among 

the guilds of "Warriors for the Faith,” especially as the latter 

degenerated into robber bands, and it is in reference to the 

ceremony of admission into one such band at Baghdad in 

the middle of the 12th century that trousers are first 

mentioned as the symbolic libas al-futuwa. A few years 

later Ibn Jubayr found at Damascus an organization called 

the NubUya, which was engaged io combating the fanatical 

Shi‘ite sects in Syria. The members of this warrior guild, 

whose rule it was that no member should call for assis¬ 

tance in any misfortune that might befall him, elected 

suitable persons and similarly invested them with trousers 

on their admission. 

In 1182 the Caliph an-Na$ir, having been invested with 

the libas or trousers by a Sufi sheikh, conceived the idea of 

organizing the FutSwa on the lines of an order of Chivalry 

(probably on the Frankish model), constituted himself 

sovereign of the order, and bestowed the libas as its insignia 

on the ruling princes and other personages of his time. The 

ceremony of installation included the solemn putting on of 

the trousers and drinking from the "Cup of manhood" ( Kas 

ilfutuwa ), which c. ntained not wine, but salt and water. 

The order took over from its Sufi progenitors a fictitious 

genealogy back to the Cal iph ‘Ali, and continued to exist 

for some time after the reign of Najir in a languishing state. 

The brotherhood which Ibn Battuta found in Qonya, and 

which was distinguished from the other guilds in Anatolia by 

its special insignia of the trousers and its claim to. spiritual 

descent from ‘Ali, was probably a relic of the order founded 

by the romantic Caliph. The remaining Anatolian organiza¬ 

tions seem to have been local trade-guilds with a strong 

infusion of Sufism, oddly combined with a political tendency 

toward local self-government and the keeping in check of the 

tyranny of the Turkish Sultans."* 

Basides the vico-gerency of MaulSna and bis leadership of 

the disciples, Husflrau’d-din also became the sheikh of the 

khlnqrJi of Diya'u'd-din, the minister, through the inter¬ 

cession of the respected Amir Tiju’d-din* 

The intimacy and friendship of Maulfina with I.Iusamu’d- 

din was so deep that his heart could not have so blossomed 

without his connection with Husam. In any assembly where 

Chalabi was not present, he did not find any inspiration 

there, and therefore, he did not discourse on any mystic 

interpretations, as is narrated in the MaHSqlbu l-'Artfin : 

“One day Mu'Inu’d-dln Parwflna arranged a great assembly 

where all the great and learned were invited. But as long 

as Husftmu’d-din was not called there, MaulanS did not begin 

his discourse." 

From the Introduction of the Mathnati, as is already 

referred to, and from the lines in the beginning of the 4th, 5th 

and 6th volumes of his great Poem, it would be clear what a 

great respect he had for Husauiu'd-din, and how affectionately 

and favourably be was connected with Rumi. He sings, 

Ay d//5* u'l-Haq /Jusamu'd-din tu'yl ; 

Kih gudhasht az mah ba-nTirat MathnavI.a 

( O HusTanu’d-dm. you are the Lustre of God, and by 

your light the Mathnavi has passed beyond the Moon. ) 

Again, 

Ay hayati-dil Ilusamu'dJin bjsi ; 

Mail mijushad ba-qasmi-sldisl. 

Gasht az jadhbi-chu tu 'alloma’i ; 

Dar jahart gar dan ffuSaml-nlma'i 

1 Selections from the Travels of Ibn Battuta, Notes, p. 355 

2 Ahwal h<a Zindagoni, etc., p. 115, f.n. 

3 Mathnavi, Vol. IV, I. 

4 Ibid., Vol. VI, 1-2. 
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(0 you, the life of the heart, Husarau’d-din, for you a 

strong desire arises in me for the 6th volume. For the 

reason of the attraction of a great man like you, there comes 

out in the world Husaml-nama or the Book of Mathnavl). 

The best memorial of the days of association of Maulana 

with Husamu’d-din is undoubtedly the Poem of Mathnavl 

which is one of the most valuable products of Persian Litera¬ 

ture and without doubt the greatest and the best book on 

Islamic Mysticism. It was he to whom the famous Mathnavl 

written by Rami, was dedicated ; and it was his encouragement 

and suggestion which inspired Jal&l to write the great poem, 

which is also called by the name of HusTim-nama or IJusZml- 

nUma, just as referred to above. It is said when Chalabi 

found that the friends of Maulana were more interested in 

the books of Sheikh 'A\\ir and San&'I, and that they did 

not take much heed of the Ghazals of Maulanh, although 

they arc not very few, and are complete with mystic thoughts 

and abound with literary beauties, he was, accordingly, 

seeking for an opportunity, and when one night he was 

alone with him, he sang some ghazals of him, and then 

prayed to him to produce a book in the fashion of Hadiqa 

( of Sani’i ) or Man{iqu‘t-Vair ( of 'A^ir ). Maulaofc 

at once brought out from the turban of his head a piece 

of paper which contained some eighteen verses of the first few 

introductory lines of the first volume of the Mathnavl 

beginning with 'Bishnau az nay chun Hlkayat mi kunad’ 

• or 'Hearken to the reed pipe, how it tells of the stories’ ), 

and ending in ‘pas sukhun kiitah bayad wa'ssaltim' ( or 

•accordingly let my speech be shortened, and peace be on 

you’ )*. He then gave it to Husamu’d-din.* 

The attraction of Hus&mu'd-din towards Mauling was 

1 This Introduction may, in short, be called the essence of 

the Book of Mathnavi. 

2 Aliwiil wa ZindagZmi'y-Jalalu'd-din Muhammad, p. 116-7. 

no less than that of Maulana towards Shamsu’d-din. Again 

the sea of the heart of Mauling began to surge which had 

become to some extent calm and quiet, aud it gave rise to 

inspiration and restlesness in the heart of Maulana who 

again engaged himself in writing the poem of Mathnavl. He 

was not finding any rest and comfort of the heart till the 

completion of the Book. All through the nights Husamu’d- 

din was sitting by his side, and Maulana was singing in 

extempore the Mathnavl. Husimu’d-din used to write them 

down and repeat the collections of his writing in a sweet 

and loud voice As is evident from the Mathnavi,1 2 it occur¬ 

red that on occasions the whole night even passed to day¬ 

break in singing and in composing the poems. Rami sings : 

Subk shud ay sub't rapusht u panah ; 

’ Udhri-makhdiimi Husamu'd-dm bakhwuh. 

The Book was composed in six volumes and the whole is 

stated to contain 26,660 couplets. It is recorded that the 

second volume was commenced in 1263 A. D. ( or 662 A. H.) 

as is sung by our poet: 

Mafia"l-tarlkhl-ln sauda u sud ; 

Sal andar shash tad wa sha^t wa du bud. * 

There was an interval of two years between the completion 

of the first volume and the commencement of the second, 

caused by HusSm’s great grief at the death of his wife. From 

1263 A. D. till the completion of the 6th volume, that is 

uptil the end of his life, Maulana engaged himself in the 

versification of the Mathnavl and Chalabi and others wrote 

it down, which was then read out in Assemblies. According 

to some a 7th volume was added to the Mathnavl ; but it 

was really composed or collected by his son Sultan Walad.3 

It is also said that owing to his illness, Rami left his 6tb 

1 Vol. I, 1807. This incident is also narrated by Aflaki. 

2 Mathnavl, Vol. II, 7. 

3 AhwZl wa Zindagdnl, etc , p. 170 et seq. 
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volume incomplete, as is hinted in the couplet below : 

BaqVi-in gufta ayad hi gurrtan \ 

Dar dilihar kas ki bashad nuri-jan. 

But really after recovering from illness he completed the same, 

and began his next volume which begins with. 

Ay P/y3* u'l-Haq Huscimu’d-din Sa'id ; 

Daulatat painda ‘umrat bar mazid. 

And on the authority of Kashf al^unUn, Maulaoa Shibh 

opines that even an edition of the 7th volume was made out 

to the public from a manuscript of 814 A. H. by Sheikh 

IsmaTl Qaigarl.* 
The association of Rami with llus&md’d din continued for 

.bout 15 year,, and then Maulina retired from the world, 

which occurred in 1273 A. D„ at hi, 66th year, leav.og 

Husam as his successor of the Order. 

It is said that when the sad information of the illness of 

Maulfini spread over the town of Qonya, Sheikh Sadru’d-dm 

also came to sec him. He prayed, "Let God cure you 

( Shafoka Allah ), for the regaining of your life will remove 

all our needs And we hope that you recover soon ; for 

service to Maulftni itself is a great solace to the worldy 

beings". Maulanft replied, "After this Shafaka Allah be 

applied to your cases ; for the reason that there no more 

remains any difference of an hair even between the lover and 

the Beloved. Do you not like that light should again mix 

with Light V He then sang this couplet: 

Man shudarn 'uryan zitani-u az khayal ; 

Mi kharamam dar nihdyatu'l-vi&l. 

( Through phantasy I became separated from His body ; 1 

am again proceeding to the innermost of His Unity.) 

At this reply, the Sheikh began to weep along with others, 

when Maul&na uttered the following ghazal1 2 : 

1 Sawanibi-Maulavi'i-Rum, pp. 47-8. 

2 This event is also staled in the Nafakotu'l-Uns. 
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What dost thou know what a Great King as my Associate 

I do possess in my heart; thou dost not look at my golden 

coloured (i. e., pale) face, for I possess also the iron-made 

leg with me. 

I turn my face towards that King who brought me here ; 

and I utter thousands of praises to Him who created 

me. 

Sometime I resemble the Sun, and sometime the Ocean of 

pearls ; within my heart I possess the sky and outside the 

heart there is the earth. 

In the Wine vessel of this world, I roam about like a bee ; 

don’t look to my weepings only, for I possess also the bee 

hive. 

O heart, if you are seeker after us in the blue sky ; my 

King has such a palace that I am quite safe there. 

For that great Water is related with Him, and this sky 

is revolving for the influence of that Water ; as I am the 

water-wheel of that Water, I possess such an auspicious 

forehead. 

When you sec the devil, man and jinn are at my order ; 

( you wonder ) for you do not know of ray Sulayman, whom 

I possess as my ring signet. 

Why shall I be distressed at heart, for every limb of mine 

is full of blossoming ; why shall I be a muleteer, for I possess 

under my saddle the Buraq ? 

Why shall I be disappointed of the Moon, for nine horses 

are always at my order ; why shall I be afraid of this well, for 

I possess a strong rope with me ? 

I preserved the pigeons of souls in the pigeon-bouse (of my 

heart); do fly, O bird of the soul, for I possess hundreds of 

strong-built towers. 

As I gather in the house the rays of the sun ; I possess the 

pearl and the yellow ruby through the admixture of this mud 

and water. 

Every particle ( of the Sun ) that you see in contradiction 
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to each other, is floating in the surface of the earth ; 

sometime every particle also says, »I am hidden in the 

heart’. 

Every pearl says to you, 'Don't be content at the beauty 

of mine*; this is only a particle of light that is seen in the 

forehead and the heart is full of that Light. 

I remain silent, for with your knowledge you will not be 

able to know ( that One ); don't be unmindful and thus be 

deceived, for I possess knowledge having clear insight. 

Chi don't tu ki dar bd(in chi shdhi hamnishin dir am ; 

Rukhl-zarrini-man nunigar ki pdyi-dhanin ddram. 

Badiin shah ku mard award kulii ray dwardam , 

IV-ran ku dfridastam hazdrdn afrin ddram. 

Gahi khurshid rd mdnam gahi darydy-gauhar rd 

Dariini-dil falak d7,ram biruni-dil zamin ddram. 

Darunl-khamru’yl-dlam chu zambdri hami par ram ; 

Mabin tu ndlaam tanhd ki khdna'y-angabin ddram. 

Dild gar (dUbi-Md'y* bar abri-charkhi-kha<jra'yi. 

Chundn qa,nst shdhi-man ki amnu’l-amnayn ddram. 

Chi bd hulast dn dbi ki in charkhast aid garddn ; 

Chu man ddldbi-dn-dbam chunin shirin jabin ddram. 

Chu div wa ddmi wa jinn hami bint bafarmdnam ; 

* Sami ddni Sulaymdnam ki dar kkdtim nagin ddram. 

Chird pazhmurda bdsham man ki bashiguft ast har juzvam; 

Chlrd khar banda bdsham man burdqi z'.ri-zin ddram. 

Chird az nCh wd Mdnam nuh aqrab kiift bar pdyam ; 

Chird zin chdh bar ndyim chu man iablul-mat n d.iram. 

Kabutar khdna’yi kardam kabUtarhdy-jdnhd rd ; 

Bapar ay murghi-jdni-man ki *ad burji-hosin ddram. 

Shama’ i-dftdbam man agar dar khdnahd gar dam ; 

'Aqtq wa zardi-ydqutam walddat z-db wa (in ddram. 

Tu har dharrah ki mi bini bajud wa radd gardi-rdy ; 

Gah har dharrah hami guyad ki dar bdlin dafin ddram. 

Turd har gauhari guyad mashau qdni' ba-husm-man ; 

Ki az sham'i-zamir ast in ki ndri dar jabin ddram. 

Khamush kardam ki dn hushi ki dar ydbi naddrt tu ; 

Majumbdn gush u mafribdn ki hushi-fiz bin ddram.1 

After the death of Maulfinfi. he was buried near the grave¬ 

yard of his father? and 'Alamu'd-din Qai§ar, a respective 

person of Qonya. with the assistance of Mu'Inu'd-din Sulaimfin 

Parwana. a great devotee of MaulSnS, spent about 160,000 

dirhams for erecting a building over his burial-place. The 

mausoleum of Jalal at Qonya is even now a beautiful building 

surmounted by a dome which is covered with blue tiles. It is 

consequently famous throughout the Muslim world as the 

Qubba'i-Khadrd‘ or "the Green ( or blue ) Dome". It is the 

usual custom that there used to remain always in that mauso¬ 

leum some Mathnavireciters and the Qur'dn-renders amongst 

whom Shamsu'd-dln Ahmad Aflfiki was one. The great 

traveller Ibn Batura has also referred to this mausoleum in 

his memoir: "In this town ( referring to Qonya ) is the 

mausoleum of the pious Shaykh Jalalu’d-dln ar-Ruml, known 

as MaulfinS. He was held in high esteem and there is a 

brotherhood in Anatolia (Blldd ar-Rum)2, who claim spiritual 

affiliation with him and are called after him Jaldliya. ... His 

Mathnavi is greatly revered by the people of this country ; 

they meditate on it, teach it, and read it in their religious 

houses on Thursday nights."9 

1 Kulliydti-Shamsi-Tabriz, p. 460. 

2 Bildd ar-Rdm literally "the land of the Greeks", though 

used of the Byzantine territories generally, was naturally 

applied, more specially to the frontier province of Anatolia. 

After some temporary conquests in earlier centuries, it had 

been finally overrun by the SaljOq Turks between 1071 and 

1081. Down to the end of the 13th century, the whole 

peninsula, except those sections which were held by the 

Christians, or the ruler of 'Iraq, owed allegiance to the 

Saljuq Sultan of Qonya. 

3 Selections from the Travels of Ibn Battuta, pp. 130-1. 
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According to Sultan Walad1 2, for a period of forty days 

his friends and relatives, and the inhabitants of Qonya. 

observed mourning in crying and lamentation ; and they 

being aggrieved at heart, were always utteriog the noble 

qualities of that auspicious soul. Here is quoted another 

ghazal, which is full of grief and sorrow, and was uttered 

by him beforehand as an elegy of his ownself encouraging his 

unfortunate Friends : 

On the Day of Death when my funeral will be started, do 

not doubt that I shall be sorry for this world. 

Do not lament for me, and do not say, ‘Alas, alas' ; 

it is a regret that you have fallen in the trap of the Devil. 

When you will see my funeral, do not say, ‘It is separa¬ 

tion’ ; really at that moment is my union ( with God ). 

... What seed does perish in the earth, that it did not 

grow again ? — then why this doubt regarding the seed of 

Humanity f 

If appears to you that I am perished in the earth, (but 

really) under my feet there are the seven Heavens. ... 

Bariizimarg chu tabutl-man rowan boshad ; 

Gunian mabar ki mara dardi-in jakdn bashad. 

Baray man magiri wa magu darigh darigh , 

B ado mi- div dar ufti darigh an tashad. 

Jan7iza~am chu babini magu firiiq firiiq ; 

Mara wifd wa mulaqat an zamiin bashad. 

Kudam dona farU raft dar zarnin ki narust ; 

Chira badona'i-insonat in gunum boshad. 

Tura chunan banunutyad ki man bakhdk shudam ; 

Bazirl-pdy man in haft asmln bishad.a 

1 Cf. Hamchutun in kashid la chal rUz ; 

Hich sakin nashud dami taf u juz. 

Ba'd chal riiz say khlna shudand ; 

Hama mashghuli-in fasTma shudand. etc. 

2 Kulliyati-Shamsi-Tabriz. p. 327. 

Husamu'd-din was styled ‘Chalabi* as he became the 

head man of the Order after Jalalu'd-din. He died in 1284 

A. D., just ten years after the death of his master and 

friend Jalalu’d-din ; and then Jalal’s worthy son Baha’u’d- 

dln Sultan Walad succeeded him. He passed away in 

1312 A. D. 

To Sultan Walad not only lies the credit of founding the 

Turkish Literature, but he was a great Persian scholar too. 

He wrote ghazals and qajidas, but bis Mathnavi of the name 

of Walad-nTima is a great treasure regarding the life of 

Maul&na and his Order. According to some he was also 

the compiler of the prose work Fihi nta f ihi, a collection on 

the discourses of his father, which was originaly named 

Ma“ arifi-Sultan Walad. 

Sultan Walad had four sons, ‘Arif Chalabi, ‘Abid Chalabi, 

Zabid Chalabi and Wijid Chalabi. 'Arif became the head 

of the Order after the death of his father at his 31st year. It 

is at his order the Manaqibul-'Arifin was written by Ahmad 

Aflaki. He died in 1320 A. D., two of his brothers becoming 

chiefs of the Order after him in succession. 

The control of the Maulavi Order is still in the family 

of Jalalu'd-din Rumi. The superior of the Order bears 

the spiritual title ‘Chelebi EfTendi'. The head-quarter of the 

Order is and ever has been at Qonya, the Order which 

in later years became so powerful and which centuries 

afterwards gave Turkey one of her greatest poets, viz. 

Sheikh Ghalib1. 

The Maulavi dervishes make use of different kinds of 

musical instruments, such as the flute, the rebeck, the drum, 

and the tambourine ; and singing and dancing form a feature 

of thier public services of worship and commemoration. 

Regarding instituting the musical service in the Order, JalSl 

himself is said to have related that when he perceived that 

1 History of Ottoman Poetry, Vol I, p. 150. 
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the people had no inclination for the practice of religious 

austerities, no striving for a knowledge of the Divine mys¬ 

teries, he thought of bringing to use poetical exhortations 

and musical services. He perhaps thought that the masses, 

particularly Turk! people of Rum or Asia Minor, would be 

more easily attracted to spiritual excercises through poetry, 

music and dance, as being more primitive than the highly 

cultured Persians. Even as a sick child is coaxed into 

taking a nauseous though salutary medicine, so in like 

manner were the 'Ramis' led by art to form a taste for 

spiritual exercise. 

IV 

Contemporaries and their Faith and Regard 

Sadru'd-din Muhammad bin Ishaq (d. 1274 A. D.), 

originally of Qonya, was a scholar in Sufism. He was one of 

the reputed students of Muhiyu’d din Ibnu’l-'Arabi. Besides 

his being a great teacher of mystic philosophy, Sadru'd-din 

was well-versed in Muhammadan Law and Traditional Sayings 

I of the Prophet). He had his own hermitage at Qonya, 

where students like Sa'du'd din Hamavi, Mu'aid u'd-din Jandi 

and Fakhru’ddin ‘Iraqi gathered round the Sheikh and 

learnt the principles of Sufism from him. Sadru’d-din wrote 

many books on Sufism of which Mtftahu'l Ghayib ( or Key to 

the Unseen), NwT* (or demonstrations) and Nafahatl- 

Ilahiya ( or Divine fragrances ) are always consulted by the 

Sufis. 

In the beginning Sadru’d-din had no confidence in the 

greatness of Rumi, but at last through the intervention of 

Sheikh Siraju’d-din he was brought to the circle of the 

confidents of Maulina. When he came out from the 

assembly, he is reported by Aflaki to have said, 'He ( Rumi ) 

has become a great helper of mine in finding God, and he 

is one of the veiled ones of the towers of dignity*. After this 
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these two saints became connected together in a tie of 

friendship which continued till the death of Maulana 

Qutbu'd-din Mahmfid bin Mas'Od Shirizi ( 1236-1310 

A. D.) comes of a respectable family of scholars and both 

his father and uncle1 2 3 * * * * were experts in the science of medicine. 

Qutbu’d din also made himself inclined towards the profession 

of his father and uncle, and for getting further knowledge 

in his subject he travelled to Khurasan and thence to Qazwin, 

where he became a student of Najmu’d-din Abu'l-/fasan ‘Ali 

bin ‘Umar Dabirfin, famous as al-Katibi. This Qutbu'd-din 

was also one of the assistants,8 who formed the circle of 

astronomers at MarSgha, though his name is not found in 

the Introduction of Zichl-Ilkhani, written by Khwaja 

Nagiru'd din 'f'usi. 

Qutbu’d-din became thus master of almost all the Islamic 

sciences. He specially mastered himself in Metaphysics, 

Physics, Medicine and Mathematics. A commentary of 

IJikmat ul-IshrUq,s Sharhi-kulliyatl-QOnZn ( or a Commentary 

of go/iu/i, a book of Medicine by Avicenna ), Nihayatu'l- 

Idrak, Tuhfa'i-Shahi and Durrat u'l-TaJ are some of his 

books which are always regarded with veneration by the 

learned. 

Qutbud din also went to Eastern Turkey and there at 

Siwfts he worked as Judge for sometime. Mu'inu'ddio 

Parwaoa had much confidence over his learning and scholar¬ 

ship ; and it was through this Parwfina that he met Maulioft 

at Qonya. Aflaki in his Manaqibu'l- Arifin reports of his 

1 As referred to in the Introduction of his Kulliyati-QjnUrt. 

2 Rautiot u'l-Jannjt, Vol. IV. p. 510. 

3 Or ‘Philosophy of Illumination’, written by Shibabu’d-din 

Yuhya bin Habsh al-Suhrawardi, a celebrated theosopbist 

who was put to death at Aleppo for alleged heretical 

tendencies, and in consequence, generally distinguished by 

the title of al-Maqtal. 
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meeting with Maulana thus : One day Qutbu'd-din came to 

visit Maulana and asked him, ‘What is your way T Maulana 

replied, 'Our way is to die and to carry out our own-self to 

Heaven, as Sadri-Jahan remarked, ‘As long as you did not 

die, you did not find'. Qutbu'd-din exclaimed, ‘Alas, what 

am I to do V Maulana also responded likewise, 'What am 

I to do ?• With these words he came to an ecstatic dance and 

began reciting the following Quatrain : 

I said, ‘What shall I do V He also said likewise ; 

I said, ‘It is better to find out a way of what to do.* 

He turned to me and said, O Seeker after Religion, 

Always be thinking on what shall I do.' 

Cuftam chikunam guft hamln kt chikunam ; 

Guftam bih aim chara ba-b'n ki chikunam, 

Rr, kard baman guft ki ay ^Ui bi-din ; 

Ftwasta barm bash barin ki chikunam 

Qutbu’d-din turned a disciple of him at that moment. 

Najmud'd-din Abu-Bakr ‘AbduMIfih bin Muhammad Razi, 

famous as Diya, was a disciple of both Najmu’d-din Kubrft 

and Majdu'd-dln Baghdadi. During the invasion of the 

Mughals he fled from Khurfisan to Hamadan, from there 

when he was informed of the attacks of the Tarters, he fled 

with some of his followers to Ardabll. From there he 

settled at last at Eastern Turkey, where he was much 

regarded by ‘Ala’u’d-din Kaiqubad, the ruling Saljuq 

king. His Mir&d u’l-'Ibai and Babru'l-Haqa'iq are 

the two most famous books on Sufism. According to 

Jami, he foregathered in Eastern Turkey with §adru'd-din 

of Qonya and Maulana Rami. It is thus related in the 

Nafabatu’l-Uns : It is said that they gathered together in an 

assembly ; it was the time of evening prayer, and he was 

requested to lead the prayer. In both the ruk’at he read the 

JUrai, -Say, O you the infidels’. When the prayer was finished. 

1 Qur’an, Chap. 98 
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Mauiana with Sadru*d-din said with a tone of humour, 

‘Evidently he read the ruk'at first time hinting you and the 

second lime us’*. Najmu’d-din died in 1256 A. D. 

Baha'u’d-din Ahmad bin Mahmud Qani'yi Tusi was also 

one of them, who fled from his native land at the dread ot the 

Mughals and settled at Asia Minor. He was cordially received 

by the Saljuqian King there and was made the Poet-Laureate. 

There he sang in praise of 'AlaVd-din Kaiqubad, Ghiyathu d- 

din Kaikhusrau and 'lzzu'd-din Kaika’us. He wrote Saljuq- 

nama ( or the History of the Saljuqs in Persian ) and versified 

the Book of Kalxla wa Dimnq. He also had the opportunity 

of meeting with Mauiana, and one of his meetings with him 

has been recorded by Aflaki thus : One day while Maulaoa was 

sitting in his college-room, maliku'sh shWara' Amir Baha u’d- 

din Qani'yi said, 'I have no regard for Sanft’yi, for the 

reason that he was not a Muslim*. And this Maliku'sh- 

shu'ara, who was the khiqani of the time, entered thereto 

visit Maulsni wilh some other respectable persons. Mauiana 

asked ‘On what ground he was not a Muslim ? The Amir 

replied ‘For the reason that he used the holy verses of the 

Qur'an in his poems and made these rhyming with other 

verses*. Mauiana with an angry mood made him perturbed by 

saying ‘Be silent, what a Muslim you are ! If you were 

really a Muslim, then you could recognize his greatness you 

are a Muslim ( outwardly ) like other ( ordinary ) Muslims, 

but he was a true Muslim for both the ( physical and 

spiritual ) worlds'. 
Q&di Sirjju’d-dW Abn .l-Thwa Mahmud ArmQyi ( 1194- 

1283 A D. )«< » disciple of K.milu'd-din Yunus, who was 

b scholar in almost all the Ulamic sciences and read deeply the 

Pentateuch and the Gospel. Si.*ju’d-din wrote books on 

Jurisprudence. Religion and Logic. Of all his books Mu&'i 

oMmviir ( or Searching of Lights ) is most famous. He spent 

the last days of hi. life at Qonya. It is said that he had much 

respect for MaulioS, though in the beginning he also had no 
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belief of Maulana’s higher state of iife. 

Safiy u'd-din Muhammad bin 'Abdu’r-Rahim of India 

( 1246-1315 A.D.) after performing his pilgrimage at Mecca, 

travelled to Egypt and thence to Asia Minor, where at Qonya 

he came under the services of Qfidi Siraju'd-din and became 

his student. From there three years after the death of his 

teacher he went to Damascus, where he became a teacher of a 

college and passed his last days there His Nihayat al-Ujiil 

on Physics and Zubdat al-kalam on Scholastic Philosophy 

are most famous. He also came under the services of 

Mauiana ; and like others in thabeginning was not a believer 

in Maul&ni's spiritulal state of mind, but in the end he 

became a disciple of Rumi. 

The famous poet Sheikh Sa'di of Shiraz (1184-1291 A. D.) 

was also a contemporary of Rami. He in his extensive travels 

in different parts of the world also came in contact with 

Mauiana at Qonya. The author of •Aja'ibu'l-Bulddn records 

it thus : The Sufi Sheikh Mujlihu*d-dln Sa'di ShirSzi reached 

the ciiy of Mauling during his travels and alighted at a 

place far away from the shrine of Rami. One day while he 

was in an ecstatic mood he uttered the ma\!a' (or first line) 

of a poem thus : sarmast 'agar dar a'yi 'alam baham bar 

ayad. But he could not find out a line rhyming with it. And 

afterwards when he attended the holy gathering of Mauiana, 

the first speech that the saint uttered ran thus : When you are 

in a state of ecstasy, the whole world will be confounded 

( before the eye ); for the dust of our existence is doomed to 

destruction in non-existence. 

Sarmast agar dar a'yi 'alam baham bar ayad ; 

Khaki wajZdi-mara gardaz 'adam bar ayad.1 

And Mauiana sang the ghazal to its end. When Sa'di 

found that Mauiana was uttering the ghazal in a state of 

1 The complete ghazal may be found in Kulliyati-Sa'di 

under Ghazliyati-bada'i'. • 

-5 
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ecstasy, he had left no doubt that Rumi was really a man of 

pure heart and soul. Faruzanfar surmises that their meeting 

occurred in 1244 A. D.1 2 

Many kings and nobles, specially of the SaljGqi dynasty, 

who were contemporary with him, also came under the 

influence of Rami. Of them ‘Izzu’d-dln Kaika’as ( 1247-57 

A. D. ) and Ruknu'd-din Qilj Arsalan ( 1257-65 A. D. ) atten¬ 

ded many holy gatherings of Maulana. The ministers 

and the nobles of their courts were generally religious minded 

persons. They were always interested in associating themsel¬ 

ves with the Softs ; and they deemed it a favour if they got 

the opportunity of meeting Maulana. It is recorded by 

Aflftkl that through the influence of his minister Shamsu’d- 

din Isfahan!, the emperor ‘Izzu'd-dln became interested in the 

life of Maulana. This emperor had at first no belief in 

him, but afterwards turned into a disciple of Rumi. His 

brother Sultan Ruknu'd-din was also a disciple of Mauling, 

but he soon turned away from the path of Maulana and 

became a disciple of Sheikh Baba, a saint of monkish life. 

Of the ministers and nobles mention may be made of 

Jalalu'd-din Qar&tlly, Taju'd-din, the mu'tabar of Khwarazm 

and Shamsu'd-din Isfahan!, all of whom were much devoted 

to Maulana, but above all Mu‘inu’d-din Parwana was most 

devoted to him and Maulana also favoured him much.* 

Mu'inu'd-din Sulaiman bin ‘AH, famous as Parwana was 

at first a school-teacher, but by his intelligence and sagacity 

he was raised to such a great position. He was virtually the 

ruler of Eastern Turkey for a considerable period of time and 

the royal house of the Saljoqs were only kings in name. 

But this sagacity and intelligence of him became the cause of 

of his death at last. When the Mongol ruler Abaqa Khan 

1 Ahwal wa ZindagTni, etc , p. 144. 

2 The lives of all these nobles and ministers may be studied 

in detail from Mukhtayxr Tarikh al-Salojuqa. 
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found that Parwana had made secret intrigues with the 

King of Egypt, famous as Band Qadar ( 1259-77 A. D. ), he 

was made to be tortured inhumanly and then slaughtered by 

the Mongols in 1276 A. D. 

Mu'inu'd-din during his rulership and ministry became a 

successful administrator of Justice, He built monasteries 

for saints, founded many schools and colleges and had great 

interest in learning and edueation. He learnt the Our’an 

by heart and read the JUmi' al-Ufiil ( on the principles of 

Tradition ) with Sheikh Sadru'd-din. He built a monastery 

at Tauqat for Fakhru'd-din ‘Iraqi. But he had a special 

regard for Maulana in whose college he attended to hear the 

sweet counsels and discussions of Maulanfi. The outcome 

of these atteodences is the Fthi mafihi, a treatise in prose, 

containing the discussions and conversations of Rami. 

Fihi rrid fiht ( or About what is within it, i. c., the heart ) 

is, in fact, a collection of Jalalu'd din's KalBm, that is, of 

his sayiogs and discourses. Concerning the manner of their 

transmutation two statements, as discussed by Dr. 

Nicholson,1 have been made. One is that his words were 

written down, as they fell down from his lips in conversation, 

by his son Sultan Walad. And the other is that it is a 

compilation ofsaxings related on the authority of the Parwana 

of Rum. Certainly the Parwana is the most prominent 

6gure in the Book, next to Jaialu’d-diu himself, and as he 

appears to have surpassed Boswell in veneration to his master 

he may well have wished to leave behind him some records 

of his intimacy with the master. 

1 J. R. A. S. ( Supplementary ), 1924. 
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V 

Character & Genius and Their Influence 

on the Next Generations 

As regards his behaviour and moral character, Maulana 

was always glorified by ihe men of piety and he was the 

perfect man of his time. His primary education was on a 

sound basis, as it rested in an environment of pure religious 

sect of mystic saints, and associated with such a great and 

learned father like Sul\an al-'ulama* BahS’u d din. As he 

proceeded along the right path and kept the company of the 

men of God, he was able to get the lamp of his heart 

enlightened through the olive oil of spiritual knowledge, 

which he got as a heritage from his father. 

The excellence of Maulana reached the highest stage of 

morality and humanity, as he was fortunate enough to livo 

in a circle of the men of Divinity who were vastly learned 

in all the sciences of humanity and Divinity. In the end he 

came in touch with Shamsu’d-din who developed in him the 

fire of Love. Thus he became free from all kinds of meanness 

and narrow ideas. He was always peace-loving and of good 

disposition. Any sort of enmity with and separation from 

others, which is the cause of all troubles in the world, vanished 

from the sight of his eyes. As he has himself declared in 

the Mathnavi, ‘All thorns will appear beautiful like the rose 

to the sight of any particular person, who is proceeding 

towards the Universal’.1 

Again, 

Chunki birangi asiri-rang shud \ 

Afuda'i-bH Musa'y dar jang shud. 

Chun ba bl-rangi rasi kTtn dash ft ; 

Musa u Fir'aun dorad ashti.* 

In the Divan also he sings likewise and says that all good 

and bad dispositions of the created beings of the world are 

of his own dispositions. How beautifully he has described 

the nature of a Darvish ! 

Juzvi darvish and jumla nik u bad ; 

Harki u nabwad chunin darvish nist. 

( All good and bad arc parts of a Darvish ; one who does 

not think in this way is not a saint. ) 

The matla' of this ghazal runs thus : The lovers are not 

seekers of their ownsclves ; in this world there is no other 

Seeker except Him. 

'Ashlqan ra just-Ju az khwish nist; 

Dar jahiin juyanda juz 5 bish nist. 

Rumi throughout his life was in conformity with all the 

religions and sects of the world. He knew that every religion 

whether Islam, Hinduism, Christianity or Judaism is based on 

the same foundation of Divinity ; and he abo advised his 

pupils likewise, as is narrated in the Manaqibu’l- Arifin : One 

day Maulina became inspired in an ecstatic dance, and was 

in a state of ecstasy being absorbed in the sight of the Beloved 

Suddenly an intoxicated person entered the hall of the ecstatic 

1 Mathnavi. Vol. I, 3007. 

2 Ibid., 2467-8. Many other sayings of this sort are dis¬ 

cussed in the Chapter on conception of good and evil 

onwards. 
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dance and began to raise tumult after assuming to be an 

inspired person before the presence of Maulana. His friends 

and relatives began to annoy him. Maulana said that the 

person had drunk wine and therefore he should not be annoyed. 

The friends informed that he was a Christian. Maulana replied, 

*If he is a Christian, how you are not a Christian ?' The 

friends hung down their heads in shame (at their behaviour)". 

Maulana always acted accordingly, and he has advocated 

the same principles in his works, specially in the Mathnavi.1 

As reconciliation and peace-loving became the effect of his 

Religion of Love and Truth, Maulana was always patient, 

submissive, polite and gentle. Such that in his life whenever 

there occurred any event of blame and accusation, where the 

enemies would have been very much annoyed, he had never 

given any bitter reply, but tried to persuade them towards the 

right path by soft replies und cordial manners. It is recorded 

by Jiml in his Nafabat u'l-Uns thus : Once they reported to 

Sirgju'd-din of Qonya that Maulana had said, ‘I am one with 

all the seventy three sects and religions'. As he was a desiging 

person finding pleasure in annoying Maulana and lowering 

down his prestige, Sirgju’d-din sent an intelligent person from 

amongst his relatives to ask Maulana before his assembly 

whether he actually said such thing. When the reply came in 

the affirmative; the intelligent person, as advised, made 

taunting remarks with the intention of making him a fool 

before the public. But Mauling only laughed and said, ‘With 

all that you say I am one with all.' 

Jalalu’d-din was fully equipped in all the sciences of 

knowledge and spiritual stages; but he wa» never proud of 

1 See his story of ‘Moses and the Shepherd*, and the story 

of ‘Four persons in search of grapes’, both of which 

are found in the second volume of the Mathnavi ; and 

they are also discussed afterwards in connection with 

Religion and its true spirit. 
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these things, which quality made him more glorified. He 

behaved with utmost humility both with the nobles and the 

plebeian, and even a sign of pride and selfishness was never 

expressed in his way of life. He also never distinguished 

between the old and the young, and the faithful and the infidel. 

It is recorded by Aflaki thus : Once a learned Christian monk 

of Constantinople hearing the fame of Mauling’* depth of 

knowledge and his politeness came to visit him at Qonya, the 

Christians of which city received him with great honour. The 

monk was earnestly soliciting the favour of meeting Maulana, 

when suddenly they met on the way. He prostrated before the 

khidmotgar ( i. e.. Mauling ) thirty times, and then raising his 

head found Mauling prostrated before him. It is said that 

Mauling prostrated before him thirty three times. At this the 

monk, while lamenting, tore away his garment and said, ‘O 

Lord of religion, thy humility and submission is to such an 

extent that you behave with a poor self like me in such a way.' 

Maulini replied, ‘As the excellent Hadith ordains : Whomso¬ 

ever God favours with wealth, beauty, honour and kingship, 

he gives abundantly of His wealth, he abstains from any wrong 

because of His beauty, he humbles himself for the reason of 

His respectibility and he acts justly owing to His kingship ; so, 

when He is the Lord of us, how is it that we shall not be sub¬ 

missive and humble before His servants, and if we do not 

behave in such a way, of what worth are we |' Instantly the 

monk with all his companions became fully confident in him, 

turned his disciples and wore the dress of the Darvishes. 

When Maulana came to his college, he said, ‘O Bahiu’d-din, 

to day one Christian monk tried to win over us in humility 

and submission, but praise be to God that by the grace of 

the One and the favour of Muhammad. His Prophet, we 

defeated him in the way of humility, submission and low¬ 

liness, for the reason that we get these qualities as heritage of 

the religion of Islam ; and he sang this ghazal: O man, you 

are breathing only for the reason that the Player or the Flute 
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< of God ) has taktn the care of the breath. Burn down all 

your pride of manliness, be always with that Nourisher of the 

breath, if you are a knower of the Secret of God. The new- 

Moon waned and thus turned a full-moon ; so long you be not 

submissive, you will not be relieved of all lowness 

Admiyi admiyi admiyi ; 

Basta da mi zanki nayi ait damiyi. 

Admiyi rci hama dar khud basuz ; 

Zdn damiyi bash agar mabramiyi. 

Kam zad an mUhl-naw wa badr shud ; 

Ta nazani kam narahl az kamiyl.1 

Contrary to almost all other Softs, who earn their liveli¬ 

hood from begging or from presents of their disciples and the 

rich, or from the bequests of the khanqah, and also lead their 

disciples to proceed on the same path which ultimately leads 

«o the pampering of body and idleness, Maulanfi always called 

his friends and relatives for earning their bread by labour and 

looked upon those idle ones who live on the bread of others 

with disrespect. He used to say, 'Alas, that almost all the 

aullyiis have opened the door of desire and expectation to 

arouse sensuality and indignation of their disciples and have 

thought it proper, in support of the proverb, they lent God 

a good loan ( waqrifu Allah qardan hasna ), to accept all 

kinds of alms, presentation and gift. Accordingly, we have 

ordained the disciples to refrain lhcm»clves from begging and 

we adopted the principle of the Prophet that abstain yourself 

from begging as long as you are able to earn your livelihood 

( ist i'faf 'an al-Sa’al ml istata't ) in any way whether by the 

sweat of your brow, or by any profession or by writing. And 

whoever of my disciples adopted this path gained profitably.3 

1 Ahwal wa Zindagani'y-Jalalu'd-din Muhammad, p. 154. 

2 As stated by Faruzanfar (on the authority of Fihi ml fihi 

and Marioqibu’l- Arlfin ) in his Abwal wa Zindagahi etc , 

: p. 155-6. 
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On the authority of ManBqib u'l-'Arifln, Farazanfar also 

asserts that Jalalu’d-din did never conceal from bis disciples 

the higher states of spiritual discipline and austerities, but 

he did not take with favour observations of rituals like chilla 

and similar other practices. He counted non-attachment to 

worldly things as the most important thing -, but for this 

he did never ordain to refrain from the connections of the 

material world Rather he counted as one of the perfect 

paths the attainment of control of the passions and *the 

avoidance of attachment to material or physical world. He 

always spent his days in purifying the moral character and 

correcting the bad habits of the people, and made effort for 

the attainment of that object only. But he always took 

with disrespect all sorts of formalities and any outward show 

of piety. He used to call every sect and religion to turn 

towards the Unity of God and its realization, after giving 

up all oppositions and formalities. He declared : Behold, 

a good news for the incurable disease that our medicine 

removes off all troubles of the heart. 

Main fail bimarVi-nTiSur ra ; 

Daruy-ma yak byak ranjur ra.1 

Jalalu'd-din Rami was a versatile genius. According to 

Dr. Arberry, 'his literary output, as stupendous in magnitude 

as it is sublime in contact, consists of the very large 

collection of mystical Odes, perhaps as many as 2500, 

which make up the Diwoni-Shamsi-Tabriz* ; the Mathnavi 

1 Ibid., p. 158. 

2 Faruzanfar opines that Kulliyat or Diwoni-Shamsi-Tabriz 

consists also ghazals written in the names of Salahu'ddin 

Zarkub and Husamu'd-din Chalabi, which collected together 

will not be more than 100 ghazals ; and some rare short 

poems ( muqalla' ) where he used only the word Khaniush 
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in six volumes of about 25000 rhyming couplets1 ;*and the 

Rubaiyat or quatrains, of which 1600 are authentic.'2 

Of his prose-works the collection of his Spiritual-talks 

(Maqalat) named as Fihi rn'ifihi has already been mentioned. 

But how his Maqalat took the name of Fihi rriafthl nothing 

can be said with certainty. As to its authenticity Faruzanfar 

has quoted the following couplets of Jalalu’d-din, 

Bas su'al wa bas jawob wa major a ; 

Bud miyanl-zahid wa rabbu’l-wara. 

Kih zamin wa dsmTm pur rtur shud ; 

Dar Maqalat an hama madhkxir shud. 

Besides, Muhammad Faridan Nafidh, a follower of the 

Order, has also published during these days two prose-works 

of Jal&lu'd-din : One, a collection of his letters ( majmTa'i- 

maktubati-Mauldna). some contents of which had already 

been mentioned in the Manaqib u'l-Arlf in ; and the other, 

the MaJalisi-saba'h, a collection of his lectures that were 

delivered in the different holy gatherings. 

One thing so remarkable is that, according to E. J. W. 

Gibb,3 although he lived full half a century among Turki 

speakers and for this reason known throughout the East by 

the surname of Rum!, Jalalu’d-dTn, with all his literary 

ability, personally did not contribute anything to Turkish 

literature. It has been found that there is not even one 

couplet written by him wholly in the Turkish tongue. Some¬ 

time ago a scholarly member of the Maulavl Order. Walad 

Chalabi by name, made a careful examination of the Master’s 

works for the express purpose of discovering to what extent 

he had made use of the Turkish Language, and the only 

or Khamsh-kun or some other synonymous form as his 

takhallus 

1 Others report it to be 26660 couplets. See p. 54 supra. 

2 In his Introduction to Nicholson's Rumi, p. 22. 

3 History of Ottoman Poetry, Vol. I, p. 152. 
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reward of his labour of love was one complete ghazal, of the 

type known as the Mulerama written in mingled Turkish and 

Persian, together with three Persian ghazals each of which 

contains a few Turkish distichs and one or two other ghazals 

with a single Turkish couplet apiece. 

Walad Cbalabi says that MaulanS Jalalu'd din also wrote 

some verses in Greek which was still the language of a great 

part of Asia Minor. 

But his personality and the influence of his works and 

of the Order have influenced Turkish poetry considerably. 

Turkish poets of those days poured forth innumerable 

Spiritual couplets' of a mystical nature. Indeed nearly all 

the Ottoman poets were either true Safis, or men who wrote 

under the manner of the Sufis. This influence many years 

after Jalal's death gradually weakened as time went on, and 

this poetry became less mystical. 

To Sultan Walad, his son, lies the credit of founding 

the Turkish ( i. e., CLmanly or West Turkish ) literature, 

which could not be done by his father, though his thoughts 

and ideas had much influence in Turkish language and poetry 

as referred to above. Says E. J. W. Gibb, ‘If Sultan Walad 

really was the first—and we know of none before him—to 

seriously attempt literary poetry in Western Turkish language, 

his success is marvellous. To Sultan Walad then belongs not 

only the honour due to the pioneer in every good work, but 

the credit which is justly his who successfully accomplishes an 

arduous enterprize*. 

To Jalalu’d-din Rumi might be applied Lante's phrase 

regarding Homer, ‘He flies above other poets like an eagle.' 

He was a mystic first and a poet afterwards, that is, he valued 

hit poetic gift as a means of spreading his theosophic ideas 

and his spiritual experiences, and be did n.*t like Hafia, use 

Safi phrases as a mere poetic ornament. Says A Von ICremer, 

"The real basis of his poetry is a lofty inculcated ethical 

system, which aecognizes in purity of heart, chastity, 
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self-renunciation and bridling of passions, the necessary condi¬ 

tions of eternal happiness. Attached to this we find a 

pantheistic theory of the emanation of all things from God, 

and their ultimate reunion with Him. ... Frequently the 

thought flashes out, that all religions and revelations are only 

the rays of a single eternal Sun ; that all prophets have only 

delivered and proclaimed in different tongues the same princi¬ 

ples of eternal goodness and eternal truth which flows from the 

divine Soul of the World."1 2 

Unquestionably to Prof. Nicholson goes the foremost 

credit of opening up to English readers the vast wealth of 

poetic genius and philosophic thoughts of Maulana Rumi 

as illustrated in his works. Therefore, let us try to explain 

our poet in the words of Dr. Nicholson : "With all its 

faults-and from a modern point of view there are many— 

the Mathnavi exhibits more fully than the Diwani-Shamsi- 

Tabriz the marvellous range of Jalalu'd-din's poetical genius. 

His Odes reach the utmost heights of which a poetry inspired 

by vision and rapture is capable, and those alone would have 

made him the unchallenged laureate of Mysticism. But they 

move in a world remote from ordinary experience, open to 

none but the •Unveiled', whereas the Mathnavi is chiefly 

concerned with problems and speculations bearing on the 

conduct, use and meaning of life. While the Odes depict 

Reality as reflected in the clairvoyant consciousness of the 

saint, the Mathvani represents the saint not only as a mirror 

of Reality, but also a personage invested with Divine authority 

and power, an indispensable Guide on the way to God. a 

Physician who can diagnose and cure diseases of the soul, 

a Preacher of the Truth and a Teacher of the Law - the Law of 

reverent obedience, through which 'Heaven was filled with 

light and the Angels became pure and holy*.* In the same 

light while comparing his two books, Prof. Nicholson says 

in another place : We have seen that the Sufistic theosophy 

is the fountain-head of Jalals inspiration. From this the 

Mathnavi and the Diwan descend by separate channels. The 

one is a majestic river, calm and deep, meandering through 

many a rich and varied landscape to the immeasurable Ocean ; 

the other a foaming torrent that leaps and plunges in the 

etherial solitude." 

‘Ibis great poem’, referring to the Mathnavi, says 

E. J. W. Gibb, *is one of the greatest and most noble in all 

Persian Literature, which in clear and simple language, but 

without apparent order or method, discourses on the 

doctrine and aspects of the mystic philosophy, and has 

for ages formed the text book of the Safi thinkers from the 

shores of the Mediterranean to the wall of China. Scarcely 

less important has been the influence of the imprestioDcd 

Diwan where in inspired strains the poet-saint sings of 

the mystic love and immortalizes his dear master, Shamsu'd- 

dm of Tabriz'.1 

The poet himself says of his Mathnavi in the Preface of 

its first volume : This is the Book of the Mathnavi, which 

is the root of the roots of the Religion in respect of its 

unveiling lie mysteries of attainment to the Truth and of 

its certainty ; and which is the greatest science of God and 

the clearest way of God and the most manifest evidence of 

God. Therein the righteous cat and drink, and thereby the 

free are gladdened and rejoiced ; and like the Nile of Egypt, 

it is a drink to them that endure patiently, but a grief to the 

people of Pharaoh and the unbelievers. It is the cure for the 

sick breasts, and the purge of sorrows, and the expounder of 

the Qur’an and the source of abundance of Divine gifts and 

the means of cleansing sordid dispositions*. He further says : 

I have exerted myself to give length to the Poem in rhymed 
1 DiwaJti-Shamsl-Tabriz. p. XXVI. 

2 Tales of Mystic Meaning, p. XIX. 
1 History of Ottoman Poetry, p. 146. 
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couplets, which comprises strange tales and rare sayings and 

excellent discourse and precious indications, and the path of 

the ascetics and the garden of the devotees—brief in expression 

but manifold in meaning. 

Again, in the words of Nicholson, —‘the Mathnavi is a 

great story book. Following or rather adapting to his own 

needs, a method long established in Sufi poetry, Jalalu'd din 

sets the matter of his discourse within a frame work of tales, 

which introduce and examplify the various topics, and are 

frequently interwoven with explanations of their inner 

meaning’. There are several hundreds of stories, and they 

consist of legends from the Qur'an and its commentaries, 

the Tradition of the Prophet and the lives of pre-Muham¬ 

madan prophets and Muslim saints. The Kalila and Dirana, 

the Pcrso Arabic adaptation of the Sanskrit Pahcatantra, 

also supplies numerous beast-fables, where the animals play 

the allegorical pans assigned to them. But Jalalu’d-din owes 

little, though he borrows much. 

These tales 'abound in lively dialogue, masterly satire 

and humorous descriptions of human nature, pictures of life 

and manners illustrating the outlook not only of medieval 

Sutism but of Muslims generally, and lessons of universal 

application drawn from a wisdom that never plays on the 

surface without contemplating the hidden depths below. 

Great poet as he is, Jalfilu’d-din loves Truth more than Art. 

In his Odes the tide of enthusiasm sweeps all moralities before 

it ; in the Afathnavi he rubs them in with a persistence which 

renders selection and abridgment necessary’.1 

Prof. Cowel says in his 'Oxford Essays’, -The stories 

themselves are generally easy and are told in delightful style ; 

but the disquisitions which interrupt them are often 'darker 

than the darkest oracles' and unintelligible even to the 

Persians themselves without a copious commentary. When 

1 Tales of Mystic Meaning, p. XXV. 
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be is clear, no Persian poet can surpass his depth of thought 

or beauty of imagery ; the flow of fine things runs on 

unceasingly as from a river-god's urn."1 

The poetry of Jalal is not always of equal merit. His 

works seldom, if ever, have the technical polish of Jfimi and 

HaP?. "The marks of haste and occasional roughness that 

cannot escape anyone accustomed to the technique of Hfifif 

and Jfimi, says Nicholson, "are due to the circumstances 

in which they are composed. For the most part-as said by 

Rida Quli - they arc poems inspired in diverse states of reason 

and love and ecstasy and intoxication and efTacement and 

mystic dance. Consequently they will not be to all classes 

dear nor acceptable to every ear, as a famous one hath 

said, ‘We are known by those of our kind, but other men 

deny us’. 

"The beauty and purity of his diction need not be illus¬ 

trated at length. The style throughout is simple and 

unaffected. The weapon of allegory is seldom out of (he 

poet's hand. But Jalfilu’d-din does not balance literal and 

spiritual meanings so equally as to leave choice uncertain. 

His words will always bear the profoundest interpretation. Ho 

is no juggler with mysteries. Although his metaphors are 

drawn from every field of Nature and Art, neither art nor 

nature is the subject which they adorn. 

"In sublimity of thought and grandeur of expression he 

challenges the greatest masters of song, time after time he 

strikes a lofty tone without effort j the clearness of his vision 

gives a wonderful exultation of his verse, which beats against 

the sky ; his Odes throb with passion and rapture-enkindling 

power and his diction is choice and unartificial. 

■As a mystic, he was too much in earnest to care for, even if 

he observed incongruities draw upon the censure of fastidious 

1 Quoted by Claud Field in his Persian Literature, p. 180. 
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critics. As a poet, he sought to invest the Safi doctrine 

with every charm that his genius could inspire. The traces 

of this conflict are not wholly obliterated. But in higher 

moments the opposing characters are swept away and over¬ 

whelmed in a flood of celestial harmony, for of Jalalu’d-din, 

as of Shelley, it may be truly said : This is not poetry 

borrowing the forms of pantheistic speculation, but pentheism 

assuming to itself the faith and passion which transmutes 

speculative thought into a religion.”1 

Not only by the author's disciples and later members of 

the great brotherhood of which he was the founder but 

among all Persian or Persian-using Sufis, the Mathnavi has 

been bailed as a unique revelation of esoteric truth. Long 

before Jflmi called it 'the Qur'an in Persian Language* and 

said of Jalalu'd-din himself, ‘though he is not a prophet, he 

has a book*. Jami*s lines run thus : 

Man chi giiyam waifi-On Tili janTib ; 

Ntst paighambar wait darad kitab. 

Mathnavi'y-MaulavVy-ma'navi ; 

Hast Qur'Hn dar zablmi-pahlavu 

The §Qfis boast ot many ‘inspired books' of his kind, but 

none has been so carefully studied and copiously expounded 

in a number of the principal languages of the Ulamic world 

and of Europe. 

Rurai's influence is no less in India, as in other parts of 

the world. Dr. Tarachand has, in detail, described the 

influence of Suhsm on Indian thought and culture. He has 

specially mentioned that “The expression of Kabir’s 

C d. 1518 A. D. ) teachings was shaped by that of Sufi saints 

and poets. In the Hindi Language he had no precursor, and 

the only models which he could follow were Muslim ones, 

e. g , the Pandnama of Faridu'd-din ‘Attar ; a comparison 

of headings of the poems of both brings that out clearly. 

1 Diwani-Shamsi-Tabriz. p. XL et scq. 
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He must also have the poems of JaltluM-din Rami and Sa‘di's 

besides the teachings of other Sufis, for there are echos of 

them in his works.”1 

Dr. S. K. Cbatterjee in his learned paper, Islamic 

Mysticism - Iran and India*, has given a fine exposition of 

the interaction of the Hindu-Muslim culture in India He 

says, “We learn from one of the 16th Century biography of 

Cbaiianya ^ the Chaitanya-mangala of Jayananda ) that in 

the Fifteenth Sixteenth Centuries, Brahmans were taking to 

heterodox ways, like wearing a beard instead of being clean- 

shaved. walking with a big stick, reading Persian and 

reciting the Mathnavi ( of Jalalu'd-din Rumi ) ; and these 

the author of the biography evidently did not like, and he 

called them evils of the Kali or Iron age. But nevertheless, 

study of Persian Sufi poetry notwithstanding, God remained 

the Great Lover ; the figure of Krishna was too strongly 

fixed in the mind of Hindu India to be touched by the Sufi 

figure of God, the Sweet-heart. But what could not happen 

in the 15th or 16th Century has happend in the 19th and 

20ih, and then not through direct contact with Sufi Literature 

in the original, but from a sheer poetic appreciation of the 

SoH conception in all its romantic beauty. With Rabindranath 

Tagore, his Jivan-devata. the ‘Deity of his Life*, his Ideal, 

his God, so to fay. is his Sweet-heart; his bride is also 

the world’s desire." 

Though Dr. Cbatterjee is hesitatiog as regards the influence 

of Sufism in the 15th 16th centuries on Indian culture, yet 

when we find that JagOi and Madhai were the enthusiastic 

readers of the Mathnavi, it can easily be surmised that if 

they did not understand its philosophical thoughts, they 

surely would not have read such a difficualt Book. And 

when they, who were at first inimical to Caitanya, found 

1 Influence of Islam on Indian Calture, p. 151. 

2 Appeared in the Indo-Iranica. Vol. K, Oct. 1946, p. 26-7. 
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that the ideas of him are almost similar to that of Jalalu'd- 

din, they readily became the disciples of Caitanya, an 

advocator of the Religion of Love. 

In the said Caitanyasnaiygala we find that the Muslim 

cultural influence was all around, and the common people 

were even influenced by their habits. Though Jagai and 

Afadhoi are described in their early lives as drunkards and 

habituated to Muslim habit by the orthodox Hindu authors, 

yet after considering their holding the responsible position in 

the royal court and studying a great poem like the Afathnavi, 

l think that they were really inclined to the Religion of Love 

from their early lives 

Again, the literati of Bengal do not find the source from 

which the singing and dancing of the Vaishnavites in their 

religious gatherings are taken up. But from another reference 

of Dr. Chatterjcc himself in the same Paper where the learned 

author has said that it was the influence of Chaitanya over 

the §fifl with whom he happened to meet, and who thus 

became a disciple of Chaitanya, 1 like to say that Caitanya 

might also have been influenced by the creed of the Sufi, and 

he might have taken this ecstatic singing and dancing from 

that of the Maulavi Order.1 

Urdu Literature, as is known to all, is a product of 

Muslim culture. And its every great poet is an exponent of 

Sufistic thoughts. Here also we find that great poets as they 

are, they were greatly indebted to the Afathnavi of Maulana 

Rami. Mirzfi AsaduMlah Khan Ghalib ( 1797 1869 A. D. ), 

the greatest philosopher-poet of Urdu-cum-Persian Literature 

of India, has many of his thoughts, culled from the Afathnavi 

of Rami. As for example, Rumi in the Introduction of his 

first volume of the Afathnavi has sung : 

1 In a sense, the ecstatic singing and dancing is even found 

in the Hindu-worship from very early days, and we know 

that Lord Shiva is famous as Nalaraja ^lit.. King of Dance). 

Kaz nay is tan ta mar a babrida-and ; 

Az naflram mard u zan nalida-and. 

With the same lone Ghalib in his Diwan says, "I am not 

the sweetness of my melodious song, nor the musical key of 

the instrument, but 1 am the voice of my own sorrows. 

Na guli-naghma hUn na parda'isoz ; 

Afain hT,n opni shikast ki awaz." 

Dr. Sir Muhammad Iqbal is the most famous Urdu poet 

of the modern age. His poetry is also imbued with Sufistic 

thoughts. He has expressly stated in his Payami-Afashrlq 

( or the Message of the East ) that he was largely influenced by 

the Afathnavi, and he took Rumi as his Ideal in his exposition 

of the Message of the East. We even find him recomm:nding 

the study of Rumi to the modern youth ;* and in fact the 

whole J&wid-riima is a living testimony of obligation which 

Iqbfil owes to one of the greatest Mystic poet-thinkers of 

Islam.* 

Husain Sajara says that the soul of Rumi ( Maulavi) is 

the source ol inspiration ( to humanity ) and asserts his views 

thus : As this groat gnostic is not apparently living in his 

material world and his soul is permanently souring in the 

holy sky and on the ground that such poems which come 

out from ibe inspired soul of Maulavi and which are specially 

found in the good book of the Afathnavi, it may wjII be 

1 Cf Jamd-nOma, p. 244-5 : 

Pir Rumi r,» rafiqi-roh siiz ; 

To khuda bakhshad turTi slz wa gudaz. 

Zanki Rumi magh: ra dUnad zi-pusht ; 

Ph'i-a muijkam fatad dar ku’i-dust. 

( Take the guide Rumi a* your friend of the Path, so tint 

God may favour you with a loving heart. For Rumi is 

able to distinguish between the kernel and its sh:l', and he 

follows the Path of the Beloved with a firm foot. ) 

2 A Study in Iqbal's Philosophy, pp.35-6. 
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said that the ideas and the views of the philosophers of the 

present generation that are revealed in this earth and the sky 

are only a bright mirror of the inspired soul of him.* And 

quoting the line of Rumi - Shakhi-gul har Ja ki mi ruyid 

gul ast ( wherever grows up a shoot of rose, it is only rose )# 

Shajara claims that it is a glory of Iran that this rose grew 

up in her garden and the fragranee of this rose of the Land 

of Iran has dispersed throughout the world. Really Maulavi 

is the Great Knowledge and Light for the whole world 

(Maulavi bardyi tamZin jahZm dZnish wa binishi-buzurg ast).1 2 3 

[ To till up the gap 1 quote below the Introductory or 

opening verses of the Mathn.vi, famous as Ntky-rtamo. which 

has been commented by Jimi in a separate book, the reference 

of which will be found at the end of the 3rd chapter of 

second part of this book ( with their meanings ).a 

Bishnau az nay chon hikZiyat mi kunad ; 

Az jud'yiha shikdyal mi kunad. 

Kaz naystZm tii mar.i ba-brida-and ; 

Az naf iram mard u zan nTihda-and. 

Sina khwoham sharba sharba az firaq ; 

To ba-giiyam sharlfi-dardi-ishtiyiiq. 

Har kasi kii dxir mZuui az wasli-khwish ; 

BZxz juyad rTizgari-wasli-khwish. 

Man ba-har jam'iyati naldn shudam ; 

Jufti-bad baldn u kh shbaldn shudam.* 

Hi r kasi az zanni-khud shud ydri-man ; 

Az daruni-man najust asrZxri-man. 

Sirri-man az nZda'i-man dZr nisi ; 

Lik chashm u gash rZi Zm niir nist. 

1 Shakhjiyati-Maulavl, p. 163. 

2 Ibid., p- 213. 

3 Mathnavi, Vol. I, 1 —18 : other lines are added with these 

from Husain’s ed., omitted in Nicholson’s. 

Tan zi-jdn wa Jon zi-tan master nist; 

Lik kas rZi didi-jln dastur nist. 

Atish-ast in bZmgi-n\v wa n>st bid ; 

Harkl in aiish nadorad nist bad. 

Atishi-ishq-ast k-andar nay fat'd ; 

Jushishl-ishq-ast k-andar may fat Id. 

Nay harifi-harkl az yZri burid ; 

Pardah’-ash pardahdyl-md dar d. 

Hamchu nay zahri u tiryaqi ki did ; 

Hamchu nay damsoz u mushtaqi ki did. 

Nay hadithl-rdhl-pur khTm mi kunad ; 

Qifsah'iyi 'ishqi-Majnun mi kunad. 

Du dahin d.ir’.m gnyd hamchu nay ; 

Yak dah,n plnhZai ast dar labhl'ly-way. 

Yak dahin nil on shudah so'yl-shuml ; 

Hat wa hnyi dar figandah dar saml 

Lik dan rd harkl ZirZi manzar-ast ; 

Kin faghln -in sari ham z-an sar-ast. 

Damdamah in nii’y az damha’i ii-st i 

Hai u hl'.y- rub az hlyhly-Z.-st. 

Mabrami-in hush juz b-hlsh nist ; 

Mar zabun rZi mashtarx juz g~sh nist. 

Gar nabTtdi nZda’i-nay ra thamar . 

Nay jahZm ra pur na kardi az shakar. 

Dar ghami-ml ruzha bi-goh shud ; 

• Ruzha ba sTizkd hamrZdi shud. 

Ruzha gar raft gu rau bak nist ; 

Tu banian ay anki chun tu pak nist. 

Harki juz mahi z abash sir shud ; 

Harki bi-ruzi-st rTaash dir shud. 

Dar nayZbad Ijcdi-pukhtah hich kham ; 

Pas sukhun kutZih bsyad wa's-saldm. ] 



PART 11 

TASAU/WUF ( or SUFISM ) 

AND ITS EXPONENTS 

1 

The terms Religion, Arts, Science, Philosophy, 

Mysticism and Tasawwuf. 

In the ordinary sense worship and sacrifice, procedures 

for working on the dispositions of the deilv, theology and 

ceremony and ecclesiastical organisation arc the essentials 

of Religion. We should define this religion in its institution! 

branch, as W. James says, "as an external art, the art,of 

winning the favour of the gods. In the more personal 

branch of religion it is on the contrary the inner dispositions 

of man himself which form the centre of interest, his 

conscience, his deserts, his helplessness, his incompleteness. 

And although the favour of the God, as forfeited or gained, 

is still an essential feature of the story, and theology plays 

a vital part therein, yet the acts to which this sort of religion 

prompts arc personal not ritual acts, the individual transacts 

the business by himself alone, and the acclesiastical orga¬ 

nisation, with its priests and sacraments and other go- 

betweens, sinks to an altogether secondary place. This relation 

goes direct from heart to heart, from soul to soul between 

man and his Maker."1 

1 The Varieties of Religious Experience, p. 29. 
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Like the modern thinkers Rumi has also distinguished 

between two kinds of Religion1—one Conventional and the 

other Spiritual. And he defires the two in his own fashion : 

There is a gulf of difference between the spiritually religious 

minded one (muhqqiq) and the formal worshipper (muqallid) ; 

one is like David, and the other only an echo.1 3 

But the formality in religion is not also without any 

result. For the disciple it is even necessary to imitate his 

spiiitual guide in the early stages of his mystical life. Says 

Rum?: 

'Aks k-awwal rad tu 7ji laqlid d.in ; 

Chun payapay shud shawad tabqiq an* 

And of this secouU iort ol religion. Dr. Waterhou* has 

rightly observed, after criticism of various types of its 

definitions that "Religion is man’s attempt to supplement 

his felt insufficiency by allying himself with a higher order 

of being which he believes is manifest in the world and can 

be brought into sympathetic relation with himself, if rightly 

approached."4 

J H. Leuba has differentiated these two kinds of religion 

in the following words : Any religion5 as expressed in its 

official creeds and books of worship is clearly an objective 

religion. According to the ritual the worshipper comes into 

the presence of his God to acknowledge his sins and to be 

cleansed from them n receive protection from bodily and 

1 But Professor Pratt in his Religious Consciousness (p. 13) 

haj divided religion into three kinds : (/» the Traditional 

( or Conventional ), (ii) the Rational ( to which the philo 

sophers belong ) and (Hi) the Volitional ( or Mystical). 

2 Mathnavi. Vol. II, 493 : also Cf. Vaidhi and Ragatmikd 

Bhakti of the Gifi. 

3 Ibid.. 567. 

4 Philosophical Approach to Religion, p. 25. 

5 In the book it is ‘Christianity’. 

moral barm, to return thanks for God’s goodness, to praise 

Him, and to rejoice in the assurance of His favour. But, just 

as intercourse between sympathetic persons constantly tends 

to pass from externality to the intimacy of united feeling 

and will, so in any religion, the objective worship of a loving 

God tends ever to glide into trustful, self-surrendering attitude 

which constitutes the first step towards complete mystical 

union".1 Dr. J Caird has defined it “as the elevation of 

the human spirit into union with the Divine. But this 

necessarily implies that the principle of religion lies in feeling 

Thus religion in its essence must contain in it an clement 

of knowledge, or that religious feeling must be based on 

objective truih".8 
Though we make a distinction generally between Science 

(or Natural Philosophy, and Religion, yet in its real sense 

there is no conflict between the two. In reality science and 

religion represent different aspects of man’s quest for Reality. 

As Dr. Waterhouse says, "The task of science is to explain, 

that of religion to interpret. So science explains the universe, 

but the interpretation of the universe, if there is one, is not a 

matter that science undertakes. That must be left to religion 

which studies the values of existence and deduces from them 

what it takes to be the meaning of existence."2* How 

excellently our Poet has also made the distinction between 

the two ! 

With men of form the word is -Synthesis by analysis ; 

With men of spirit the word is—Analysis by synthesis. 

Bar ahU-fSrat shud sukhun Ijnuilha tafplha ; 

Bar ahll-ma'ni shud sukhun tafjilha ijmTilha.4 

While making a distinction berween Religion and Art (and 

1 Psychology of religious mysticism, p 5. . ✓ 
2 Introduction to the philosophy of religion, p. 165. 

3 Philosophical approach to religion, p. 31. 

4 Diwlni-Shamsi-Tabriz, p. 272. 
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also of Poetry) Dr. Waterhouse remarks : “Because of what it 

suggests rather then what it represents, art joins with religion 

in opening the vision to the Unseen. One point of d-fference 

between art and religion lies in this, that whilst each is an 

avenue that leads from the sensible to the supersensible world, 

religion brings with it the means of a personal relationship 

with things unseen, whilst art ( or poetry) without the religious 

sense does not. In art (as of poetry) we are conscious of our 

own creativity, in religion of God’s.*1 Art and poetry 

can give us only a faint idea of the Reality which the religious 

consciousness of a saint cannot fully describe. Says Dr. 

Iqbal, “The kind of knowledge that poetic inspiration brings 

is essentially individual in its character ; it is figurative, vague, 

and indefinite.*8 To Rum! poetry without any spiritual 

inspiration in it, is shallow and vague, and it has no intrinsic 

value. All the artificial eloquerce of this world is mere empty 

sound in comparison with the mystic utterances of those whom 

God has inspired As nur poet says. 

Man{iqu'{(ayrZni-khZq7nl sadist ; 

Alantiqu't-tayri- SulaymZni kujZ-st* 

Accordingly we find that all intuitive utterances are in the 

veil of poetry. And in the words of Dr. Waterhouse we may 

say that art (or poetry) symbolises what it apprehends ; and 

in this respect it is equal to theology which puts before us 

certain dogmas icgarding the belief in God. Dr. Inge has, 

therefore, rightly remarked, “Religious utterance has always a 

poetic or prophetic character*.4 * * The difference between a 

theologist and a poet is that the theologist collects in a 

1 Philosophical approach to religion, p. 34. 

2 Religious Thought in Islam, p I. 

3 Mathnavi, Vol. II. 3758. 

4 Personal Idealism and Mysticism, p. 26. Cf. also the 

Tradition : "God hath treasuries beneath the Throne, the 

keys whereof are the Tongues of the Poets*. 

dogmatised form the utterances of a prophet or a religious 

reformer, whereas the pjet expresses his own experiences of 

life as he understood or realised its own entity. 

Religion is far more connected with Ethics ( or Moral 

Philosophy ) than Poetry. Though the ultimate result of reli¬ 

gion and morality is quite different, one having its foundation 

in the inner disposition of man to elevate it to the union with 

the Higher Self, and the other is more connected with humanity 

for reason of social ground for an order and system in the 

universe, yet the moral conduct is an important factor in the 

path of Realization which is the ultimate end of Religion. 

•In other words, as Dr. Waterhouse says, “the objective 

character of morality lies as Kant saw, in the nature of God. 

Belief in a righteous God brings morality into the very consti¬ 

tution of Reality, as nothing else does."1 

According to Rami, morality, or in other words self- 

discipline, by which nafs is to be controlled or subdued, is 

the way to reach God. And though unlike Kant Rum! is not 

a believer in the morality as the ultimate end of religion, yet 

he knows that when one will be pure through self-discipline 

every thing will also appear to him pure, for a mirror can 

reflect only its own self, which is an archetype of God Himself. 

So we should not hesitate to undergo self-mortification in the 

way to God. Says Rumi, 

Gar ba har zakhmi tu pur kinah shawl ; 

Pas kuja bl saiqal a'inah shawl.2 3 

-What the Sufis maintained was that the essence of religion 

is neither identical with law nor with moral nor with theoreti¬ 

cal reason, nor with the outward form of any positive religion. 

Their viewpoint was exactly that of Schleiermachcr that the 

essence of religion is neither morals nor theology but a cosmic 

feeling, an intuition of oneness with the spirit of the Universe. 

1 Philosophical approach to religion, p. 40. 

2 Mathnavi, Vol. I, 2^8 3 
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In ibis respect religion is not immoral or irrational but 

amoral and non-rational. It does not contradict morals 

and reason, it is categorically different from them. This 

indescribable cosmic feeling is exactly the ssme as %Ishq of 

RQmi".1 2 3 

Mysticism in a narrower sense, is intimately connected 

with Psychology. And in the words of J. H. Leuba, "It will 

mean for us any experience taken by the experienccr to be a 

contact ( not through the senses, but immediate, or “intui¬ 

tive" ) or union of the self with a larger-than-self, be it called 

the world spirit, God, the Absolute or otherwise".* Psycho¬ 

logy deals with human nature and as thus “t' pes of behavi¬ 

our so general and so persistent as those expressed in the 

objective and the subjective types of worship must, it seems, 

have their bases in different and fundamental traits of human 

nature".8 Really “the ‘heart* is a kind of inner intuition or 

insight which, in the beautiful words of Rami, feed on the 

rays of the Sun and brings us into contact with aspects of 

the Reality other than those open to sense perception. It 

is, according to the Qur’an, something which ’sees, and its 

reports, if properly interpreted, are never false We must 

not, however, regard it as a mysterious special faculty ; it is 

rather a mode of dealing with Reality in which sensation, in 

the physiological sense of the word, does not play any part. 

Yet the vista of experience thus opened to us is as real and 

concrete as any other experience.*4 

The 'heart* of which Sir Iqbal has referred to above 

in the beautiful words of Rumi, theie are many lines 

in the Mathnavi of this content. For example, is here quoted 

the following two couplets : 

1 The Metaphysics of Rrmi, p. 63. 

2 Psychology of Religious Mysticism, Introduction. 

3 Ibid., p. 6. 

4 Religious Thought in Islam, p. 16. 

Nuri-nT.ri-chashm khud nUri-dil-ast ; 

NT.ri-chashm a: nriti-dilhi htyll-ast. 

Bhz nuri-nTri-dil n~ri-khudiv-st \ 

Kii zi-n 'ri-'aql u l,is pZik wa juda-st.1 

AnJ commenting on thcac lines Prof. Nicholson says, •'I he 

light of the heart (niiri-dil) which is reason, illumines the 

light of the eye, i. e., the sense of the sight, and thereby 

enables it to discern the real quality of the objects which 

it perceives ; hence it may be said that ‘the light of the eye 

is produced by the light of the hearts*. Both these Mights’ 

have their source in the transcendent Light of God, though 

neither physical nor carnal is in immediate contact with it. 

The heart of the mystic receives illumination without any 

•veil’, so that he sees by the light of Pure Reason."8 

Distinction between Philosophy and Religion lies in the 

fact that -Philosophy lacks that personal relationship with the 

object of its search that is so utterly characteristic of religion. 

In religion theory is subordinate to practice. In philosophy 

the theoretical element is uppermost. The key to success in 

philosophical understanding is intellectual, in religion it is 

spiritual.”8 ROml is never tired of criticising the Muslim 

philosophers, as they based their conclusive arguments on 

God and the world mainly on speculation, whereas our 

myatic poet gained his knowledge of the world and God by 

his personal spiritual experience. Therefore, he says, “Many 

dwellers of heaven have been turned fools as they were led by 

the evils of philosophical thoughts". 

Bishtar aikobijannat abla-and ; 

To zi-sharri-feilasufi mi r a hand* 

Again, in the DtWofl he sings, -Intellect has appeared, 

1 Mathnavi, Vol. I* 1126 27. 

? Compare his Commentary of the Mathnavi, Vol. 7. 

3 Philosophical Approach to Religion, p 32. 

4 Mathnavi. Vol. VI, 2370. 
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O lover, hide yourself ; curse be on us. curse be on us, for ibis 

intellect and wisdom.” 

'Aql 7,mad ‘ashiqa khud ra bapTLsh ; 

Wby nu wa way mi az 'aql u hush.1 2 

Philosophy aims at attaining the Truth by reason, 

whereas religion attains the Truth by intuition which is gained 

through spiritual discipline. How nicely Dr. Iqbal has 

explained the whole situation thus : Religion is not a depart¬ 

mental affair ; it is neither mere thought, nor mere feeling, 

nor mere action ; it is an expression of the whole man. 

Thus in the evaluation of religion, philosophy must recognize 

the central position of religion and has no other alternative 

but to admit it as something focal in the process of reflective 

synthesis. Nor is there any reason to suppose that thought 

and intuition are essentially opposed to each other. They 

spring up from the same truth and complement each other. 

The one grasps Reality piecemeal, the other grasps it in 

the wholeness. The one fixes its gaze on the eternal, the 

other on the temporal aspect of the Reality. The one is 

present enjoyment of the whole of Reality ; the other aims 

at traversing the whole by slowly specifying and closing up 

the various regions of the whole for exclusive observation. 

Both are in need of each other for mutual rejuvenation. Both 

seek the visions of the same Reality which reveals itself 

to them in accordance with their function in life. In fact, 

intuition, as Bergson rightly says, is only a higher kind of 

intellect.'3 

Dealing with the function of philosophy Dr. Caird ha> 

aptly described that—'In all provinces of investigation it 

seeks as its peculiar employment to penetrate beneath the 

suiface show of things, beneath empirical appearances and 

accidents, and to find the ultimate meaning aod essence. Its 

1 Kulliyati-Shamsi-Tabriz, p. 417. 

2 Religious Thought in Islam, pp. 2 3. 

aim is to discover, not what seems, but what is, and why 

it is j to bind together objects and events in the links of 

necessary thought, and to find their last ground and reason 

in that which comprehends and transcends all—the nature of 

God Himself. 

•According to this view, then, there is no province of 

human experience, there is nothing in the whole realm of 

of reality, which lies beyond the domain of philosophy, or to 

which philosophical investigation does not extend. Religion, 

so far from forming an exception to the all-embracing sphere 

of philosophy, is rather just that province which lies nearest 

to it ; for, in one point of view, religion and philosophy 

have common objects and a common content, and in the 

explanation of religion philosophy may be said to be at the 

same time explaining itself.-1 Hence, we may say that 

Ta^awwuf ( or Sufism ), Mystic Philosophy or Religious 

Philosophy all aim at the same angle of vision. And what¬ 

ever cultural achievements have been gained by the great souls 

of the world at large, do in one sense or other, fall under 

this. 

Rami has often informed us that man has been created to 

worship God, as the Qur’an says,? -I created the Jinn and 

mankind only for the reason that they might worship Me," 

which signifies that by worshipping God they make themselves 

perfect.8 And the end of religion is the Knowledge of God 

( ma'rlfat) of which Dr. Caird has already said that ‘religious 

feeling must be based on objective truth.* 

The word ‘religion’ derived from Latin words, re and 

1 Introduction to the Philosophy of Religion. p. 3. 

2 Chap. Li. 56. 

3 As fo instance, we may quote a couplet from the Mathnavi 

(Vol. II, 1757) : 

Man nakardam a mar fa sudi kunam, 

Balki fd bar bandagonjudi kunam. 

-7 
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ligi0 or ligare. means bind together ; that is to say. it means 

that which binds together human beings to each other » the 

bonds of love and sympathy and feUow-feeUnp a the 

mutual rights and duties ; which themselves wdl bind back 

to God, the Universal Soul. This power of binding together 

the hearts of men in unison with God has given birth to a 

particular religion to different peoples, countries and nattons. 

And really every new birth of a religion has given btrlh to a 

new civilization in the world. Therefore, ihe one purpose 

of religion is to realize the Self within ourselves. 
Rnmi has often sung that human be.ogs are to essence 

one in origin, and it is our speculations which have made us 

different from one another. In the MaUmafi we find : 

fad dangh wa dard kin 'ariyeti ; 

Vmmatan ra dtir kard az ummati.' 

Therefore, the only aim of religion should be to bind our- 

selves in the unity with one Religion-tbe Religion of 

Humanity.3 In the Qur in also we find. 'Mankind were 

but one community 1 then they differed from one another.'3 

The lhd„h also says likewise : Ever, child is born ,n the 

true religion ; it is his parents who make him a Jew, or a 

Christian, or a Magian." 
Why, then strife, chaos and communal feelings ? Max 

Muller has given a suitable reply, 'God has no. provided lor 

the interest of men by a new counsel or a late compassion ; 

He has instituted from the beginning for aU men one and 

the same path of Salvation. Now what might be the explana- 

1 Mathnav*. Vol. I, 3258. 
2 i. e., of Human Race. It should be confind not to man¬ 

kind only, but is spread to any living being. Again, the 

term ‘Religion of Humanity’ should not be confounded 

with that of August Comte, in whose religion there is no 

place of God or any Absolute Being. 

3 Chap. X, 20. “ 
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lion for the necessary imperfections of the early religions of 

Mankind ? A mother may indeed offer to her infant a 

complete repast, but her infant cannot yet receive the food 

which is meant for full-grown men. In the same manner God 

might from the beginning have offered to men the truth in its 

completeness, but man was unable to receive it, for he was 

still a child."1 2 
How nicely our poet through a story of him illustrates the 

fact that in reality there is no diversity in different religions : 

Once upon a time an ‘Arab, a Persian, a Rumi, and a Turk 

happen to travel on the same track of the Path of life The 

path is long and thorny, — necessarily, they became tired and 

hungry ; now they require food which will give them nourish¬ 

ment of strength and peace. With money they are to buy the 

necessary thing. But they do not know one another’s tongue. 

They begin quarrelling among themselves, asking in there own 

languages, the ‘Arab as 'Inab. the Persian as Angur. the Rumi 

as IstofU and the Turk as Uzam. In the mean time an well- 

informed fruit-seller passes by. He readily understands the 

languages of them, and satisfies them by supplying the grapes 

which they require.* 
Really there is no strife in the path of religion. All the 

prophets and religious reformers of the world have always 

expounded the universality of their own religion. The Qur'an 

declares : This that l am uttering unto you, the Holy Qur'an 

—it is to be found in the ancient Seers* writings too ; for 

teachers have been sent to every race.3 The Gita also utters 

likewise : "The teaching I am giving to you, was given by 

Vivaswara to Manu, by Manu to lk*aku, and then by many 

1 Lectures on the Science of Religion, p. 153. 

2 Mathnavi. Vol. II, pp. 454 5. Cf. Qg-Veda : Truth is 

One, men call it by various names ( Ekavy sad vipra 

bahuda badanti ). . ^ _ • V * . * . 

3 Chap., 3,84. ; . 
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nis age after age."» And Maulinft Rami in his Afathnavi, 

which has often been called the Qur'ctt in Persian language, 

says, "The soul is in love with science and knowledge ; what 

has it got to do with ( senseless strife of j an 'Arab and a 

Turk! ? 

Rub bi ‘ilm-ast wa bi ‘aql-ast yar ; 

Rub ra bi tazi wa turki chi kar.2 3 

Accordingly the erudite scholar like Max Muller advised the 

modern people that an honest and independent study of the 

Religions of the world will give us 'the Divine education of 

human race".8 

It can be shown that the fundamentals of all the religions 

of the world are same in spirit and it must be such. Now 

if there is any difference, it is in the outer garb, by which 

is meant the formal rites and ceremonials, where also we 

find that there are many resemblances.4 * * * RumI is of opinion 

that religious reformers should always ignore the dissimilarities 

1 Chap., IV, I. 

2 Mathnavi, Vol. II, 56. Of. the famous couplet of Hfifif : 

Do not look to the strife of the different religious 

sects • As they did not realize the Truth, they invented 

stories. 

Jangi-haftid wa du millat hama ra ,udhr barxih ; 

Chun nadidand Haqiqat dari-afslna zadand. 

3 Lectures on the Science of Religion, p. ISI. 

4 My paper -Religion : a Compar ati ve Study (appeared in 

Triveni Quarterly, Sept., 1945) may be read for perusal 

of similarities even in the dissimilarities of the religions 

of the Hindus and the Muslims. Interested students may 

also go through 'The Essential Unity of All Religion f 

written by Dr. Bbagaven Das, where he quotes a line of 

Rfiml thus (p. 65): 

Rub ba 'aql-ast u ba 'ilm-ast yar ; 

Rub ra ba Hindu wa Muslim chi kor. 
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regarding the formalities of any religion, which in fact are 

the outer garbs, and look to the inner spirit of the heart of 

a devotee. And in support of this he tells us the Story of 

Moses and the Shepherd.1 The story in short runs thus : 

Moses once rebuked a Shepherd who prayed to God to 

appear before him so that he might put a pair of 6hoes 

on His feet. The voice of God came down and rebuked 

Moses thus : 

-We do not look to the Language and its words ; We see 

to the mind and to the inner state of one’s heart. Was it 

that you were sent for making all united (with Us) or making 

separation (between Us) ? 

A/a zabbn ra na ngarxm wa qal ra \ 

Ma darun ra bangarim wa bol ra. 

Tu bar by! was I kardan a mad» ; 

Yd khud az bahri-bundan amadi * 

1 Mathnavi, Vol. II, pp. 340-46. 

2 Ibid, lines 1739 & 1731. 
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11 

On the Origin of Tasawwuf ( or Sufism ) 

The term ‘mysticism’ comes from a Greek word which 

designated those who had been initiated into the esoteric 

rites of the Greek religion. The following definitions, 

selected from a large number of the same tenor, indicate that 

this use of the term is in substantial agreement with the 

generally accepted understanding of it in Protestantism : 

•Mysticism is a deification of man* ; it is ‘a merging of the 

individual with the Universal Will' •, ‘a consciousness of 

immediate relation with the Divine' ; and ‘an intuitive 

certainty of contact with the supersensual world’, etc.1 

Mysticism in Islam, more commonly known as Sufism, 

an Anglo-Perso-Arabic word, meaning the religion or the 

system and profession of a S5/i, the Arabic Tasawwuf. 

though often connected with the Greek word Sophos (sage), 

is really derived from Suf, a word which is to be found both 

in the Persian and Arabic languages, meaning, course camel's 

wool or hair cloth ( and for which the Sufis are often 

called by the Persians, Pashmina-push, the wearer of woolen 

1 Psychology of Religious Mysticism, p. I. 

dress ), which was generally worn by the humble penitents 

of the earlier days of Islam. The word is also often 

connected with Safa, which may mean either the name of one 

of the stations around the Ka’ba of Mecca, where many of 

the neophytes passed days and nights together in fasting, 

prayer and macerations, or purity of heart, which is gaind, 

after observing the spiritual exercises as instructed by the 

plr or the Spiritual Guide, the Sufi, par excellence, called 

in Arabic Muta^awwlf by the novice, who is called the faith 

( rather falibu'l-Hlm. a seeker after knowledge, or the 

Salik, rather Siliki-rah. one who walks in the spiritual path), 

who desires to be a Sufi. A Suf! is also known by other 

names, such as *Arif, the knowing one, one who is 

the possessor of ma'rifat ( or the Knowledge of God ), the 

Master contemplator, who is also a Walt properly a prince 

or governor, one who rules over a Waldyat ; and Waliy, pi. 

Auliyl, is a saint, and the saintship being Wllayat or 

Walayat. both terms connoting ‘Lordship’, just as Maulavi, 

from the same root, means literally ‘Sovereign’ or ‘Supreme') 

or‘one who is brought near to God'—an expression which 

also signifies a saint; and Faqxr who has renounced the goods 

of the earth and adopted the life in an entire abnegation 

of all worldly enjoyments, following thereby the words of 

the Prophet, al-faqr fakhri. “The poverty which the 

Prophet made his pride was a poverty of the spirit, that 

poverty of which Junaid al-Bagbdadi, perhaps tl* greatest 

name in early Su6sm, said that it is ‘a sea of affliction, 

but of an affliction that is all glory’, which Yahya bin 

Mu'adh al-Raz» (d. 872 A. D.1 ) defined as 'a prepared¬ 

ness to dispense with everything but God, its mark being 

the denial of all material means’."8 And in the same strain 

1 According to JamI ; Browne, however, records it to be 

822 A.D. ( vide. Lit. History of Persia, Vol. I, p. 418 ) 

2 Introduction to the History of Sufism, p. 3. 
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of thought, Rumi said, ‘To feel joy in the heart at the coming 

of affliction’, in response to what is Tasawwuf! 

Ma't-tafawwuf qala wijdanu'l-farak ; 

FVl-fuwadi ‘Inda 'itiynni't-tarah.1 2 

M. A. Ubicini says of the origin of Sufism : Perhaps if 

we wish to trace it to its origin, we must go back even to the 

most remote theocracies of Egypt and India, through the 

secret schools of Pythagorians, and the Neo-Platonism of 

Alexendria. It is easy to convince oneself, if attention be 

paid, that under the confusion of fantastic names, times, 

and often of doctrines, the Greek trace does not cease to be 

visible in the Arabian philosophy alongside of an Indian 

impression. It is thus that we see more than a century 

before Muhammad, the two great sects which divide it,— 

the Meschaiouns ( or walkers, corresponding to mushayi ) 

and the Ischrachaiouns ' or contemplators ), reminding us, by 

the similarity of the names, of a certain point, and by the 

conformity of doctrines of the two great philosophical 

schools of Greece, represented by their illustrious chiefs 

Muallim eyel Aristhalis, ‘the grand master Aristotle', and 

Aflalhoun elahi, ‘the divine Plato’, and under the combined 

influence of these causes, the two primitive sects, becoming 

each transformed in the sense of its doctrine—the Metchaiouns 

continued in the Mutekelim, or metaphysicians, and the 

Ischrachaiouns in the Sofis."a 

M. Garcin de Tassy writes : One of the Islam writer 

( referring to Jami in his Nafahatu'l-Uns ) says that the first 

person who takes the name of Sufi, was Abu Hashim ‘Uthman 

bin Sbarik ( d. 776 A. D. ) of Kufa in the latter part of the 

eighth century A. D., whilst another declares that the seeds 

of Sufism were sown in the time of Adam, germed in that of 

1 Mathavi , Yol III, 3261. 

2 Letters on Turkey ( quoted from J. P Brown's The Dor- 

vishes, pp. 331-2. 

Noab, budded in that of Abraham and the fruit commenced 

to be developed in that of Moses. They reached their 

maturity in that of Christ ; and in that of Muhammad 

produced pure wine. Those of its sectarians who loved this 

wine have so drunk of it as to lose all knowledge of them¬ 

selves and to exclaim, ‘Praise be to me. Is there any greater 

than me ? Or rather I am the Truth, there is no other God 

than me.'1 

Dr. S. K. Chatterjee says regarding the formation and 

development of the thought and experience of Sufism : 

Elements were laid under contribution from diverse peoples, 

either consciouly or unconsciously. There was to start 

with, the intense Arab faith in a Godhead without a second, 

lightened up by the imagination of the Prophet Muhammad, 

some of whose great sayings as in the Iladith forming a true 

basis of an Islamic Mysticism in addition to some passages 

from the Qur'an. Then there was the wisdom of the Greeks — 

their philosophy : the faith and speculation of Plato and 

the Neo-Platonic thinkers and mystics about the being of 

God and its manifestation and action in the world. There 

was also, undoubtedly, the Indian conception ( as in the 

Vedanta school of thought ) of the pantheistic immanence 

of God, and of the identity of God with the human soul, as 

set forth in the great saying of the Upanishads—‘1 am the 

Supreme Spirit' ( aham Brahma asmi). Further, from 

the great land of Iran came the love for the Truth and the 

yearning for it which is so marked in Zoroastrianism, going 

hand in hand with a rare moral earnestness and with the 

abjuring of the False, and this was thoroughly leavened by 

the urbanity, the emotionalism, the love of beauty, the 

chivarly, and the romance of ancient and medieval Persia. 

All these commingled in one stream and gave rise to a 

super-sensual world of the spirit and the imagination, which 

1 Preface to his translation of Afantiqu’t-'fair of ‘Attar. 
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became a new and a most wonderful thing for Humanity ; and 

this world of the spirit became something which could be 

received with open arms by the whole of Mankind, a thing 

which was unique in the entire domain of Islam.”1 

In short, the origin of Sufism has been related with the 

various religions of the world, and the philosophies that are 

interconnected with them by the different scholars in oriental 

studies ; and it is really very interesting to find in it, as in 

every religion, the universality of nature, and it must be 

so ; for the people of different lands professing the different 

religions and their philosophies are come out of one species 

of mankind and their Creator is the one Eternal Cod ; the 

difference, we find, is only for the reason of its outward 

environments, but the thing of Sufism, rather Mysticism, and 

religion, is connected with the inner environments of the 

heart, and there it is one. as the mystic says, -Every Prophet 

and every taint has a wav but it leads to God ; all the ways 

arc really one".3 4 
Har nabi wa har wall ra maslakist ; 

Lik bh ilaq mi burad jumla yak%j*. 

Again, “The Religion of Love is distinct from all other 

religions ; the religion and sect of the lovers is (only) God*.® 

Millati-ishq az hama dinha judo-st ; 

•Ashiqnn ra millai ha madhhab khudi-st* 

We find that all the Sufis professed the religion of Islam, 

and their philosophy is based on the doctrines of the Qur ’an, 

which they have interpreted in their esoteric ways. And as 

1 Islamic Mysticism ( an article appeared in Indo-Iranica. 

Oct., '46 ). 

2 Mathnavi, Vol. I, 3086 

3 /hid..Vol. II, 1770. 
4 Anyone interested in the origin of Sufism may study for 

himself Dr. Arberry’s Introduction to the History oj 

Sufism in detail. 

Macdonald says, 'As to recognizing, using and enjoying this 

world, Islam is a most practical religion, but on its doctrine 

of salvation it is absolutely and entirely other-worldly-.1 

Rural has also referred to the Qur'an with the most glowing 

terms, and has claimed his Mathnavi as the expounder of the 

Qur'an. About the nature of the Holy Book he says, -It is a 

description of the states of the Prophets who are the fishes 

of the holy Sea of Divine Majesty. ( Accordingly ) seek the 

exposition of God’s word from God ; do not talk non-sense 

that are derived from your own conjectures, O hard-faced 

one*. 

Hast Qar’an bolhayi-ambiya ; 

Afahiyint-babri-pskl-klbriya.2 

Qauli-Haq ra ham zi-Haq tafsiir Ju ; 

Main magu zhazh az gamin ay sakht ru.® 

Now, let us see how far the religion of the Qur’an. namely 

Islam, is connected with Sufism. 3. C. Archer says, ''After all 

Islam is essentially the lengthened shadow of one man. 

Muhammad founded it, and his spirit dominates it still. He 

is the fountain-head of all the main Islamic currents which 

have grooved and moistened the soil of many lands. His 

word and his life are a court of perpetual appeal on the part 

of his followers throughout the earth. 
•In any proper historical survey of Islam, the mystical 

current is seen to loom large. Its source, however, has not 

1 Religious Attitude and Life in Islam, p. 43. Our poet 

also giving only importance to its esoteric truths, has 

opined of the Qur'an thus : I have taken out marrow from 

the Qur'an, and have cast bones to the dogs ( referring to 

the worldly people ) : 
Man zi-Qur'an maghz ra bardashtam ; 

Ustukhwjn pishi-sagdn anddkhtam. 

2 Mathnavi. Vol. I, 1538. 

3 Ibid., Vol VI, 2292. 
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plainly appeared in the view. Greek and Persian and Buddhist 

waters have joined the stream and swelled it, but it arose 

first of all out of the deserts of Arabia, not mirage, but a 

bubbling spring, a Mohammedan origin, and the experience 

of the Prophet himself.-1 

“There is good reason for some revision of the character¬ 

istic estimate of Mohammed. Great man that he was, the 

full story of his life and work is not yet told The outer facts 

are very generally and, one may say, fairly accurately known. 

Our knowledge of the inner states, however, leaves much to 

be desired. A proper appreciation of these aspects of 

Mohammed’s life gives us a more adequate view of him and 

of his religion. He has stood somewhat obscure behind the 

array of institutions which trace their rise from him, the 

system of faith seeming of so much greater significance than 

the founder himself. The very magnitude of Muslim expansion 

has overshadowed the simple lines of the Prophet’s own person. 

Yet the stream may not ignore the spring which feeds it. 

However many tributaries it may gather to itself as it flows, 

it must regard for ever the effective supply which gave it 

initial body and direction."* 

It thus becomes clear that Muhammad strove for religious 

effects that he employed methods fruitful of revelation. As 

R. L. Swain says in his 'What and where is God" that any 

normal person may achieve religious insight, if be goes about 

in the right way ; and as Prof. Pratt says in his Religious 

Conciousness' that all religious people have at least a touch 

of mysticism, we can conclusively say that Muhammed also 

had the mystical tendency which he observed in his own 

way. 

Again, J. C. Archer in the chapter on Muhammad’s 

practice of the msytical says : “Urwa ibn az-Zubair reports 

1 The mystical elements in Mohammed, preface. 

2 Ibid., Introduction, p. 9-10. 

on the authority of ‘Aesha that the Prophet’s retirement:‘and 

seclusion in the cave in Mt. Hira was for the practice of 

tahannuth or night vigils for stated periods. The presence of 

God which he sought could not be gained nor held without 

practice. This Muhammad realized for himself and for his 

people—it is after all out of his own experience that provision 

is made for his people that they too may have and keep the 

sense of Allfth. The riles which Mohammed practised were 

all at first privately observed ; even for some years after they 

have been prescribed for the first members of the slender 

Moslem Community, no public display of them was made. 

They were simple, although strenuous rites. In lime they were 

elaborated and used publicly ; became the ‘pillars’, in fact, of 

the new Faith. 

•As we should expect, Mohammed puts a great deal of 

emphasis upon the practice of Prayer. Ho docs not give 

many details with regard to the methods used, but the 

few which he does give are very significant. The few arc 

enough."1 2 

••Prayer is God’s by right’, as is said in the Qur’gn* j it 

is His who is *the hearer of prayer.’8 Man may possibly pray 

to others, but the others do not hear ; moreover they could 

not answer if they did hear. God, on the other hand, 

not only hears ; He answers and bestows on whom He wills 

both ‘the necessaries of life’4 and ‘spiritual blessings’.8 If the 

believer be ‘in the proper frame of mind’0 and ‘state of body’* 

he may make direct and hopeful appeal to the Creator 

1 Ibid., p. 72 3. 

2 Qur an, 13 ; 15. 

3 Ibid.. 14 i 41. 

4 Ibid.. 30 ; 36. 

5 Ibid., 38 •, 72 and 67 ; 23. 

6 Ibid., 23 ; 2-3. 

7 Ibid., 4 ; 46. 



and Giver of good gifts. Prayer was communion with God, 

the Seer and the Confessor."' . 
In the same strain of thought our Rumi also sings. The 

prostration ( in prayer ) is like the tearing away of the 

adhesive bricks, it is the cause of nearness (to God), as (is 

said in the gur'o«)», "And prostrate thyself and draw (your- 

self) near (to Me .*• . 
Thus we may apply to Muhammad, the words which 

Ibn Khaldun applied to ‘the inspired man’, namely, that 

“at times he is completely absent though in the society of 

others ...he seems to be in a cataleptic fit. or ,n a swoom 

This, however, is merely apparent, for in reality such an 

ecstasy is an absorption into the invisible world , and he has 

within his grasp what he alone h able to conceive, which is 

above the conception of others." 

D’Ohssoo, an oriental scholar, writes in his celebrated 

work on the Ottoman Empire about the Dervish Orders in 

Islam thus : In the first year of the Hijra < corresponding 

to 622 A. D. ) forty five citizens of Mecca joined themse ves 

,o as many others of Medineh. They took an oath o 

fidelity to the doctrines of their Prophet, and formed a sect 

or fraternity the object of which was to establish among 

themselves a community of property, and to perform every 

day certain religious practices in a spirit of penitence and 

mortification. To distinguish themselves to* other 

Mohammedans, they took the name of Soofees. This name 

which later was attributed to the most zealous partisans of 

Islamism, is the same still in use to indicate any Mussulman 

who retires from the world to study, to lead a l.fe of pious 

contemplation, and to follow painful exercises of an 

exaggerated devotion. Following their example, Abu Bakr and 

1 Mystical Elements in Mohammed, p. 73. ... 

2 Qur'an, 46; \9. 1 

3 Mathnavi, Vol. II. 1209. 
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‘Alee established, even during the life time of the Prophet, 

and under his own eyes, congregations over which each 

presided, with peculiar cxccrcises established by them sepa- 

ratel', and a vow taken by each of the voluntary disciples 

forming them. On his decease, Abu Bakr made over his 

office of president to one Selman Farsee, and ‘All to Hasan 

B-isrec, and each of these charges were consecrated under 

the title Khalecfah or successor. The two first successors 

followed the examples of the Caliphs, and transmitted it to 

their successors, and these in turn to others, the most aged 

and venerable of their fraternity."1 2 3 

It was in the second century of the Hijra, near 129 

( corresponding to 746 A. D. , that a §ufl reputed for his 

virtue and knowledge. Sheikh Ilwan founded the lust religious 

Order to which he gave his name. This innovation met with 

great opposition on the part of the legislators and the truly 

orthodox of Islsm, who recalled the formal declaration of 

Muhammad. "La rahbaniyata Though this 

sentence because in some sort proverbial, was received at the 

same time as an article of faith by all Muslims, the inclination 

of the Arabs for a solitary and contemplative life carried it 

against orthodoxy. Others were soon founded in imitation of 

the first. The number grew rapidly from the second to the 

seventh century, and also in subsequent epochs.8 

The Sufis interpret the Tradition, *No monkery in Islam1, 

in the sense that no extreme rigour should be made in their 

~1 Quoted from J. P. Brown’s The Dervishes, pp. 208-9. 

2 This apocryphal Hadith, based on a questionable inter- 

pretation of a passage in the Qur'an ( 57*27 ), is aimed 

at asceticism as practised by Christian hermits. 

3 Cf. The Dervishes (its enlarged edition by H. A. Rose ), 

p. 353. A detailed study of the History of the Orders 

of the Darvishes may with advantage be got from J. P. 

Brown’s The Dervishes. 
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solitary, orderly life. And in the following lines we find how 

excellently Rum! interprets it! 

Rend not thy plumage off, but avert thy heart from it. 

For hostility between them is the law of this holy war. 

Were there no hostility, that war would be impossible ; 

Hadst thou no lust, obedience to the law could not be. 

Ah, make not thyself an eunuch, become not a monk -, 

Because chastity is mortgaged to lust. 

Without lust, denial of lust is imposible ; 

No man can display bravery against the dead.1 2 

We should also note that though there flourished many 

religious Orders in Islam, and our Poet was also a founder 

of one such, he had no sectarian view. Accordingly, he 

declares in his DiwJn: Be truthful in our Path, (and) 

leave aside all deceit; for the reason that our plain is not a 

playing-field of the imposters. The Sufis, following the 

Path of Love, have their monasteries of different sorts ; for no 

person of low spirit is able to disclose the Secrets (of God). 

Rast shau dar rahi-nd in makar ra yak j5 banih ; 

Z-an kl in maydani-ml jaulangahi-makkar nijt. 

Sufiyani-'ishq ra khud khanqTihl-digar ast; 

JZni-har nZikas dar an Ja kishlfi-asrar nist.9 

1 Mathnavi, Vol. V, 574-5 & 577-8. 

2 Kulliyatl-Shanul-Tabriz, p. 144, 
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A Chain of Islamic Mystics1 

From the same region, where flourished Abu Hflshim, 

the first Sufi, and which place had once been a flourishing 

centre of Buddhism, there came out the celebrated Ibrfihim 

bin Adbara ( d. 777 A D. ), prince of Balkh, which was also 

the birth-place of Rum!. The legend of his conversion to aus¬ 

terity became a favourite theme among the later Sofls and has 

often been compared with the story of Gautama Buddha. 

Rumi in hit own poetic fashion has described the story of his 

conversion in the Mathnavi under the titles 'sababi-hijrati- 

Ibrahim Adham ••• wa turki-mulki-khurasan' and ‘baqi’i- 

ql^a'i-lbrahim Adham'.9 This story, as Nicholson says, is 

taken from 'Attar's Tahhkiratu'l-Auliyi, and it runs thus : 

One night whilst be was reclining on his throne, he heard the 

palace-roof shake as if some one were walking above. ‘Who 

is there V cried Adham. ‘A friend : I have lost a camel 

1 whom our Poet has referred to in his books, and it is 

natural that JaUlu'd-dia has been influenced by those 

Sufis or their words. 

2 Mathnavi, Vol. IV. p. 321 & 327. 
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and am searching for it on this roof.’ 'Fool, dost thou 

search for a camel on a roof V ‘And thou, O ignorant man, 

dost thou search for God, while reclining on a throne of 

gold and attired in a robe of satin T And our poet, while 

introducing the story, gives us the following advice: 

Quickly break to pieces the kingdom ( of this world ) like 

Adharo, so that like him thou raayst also gain the kingdom 

of everlasting life. 

Mulk barham zan tu AdhamwZr jzd ; 

Ta bylibl hamchu u mulkl-khulud.' 

Rami also informs us of the following miracle of him 

under the title -kardmatl-Ibrahim Adham ... bar labl-dary 

which has been alluded by other §uf»s also thus: One 

day while he was seated on the bank of the river Tigris, 

stitching his tattered cloth, the needle fell into the river. Some 

one asked him, ‘What have you gained after giving up such 

a splendid kingdom?* At this Adham hinted the river that 

his needle should be given back. Immediately a thousand 

fishes, each carrying a golden needle in its mouth, rose up 

from the river. He said to them, ‘I want my own needle’. 

At this a poor little fish came to the surface with the needla 

in its mouth. 'This, said Adam, -is the least thing that I 

have gained by giving up the kingdom of Baikh ; of other 

things you cartnol know’-.. And. our poet says lo his own 

fashion of the remark of Adham thus : .( O you, say whether ) 

the kingdom of the heart is bUlcr or the ( earthly ) insigni¬ 

ficant kingdom 7 This ( miracle ) is the outward sign, this is 

nothing ; wait till you enter the inward (Reality), where you 

will find twenty times X more than it. 

.Mulki-dil bih yd churiin mulki-haqir. 

In nishani-fMr ast in kick nist ; 

Ta babdtin dar rawi bint tu bist. 

1 Ibid., line 726. ' 1 u * ; 1 

2 Ibid., Vol. II, p. 427. A 
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While alluding to this story how finely our philosopher- 

poet has expressed the view that the Reality of God which 

is gained through spiritual exercises cannot be described by 

words of mouth. 

Suyshahr at bdgh shdkhi a war and ; 

Bdgh u bustan rd kujd anjd bur and 

[ They bring only a branch of the garden towards the town 

or place of knowiug ; how the garden and its state of frag¬ 

rance can be brought forward from that fknown) state to this 

state ( of knowing ) j ] 

In connection with this the Upanishad dictum ‘avaiima- 

nasgocarah' ( i- e.. He is beyond the description of mind 

and speech ) regarding the description of God is often 

quoted. S. Radhakrishnan also says likewise : 'It cannot, 

like infernal knowledge, be communicated to others.’9 

After Adham we may mention al-Fu^nil bin ‘Aiyi^ w^° 

was also a Khurasanian by birth and who lived for many 

years at Kufa and died at Mecca* in 803 A. D. Before his 

conversion to Sufism, Fudail is said to have been a highway¬ 

man. Rami also hints to this profession of him in the 

following lines of the Mathnavi : ( Robbers get nothing 

except pardon ) except, to be sure, the robber who performs 

the acts of service to God and whose sincerity uproots his 

former breach of trust ; like Fudail, the robber who played 

straight, because he ran with the strength ol the ten men 

towards repentance. 

Juz magar duzdi kl khidmathi kunad ; 

fiidql-u bikhi-jafd rd bar kanad. 

Chun Fudaili-rahzani ku rast bakht ; 

Zanki dah-mardah basdyi-tauba tdkht.3 

There are many lines in the Mathnavi which remind 

1 Mathnavi.% Vol. II, 3230. 

2 Indian Philosophy. Vol. I, p. 178. 

3 Mathnavi, Vol. V, 3160-1-. \ 
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as of the sayings of Fudail or of his incidents in life. Rami’s 

eonptet, 

Chu khuda khnahad kl man y’af% kunad ; 

Maili-mdra janibi-zari kunad.1 2 3 4 

may well be compared with the following utterance of 

Fudail, ‘When God loves one of His creatures. He bestow* 

on him much sorrow*. 

Again, mHaln makash har mushtan ra tU badast ; 

'lshq bin ba du mttshzqah bad ast * 

(Beware, don’t try to win two purchasers; it is bad to 

make love with two sweet-hearts. ), 

may recollect to the mind of any one the following 

incident in the life of Fudail, as is referred to by ‘Apir 

in his Tadhkiratul-AuHyo : One day Fudail had in bn lap 

a child four years old and chanced to give him a kiss, as is 

the way of fathers. The child said, 'Father, do you love 

me V Fudail said. 'Yes' *Do you love G-d V •Yes'. *How 

many hearts have you ?' 'One*. ‘Then, said the child, *cao 

you love two with one heart T Fudail perceived that the 

child’s words were a Divine intimation. He began to beat bis 

bead and repented of his affection for the child and gave his 

heart wholly to God.-1* 

Rabi'a al-’Adawiya of Basra, who passed away in 801 

A. D., was known al-‘Adawiya, or al-Qaysiya, as she descen¬ 

ded from AI-'Atik, a tribe of Qays bin 'Adi. And she was 

called Rabi'a, as her father already had three daughters* 

and she was the fourth.* She was a famous woroao-saint 

of Islam. "She was a real woman seer —a r?i*a, as Vedic 

Aryans would have described her j for she bus revealed the 

Truth in some devotional verses and prayers of a wonderful 

1 Ibid.. Vol. I. 817. 

2 Ibid.. Vol. V, 1465. 

3 Commentary of Mathtavu Vol. VIII, p. 256. 

4 Cf. Rabi'a. the Mystic, pp. 3-5. 
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power and beauty. She c*n be described as the Mir* Bit of 

Arabic-like princess Mlrg 3ii of Cbitor. the Vaishnava 

woman-saint of the ISih century Rajputana and North India. 

She was intoxicated with a passionate devotion to God. She 

was the first to bring to Islamic mytsicism the sentiment of 

love : a burning love, which was all-absorbing and self- 

effacing, a love which scorned to think of Paradise or Hell, 

was the main urge of her spiritual life. Here we have some¬ 

thing like the human soul being the bride of God, a figure 

romantic as well as erotic which is quite a common thing in 

medieval mystic experience —Hindu, Muslim or Christian. 

With this love we have also an intense perception of the Beauty 

of God ; God here is not the great Master, but the Soul 

of Beauty and Tenderness which can be approached only 

through love ; and union with God is the supreme goal 

of life."1 

It is said that Rgbi'a's band was sought in marriage by a 

number of pious men, but she declined all offers, declaring, 

"The contact of marriage is for those who have a phenomenal 

existence. But in my case there is no such existence, for I 

have ceased to exist and l have passed out of self. I exist in 

God and I am altogether His. I live in the shadow of His 

Command. The marriage contract must be asked for from 

Him, not from me.'1 Really she was overwhelmed by the 

consciousness of the near presence of God. And it is said, 

1 Dr. Chatterjee’s Paper on Islamic Mysticism. 

2 Early Mysticism, p. 186 ( quoted from Tadhkiratu l- 

■ Aulfya ). Cf. Patmore’s : 

-Female and male God made the man.; 

Hisi image is the whole, not half ; 

And in our love we dimly scan 

The love which is between Himself. . . 

To c oncieve of.God as the gr$at masculine positive .fated, 

the soul as the feminine or receptive force, and the meeting 
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once when ill, she said to a visitor who asked her what her 

sickness might be, ‘By God, I know of no cause for my 

illness, except that Paradise was displayed to me, and I 

yearned after it in my heart; and I thiok that my Lord was 

jealous for me, and so reproached me ; and only He can 

make me happy.'1 

Close to the above saying is the mood of Rabi‘a*s celebra¬ 

ted prayer : "O Ood, if I worship Thee for fear of Hell, 

send me to Hell ; and if 1 worship Thee in hopes of Paradise, 

withhold Parndise from me ; but if I worship Thee for 

Thine own sake, then withhold not from me the Eternal 

Beauty."* In the same passion of love for God our Rumi 

also says, “If I should bring into view the Eight Paradise, 

or if I should serve Thee from fear of Hell ; (then ) I am 

only a believer asking salvation, for both these are concerned 

with the body." 

Hasht Jannat gar dar aram dar najar ; 

War kunam khidmat man ax khaufi-saqar. 

Mu'mini blsham salomat JUy man ; 

Zankl in har du bawad ha*ii-bodan.9 

Shaqlq bin Ibrahim of Balkh ( d. 810 A. D. ), who was 

one of the disciples of Ibrahim bin Adbam, is said by Louis 

Massignon, the French Arabist and savant of Islamic 

mysticism, to have been the first to define trust in God 

of these two, the 'mystic rapture* of Divioiiy and Humani- 

* ty, as the source of all life and joy may be discerned out in 

the religion of Hiodus also : even their names of Purufa 

and Prakrti, or R3dh~i ( one who worships ) and Krishna 

( One attracting ) justify the idea ; and the union of these 

two is considered as the Eternal Bliss. 

1 Doctrine of the Sufis, p. 159. 

2 Ute. 'jy History of Persia, Vol. I, p. 426. 

3 Math navi, Vol. V, 2714-5. 

( tawakkul ) as a mystical state ( *5/ ) x The following story 

of his conversion .as told by his grandson is interesting as 

shewing again the contacts between Islam and other religions 

at this time, and the influence of such contacts were felt to 

have exercised upon the development of Suism. 

*My grandfather owned three hundred villages on the 

day he was killed at Washgird, yet he had not even a winding- 

sheet to be buried in, for he had given everything away. 

His raiment and sword are hung up to this hour, and men 

touch them for a blessing. He had gone into the lands of 

the Turks to trade as a young man, among a people called 

the Khususiya, who worshipped idols. He went into their 

temple and there met their teacher, who had shaved his head 

and beard and wore scarlet robes. Sbaqiq said to him, 

•This upon which thou art engaged is false ; these men, and 

thou, and all creation-all have a Creator and a Maker, there 

is naught like unto Him ; to Him belongs this world and 

the next ; He is Omnipotent and All-providing*. The servitor 

said to him. ‘Thy words do not accord with thy deed’. 

Shaqlq said, 'How is that 7* The other replied. 'Thou hast 

asserted that thou hast a Creator, who is All-providing and 

Omnipotent ; yet thou hast exiled thyself to this place in 

search of thy provision. If what thou sayest is true. He who 

has provided for thee here is the same as He who provides 

for thee there ; so spare thyself this trouble*. Shaqiq said, 

‘The cause of my abstinence ( zuhd ) was the remark of that 

Turk.* And he returned, and gave away all he possessed to 

the poor, and sought after knowledge."5* And our Rumi 

also pays a glowing tribute to him, when he says. 

Wan Shaqiq az shaqqi-an rohl-shlgarf ; 

Gasht u khurskidi-ra’ly wa tiz tarf .8 

2 Qimted* Pby Arberry in his Sufism from Aba Nu‘aim*s 

Hilya. 
3 Mathnavi, Vol. II, 930. 
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t And (hat famous Shaqiq by (ravening (hat venerable wWy, 

I. c„ the mystic path, became the Sun of clear Judgment aod 

keen sighted. ) 

Ahmad bin *Asim al-Antiqi ( i. e., of Antioch ), born at 

Wasit ( Iraq ) in 757 A. D. and died at Damascus hi 830 

A. D., was a pupil of Abu Suleimgn al DarSnl, a noted 

ascetic of the 8th century. He is, as Brockelmann says, the 

writer of the earliest surviving treatises that can be truly 

said to be mystical in character, and he is thus the fore¬ 

runner of the great Sufi authors of the 9th century A. D.1 

Prof. Arberry has quoted from Hilya*, the following brief 

dialogue between Ahmad and an unnamed disciple of 

him, which reveal to us a feature of Sufism now assuming 

increasing importance. 

Q. What sayest thou of consulting the others ? 

A Have no faith in it, save it be with a trustworthy 

man. 

Q. And what sayest thou concerning the giving of 

advice f 

A. Consider first whether thy words will save thyself; 

if so, thy guidance is inspired, and thou will be respected 

and trusted. 

Q. How may I best seek to draw near to God ? 

A. By leaving the inward sins. 

Q. Why inward rather than outward ? 

A. Because if thou avoidest inward sins, the outward 

sins will be void as well as the inward. 

Q. What is the most harmful sin ? 

A. The sin thou dost not know to be a sin. And more 

harmful than this is to suppose that it b a virtuous act, 

while all the time it is a sin. 

Q. What sin is the most profitable to me ? 

• • 

1 Sufism, p. 43. 

2 Hilya, Chap. IX, p. 254. 
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A. The sin thou keepesl before thine eyes, weeping over 

it constantly until thou departed from the world, so that ibou 

wilt never have committed the like again. That is. ‘sincere 

repentance'.1 etc. 

Nicholson has quoted a saying of al-Ant&q!,* -When you 

consort with the sincere ( ahlu’a^idq ) do so with sincerity for 

they are the spies upon hearts ( jawasisu'l-qulub ) ; they enter 

your hearts aod go out of them in such a way that you 

perceive it not* The attribute with which the Spiritual 

Guide b qualified here, may well be compared with the 

following sayings of Rami : The chosen servants ( of God ) 

the knowers of things unseen, arc in the spiritual world the 

spies on hearts” 

Bandagaiil-khdsi-all im al-ghaiyiib ; 

Dar Jahani-jan JawTtsisu'l-qulub.* 

Agaio, ”( The spiritual-guides are ) in no need of line acts 

and words ; beware of them, they are spies on hearts." 

Hdjatash rt&yad bafi'l wa qauli-khub ; 

Ibdharuhum hum jawasisu'l-qulubf 

The first Safi author of the foremost rank whose preserved 

writings may truly be said to have formed to a large extent 

the pattern of all subsequent thought was al-Hirlth bin Asad 

al-Mnhisibb The bulk of his writings is concerned with 

self-discipline ; hence his name is connected with the 

word for self examination (muhasaba ). One of his dis¬ 

ciples was the famous al Junaid. whom Rum! has described 

in a very glowing terms ; and thb teacher of al-Junaid may 

well be compared with the teacher of RQmi, Shamsu’d-din 

of Tabriz. Al Junaid has given us an account of the sort of 

relationship he had with his master : Al-Muhasibi used to 

1 Cf. Qur'ln, 66 ; 8 : Tuba iia Allahi taubatan na&han. 

2 From Risala’i-Qushayriyya, 126; 

3 Mathnavi. Vol II. 1478. 

4 Ibid.. Vol. V, 240. 
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come to my house and say, ‘Come out with roe, and let us 

grind'. I would say to him, ‘Wilt thou drag roe forth from 

my solitude and spiritual security into the highways and 

allurements, to behold lustful things ?’ He would answer, 

‘Come out with me and there is nothing for thee to fear.' 

And when I had come with him to a certain place where 

he sat down, he would say to me, ‘Ask me a question*. I 

would reply, *1 have no question to ask thee*. Then he 

would say, ‘Ask me whatever comes into thy mind'. Then 

the questions would rush upon me, and 1 would question him, 

and he would accordingly answer forthwith,*1 2 

Aba Hamid Ahmad bin Khidruya of Balkh was an 

eminent Sufi who died in 854 A. D. Qusbairi in his Risala, 

and in imitation of him, »Attlr relate about his Kiramat 

that when he lay on his death-bed and his creditors came to 

demand payments of debts amounting to 900 dinars, in 

answer to his prayer some one knocked at the door, bade 

the creditors come outside, and discharged the Sheikh's 

liabilities in full.3 4 Rami has also described of the same 

miracle in bis Mathnavi®, with some alterations, which 

probably have been borrowed from the anecdote of Abu 

Sa»id bin Abi’l-Khayr.* In the Mathnavi the title of the 

story runs thus : Ifalwi kharidani-sheikh AHmadi-khl<}ruya 

... jahati-ghuraynwi ba-ilhaml-Haq, where it is said that at 

the Divine Command a confectioner's boy came in and 

distributed sweets to the creditors at their full satisfaction. 

Abu'l-Faid Thauban bin Ibrahim Dhu’n-Nun al-Mi§ri 

was a pupil of Malik, the founder of the Malikite School. 

He was an Egyptian, who died in 861 A. D. He is generally 

1 Sufism, p. 46-7. 

2 Commentary of the Mathnavi by Nicholson, Vol. VII, 

p. 252. 

3 Vol. II, p. 268. 

4 Asraru't-Tauhid, p. 123. 
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credited with having introduced the ideas* of gnosis 

(ma'rifat) into Sufism, but this appears to be incorrect. 

For it is said that Aba Sulaiman ‘Iraqi ( d. 830 A. D. ) was 

the first person who gave a very important place in Safi 

thougt of intuitive inspiration or ma'rifat. In fact, he fully 

acknowledged the doctrine of ma'rifat or Divine Knowledge , 

and among other things he taught that the Supreme Bliss or 

Ecstasy ( wajd ), which the soul enjoys when it feels itself 

merged in the Supreme Spirit, is the goal of man s existence. 

A number of short treatises of extremely doubtful authenti¬ 

city are attributed to him ■ and they are generally marked by 

distinctly pantheistic tendencies. 

In the Mathnavi we find that there are many sayings of 

the earlier Suits, which have been interpreted by Rami in 

his own way. Of these Dhu’n-Nun may be counted as one. 

Nicholson is Of opinion that the inner meaning of the 

saying, man areda an yajlisa ma* Allahi fa'l-yajlis ma‘ ahli 

at- ta^awwufi1, as interpreted by Rami, is connected with the 

famous saying of Dhu'n-Nun. ‘To be intimate ( uns ) with 

the saints is to be intimate with God'.3 

Rami also describes an anecdote of him, which, in short, 

runs thus: Once Dhu’n-Nan fell into such ecstasy that 

after be had several limes tried in vain to kill himself, he was 

put in chains and carried to a madhouse. ‘In your opinion, 

he said, ‘I am mad and you are sane ; may God increase 

my madness and your sanity, so that I may become nearer 

and nearer to God, and you farther and farther from Him.' 

When they were about to force medicine down his throat, 

he exclaimed, ‘Don’t trouble yourselves, for this is not a 

malady that any medicine can cure’. Some persons came to 

see him. ‘Who are you ?' he asked. They replied, ‘Your 

1 Mathnavi,WoLI, p. 94. 

2 The Commentary of the Mathnavi by Nicholson, Vol. VII, 

p m. 
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friends' He began to throw stones at them, and they all 

ran away. 'O you liars', he cried, ‘do friends run away 

from iheir friends because of a few stones ? I see you are 

friends to yourselves but not mine*. And our poet draws the 

moral from it: 

Dust hamchun sar bald ehun atish ast ; 

Zarrl-khalii dar dill atish khush-ast.x 

( A friend is like gold, affliction is like fire ; a pure gold in 

the midst of fire always finds pleasure, j 

But Dr. Nicholson, on the authority of Kashfu‘1 -Mahjub. 

Tadhkiratu'l-Auliyd and Bahlristan, is of opinion that the 

above story is rather related with Abo Bakr al-Shibli, and not 

with Dhun-Nun.a 

Abu Yazld ( or Biyazid ) of Bis(ftm, the Persian (d. 875 

A. D.) was the first of the 'intoxicated* Softs who, transported 

upon the wings of mystical fervour, found Ood within his 

own soul and scandalised the orthodox by ejaculating, 'Glory 

to Me, how great is my Majesty !' His ecstatic utterances 

( Shall)iyTit ) were a grave embarrassment to his more *sober’ 

brethren, until they developed the technique of interpreting 

them as innocent of the blasphemy that to the uninitiated 

seemed all too apparent in them j al-Junaid ( d. 909 A. D ) 

himself, a very lucid and subtle thinker and no 'drunkard', 

exercised his ingenuity in writing a commentary upon 

them.8 

Rumi has also commented on the above saying of Bayazid 

under the title mQi^a’i-subhani md ‘tfiarna shan\ guftani- 

Abu Yaz'td ••• wa i'tirddi-munddn wa Jawdbi-in mar ishdnrd 

na batarlql-gufti-zabhn balki ax rohl-'ayan (or Anecdote of 

I Mathnavi, Vol. II* 1461 : 

Cf. Shakespear's : “Love is not love. 

Which alters When it alteration finds/ 

1 Commentary of the Mathnavi, Vo\. VII, p. 290. 

3 Sufism, p. 54 

m 

Biyazid’s saying, -Glory to Me, how great is my Majesty !* 

and the objection raised by his disciples, and how he gave 

them an answer to this, not by way of speech, but by way 

of vision) thus : One day Abu Yazid in his state of ecstatic 

mood uttered before his disciplei, -There is no God except I, 

therefore worship Me/ When he came to a normal stale, 

his disciples objected to this utterance of him as blasphemy. 

At this the saint advbed his disciples that, if they would 

hear of any such blespbemous utterance again, they should 

at once cut off that part by which that utterance would be 

made. Next day when he again uttered these words, the 

disciples, ready with knife cut off the tongue of him ; but 

after the night-fall it was found that the disciples themselves 

became wounded, and not their master. And our poet 

brings out the moral from it that the Prefect Man is the 

mirror of Truth, in which the real forms of things are 

reflected, the good as good and the evil as evil.1 * 3 

Here we find that the doctrine of passing away in God 

ifana) has been fully developed, which from Aba Yazid's time 

onward assumes a central position in the structure of Safi 

theory. 

Similar in spirit is another narrative attributed to Abn 

Yazld by Aba Nafr al-Sarrfij : Once He raised me up and 

stationed me before Him, and said to me, ’O Abu Yazid, 

truly My creation desire to sec thee,' I said, 'Adorn me in 

I Cf. Mathnavi, Vol. IV, 2140-3 : 

Naqshi-ii farii u f. shud a’inah ; 

Ghayri-naqshi-r T,y-gha ir dnjdy nah. 

Gar kuni tuf sny rUyi-khud kum ; 

War zani bar d'inah bar khud rani. 

War babini rdy-zisht Tn ham tu'i ; 

War bini ‘Tsa wa Maryam tu’i. 

U na in ast wa na an u sdda ast; 

Naqshi-tu dar pishl-td banihdda-ast. 
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Thy unity, and clothe me in Thy seirbood, and raise me upto 

Thy Oneness, so that when Thy creation see me they will say, 

•We have seen Thee’,—and Thou wilt be That, and I shall 

not be there at all/1 2 I his has also been interpreted by Rural 

in his Mathnavi* along with other title*, the description of 

which itself will make the significance of the subject under¬ 

stood. These are the three titles which have been explained 

together : (i) The Beloved asked of the lover. Do you love 

yourself, or Me T He replied, 'I am dead of my ownself, 

and I am living through You ; 1 am non existent of my 

ownself and of my own attributes, and have become existent 

through You. I have forgot ray own knowledge, and have 

become learned through Your knowledge • I have given up 

from memory my own power, and I have become powerful 

through Your power. Now if 1 love ray ownself. it is really 

You whom I am loving ; and if 1 love You, it is really Me 

whom I might have loved. 

lii) Whoever has a pure heart, although he may be a seer 

of himself, he is really the seer of God. 

Harklra u'ina'i-yaqin bxshad \ 

Garchi khudbin khuddybin bashad. 

(iii) Raise My creation to My attributes • .( for ) whoever 

saw you saw Me, and whoever desired you, ( really ) desired 

Me, and like that. 

This saying is connected with the utterances of Bayazid, as 
s a 

referred to above. 

Miracles of Bayazid have also been described by Rural. 

Here wc mention one, which has been written in imitation of 

•Altar under the title 'Mazhda da dan i-Abu Yazid az zidani- 

Abu‘l-Hasan Kharaqlni ••• pish az salha wa nish :ni-jZrati-H 

wa sirati-u yak bayak ( or Abn Yazid’s giving information of 

1 Quoted from Kit ib al Luma', p 382 ; see also Sufism, 

P- 55. 

2 Vol. V, p. 128. 

the birth of AbuP-Hasan Kharaqani and of his appearanee 

and character many years before his birth j1 The miracle, in 

short, may be described thus : Once every year Sheikh Bayazid 

used to visit Dihistan, and go to Sari-Rig where the martyrs 

are buried. When he passed by Kharaqan, he used to stop and 

sniff the air. His disciples asked him the cause, saying, 'Wc 

smell nothing*. 'Yes, he replied, ‘but 1 smell a holy man 

coming from this village of thieves. His name will be *Ali, 

and his name of honour Abu'l-Hasan. He will excel me in 

three respects ; he will bear the burden of a wife and family 

and sow corn and plant trees’. 

Of his abstinence in the mystic path, al-Qushayri in his 

Risala has reported: Abu Yazid was asked, ‘What is the 

hardest thing that thou hast suffered in the way to God ?’ He 

said, *1 cannot describe it'. Then he was asked, *What is the 

least thing that thy carnal soul hath endured from thee f He 

replied, ‘Yes, this I will tell. It tefused to perform a work of 

devotion to which I called it, so I deprived it of water for a 

year.* Rami has also referred to this event in his own fashion 

in the Alathnavi* : He ( Bayazid ) said, 'For a year I shall not 

drink water ; he did accordingly, and God bestowed on him 

khc patience. This was the least abstinence for the sake of 

religion'-, l thus ) he became the Sul\an and the Lord of the 

gnostics. 

Gitft Id soli nakhwaham khurd ab ; 

Anchandn kard wa khuddyash dad tab. 

In kaminah jahdi-u bud bahri-din ; 

Gasht u sultan u qutbu'I-dri/in. 

In short, Bayazid was held in with great regard by Rural, 

and he calls his friend and assistant Husfimu’d-din in the 

1 Mathnavi, Vol. IV, p. 384-5. 

2 Quoted by Dr. Nicholson in his Commentary of the 

Mathnavi, Vol. VIII, p. 47. 

3 Mathnavi. Vol. Ill, 1701-2. 
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Preface of the 1st volume of his Mathnavi by the title “Abu 

Yazid al-waqt" ( or Bayazid of the present generation ). 

Al-Junaid of Baghdad ( d. 910 A. D. ) is -by far the most 

original and penetrating intellect among the Sufis of his time. 

Whereas others before him and his contemporaries had by 

brilliant flashes of intuition grasped one or another of the 

spiritual heights now falling to their mastery, he, standing 

as it were upon the supreme mountain-peak of analytic 

thought, took within his ranging vision the whole landscape 

of nr stical speculation stretching below him, and with an 

artist’s eye brought it to comprehension and unity upon a 

single canvas. In a series of letters and brief tracts brought 

recently to light,1 2 3 he sketches in profoundly subtle, deeply 

meditated language a consistent system of Islamic theosoply, 

which has certainly not been improved upon, and which 

formed the nucleus of all subsequent elaboration "• 

The classic definition of Tautfd given by al-iunaid, and 

quoted by many later writers, such as Qushayri and Hujwlri. 

is that it consists in "the separation of the Eternal from that 

which was originated in time." Taking as his point of 

departure the pre-eternal covenant sworn by man with God 

and referred to ( according to Sufi exegesis ) in the Qur'an,9 

he views the entire course of history as the quest of man to 

fulfil that Covenant and return to "the state in which he was 

before he was". Rflml also sings likewise. According to him, 

God's 'workshop’ is the plane of potential existence; His 

•work’ is the actualisation of the poteotial; and tbe Worker 

cannot be seen apart from the work of which He is the inward 

essence. Therefore, by dying to self (fana) the mystic returns, 

as it were, to his original state of potential existence as an 

idea in God’s consciousness, and realises the unity of the 

1 Refer to J. R. A. S., 1935, p. 499. 

2 Sufism, p. 56-7. 

3 Chap. VII, 166-7. 

Divine Essence, Attributes and Actions. As Rumi sings, 

Kar chun bar karkun pardah tanid ; 

Khariji-On kar nOtwdniyash did. 

Kargah chun j ay-bash i- ami l ast ; 

Anki birun ast az way ghafil ast. 

Pas dar a dar kargah ya'ni ‘adam ; 

Ta bablni san'u wa $ani‘ rii baharn.* 

In a definition al-Junaid describes Sufism ( Tasawwuf) as 

meaning that 'God should cause thee to die from thyself and 

to live in Hira’.a This 'dying to self’ is called by him fana 

( a term reminiscent of the Quranic phrase, ‘Everything is 

perishing or fTatin except His face ).* And our poet sings : 

’Everything is perishing except His face’8, if you are not 

merged in His face ( or Essence ), do not seek any existence. 

When any one is in fana ( or absorption J in Our Face, 

bis share is not with ‘everything is perishing*. For the reason 

that he is in ilia ( or except ), he has passed from La 

( or non-entity ) ; whoever is in ilia, is not perishable. 

Whosever is uttering ‘I’ or ‘We’ at the Door ( of Divinity ), 

he is turned back from the Door and is continuing in La 

( or non-entity ).* 

The ’living in Him’ is named baqa ( or coninuancc ) by al- 

Junaid. Rumi has also explained these states of ‘ecstasy’ and 

‘constancy* ( with God ). He sings : 

Inna f% mauti bayati ya fata \ 

Kam ufnriq mautini batta mata. 

Furqati lau lam takun f i dha’s-sukiin ; 

Lam yaqul inna llayhi raJVSn. 

1 Mathnavl, Vol. II, 760-62. Cf. Junaid’s definition of 

Taubid : wa-huwa an yarjVa akhiru'l-abdi Ha awwalihi 

fa-yakuna kamb kana qabla an yakun. 

2 Qushayri, Risala, p. 126. 

3 Quran, Chap. 55/26 ; 28/88. 

4 Mathnavi Vol. I, 3052-5. 

—9 
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Ruji' an bashad ki baz ayad bashahr ; 

Suy wahdat ayad az daurani-dahr.1 

Husayn bin Mangur al-Hallaj, as recorded by Louis 

Massignon, "was born at the village of Bayda near Shiraz 

in 858 A. D., but he spent most of his life in ‘Iraq— ia 

Baghdad and elsewhere. He made the pilgrimage to Mecca 

thrice. In 905 A. D. he went in (ravel to India. When 

asked about his purpose in visiting so far away and strange a 

country, he gave out that be wanted to study while magic 

in India, and also to convert the infidels there to the true 

Faith. He went by ship from ‘Iriq, and landed in Gujarat, 

where be is said to have converted some people to Islam. From 

Gujarat be went to Sindh, then under Muslim domination, 

and then along the Indus to South Panjab (Multan), and 

then he made a tour of the Panjab and of Kashmir, which 

were at that time flourishing Hindu states ; and finally he 

went back overland to Persia. He had also travelled in 

Central Asia, and had visited even Jerusalem. Because he 

uttered the saying *1 am the Truth. I am God ( ana'-l Haq ) 

with conviction, and preached in this way the ultimate 

identity of the human soul with the Divine Spirit, he raised 

natually enough a violent antagonism against himself from 

the orthodox priests and divines who accepted the common 

or current views about the relationship between God and 

man and did not appreciate or understand the Sufi doctrines. 

They declared that this saying of him, which he always 

repeated with fervour, was a claim to equality or identity 

with God, and it was thus palpably a blasphemy and a 

heinous sin agaist Allah and Islam. After a long trial, he was 

ordered to be put to death in a most cruel fashion ; he was 

first mercilessly whipped and then his hands and feet were 

cut off, and finally, after one night after this barbarous 

1 Ibd., 3935-7. Consult also the states of Ecstasy and 

Constancy discussed afterwards. 

mutilation, he was beheaded, and his remains were burnt and 

the ashes scattered. This tragedy took place in 922 A. D."1 

It is said, when he was being brought out of the prison in 

chains for torture and death, he was smiling. A disciple of 

him asked, ‘Why all this is happening to you, Sir V He 

replied, ‘Such is the caress of Her beauty. Those who want 

union with Her, She draws them to Her in this way’. He 

then sang the following two couplets in Arabic : 

“My Friend is unrelated to aught of ruth ; 

He gave me to drink of the Cup which He quaffs as doth 

host with guest. 

And when the Cup had gone round. He called for the 

sword and the headsman’s Carpet •,* 

Thus fares it with him who drinks Wine with the Dragon 

in Summer*.* 

In this way by offering his life Mansur gave to Sufism a 

prestige and a power which grew stronger and stronger with 

the years : the blood of the martyr truly raised the Church 

to a position of glory. The legend of his death invests him 

with extraordinary nobility* and challenges comparison with 

the Christian story of the Crucifixion which may well have 

been in his mind as his tortures made ready to slay him. It 

is said, “When he was brought to be crucified and saw the 

cross and the nails, he turned to the people and uttered a 

prayer, ending with the words : '‘And these Thy servants who 

1 Dr. S. K. Chatterjee, Islamic Mysticism. 

2 The nat‘a or the executioner’s carpel, is a large circular 

piece of leather, round the margin of which are holes 

through which a cord is run. By tightening this cord the 

carpet is made concave, so as to catch the blood ; and 

when the victim's head has been struck off the cord is 

drawn quite tight, so that a bag is formed in which the 

remains are removed. 

3 Quoted from Literary History of Persia, Vol. I, p. 363. 
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are gathered to slay me, in zeal for Thy religion and in desire 

to win Thy favour, forgive them, O Lord, and have mercy 

upon them ; for verily if Thou hadst revealed to them that 

which Thou hast revealed to me, they would not have done 

what they have done ; and if Thou hadst bidden from me 

that which Thou hast hidden from them. I should not have 

suffered this tribulation. Glory unto Thee in whatsoever Thou 

doest, and glory unto Tbee in whatsoever Thou wiliest.'1 It 

is also recorded that when he was whipped, at each stroke of 

the whip he said, 'Ahad. ahad‘ (i. e, ‘One, one’, meaning 

thereby that there was no duality, the Supreme Spirit and his 

spirit were the same ). And referring to this incident, how 

beautifully Hflfif, one of the most famous Suli poets of Persia, 

says in his DiwTin ! 

Kashad naqsh- ana-'l-Ifaq bar zamin khun *, 

Chun Mansur ar kashi bar daram imshab. 

( My blood will write *1 am the Truth* on the ground •, if 

thou art to hang me like Man|Ur on the cross to-nigbt.) 

There was no lack of people during his lifetime and later 

who thought that Mar.fOr al-Hallaj was a deliberate hcrcsiarcb, 

a religious charlatan, and some have written against him, as 

is discussed by E. G. Browne in his Literary History of Persia. 

But inspite of this all, he remains a central figure in Sufi 

thought permanently. Mannar al-Hallaj was also a scholar 

and it is said he wrote about 46 books. Some of his sayings 

are of wonderful beauty, and these sayings of his he some¬ 

times couched in verse, which is unique in its kind not only in 

Arabic Sufi literature but also in the entire world literature 

of mysticism. 

As A. J. Arberry Says, "Max Horten writes, 'Hallaj is a 

Brahmanist thinker of the clearest water’. He wrote also a 

lexicon of the most important Sufi technical terms in use 

in Persian about 900 A. D. He says there, 'From this 

1 Quoted from Legac, of Islam., p. 217. 
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lexicon there is established, purely objectively and in exactly 

philological fashion, the identity of liberal Islamic mysti¬ 

cism with the thesis of the Higher Vedanta-.1 And Dr. 

Chatterjee conjectures on this point thus : Man§ur came to 

India—but was it to learn 'white magic* alone, and to 

bring the erring to the Islamic faith ? Did he have no 

meetings with philosophers and saints of India—with her 

Yogis- and Vedantins, her teachers and religious men and 

adepts ? Did he find nothing from them to stimulate his 

own quest f Gujarat and Panjab and Kashmir at the time 

were independent Hindu lands. The Hindu people were 

not yet sterile intellectually and spiritually ; foreign domina 

tion had not as yet come to restrain and restrict their mind 

and spirit. Their co-operation in certain departments of 

science and thought was being eagerly sought in evolving the 

composite culture of Abbasid Baghdad of the time. It may 

be asked—was not Man§0r al-Hallftj influenced and inspired 

clinging so closely to his great idea- ana-1-Ifaq—by the 

example of the Indian Vcdantists who expressed and taught 

an analogous doctrine through the Upanlshadic sayings like 

•That art thou* ( tat tvam asi ) and ‘I am Brahma’ ( aham 

brahma asmi) ? Mannar’s master Junaid al-Baghdddi 

advised him not to preach the doctrine of ana'l-llaq ; he 

wished him rather to say, ‘I am for the Truth’ ( ana bt'l- 

Haq ). But ManjOr al-Hallaj did not listen to his advice. 

We know ven little about the currents and cross-currents of 

ideas in the Near East and India during the 9th-10th 

centuries. But in those dark ages—dark so far as we are 

concerned, but really one of the brightest ages in the history 

of the international culture contacts—there was no lack of 

give and take in the domain of ideas among different peoples 

and different religions. Although Greek Neo-Platonism 

furnished largely the philosophic bases of Islamic mysticism, 

--— 

1 Introduction to the History of Sufism, p 38. 
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(he points of agreement between Islamic Sufism and Indian 

Vedanta are so numerous and so profound that it would 

not be unreasonable to assume a certain amount of influence 

from the earlier Vedanta upon the later Tayzvwuf: and at a 

subsequent period contact between Yoga practices and Taya- 

wwuf as a path of spiritual discipline is plainly discernible0.1 2 

After Mansur’s passing away, the Sufi doctrine and 

experience began to take a definite shape ; and within the 

next few centuries there came out many authors and poets, 

both in Persian and Arabic, who explained the theory of the 

doctrine of Sufism. Our poet is also one of them, who 

illustrated its doctrine and paid a very high tribute of Manfur 

in all the works of him and criticised strongly those who 

were responsible for his death. Rami says. 

Bud ana'l-Haq dar labi-MansZr n~ir *, 

Bud ana'I-lah dar labi-Fir'aun zur.9 

( ‘I am God' on the lips of Maogur was the Light of Truth ; 

•I am Allah' on the lips of Pharaoh3 was a lie. ) 

Again, Chun qalam dar dasti-ghaddari bawad ; 

Bi gum in Mansur bar dan bawad.* 

1 Islamic Mysticism. 

2 Mathnavi, Vol. II, 305. 

3 An important character in the Qur'an ; and was a cruel 

and unjust king ; he was proud of himself and consequently 

was crushed in the hand of Divine power. 

4 Mathnavi, Vol. II, 1398. And here we cite also a line from 

a Sufi poet who was actually been crucified at the royal 

order long after Rumi. How beautifully Sarmad, a con¬ 

temporary of the Emperor Aurangzib, sings : It is long 

since the name of Mangur passed into oblivion, I wish to 

exhibit the gibbet and the rope again. 

‘Umrist ki awoza'i-Man^ir kuhn shud ; 

Man az sari-nau jilwah diham dar u rasan r<L 

( Quoted from Ruba‘iyaJi-Sarmad by F. M. Asiri ) 
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( When the pen of authority is in the hand of a traitor, 

unquestionably Man$ur is on a gibbet. ) 

Rumi has even quoted lines from al-HallSj. and how 

beautifully he espressos there his earnestness in dying to self 

and thus to be united with the Higher Spirit 1 He sings thus . 

If that one of friendly countenance shed my blood, dancing 

in joy I shall scatter my life on Him. I have understood 

that in my death is my new life , when I escape of this life 

there is permanency. (Therefore ) kill me. kill me, O trusty 

Friend ; verily in my being killed is life on life, j 

Gar barizad khtini-man an dust ru ; 

Pay kubam Jan bar afshanam bar ii. 

Azmudam margi-man dar zindagist ; 

Chun raham zin zindagi payandagist. 

Uqtuluni uqtulurii ya thiqat 

Inna ft qatli haiydtan /i baiyat. 

Whereas al>Hall&j says, "Kill me, kill me, O trusty Fr/em*; 

verily in my being killed is life on life, and in my ( worldly ) 

life is my ( spiritual) death, and in my death is my 

Life ( Uqtuluni etc. ...wa mumati f i haiyaft wa haiyatx ft 

mumaii. ). ci 
Unification of the human soul with the Divine has fine y 

been depicted both by al-HallSj and ROmi. The former 

one says. 

Ana man ahwd wa man ahwd ana ; 

Nabnu riihani halalna badana. 

Fa'idha absartani ab^artahu \ 

Wa idha ab&rtahu ab&rtana* 

-I am He whom I love, and He whom I love is I ; 

We are two souls dwelling in one body. 

When thou seest me, thou seest Him, 

1 Mathnavi. Vol. III. 3837-9. 

2 Ibn Khali ikon, Arabic Text, edited by De Slane. p. 217. 
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And when thou scest Him, thou seest us both." 

Exactly in the same manner Rumi sings*. 

Khunuk an dam ki nishastim dar aiwan man wa tu : 

Badu naqsh wa badu fiirat bayaki Jan man wa tu. 

( Happy the moment when we are seated in the Palace. 

Thou and T ; with two forms and with two figures but with 

one soul, Thou and I. ) 

But the explanation which Rami gives about the saying, 

ana’l-Haq of al-Hallaj in Fihi ma fihi is really superb. He 

says, "When a fly is plunged in honey, all the members of its 

body are reduced to the same condition, and it does not 

move. Similarly the term IstlghrTiq ( absorption in God ) 

is applied to one who has no conscious existence or initiative 

or movement. Any action that proceeds from him is not his 

own. If he is still struggling in the water, or if he cries out, 

‘Oh, I am drowning*, he is not said to be in the state of 

absorption. This is what is signified by the words ana'I-Haq 

( I am God ). People imagine that it is a presumptuous 

claim, whereas it is really a presumptuous claim to say 

ana'l-abd ( I am the slave of God ); and ana'l-Haq or 1 

am God is an expression of great humility. The man who 

says ana'I-'abd affirms two existences, his own and God's, 

but he that says, ana'l-Haq, has made himself non-existent 

and has given himself up and says, *1 am God', i. e., I am 

naught, He is all ; there is no being but God's. This is the 

extreme of humility and self-abasement."* 

Abu Bakr al Shibll ( d. 946 A. D. ) of Khurisan* was a 

disciple of al-Junaid of Baghdad and a fellow-student of 

Husain bin Man$ur al-Hallaj. Many miracles have also 

1 Diwani-Shamsi-Tabriz, no. 38. 

2 Rumi, p. 184. no. CXV. 

3 According to E. G. Browne ( vide his Literary History of 

Persia, Vol. I. p. 367 ) ■, but Dr. Arberry says that Shibli 

was of Baghdad ( Sufism, p. 64 ). 

been attributed to him by the different Safi authors. The 

miracle that has been attributed to Dhu'n-Nun by Rumi ( as 

already referred to ) is said by Dr. Nicholson to be held by 

Abu Bakr Shibll. There are also many lines in the Mathnavi 

which are in similarity with the sayings of Shibli. In the 

Mathnavi we find : Is ‘Poverty is my pride** vain and of no 

real significance? No, it is thousands of hidden glories 

and disdains. 

Faqr fakhri az guzef-ast wa majdz ; 

Nai hazaran 'izzl-pinhan ast u naz.* 

Whereas Shibli says : Povery is the sea of affliction, and in 

His affliction it is all glory 8 

In response to the question, what is Sufism ? Rami 

quoted in reply, 

Ma'at-ta^awwuf qUla wijdaJtu'l-farah ; 

Fi ‘l-fu’wadi- inda 'ItyOn-'it-tarab.1 2 3 4 

We do not know to whom this definition of Sufism is due. 

Yet Dr. Nicholson has quoted a definition of Ta^awwuf, 

which has similarity in idea with that of Rumi/* Shibli's 

definition runs thus : Huwa l-julusu ma' Allahi bila hammin 

( one who is seated with God, is without any affliction ).« 

Shushtery has quoted another definition of Shibll, which 

1 Cf. the Tradition : Al-faqru fakhri wa-aftakhiru bihi 

Poverty is my pride and I boast of it ). 

2 Mathnavi, Vol. I, 2357. # 

3 Kashf u'l-Mahjub, 31 ; 3. 

4 Mathnavi, Vol. III. 3261 ; refer also to p. 104 supra. 

5 The Commentary, Vol. VIII. p. 84 

6 This definition has much similarity with the saying quoted 

by Rumi in his Mathnvi, Vol. I, 1529 : (Heading) 

Whoever wants to sit with Allah, let him sit with the Sufis 

( man arada an yajlisa ma’ Allahi fal-yajlis ma' ahli al- 

taiwwufi )- Nicholson, however, connects it with the 

saying of Dhu’n-Nun of Egypt. See also p. 123 supra. 
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has similarity with the ideas of the Bhagavad Gila.} Shibli 

says, Sufism means control of the faculties and the abserva- 

tion of the breath'. And the Scripture of the Hindus 

ordains: With senses, mind and reason controlled and 

having cast desires, such as fear and anger, the seeker of Truth 

always seeks liberation and is liberated.* 

The century following the domain of al-Junaid and bis 

illustrious student al-HallSj in the world of Sufism was after 

all a period of organisation and construction, when mainly 

the theorists of Sufism flourished. Yet there was no lack 

of creative thinkers, of whom mention may be made of 

Muhammad bin ‘Abd al-Jabbar al-Niffarl and Ibn al-Khafif 

of Shir&z ( d. 982 A. D. ). "Of these the most curious and 

interesting figure is al-Niffari who left behind him a series 

of 'revelations' purporting to have been received from God 

in a state of ecstasy, possibly automatic writing. While 

these are for the most part brief sentences, camposed in 

general in a highly, technical vocabulary and style, and 

require a commentary to be understood, certain passages 

have an authentic beauty and seem to possess the ring of 

genuine mystical experience.'’* His two books, which are 

claimed to be revelations from God, are Kitab al-Muwaqlf 

and Kitab al-Mukhotabat, both of which have beeo edited and 

translated by Dr. Arberry. 

1 Outlines of Islamic Culture. Vol, II, p. 466. 

2 Cf. Gita, 5/28. In the Gita really all the four systems of 

the path of Realization, viz , Karma-yoga ( cult of work ) 

Raja-yoga ( or cult of austere practices, mainly controlling 

of breath ), Bhakti-yoga ( cult of love and devotion ) and 

Jftona-yoga ( or cult of knowledge and intuition ) have 

been described. These systems may well be compared 

with SharVat, Tariqat, Haqiqat and Ma'rifat of the 

Sufis. Refer also to Chapter on Sufi system onwards. 

3 Sufism, p. 64. 

Abu Na$r al-Sarraj (d. 988 AD.) of was known, as 

Jami records in his Nafabotu'l-Uns. by the title of T*1 2** fl/“ 

Fuqard ( or peacock of the saints ). Almost all the later Sufi 

biographers have admitted in their books, such as Hujwiri in 

his Kashfu'l-Mahjub, 'Attar in his Tadhkira al-Auliya, Jami 

in his Nafabatu'l-uns and Prince Dara Shikoh of India in his 

Safinatu' 1-AuUya. that he was a perfect Sufi.* His Kitab al- 

Luma4. which only survives, is 'the surviving general accounts 

of Sufism, and in many respects the most valuable. This great 

and fundamental book, is extraordinarily well documented, 

and abounds in quotations not only from the sayings and 

poems but also from the letters of the mystics’.3 ‘Abdu’l- 

Mijid has given the following contents of the Kitab al-Luma‘ 

in his Ta^awwufl-Islant,—(i) Abwal wa maqaniat ( or mystic 

states and stations), such as maqcim al-Tauba (on repentance), 

moqam al-warl [on abstinence ), Zuhd (or recluse) Sabr or 

patience) and Tawakkul ( or trust in God ), ha! al-khauf 

( or state of fear). al-MaMbat ( or afTcction ), Shauq ( or 

attraction ), mushahada ( or contemplative vision ) and the 

state o! Certainty (yaqin ), etc. • (ii) UtUabati-Sufiya (or 

Sufistic terminology) j (iii) al-aswat wa iqtidi ba-Rasiil ( or 

following in imitation of the Prophet) ; (iv) al-Mustambljat 

( or extracts, i.e., following those precepts and rules winch 

are in accordance with those of the Qar'cin and the Iladith ) ; 

(v) al-^ahiiba Rl^wortl-Allah. i.e., following the holy associa¬ 

tion of the satisfaction of God, by which is meant the first 

four Caliphs and the early Sufis, who were associates of 

Prophet Muhammad ; (vi) Adab al-Muta^aufa or mystic 

manners, under which come prayer, fasting, food and dress, 

etc. ; (vii) difficult puzzling questions and their answers : 

under this come the problems, fana and baqa, $idq, ikhla$ 

and dhikr, etc. ; (viii) On poems, treatises, letters and sayings 

1 Taiawwufi-Islom. pp. 7-9. 

2 Sufism, p. 67. 
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of the Sufis ; (ix) al-Sama4 (or association of ecstatic singing 

and dancing) ; (x) al-Wajd (or ecstasy); (xi) athbat al-Ayat 

wa al-kirarriat ( or effects of Divine signs and miracles ); 

(xii) On more difficult questions of Sufi terms, such as bal. 

maqam, mushTihida, kashf and tauhid, etc and (xiii) tafsir al- 

Shatbiyat (or explanation of the ecstatic utterances), where he 

defends the ecstatic utterances of the different mystics, and 

particularly those of Abfl Yazid. And we have already shown 

Rumi’s defence of Abu Yazid, and how he has explained the 

ecstatic utterances of the latter. 

',ike a true Sufi, al-Sarraj is reported to have said, ‘Love 

is the name of that fire which is always burning in the hearts 

of the lovers, and it burns to ashes every thing besides God’.1 

In the Mathnavi also we find many lines which are of this 

significance. As an example, we may quote here the famous 

couplet of Rumi, which runs thus : ‘The Beloved is all in all. 

and the lover a shadow ; the Beloved is the Living One, and 

the lover a dead thing.9 

His contemporery Abn al-Makki ( d. 996 A. D. ) 

"is well grounded in theology and Traditions, and is greatly 

interested to prove the orthodoxy of the Safi doctrine 

and practice, so that his famous work, the Qut al-Qulub, 

is found to contain somewhat more of careful argument 

and somewhat less of curious quotation. The pattern of 

the Q& al-QuIrb is a little reminiscent of that of the 

standard manuals of religious Jurisprudence, with its minute 

discussion of the ritual practices of Islam which arc. however, 

treated from the mystical standpoint. Claiming that the 

Sufi way of life and thought represented an authentic 

1 Tadhkiratu’l-Auliya, 2/163. 

2 Mathnavi, Vol. I, 30 : Cf. Coleridge’s : 

There is ond Mind, one omnipresent Mind 

Omnific. His most holy name is Love. 

— Religious Musings 

tradition of the Prophet’s teaching, transmitted first by 

al-Hasan al-Basri and maintained scrupulously intact by 

relays of teachers and disciples, he declares that the fashion 

of writing on dogmatite theology was itself an innovation, 

and an evil one at that.'’1 2 

And in the Qut al-Qulub we find, “They used to receive 

the instruction one from the other and preserved it carefully, 

because their hearts were clear of doubts, free from worldly 

preoccupations and unsullied by passion. ••• Then, in this 

deplorable fourth century ( of the Hijra ) the compilations 

on scholastic theology (kalam ) first appeared, and the 

scholastic theologians began to write according to opinion, 

reason and analogy. Gone now was the instruction ( 'ilm ) 

of the pious, vanished the intuitive knowledge ( ma'rtfa ) 

of the firm of faith. ••• Now the scholastic theologians arc 

called learned ( ulanta ). the romancers are named gnostics 

( 'arifin ). ... though they have no true grounding in religious 

lore, nor the appreciation that comes of faith.”9 

With all his criticism against the scholastic theologians, 

in which manner Rami has also criticised the philosophers 

of the time, we find that al-Makki along with al-Qushairl, 

whom we shall refer later, appears not to have been regarded 

with much respect by our poet who counted them as only 

theorists of Sufism, who had no spiritual experiences of 

themselves. As Rami says. "His pearl of the heart was 

illuminated by the ruby of the pious souls, he did neither 

read the Risal i (of al-Qushayri) nor the Qut al-Qulub (of 

Aba T*lib al-Makki)-. 

La'U-u guya zl-yaqutu'l-qulub ; 

Nah Risal ah khwanda nah Qutu'l-Qulub.® 

Again, in the third volume of the Mathnavi RQmi says that 

1 Sufism, p. 68. 

2 Qut al-Qulub. p. 160 ( quoted by Dr. Arberry ). 

3 Mathnavi, Vol. VI, 2653. 
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the novice in the spiritual path may read the QuS ul-QuIub. 

which is the ‘harfi-bikmat' for he is yet now attached to the 

things of the world ; but an adept of the mystical path, who is 

favoured with 'nurl-hikmot' docs not require to read (be 

‘letters of knowledge* of the §ufi theorists.1 2 

Towards the end of the 3rd century of the Hijra, a short 

treatise on Sufism was written by Abu Bakr al-Kalabadhi 

( d. 1000 A. D. ). His al-Ta'rruf li-madhhab ahl al-Tasawwuf 

has been edited and translated in the name of The Doctrine 

of the Sufis by A. J. Arbcrry. "The author takes one by one 

the asscntial elements of Islamic thcologv, quoting as it seems 

verbally from the ‘creed' known as al-Fiqh al-akbar, and 

asserts of each in turn that it was hrmly held by the great 

Sufis ; he produces quotations to prove his points. After this 

task of rehabilitation has been completed, al-Kalibidbl 

sketches briefly and section by section the characteristic 

mystical doctrines of Sufism, and concludes his little hand¬ 

book with some paragraphs on miracles-.* 

Leaving aside Abu ‘Abd al-Rahmin al-Sulaml ( d. 1021 

A.D. j, we come to Abu l-Hasan Kharaqaoi ( d. 1034 A.D. ), 

whom we have already mentioned along with Bflyazid, and who 

was referred always with great veneration by our poet in bis 

Mathnavi. AbulHasan ‘All bin Ahmad al Kharaqini was a 

native of Kharaqin, a large village in the mountainous region 

near Bisiam in the Qurals province. It is said, as is referred 

also by ‘Attar in his Tudhkira al-Auliya and Jiml in his 

1 Cf. Mathnavi, Vol. Ill, 1285-7 : 

Basta'i-shri zamini chun hubub ; 

Ju fitdmi-khwish az Qut al-QuIib. 

Harfi->}ikmat khur ki shud nUri-satir : 

* Ay tu ndri-bi hujub rd nd padhir. 

Td padhird gardi ay jdn nur rd ; 

7a babini bi hujub mastur rd. 

2 Sufism, p. 69. 

NafabaS ul-uns, Abu’l-Hasan was not initiated in the usual 

way by receiving instruction from any master Sufi. In the 

words of JamI, he was trained in the Way to God ( suluk ) by 

the spirituality ( rdhlniyya ) of Sheikh Abu Yazid ; whereas 

‘Attar says, ‘You know that I ^meaning thereby al-Kharaqantj 

never received teaching from any man. God was my teacher 

though I hold all the Pits in reverence'. And our poet quotes 

^ as the saying of Abu Yazid ) that Hasan is my disciple 

and follower ; he will receive lesson from my grave every 

morning. 

Kih Hasan bdshad murid wa ummatam ; 

Dars g rad h .r fabdb az turbatam. 

Al Kharaqini is also reported to have said, “I also have seen 

in dream and heard this ( saying ) from the spirit of the 

Sheikh”. Every morning he used to place himself to the 

grave, and stand till forenoon before his presence—either he 

got instruction from him, or any problem became solved 

^ automatically ) without any speech from him. 

Guft man ham nit khwdbash dido-am ; 

Wt.z ruWdni-sheikh in bashnida-am. 

Hur qabdAi ru nihddi sT.y gdr ; 

Istadi td 4uh i endar bud-ur. 

Yd mithdli-sheikh p shush Umadi; 

Ya ki b\ gufti shikdJash bul shudi.1 

In the 6lh volume of the Mathnavi, we lind in what a 

glowing term al-Kharaqini has been described in the story 

under the title Hikaycii muridi-Sheikh Jfusun Khuraqdni and 

in the following few chapters. And ihe miracle attributed to 

him there also shows what a perfect saint he was. The story 

I Mathnavi, Vol. IV, 1927-9. Under the title Shunidani- 

Sheikh Abu'l Ifasan ... K ha bar dddani-Abd Yazid rd az 

bddi-u wa al)Wjli-u. Dr. Nicholson has also connected 

with him a Tafs'.r of the Qur an, which our poet some¬ 

times used in interpreting the Quranic Verses. 
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related here is a free adaptation of an anecdote in the 

Tadhkiratu'I’Auliya. which runs thus : Bfl ‘AH Sina (Avicenna), 

hearing of the Sheikh*s renown, made a journey to KharaqSo 

for the purpose of paying his respects. When he called at the 

house, the Sheikh ( as it happened ) had gone out to gather 

fire wood, so Bu ‘Ali asked his wife where he was. She 

replied, *What business have you with that liar and zindiz V 

and much also in the same strain. Bu 'Alt set out to find 

the Sheikh and saw him returning home, accompanied by a 

lion which was carrying a load of warmwood on its back. 

‘O Sheikh*, he cried in amazement. ‘What marvel is this T 

‘Yes, he answered, ‘unless I bore patiently the burden of 

such a wolf’ —meaning his wife —'such a lion would not bear 

the burden I have laid on it'.1 2 And by depicting the saint 

controlling a lion Rami tries to show that the miracle has 

the triumph of the spirit over the flesh. 

Abu'l-Qisim ‘Abdu'l-Karim bin Hawazan al-Qusbayri, 

whose RtsTda we have mentioned already along with Qr,t af- 

Qulub of al-Makki, was ooc of the learned men and saints 

of the time. He was born at Khurasan in 986 A. D.. and 

died at NishilpQr in 1072 A. D. After getting his knowledge 

in apparent sciences, al-Qushayri admitted himself to the 

S«fi-KhSnqab of Abu ‘Ali Daqqaq ; and Abu ‘Abd al-Rahman 

al-Sulami, the author of Tabaqat al-Siifiyya, was a fellow- 

student of him in the Spiritual Path. He wrote books on 

various subjects ; and his contempory Sheikh Hujwir! wrote 

regarding him, ‘he had compilations on different subjects, 

and everyone of them was written after thorough investiga 

tion.a Shah ‘Abdu’l-‘Aziz of Delhi connected the following 

books in his name : (1) a Commentary of the Qur’an. 

(2) Nahu al-QuIub, (3) Latay'if aJ isharot, (4) Kifab al- 

Jawahir, (5) Kifab Abkam at-Sama‘, (6; Kifab Adab al-Sufiyya* 

(7) Kilab 'uyan al-ajwiba, <8* Kitdb al-muriqjat, (9) Kifab al- 

muntabi, and (10; RisaJa al-Qushayria.* 

Before coming to HujwirT let us briefly describe his 

senior contemporary Abu Sa'id bin Abi'l-khayr ( d. 1049 

A. D. ) whose pattern of thought and expression influenced 

all the later Persian mystics. Abu Sa'id, who was born at 

Mahna in the district of Kh&waran in 967 A. D., and of 

whom we have already mentioned in connection with Abu 

Hsmid Ahmad bin Khidruya of Balkh, is described by Dr. 

Elbe as the first roaster of theosophic verse, the first to 

popularise the quatrains as a vehicle of religious, mystic and 

philosophic thought, and to make it 'the focus of all mystic- 

pantheistic irradiations', and the first ‘to give the presenta¬ 

tions and forms of the Sufi doctrine these fantastic and 

gorgeous hues which thenceforth remained typical of this 

kind of poetry'.8 And on the basis of another authority,3 

Browne says on the same page that like Baba Tahir ( ‘Uryfin 

of Hamadin ), Abu Sa‘Id is said to have come into personal 

relations with Avicenna, and when they separated after 

their first interview, according to the popular story, the 

mystic said, ‘What I sec he knows’, while the philosopher 

said, ‘What I know he sees'. 

The works of Abu Sa»id that have come down to us are 

Asrar al-Tawbid fi Maqamati al-Sheikh AbJ Sa'id, first 

compiled by the saint’s great-great-grand-son, Muhammad 

bin al-Munawwar, and the Ruba'iyat of Abu Sa'id, edited and 

translated by Dr. Elhe, which were collected together from 

the works of Sufi biographers. Innumerable sayings and 

anecdotes of Aba Sa‘id are also recorded by his diligent 

biographers. They described to him, as Browne records, 

how one holy man could walk on the water, how another 

1 Tafawwufi-Islam, p. 60-1. 

2 Literary History of Persia, Vol. II, p 261. 

3 Akhlaqi-Jdials, p. 23. 

— 10 

1 Commentary of Dr. Nicholson, Vol. VIII, p. 353 

2 Kashf u’l-Mabjub, p. 121. 
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could fly in the air. and how a third could in the twinkling 

of an eye transport himself from one city to another. ’The 

frog can swim and the swallow skim the water," he replied, 

-the crow and the fly can traverse the air, and the Devil can 

pass in a moment from East to West These things are of 

no great account; he is a man who dwells amongst mankind, 

buys and sells, marries, and associates with his fellow- 

creatures, yet is never for a single moment forgetful of God". 

This saying reminds us of the answer ( already referred to 

while discussing on the early life of our poet ), which Rural 

gave, when he was a mere child, in response to the question 

asked by his young companions. 

Another saying of Abu Sa‘Td has been quoted by Nichol¬ 

son, which runs thus : Laysj f% jubbafi siwZ Allah1 2 ( or 

under my overcoat there is nothing except God ), reminds 

us of the line in the Maihnari* ( which line though taken 

by Rumi to have been said by Bayazid to his disciples ): 

Nist andar Jubba-am ilia khuda ; 

Chand Ju’yi bar zamin wa bar sam5. 

Abu'l-Masan 'Ali bin *Uthmfin bin Ali al-Qaranawf al- 

Jullsbf al-Hujwiri al-Lahnri, who is famous in India by the 

title of Dafaganj-bakhsh, was a contemporary of Sultan 

Mahmud and his sons Mas‘ud and Muhammad. His 

native place was Ghazna, and the locality where he lived 

was the neighbourhood of the two villages, Jullab and 

Hujwir. His spiritual teacher was Muhammad bin Hasan, 

famous as Ganj-bakhsh ( or distributor of spiritual 

wealth). He passed his later life at Lahore in India, 

and died there in 1072 A. D. He belonged to the al-Junaid 

School of Bjghc'ad. 

Hujwiri wrote many books on Sufism, aud almost all of 

them have become extinct ; only his Kashfu’l-Mahjub ha* 

1 AsrZr al Tawhtd. 262/7. 

2 MathnavI. Vol. IV, 2125. 

recently been published, and there is also available an 

•excellent English translation of it by Dr. Nicholson. "AbduM 

Majid has mentioned the names of the following books, which 

were found fo be referred to by al-HujwIri himself, that were 

written by him, in his Kashfu’l-Mahjub. which was, perhaps, 

his last work. They are—(1) Dtwzn or Collection of his 

poems, (2) MinhZju'd-din on the path of Sufism, (3) Kitab 

al-fanZ wa al-baqZ, (4) Asrar al-khirq wa aT-ma'Urtat ( or 

Secrets of religious dress and its provisions ), (5) Ktfabal- 

bayZn l-ahli'l-'alyon ( or Book of discussion with men of 

nobility ). (6 Bahrul-qulnb ( or Ocean of hearts ), and (7) 

al-RiyZ't ll-baqUql-Allah on the truths of God.1 

Though composed on the plan and arrangement of al- 

Lurruf of al-Sarrgj. Kashfu'l-mabjub is an improvement on it. 

It is divided into 25 chapters, each supported by a section 

or more in which some detailed explanation of the subject 

is given. The chapters are —(1) ‘llm or 'Spiritual know¬ 

ledge', by which Hujwiri means the knowledge of God. His 

Unity, attributes. His creative activity. His religion as taught 

an the Qur’an. Tradition and the united opinions of the 

companions of the Prophet and the early theologians and 

traditionists, are dealt with in it ; (2) Poverty in the spiritual 

sente ; (3) Sufism, (4) Khirqa or Sufi garment. (5) Safwat 

( or purity ) and Faqr t or Poverty ) ; (6-13) Imams ( or 

spiritual leaders ). known as Aihabl-Suffa \ (14) descriptions 

on different Schools of Sufism, such as Muhasibiya 

founded by *Abd Allah bin Harith MuhSsibi, (ii) Qatfarlya 

founded by Abu Hamdun Qa$$ar, (Hi) 'l'‘aifuriya founded 

by Bayazid BistSml, (iv) Junaidlya founded by Junaid al- 

Baghdtdl, (v) Nuriya of Abu'l-Hasan Nari, (vi) Sahliya of 

Saht Tusturl. (vii| Hak'imiya of Hakim Tirmidhi, ^viii) 

KharrZziya of Abu Sa'yid Kharr&z, (ix) Khafifiya of Abu 

-Abdu’llah Khaflf and (x) SayyZriya of Abu'MAbba* 

1 Taiawwufi-Islamt p. 35. 
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Sayyari; (15) on Ma'rfat or knowledge of God, (16) Taulyid 

or Unity of God ; 117) Jman or Faith of God ; (18) #J'akarat 

or Ceremonial purification ; (19) Salawat or prayer ; (20) 

Zakat or charity ; (21) Saum or fasting ; (221 Hajj or pilgri¬ 

mage ; (23) Subbat or association ( with tbe rules and customs 

of the Sufis ) ; (24) on Maqam, Hal and Tamkin, etc. and 

(25) Sami' or ecstatic singing and dancing. 

In the 20th chapter of Kashfu'l-Mobjub, we find an 

apologue which runs thus : A dervish met a king. The king 

said, ‘Ask a boon of me'. The dervish replied, ‘I will not 

ask a boon from one of my slaves.’ -How is that ?’ said the 

king. The dervish said, 'I have two slaves who are thy 

masters : covetousness and worldly expectations.* This 

story may well be compared with the anecdote in the Mathnavi 

under the title of “Imtl/yan kardani-khwajay'LLuqman 

zirakly'i-Luqmon ra" ( Luqman’s master's examining of the 

intelligence of Luqman >.» Rum! writes : 

Guft shah* Sheikh ra andar sukhun ; 

Chizi az bakhshish zi-man dar khwast kun. 

Man du banda dar am ha ishan baqir ; 

B'-n/t du bar tu bakimin and wa amir. 

Guft shah an du chi and an zallatast; 

Guft an yak khashm u digar shahwat-ast. 

Abu Isma-Il ‘Abdu’llah Anjari of Herat, who is better 

known in Persia by the poetical sobriquet of Piri-Anjfir, 

and also by the title of Piri-Hirat, is chiefly famous for his 

Munajat ( or supplications ) and his RubaTiyat (or Quatrains). 

He was born at Herat in 1006 A. D. and died in 1088 A. D 

Besides these Persian works, two other works in Arabic* 

namely Manazil al-Sa'irin ( or stages of the pilgrims ) and 

Anwar al-Tabqiq ( or Lights of verification ) are also ascribed 

to him. Dr. Ethe has enumerated also the following Persian 

works of An5arl : the Najibat ( or Advice ), dedicated to 

1 Mathnavi, Vol. II, p. 326. 

Nifimu'l-Mulk ; the Ilahi-nama ( or Divine-Book ) ; the 

Zadu'l-Arlfin ( or Provision of the gnostics ) ; the Kitabi- 

Asrsr ( or Book of mysteries ) ; a new and enlarged edition 

in the dialect of Herat of the Arabic TabaqTit al-fUfiyya of 

Abu ‘Abd nl Rahman al Sulaml ; and a prose romance of 

Yusuf and Zulaikha.1 An?ari’s Muriafdx and RubTi'lyat have 

specially influenced the later Sufi poets of Persia, and to them 

may also be included our Safi poet RumT. 

Sufism had produced many men of conspicuous sincerity, 

holiness and intuition during the first four centuries of its 

existence *, but it never made a more important conquest than 

when AbQ Hfimid Muhammad bin Muhammad al-Ghazali 

( according to some al-Ghazz&li ) declared himself its cham¬ 

pion, whose services to religion earned for him the title of 

Hujjat al-Islam ( or the proof of Islam ). ’’He was one of the 

most influential, if not one of the greatest thinkers of the 

period," as Prof. Browne says,—"the theologian who did more 

chan any one else to bring to un end the reign of Philosophy 

in Islam, and to set up in its stead a devotional mysticism 

which is at once the highest expression and the clearest 

limitation of the orthodox Muhammadan drctrinc."* -Ever 

since his time Mysticism both sustains and crowns the Temple 

of Learning in orthodox Islam."3 And the influence of 

al-Ghaz&U can well be felt, when a learned man like Jalalu’d- 

din Suyuti exclaims, "Could there be another Prophet after 

Muhammad, surely it would have been al Ghazali."4 

Al GhazSli was born at in Khurasfin in 1059 A. D. 

and lived his early years in this Northern Persian province 

which had raised so many mystical geniuses. Being left an 

orphan at a comparatively early age, he was educated first 

1 Literary History of Persia, Vol. II. p. 270. 

2 Ibid., p. 293. 

3 History of Philosophy of Islam, p. 155. 

4 Literary History of Persia, Vol. II, p. 296. 
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by a §ufi friend of his father, as he used to say in his after¬ 

life, -We sought knowledge otherwise than for God, but it 

refused to be otherwise than for God."1 His schooling was 

generally that of an orthodox theologian, and he, after 

completing his studies at one of the colleges of his native city, 

went to Gurgan and studied there for a while under Imam- 

Abu Na$r al-Isma*Ili. Thereafter al-Ghazali went to NisbapUr, 

where he continued his studies and began to attract attention 

by his writings, which finally brought him to the notice of 

Niyimu'l-mulk, the famous minister of Malik Si ah, and 

he appointed al-Ghazali a Professor in the Nifiraiya college 

io 1091 A. D, which the minister founded 25 years before 

at Baghdad. With all his distinction and honour with which 

he served the college for full four years, 'he was dissatisfied 

with the intellectual and legalistic approch to religion, and 

fell a yearning for a more personal experience of God' v 

and as Browne quotes *his soul soared above the mean things 

of the world,... and he cast all these behind his back* ; be 

made the pilgrimage to Mecca, and then visited Syria, where 

he composed his great work, the tbyau 'ulftm al-Din ( or 

Revivification of religious sciences ). This work, written in 

Aiabic, was subsequently epitomised in a mere popular form 

in Persian, under the title of Kimiya'l-SjTidat ( or the 

•Alchemy of Happiness’ ). From Syria Al-Gbazili returned 

to Baghdad, and this Ibya served as a text book for a series 

of sermons which the author preached there. 

Al-Ghazali, then, returned to NisbapQr and taught for a 

while in the NifSmiya College there, but before long he came 

back once more to his native city at ^us, and after passing 

the last days in retirement, he died in ill 1 A. D. His 

writings are numerous, and almost all of them being in 

Arabic, are enumerated to be about 70, which include, besides 

those already mentioned, a refutation of the Batinis or 

1 Ibid., p. 294. 
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Isma'ilis, the ‘Saviour from Error’ (Al-Munqidh min al-Valal), 

the Destruction of the Philosophers ( Tahafut al-Falasifa ), 

the Niche of Lights (Mishkatu’l-Anwar), and the Book 

regarding the foolishness of the people divulging the secret of 

the Mystery ( Kifib yadhkarufihi himoqatu ahli'l-ibWjah ). 

The following passage, as quoted by Prof. Browne in his 

Literary History of Persia, from al-Munqidh is enteresting as 

showing how deeply al-Gbazfili had tasted that religious 

experience which he so highly valued ere he attained to the 

spiritual peace and conviction whereunto he finally won : 

"In the prime of my youth, says Ghazfili, "when, ere I was 

twenty years of age, I attained to discretion, until now, when 

my age approaches fifty, I ceased not to dare the depths of 

this deep sea, and to plunge into its midst as plunges the bold, 

not the fearful and cautious, diver, and to penetrate into its 

every dark recess, and to confront its every difficulty, and to 

breast its every eddy ; investigating the creed of every sect, 

and discovering the secrets of every creed, that I might distin¬ 

guish between the holders of true and false doctrine, and 

between the orthodox and the heretical. Therefore I never left 

an Esoteric ( Bafini, i. e., an Isma'ili, Carmathian, or 

•Assassin*) without desiring to acquaint myself with his 

Esotericism ; nor an Exoteric ( fahlri or Formalist) without 

wishing to know the outcome of his Exotericism •, nor a 

Philosopher without aiming at a comprehension of the essence 

of his Philosophy ; nor a Scholastic Theologian without 

trying to understand the aim of his Scholasticism and his 

dialectic -t nor a Sufi without longing to stumble on the secret 

of his Sufism • nor a devotee without wishing to ascertain in 

what his devotion resulted ; nor an infidel ( Zindiq, properly 

a Manichaeani or atheist without spying through him to 

discern the causes which had emboldened him to profess his 

atheism or infidelity. For a thirst to comprehend the true 

essence of all things was, from my earliest days and the prime 

of my life, my characteristic idiosyncrasy, a natural gift of 
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God and a disposition which He bad implanted in my nature, 

by no choice or devising of my own ; until there was loosed 

from me the bond of conformity, and my inherited beliefs 

were broken down when I was yet but little more than 
a lad*.1 

His famous story of conversion to Sufism has been quoted 

by Dr. Nicholson from Ghazali's same autobiographical al- 

Munqidh Then I turned my attention to the Way of the 

Sufis. I knew that it could not be traversed to the end 

without both doctrine and practice, and that the gist of the 

doctrine lies in overcoming the appetites of the flesh and 

getting rid of its evil dispositions and vile qualities, so that 

the heart may be cleared of all but God ; and the means of 

clearing it is dhikr Allah, i. e., commemoration of God and 

concentration of every thought upon Him. Now the doctrine 

was easier to me than the practice, so I began by learning 

their doctrine from the books and sayings of their Sheikhs, 

until I acquired as much of their Way as it is possible to 

acquire by learning and hearing, and saw plainly that what is 

most peculiar to them cannot be learned, but can only be 

reached by immediate experience and ecstasy and inward 

transformation. I became convinced that I had now acquired 

all the knowledge of Sufism that could possibly be obtaiaed 

by means ol study ; as for the rest, there was no way of 

coming to it except by leading the mystical life. I looked on 

myself as I then was. Worldly interests encompassed me on 

every side. Even my work as a teacher—the best thing I was 

engaged in-seemed unimportant and useless in view of the 

life hereafter. When 1 considered the intention of ray teach¬ 

ing, I perceived that instead of doing that for God’s sake 

alone I had no motive but the desire for glory and reputa- 

tion. I realised that I stood on the edge of precipice and 

would fall into Hell-fire unless l set about to mend my 

1 Ibid., p. 295 6. 
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ways. ... Conscious of my helplessness and having surren¬ 

dered my will entirely, I took refuge with God as a man 

in sore trouble who has no resource left. God favoured 

my prayer and made it easy for me to turn my back on 

reputation and wealth and wife and children and friends.”1 

Ibn-Khaldun has said of Ghazali in Ms Muqnddama’i- 

Tarlkh that al Ghazali had first of all made his Sufism a 

subject to be discussed on a scientific basis. As he says, 

-While al-Ghazali in his Ihya treats of warn* ( or abs¬ 

tinence ^ and its following along with the literature and 

Path of the Softs and the explanation of their sufistic terms, 

he has made Sufism a philosophical religion of the learned 

( *lint al-Tafawwuf fx al-mlllat 'ulamW ). before which it was 

only a way of devotional worship." And ‘Abdu'l-Majid 

says,-The essence of Sufism which al-Ghazfill has dealt on 

may, in short, be described thus : Sufism is also like 

Religious Law made up of two things -theory and practice. 

But the difference is this that in the latter practice comes 

after theory, while in Sufism the knowledge of God is gained 

through practice and personal experience.8 Accordingly Sir 

Iqbal remarks, "It cannot be denied that Ghazali’s mission 

was almost spostolic like that of Kant in Germany of the 

18th century. ... Tfccrc is, however, one important difference 

between Ghazali and Kant. Kant, consistently with his 

principle, could not affirm the possibility of a knowledge of 

God. Ghazali. finding no hope of analytic thought, moved to 

mystic experience, and there found an independent content 

for Religion."3 

Thus, we may say that Ghazali was the first person who 

expounded the theory of Sufism in a scientific basis, and he 

explained his theories like a true philosopher who experienced 

1 Ide.i of Personality In Sufism, p. 39 40. 

2 Tatawwufi Islam, p. 159. 

3 Religious thought in Islam, p. 5. 
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the states of Sufism as he advanced in the Path, while Rami 

was a born mystic, whose explanation of Sufism was not 

on a scientific basis, but as a poet who experienced those 

states in his mood of ecstasy, and constrained to explain 

those states to his devotees through Divine inspiration. And 

for this reason we find that while referring to any author 

or his book, Rumi was never careful to the correctness of the 

quotations, but was always mindful of the subject and the 

point of discussion to which he was referring. Dr. Nicholson, 

thus, distinguishes these two exponents of Sufism, -To a 

certain extent the teaching of the I by* and the Mathnavi is the 

same, but the teachers are very different Ghazali is syste¬ 

matic, precise and lucid ; Jalilu’d-din allegorical, rambling, 

tedious, afteo obscure ; yet Ghazgli can seldom compete with 

him in ardour and exaltation of feeling, in originality and 

profoundly of thought, or in power and freedom of ex¬ 

pression. On the other hand Jalalu'd-din write* for the §afi* 

alone, whereas Ghazali demonstrates that knowledge of God 

is not peculiar to any one class or kind — not even to the 

prophets and saints, who possess it, as Jalalu'd-din say*, 

essentially—but cocerns all and may be acquired by all.1 

Here also we find that Rumi refers to Ghazali without 

mentioning his name. In his Mathnavi ( 2nd volume ) under 

the title 'Sababi-paridan wa charidani-murgk ba murghi ki 

jinsi-u nabud', Rumi says, "Said that sage (referring to 

Ghazali ), ‘I saw a crow running about with a stork'.* Aod 

Isma'il Htqflqi, one of the commentator* of the Mathnavi, 

remarks in iegard to this line and the next few consecutive 

lines of the Mathnavi that one day Imam Ghazali was as¬ 

tonished to see a crow and a pigeon standing together on the 

top of a wall, but when he raised his hand and shooed them 

away, he discovered that they were lame. Again, in the same 

volume of the Mathnavi in the story under the title *Tanha 

kardani-baghban fufi wa faqih wa ‘alawi ra at hamdigar" ( or 

the gardener’s making the Safi, the Jurisprudent and a descen¬ 

dant of ‘Ali seperated from each other ), Rumi says, “Have 

you come through such permission in the tVasif ? or has this 

question been found in the Mubit ?" Wasi\ and Mubxt referred 

to here are certainly two books on Jurisprudence. Or it may 

be that Rami might have been thinking of the work Kitab 

al-Wasit, al-Mubit bl-aqfrr al-Basit of al-Ghaz&ll. 

In the story under the title1 •Khwandarii-muhtasib masti- 

kharebi-uftada ra ba-zindr,in ( or the Police-Inspector s 

summoning a drunkard to prison )t what has been described 

by Rumi recalls a familiar passage of Ghazali ( from Munqidh 

min a/-P<z/a/, p. 20 >, “It became clear to me that what is 

most peculiar to them ( the Softs ) cannot be learned, but 

can only be reached by immediate experience and ecstasy and 

inward transformation. How great is the difference between 

knowing the definition, causes and conditions of drunkenness 

and actually been drunk. The drunken man knows nothing 

about the definition and theory of drunkenness, but he is 

drunk, while the sober man, knowing the definition and the 

principles of drunkenness, is not drunk at all."3 

ROmi says, -God created pain and sorrow for the purpose 

that happiness might be manifest by means of this opposite. 

Hidden things, therefore, are made manifest by means 

1 Mathnavi, Vol. II. p. 379. 

2 Cf. Rami s lines, 2392-5 : 

Cuft Ora muhtSsib Main ah kun ; 

Mast Aii Au hard hangami-sukhun. 

Cuft guftam ah kun Ail mikuni ; 

Guft man shad wa tu at gham munhant. 

Ah at dard wa gham wa btdodi-ast ; 

Huy huy’i-maikhurTin at shadi-ast. 

Muhtasib guft in nadanam khiz khiz ; 

Mar if at matrash wa bagdhar in satis. 1 Idea of Personality in Sufism, p. 51. 
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of their opposites; since God has no opposite. He is 

hidden."1 The thought underlying these lines is in complete 

similarity with the idea developed in GhazWf words. "The 

most manifest way to the knowledge of things is by their 

contraries."* 

Again, our poet says, "From what shall we fly ? From 

ourselves ? Oh, absurdity.—From whom shall we take our¬ 

selves away ? From God T Oh. misfortune".* The couplet 

just referred to becomes clear to us when we recall the words 

of al-Ghazali: It is true that Freedom is better than slavery ; 

but freedom has two meanings. One is this,—that a man 

should escape from being a slave to God, which involves 

that a creature should become the creator and something 

originated in time should become everlasting and eternal. 

Since this is absurd, it is equally absurd that any one should 

escape from being a slave to God. The other freedom 

consists in being delivered from slavery to ooe's own qualities 

and passions and in not being a slave to anything except 

God alone."* 

We cite another two couplets from the Msthnavi, where 

we shall find the similarity of thought between the two famous 

exponents of Sufism, as we shall see the same similarity in 

the expressions of all the §afl authors. Rumi sings, "The 

spiritual path always ruins the body, and after having ruined 

it restores it again to prosperity. He made the fort desolated 

and conquered it from the infidel, and then restored it with 

hundred towers and ramparts. 

Rahi-JOn mar jism ra wairan kunad ; 

Ba'd az an wairani abaddn kunad. 

1 Mathnaii, Vol. I, 1130-1. 

2 Gairdner’s (translation of) Mishkat al-Anwar (of Ghaiili), 

p. 67. 

3 Mathnavi. Vol, I, 970. 

4 Kit'ab yadhkaru fihi himdqatu ahli'l-ibahah, 27 ; 20. 
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Qal'ah wairdn kard u az kafir sitad ; 

Ba'd z-On bar sdkhtash $ad burz u sad.1 

And al-Ghazali says in his Ibyd, “The body is like a fortress 

in which God has placed the spirit or rational soul with 

orders to defend it against ‘the infidel’, i. e., the carnal soul. 

When it is occupied by evil passions, the spirit must destroy 

it, expel the invaders, and then rebuild it and make it 

impregnable".* 

Sani'i (d. 1150 A. D.) of Ghazna or Balkh, whose proper 

name was Abu’l-Majd Majdud bin Adam, was the first of the 

three Persian poets to write an extensive poem elaborating 

the doctrines of Sufism. He was a prolific poet, composing 

very freely in the two classical forms of Qafida and Ghazal, 

as well as in Ruba'lyat and Mathnavi. It was in the fourth of 

these forms that he wrote his epic JIadiqatu'l-IIaqiqat ( or 

Garden of Truth), which set up a model followed by later 

authors. This work may perhaps best be regarded as an 

attempt to put into verse what Arab writers like al-Sarraj, 

al-Qushayri and al-An$ari had put into prose. It is a general 

survey of ascetic, ethical and mystical thought, illustrated 

and enlivened by anecdotes of saints and mystics. Jalalu’d- 

din Rami, a far greater thinker and poet, freely acknowledged 

his indebtedness to Sanai, not only quoting from the J/adiqa 

in his .1 athnavi, but also in direct confession, 

‘At{or rub b7id u Sana’i du chashmi-u ; 

Afd az payl-Sani'i u ‘ A((<ir iimadim. 

“Altar was the spirit, 

Sanai his eyes twain. 

And in time thereafter 

Came we in their train."8 

Sana'i’s work, so far as it has come down to us, consists 

T Mathnavi, Vol. I. 306, 310. 

2 Quoted from Religious Attitude and Life in Islam, p. 235. 

3 Sufism, p. 107. 
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of seven Mathnavia and a Diwin. Of the former the Hadiqatu I- 

Haqiqat is the only one which is at all celebrated ; the other 

six. viz., the Tariqu't-Tabqiq (or Path of Verification), 

Gharib-nlma for Book of the Stranger), Saint'I-'ibid ila'I- 

mi'ad (or Pilgrimage of God*s servants to the Hereafter), 

Kar-nama ior Book of deeds), ‘Ishq-nima (or Book of Love), 

and ‘Aql-nama (or the Book of Reason) are very rare. The 

Hadiqa is a moral and ethical rather than a purely mystical 

poem of about eleven thousand verses. The book is divided 

into ten parts.-the first in praise of God, the second in 

praise of the Prophet, the third on Reason, the fourth on the 

excellence of Knowledge, the fifth on Carelessness, the sixth 

on the Heavens and the Zodiacal Signs, the seventh on 

Philosophy, the eighth on Love, the ninth on the poet's own 

condition and circumstai.ee* and the last fa praise of BahrSm- 

shah, the King of Ghazna, to whom the Poem was dedicated. 

The Poem is written in a halting and unattractive manner, 

and is, as said by Prof. Browne, one of the dullest books in 

Persian. On the other band bis Diwan, as is opioed by tba 

same learned Professor, contains poetry of a far higher order 

than the Hadiqa ; so much higher that one might almost be 

tempted to doubt whether the same author composed both, 

were it not for the unquestionable fact that Persian poets 

seldom excel in all forms of verse.1 

Rum!, as we have already mentioned, has often taken the 

lines of Sana’! in his Mathnavi. and whenever alluded to 

Sana i, he has generally referred him thus : Bashnu in pond 

az Hakimi-Ghaznavi2 ( or hear this advice from the wise mao 

of Ghazna , ; and we find that the following two lines of 

the above hemistich have been quoted verbatim from the 

Diwjn of Sana !.3 Again, Rami says of Sana’! in the fourth 

1 Literary History of Persia, Vol. If, p. 319-20. 

2 Mathnavi, Vol. I, 1905. 

3 Ibid.. 1906-7 ; and Diwan .-Sani'i, 177 ; 7 & 11. 

volume of the Mathnavi (p. 430) : Pas niku guft an Hakimi- 

kiimyar (referring to SanS’i) j Kih tu tifli khana pur naqsh wa 

nigar (or thus said that fortunate wise man that you are a 

child and the bouse is full of pictures and paintaings). While 

elucidating the Hadith—“Kuntu kanzan makhfiyan fa'bbabtu 

an u'rafa fakhalaqtu al-khalqa iikay u'rafaT—Rumi says that 

as man is deluded by the sagacity and imaginations of his 

carnal nature and consequently does not seek knowledge of 

the Unseen he is deprived of the Knowledge of the Hidden 

Treasure, which Knowledge is possessed by the Prophets. For 

a knowledge of the Hidden Treasure Rami refers to the Book 

of Sang*! and records his instruction thus in the following 

line of the couplet quoted above : In the Jlahinama1 he 

has given many an injunction saying raise dust Irom thy 

own house hold. 

Dar 1 luhi-ndma bas andarz kard ; 

Kih bar Hr az dudnumi-khwish gard.2 

In the 1st volume of the Mathnavi \ p. 211) under the title 

"Dar bayanl-on ki ball khud wa masti'yi-khud pinhan bayad 

ddsht az jnhilan" or on the description that your own ecstatic 

slate and intoxication should be kept secret from the ignorant). 

Rum! begins thus : Hearken to the words of the mystic sage, 

—‘Keep your head on that place from where you have drunk 

the Wine*. For when the intoxicated lover became separated 

from bis own tavern-house, he became a laughing stock of the 

children vi.e., worldly people). 

1 In the Mathnavi, Rum! always meant Hadiqatu'l-Haqiqat 

while referring to Jlahinlma ( or the Book of God ). Wal! 

Muhammad in his Sharbl-Mathnavi says that Rumi is 

alluding to this verse of SanS’i : 

Hama andarzi-man batu in ast ; 

Ki tu (i/fi wa khana rangin ast. 

2 Mathnavi. Vol. IV, 2567. 
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Bashnu alf,jfi-J/akimi-parda'iy ; 

Sar hanunja nih ki bodah khurdaiy. 

Mast az maykhdna'l chun <fal shud ; 

Taskhar wa bizichai-atfdl shud. 

The poem, of which the second hemistich is quoted by Rutm 

with alterations rendered by the metre, occurs in the Ifadiqa 

of San&’i,1 where the latter says, “When you have drunk a 

cup of wine in this ruined house ( i e., the world ), I advise 

you not to raise your foot from the place of your intoxication 

and to keep your head on that place from where you have 

drunk the wine. Do not hold it lawful till you have drunk 

it; and when you have drunk it, rub a clod of earth on 

your lips (i. e., keep silent ).“ In other words, it behoves 

the Safi to confide in bis spiritual guide from whom he has 

quaffed the wine of Love, and consort with none but the 

initiated. 

There arc many independent verses of Saoft'l even which 

were interpreted by Rum! in his Mathnavi. As for example, 

Rami here interprets the following two couplets under the 

Heading, ‘Tdfsiri-bayti-Ilakim' ( i. e., explanation of the 

couplet of the wise SanS’i ) : 

Asmanha-st dar wilaytl-Jan i 

Kdr-farmdyi-Zsnidnl-jahan. 

Dar rahi-ru)> past wa balaha-st ; 

Kuhhayt-baland wa dary a hast. 

( There are heavens in the spheres of the spirit ruling the 

heavens of the world. In the Sufistic path there are low and 

high lands—deep rivers and the high mountains. ) 

Here the descending planes of emanations of Being in the 

spiritual world have been compared to the heavens of the 

the material world, which are ruled by those Ways of 

Divine Essence in the same way as the earth is ruled by the 

, plenetary spheres. How beautifully Rumi in his poetic 

1 Edited by Stephenson, p. 47, 4. 
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fashion interprets the above lines ! "Th; spiritual world has 

a cloud and water of different kind ; it has its heavens and 

the Sun of the different kind. It does not become clear 

except to one specially favoured—who is permanently endowed 

with the robe of a new creation. 

Ghaib ra abri wa abi digar-ast ; 

As man wa dftah digar-ast. 

Nayad an ilia ki bar khaffTin padid ; 

BdqiyOn fi labs min khalqin jadid.' 

The phrase of the Qur'an* has been interpreted in the 

Sufistic sense that the mystic heart is enlightened by rain from 

the Unseen ( barani-ghayb ), i. e , by the influence of the 

Divine grace. This 'rain', however, varies in its effects 

according to the nature and inherent capacity of the recipient 

—it may be a rain of Mercy or a rain of Wrath. 

Stories from the Hadiqa were also taken in the Mathnavi. 

For instance, 'About the company of blind men and the 

characteristics of the elephant' of the Hadiqa is found to be 

taken by our Poet in his third volume of the Mathnavi under 

the title *Ikhtilaf kardan dar chlgxingi wa shakti-pW ( or 

disagreement about the description and shape of the 

elephant ). But the version of Sang’f is a good deal fuller 

than that of Rami, and the chief difference is that while 

the former describes the people who handled the elephant as 

blind. Rami says that they could not see it because of the 

darkness of the place in which it was exhibited. Though 

the story is a good deal fuller in Sanfi'is version, the strain of 

thought which is eleborated in the Mathnavi through this 

version is far more majestic and grander. Says Sana'!, 

“Each had but known one part, and no man all ; 

Hence into deadly error each did fall. 

No way to know the All man’s heart can find ; 

1 Mathnavi, Vol. I, 2035-6. 

2 Chap. 50 ; 14. Bal hum fi labasin min khalqin jadidin. 

— 11 
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Can knowledge e'er accompany the blind 7 

Fancies and phantoms vain as there, alack ! 

What else can you expect from fool in sack 7 

Naught of Almighty God can creatures learn. 

Nor e'en the wise such mysteries discern."1 

On the other hand Rumi sings, 

-Similarly, whenever any one heard ( a description of the 

elephant ), he understood ( it only in respect of) the part 

that he had touched. 

On account of the (diverse) object in view, their statements 

differed—one man entitled it ‘dal' and another *olif, i. e., 

crooked like the letter dal and straight like the letter alif. 

If there had been a light in each one's hand, the difference 

would not have gone out of their speech. 

The eye of sense-perception is only like the palm of the 

hand ; he palm has not the power to reach the whole of it 

( i. e., the elephant ). 

The eye of the Sea ( i. e., the eye of Reality ) is one thing 

and the foam ( i. e., phenomena ) another ; leave the foam 

and look with the eye of the Sea. 

Day and night there is the movement of foams; how 

wonder is that you look to the foam, but not the Sea. 

We are dashing against each other like boats ; our eyes are 

darkened, though we arc in the clear water. 

O you, who have gone to sleep in the body's boat; you 

have seen the water, but look on the Water of the water. 

Ay tu dar kishtVi-tan rafta ba-khwab ; 

Ab ra didi nigar dar Abi-ab.a 

In the Diwdni-Shamsi-Tabnz,3 there is a ghazal where 

we find with what great veneration Rumi has eulogized his 

great predecessor : 

1~Quoted from the Literary History of Persia, Vol. II, p. 320. 

2 Mathnari, Vol. Ill, 1266-73. 

3 Edited with translation by R. A Nicholson, no. XXII. 
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Quoth some one, ‘Master Sana’! is dead* 

The death of such a master is no little thing. 

He was not chaff which flew on the wind ; 

He was not water which froze in winter. 

He was not a comb which was broken with an hair •, 

He was ool a seed which the earth crushed. 

He was a treasure of gold in this dust-pit •, 

For he valued the two worlds at a barley-corn. 

The earthly frame he flung to the earth •, 

Soul and intellect he bore to heaven. 

The pure elixir mingled with the wine-dregs— 

Came to the jar's surface, and the lees settled apart. 

The second soul which the vulgar know not— 

I protest by God that he surrendered to the Beloved. 

In travel1, dear fiiend, there meet together 

The native of Merv and of Ray, 

the Roman and the Kurd. 

Each one returns to his home ; 

How hhould satin accompany a garment of wool ? 

Keep silence, like the points (of a compass), 

because the King 

Has erased thy name from the book of speech. 

With the 12ih century comes the foundation of the great 

Safi Orders. Hitherto the convents had been isolated oasis in 

the desert of worldly life ; the time had come for them to be 

linked up in a widespread brotherhood of mystics ack¬ 

nowledging a common master and using a common discip¬ 

line and ritual. The first of these Orders was the creation 

of Muhly al-din *Abdu'l-Qadir bin 'Abdu'llah al-Jili (or al- 

Jilaol). Born at Gilan in Persia in 1078 A. D., ‘Abdu'l- 

Qadir migrated to Baghdad at the age of 17 to study 

llanbali jurisprudence. Experiencing conversion, he began in 

1 i.e., in the upward progress of the Soul from the Many to 

the One. 
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1127 A. D. to preach regularly on tbe holy life ; many flocked 

to hear his sermons attracted by the reports of miracles be 

was said to perform. By his death in 1166 A. D. his in- 

fluence had become so great that convents in many centres- 

recognized his authority, and Sufis called themselves Qadiris 

after his name. Manyof'Abd al Qadir’s writings, sermons 

and prayers have been preserved ; his most celebrated book 

al-Ghunya Ii (alibi (arlq al-Haq ( on Jurisprudence ) was 

for many generations a favourable manual of instruction. 

Of other books mention may be made of Futuh al-Ghaib on 

conduct and morality, and al-Fatdh al-Rabbani, famous as 

Shash Majalis ( or Six Assemblies ), is a collection of bis 

lectures. The Q&diri Order found followers in numerous parts 

of Islam, and was specially pewerful in India where his in- 

fluence is widespread to the present day. 

Abu'l-Janniib Ahmad bin *Umar al-Khiwaql ( of Khiva 

or Khwfirazm ) is commonly known as Sheikh Najrou'd din 

Kubra. His title Aubra, whereby he is distinguished from the 

other celebrated Najrau'd-din. called Ddya, is. as said by 

Prof. Browne, an abbreviation of the nickname of fl/- 

Tommatu'l-Kubra ( or the supreme Calamity ), given to him 

by his companions on account of his great vigour and skill 

in debate and discussion. He was also nicknamed Wati- 

tarash ( or ‘Saint carver’ J, because it was supposed that any 

one on whom his glance fell in moments of Divine ecstasy 

and exaltation attained to the degree of saintship ; and Jfimi 

has recorded some wonderful anecdotes to show that this 

beneficent influence was not confined to human beings, but 

extended to dogs and sparrows. 

That Najmu'd-din KubrS was one of the many victims, 

who perished in the sack of Khwirazm by tbe Mongols io 

1221 A. D. is certain ; and it is a proof of the high esteem 

in which he was held that out of some 600,600 slain on that 

fatal day he alone is mentioned by name in the Jami a!- 

Tawarikh. And Jami thus records this incident in hi* 

Uafabot’1 : When the Tartar heathen reached Khwarazm, 

the Sbeikh assembled his disciples, whose number exceeded 

60. Sultan Muhammad Khwarazmshgh had fled, but the 

Tartar heathen supposed him to be still in Khw&razm, 

whither consequently they marched. Tbe Sheikh summoned 

certain of his disciples, such as Sheikh Sa‘du’d-din Hamawi, 

Radiy u*d-din ‘Ali L5l5 and others, and said, ‘Arise quickly 

and depart to your own countries, for a fire is kindled from 

the East which consumes nearly to the West. This is a 

grievous mischief, the like of which has never heretofore 

happened to this people*. Some of his disciples said, ‘How 

would it be if your Holiness were to pray, that perhaps this 

•catastrophe may be averted from the lands of Islam V ‘Nay’, 

replied the Sheikh, ‘this is a thing irrevocably predetermind 

which prayer cannot avert.* Then his disciples besought him, 

saying, ‘The beasts are ready prepared for the journey ; if 

your holiness would also join us and depart into Khurasan, 

if would not be amiss'. ‘Nay*, replied the Sheikh, here shall 

I die a martyr, for it is not permitted to me to go forth*. 

"...And when be came face to face with the heathen, he 

continued to cast stones at them till he had no stones left. 

The heathen fired volleys of arrows at him, and an arrow 

pierced his breast. He plucked it out and cast it away, and 

therewith passed away his spirit. They say that at the 

moment of his martyrdom he had seized the forelock of an 

infidel, and after his death ten men could not release it from 

his grasp. Some say that in the following lines Jalalu’d-din 

Rum! alludes to this event and his spiritual relationship to 

the Sbeikh : 

We are of the noble band who grasp the cup of wine. 

Not of the beggars who grasp at a lean goat. 

Who with one hand the Wine unmixed of fiery faith do drain. 

While in the other band we grasp the heathen’s locks amain. 

1 NafahOtu'l-Uns, p. 486-7. 
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Bayaki dost may'i-khdlifi-imdn nHshand ; 

Bayaki dost digar parchami-kdfir girand.1 

Of Kubra’s works, three atleast have come down to us. 

The first, a short tract in Arabic of two or three pages only, 

has as its text the wcllknown aphorism of the Mystics, ‘The 

ways unto God are as the number of the breaths of Hi* 

creatures’. The second, in Persian, is entitled Sifat al-Addb. 

and treats of the rules of conduct which should be observed 

by the Sflfi neophite. And the third is a commentary of the 

Quran. Sheikh Yusuf bin Ahmad al-MaulavI, whose al-Mlnhaj 

al-Qaw\ is an Arabic commentary of the Mathnati, is of 

opinion that Quranic quotations in the Maihnavi are inter¬ 

preted by our Poet according to the Tafsir of Najmu’d din 

Kubra. 

Abu 'palib (or Abu Hfimid) Muhammad Faridu'd-din 

•Altar, son of Abu Bakr Ibrahim, is famous as Sheikh ‘Atiar. 

It is said that his title of ‘A^fir (or one who deals in 'air or 

otto of roses) was given to him as he kept a sort of pharmacy 

which has been indicated in his two books Khasrawndma 

and Asrdr-ndma. And the poet himself says that he composed 

his Mwfibat-ndma and Ildh\-ndma in his DSrukhina, which 

was at that time frequented by 500 patients, whose pulses he 

daily felt. Sheikh Ridaquli Kbao says in his Riyadu'l-Arifin 

(or Gardens of the goostics) that bis teacher in the healing art 

was Sheikh Majdu’d-din of Baghdad, who was probably one 

of the disciples of Kubra, whom we have just mentioned. 

It is said that ‘Attfir was not formally initialed to any 

spiritual guide. And Jami records in his Nafabdtu'l-Uns2, 

“Some have said that he was an Uwaysi (i. e., a darvish claim* 

ing to be spiritually descended from Uways al-Qaraoi, who 

does not learn any thing from any living Murshidj. Among 

the sayings of Rami we read that after 150 years the light of 

1 Diwani-Shamsi-Tabriz, p. 242. 

2 Nafahdtu’l-Uns. p. 697. 

Man§Gr (al Hallaj) revealed itself to Sheikh Faridu’d-din 'Attar 

and became his instructor*. This psychical relation of the 

Poet with Hallaj has been described also in his Haylaj-nama.1 

‘Attar was born at a village named Kadkan, near Nishapur 

about 1118 A. D. and died at the same place during the 

period of the Mongol invasion that occurred in 1229 A. D. 

His burial ground at Shadaykh to the south of NTshapQr is 

even now seen. It is also recorded by Jam! that one day while 

he was busy with his own work in the dawdkhdna, a mendi¬ 

cant came before him and asked him to pay him something 

in the name of God. He called him thrice but the poet was 

so engrossed that he did not find opportunity to give any 

reply to the mendicant. The mendicant retorted, saying, ‘If 

such is the state of your engrossment, how will you give away 

your life V At this ‘A^iSr made the ready answer, ‘As you 

will give away*. The mendicant, then said, 'Well, let me see 

how you can give like me’. Saying this the mendicant went 

away leaving before him the cup of begging. This event mude 

‘Attar so much affected that the next moment he left behind 

all his belongings and became a darvish. He then travelled 

extensively and visited the Sufis and holy men of the lands 

which he traversed. It is said that he went to Mecca, Egypt, 

Damascus, Turkey and even to India. 

That he was a great Safi is proved when man like Rami 

*ays. 

Haft shahri-tshq ra '-Attdr gasht ; 

Ma hanuz andar khami-kucha'ylm. 

(‘Atiar has traversed the seven cities of love; we are yet 

now crawling on the corner of its lane. ) 

Or, ‘AUar rub bud u Sana'* du chashml-u, etc.3 

•AlS’u’d-din Samnani, another great Sufi of the I4th century, 

says of ‘Atiar along with Rami, 

1 La Passion d al Hosayn Ibn-Mansour al-Halladj, p. 436. 

2 Refer to the life of Sana’! on p. 157 supra. 
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Sirri ki daruni-dili-mara paida shud ; 

Az gufti-‘Attar waz Maulorid shud. 

( The Secret which has been revealed to my heart, is got 

from the sayings of ‘Attar and Maulana Rami.) 

JSmi has also attributed him in a very glowing term in his 

Nafahatu'l-Uns. Besides what has been mentioned about the 

opinion of RumI in regard to the greatness of ‘Altar, it has 

often been found that Rami is referring to the name of «Atlftr 

in his Mathnavi with much respect; and many stories and 

verses of ‘Altar have been illustrated or explained by Rumi in 

his immortal Book. It is also to be noted that, as already 

referred to. Rami wrote bis Mathnavi, keeping the Man{iqu't- 

Tair of 'Altar as his ideal before him. 

Qacli Nuru'llah Shushtary says in his Majalisul-Mu'minin 

that Anar wrote books to the extent of the number of 

chapters in the Qur'an ( muqTibili-adadl-sura'i-kalam 

navisht ), i. c., the number i f his books amounted to 114. 

The number seems to be said in an eulogistic term, and all 

his works will not amount to more than thirty. Of these 

we come through the names of. besides which are already 

mentioned, the following books : (i) Diwan. (ii) Pand-nama. 

(iii) fVafiyar-nJma, (iv) Sharb al-Qalab, (v^ Khasrfi wa 

gul, (vi) Lisan al-Ghayb, and ivii) Maihar al-'AJa'ib. But 

‘Atiar became famous throughout the world by his two books, 

one in prose and the other in poetry, viz., (i) Tadhkiratul- 

Auliya ( or the Biography of Saints ), containing lives of 

about 96 Sufi saints, which has been finely edited by R. A. 

Nicholson ; and (ii) Man\iq al-^ayr ( or Colloquy of Birds ), 

an allegorical poem, containing about 4600 couplets. It 

has been translated in many European languages and much 

appreciated by all Sufis. 

In the Mantiqu't-Tair the Poet symbolizes the Sufi seekers 

of the Truth as Birds seeking the Siraurgh, the known but 

the unseen Bird ( i. e., the Reality of God ). The story, in 

short, may be described thus : One day all the birds 

assembled together to select a king among themselves. But 

the Hudhud ( or Hoopee ), the messenger of birds, informed 

them that they have already a King who is Simurgli, living in 

the mountain of Qfif which surrounds the world, whom they 

should find out. And for this they must pass through seven 

most tedious and impregnable valleys to enjoy His presence. 

After much questioning on the usefulness and necessity of 

such an extremely difficult task and receiving explanations 

from Hudhud, they decided to make the hard journey and 

Hudhud also agreed to lead them on the condition that they 

are to bear the sufferings of the Path. But when they actually 

turned up for the Quest, it was found that only thirty birds 

< or si-murgh \ prepared themselves for the hard journey, 

others left behind on different apologies. These seven valleys 

arc — (alab ( or quest ), Ushq ( or love ), ma'rifat ( or know¬ 

ledge ), isiighna ( or independence \ taubid ( or unity ), 

hairat ( or astonishment ) and fana ( or annihilation of the 

self ).» When these thirty birds reached before the presence 

of the Simurgh. it appeared to them that they were standing 

before a mirror. In quest of Simurgh. they found themselves. 

And thus they realized that they themselves were the Simurgh. 

The allegory is very clear. The human beings have been 

compared to so many birds. The Simurgh is their All- 

powerful God • and Hudhud is their Messenger of God, who 

is the right person to lead to the path of God. Man owing 

to his ignorance tries to find Him outside, but when he 

realises His Oneness, he feels that God is immanent in them. 

The poet says, 'When they looked to the mirror, they found 

that these thirty birds were really the Si-murgh.’ 

CAun nigah kardand in simurgh zud ; 

Bi-shaq in simurgh an simurgh bud. 

These seven stages of the Safi Path may well be compared 

1 These seven valleys are illustrated more elaborately in my 

History of Persian Literature ( written in Bengali ). 
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to the Saf-cakra ( or the six centres : here the first stage 

of the Sufi path should not be taken into account ) of the 

body in the Yogic System of the Hindus, or the seven Worlds 

of the Vedanta, viz., Bhiib. Bhuvah. Swab, Afahab Jonah, 

Tapab and Salya. In the Sufi phraseology they are termed : 

'Alami-Nasut (the world of humanity, or this world of pheno¬ 

mena ), ‘Alami Afalakut ( the world of purity and angelic 

state, or the world of spirits and angels ), *Alami-Jabrui ( the 

world of power and splendour *, • Alami-Luhut ( the world of 

Divinity, relatively visible and comprehensible ), and finally 

'Alami-HiJiUt ( the world of Absolute Existence, which is 

invisible and incomprehensible ). Besides these there may 

be added two other planes called BahUt and RahTit, which 

arc the worlds of Attributes.1 2 3 * * 

Rumi has also mentioned of these stages in his Afathnavi*, 

though specially he did not refer to these names ( as these 

stages are not to be described, but to be realized by self¬ 

exertion ), while discussing the evolution of Man from its 

inorganic state to humanity and upwards.8 And he sings 

thus : "When he will rescue himself from this state which is 

full of greed and desire, he will experience many other stages 

1 Cf. University Extension Lecture on Sufism ( chap. Seven 

Worlds of the Sufis ), p. 27-8. 

2 As for example, Rumi sings ( Vol. II, 1790 ): 

Afahrami-NosHti-nia labut bad ■, 

Afrtn bar dast u bar batut bad. 

Again, for the states of 'deification* ( istighna or indepen¬ 

dence ) and halrat (or astonishment, i. c., immediate 

mystical experience contrasted with intellectual speculation) 

compare the lines of the Afathnavi, viz., 1395 & 1376 of 

Vol. III. 

3 Refer to the Chapter on the Concept of Life and Death 

onwards ; also see Vol. IV of Afathnavi ( under the title 

"Atwar wa manuzilikhilqati-admi az ibtida’ ). 
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much more marvellous.'* 

7a rahad tin 'aqli-pur Mr« wa tulab ; 

Sad hazoran 'aql binad bu'l-'ajab. 

Rumi in his Afathnavi has taken many stories from •Attar's 

Asrar-nama, a book of general Sufi principles, which was 

given to Rumi at his childhood by ‘Avar, as .s already 

mentioned, and as such it is very natural that our poet will 

be very familiar with the stories of Asrar-nama. In his story, 

which relates how a parrot escaped from her cage by feigning 

death, under the title Qiua'i-bazargTin ki futi u r« paigham 

dad ba-Mlyani-Htndustan hangomi-raftan ba-tajorat' ( «>r the 

story of the merchant to whom the parrot gave a message for 

the parrots of India on the occasion of his going there for 

merchandise »,» we find that Rumi has only adapted with 

some expansion 'Aulr'. tale of the Hindu Sage and the King 

of Turkistan.* In both these cases a message is sent by the 

captive parrot to her mates in India •, on hearing it, they all 

1 in ‘AtiSr's tale ), or one of them ( as in Ruml’s talc ), fall 

on the ground as though dead. When the news is brought 

to the caged parrot by the Hindu sage ( 'Afar ), or by the 

merchant ( Rami ), she knows what to do in order to regain 

her liberty. She also falls down, and when she is cast out 

of the cage, thinking to be dead, she immediately flies away. 

Again, Rumi's story of the Tanner8, who fainted and 

sickened on smelling otto and musk in the market of the 

perfumers, has a close resemblance with the tale of the 

Scavenger and his passing by the shop of the perfumer.-* 

There arc also other stories or parts of stories in the Afathnavi 

which have some or complete resemblances with those of 

Asrar-nama. But it is always to be remembered that though 

1 Afathnavi, Vol. I, p. 95. 

2 Asrar-nama. 90 ; 6 el seq. 

3 Afathnavi. Vol. IV, p. 293. 

4 Asrar-nama. 61 •, 4 el seq. 
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he has borrowed others. Rami has never left his own imagina¬ 

tion and originality. 

Rum! has also borrowed from IlHhi-tiama, a book on 

mystical love, of ‘Attar. In the following story or Sadri- 

Jahan of Bakhara,' which illustrates the Iladith—mUtu qabla 

an tamutu ( or 'die before you die' ), Rami seems to have 

taken its most striking feature from a story on the same 

topic in the Ilaki-Hdma*, concerning a mad man who 

besought God to give him a garment of cotton ; and God 

answered his prayer and said, •! will give it to you, but only 

for a shroud'. In the Mathnari the story, in short, runs 

thus : ( It was the custom that ) any beggar who begged 

with his tongue was excluded from Sadri-Jahan's universal 

and unstinted charity. A certain poor savant, forgetting 

this rule, and being excessively eager and in a hurry, begged 

alms with his tongue, while Sadr was passing amidst his 

cavalcade. The Sadri-Jaban averted his face from him. 

and though he contrived a new trick every day and dis¬ 

guised himself, now as a woman veiled in a cbSdar and now 

as a blind man with bandaged eyes and face, the Sadr had 

always discernment enough to recognize him. But at last 

when the beggar through a purveyor of grave-clothes wrapped 

himself to be dead and lay out on the road, the Sadr while 

passing by the road, gave a gold coin in charity. At this 

he exclaimed out, ‘Sec, how I have received it, though 

thou didst shut the door of generosity against me*. The 

Sadr replied, 'Bui until you died, O obstinate man, you got 

no bounty from me,* And Rumi concludes the story thus, 

“The mystery of 'die before death* is this, that the prizes 

come after dyiog." 

1 Sadri-Jahan is a title bestowed on the rulers of Bukhara 

belonging to the princely family of Burhan in the 12 and 

13 centuries A.D. 

2 Kulliyati-Farldu'd-din 'Attar, 835 ; 5 et seq. 
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Sirri-mutu qabla mautin in ban-ad ; 

Kaz pasi-murdan ghanimatha rasad.l 2 

While 'AliSr in his conclusion of the story says, "The poor 

and the blind of spirituality should first be dead, so that in 

the grave I may get from you the garment of cotton". 

Babdyad murd awwal muflis wa 'Ur ; 

% Ki ta klrbas yabam at tu dar gUr. 

We mention also of some stories which have been borrowed 

by Rumi from Man{iqu't^alr. In the Mathnavi there occurs 

the story of the Darvish, who saw at Herat the well-equipped 

slaves of the ‘Amid of Khurasan, mounted on Arab horses 

and wearing gold embroidered coats and caps richly orna¬ 

mented. He asked. 'What princes and what kings are these ?’ 

On being told that they were not princes, but the slaves of 

the 'Amid of Khurisin. he turned his face to Heaven, crying, 

•O God. learn from the 'Amid how to take care of slaves*. 

The story is also told by ‘Auftr.a Rumi has only added 

certain details : the impeachment and imprisonment of the 

‘Amid, the torture ot his slaves and their refusal to betray 

their master. And thus Rami's conclusive line to this respect 

has become much more affective and beautiful : *A Voice from 

Heaven said to the darvish in his dream, 'O Sir, do thou also 

learn how to be a slave and then come to Me*. 

Guftash andar khwab hatlf kay ktya ; 

Banda budan ham biyamuz wa biya.5 

The story of the manifestation of Luqmfin’s excellence and 

sagacity before those who made a trial of him, is also found 

both in the Mathnari* and in the version of ‘A#ar.« In the 

1 Mathnari. Vol. VI. 3837. 
2 ManUqut-Tair, 2733-47, 
3 Mathnari, Vol. V, 3179. 
4 Ibid., Vol. II. p. 329. . - 
5 Mantiqu'f-Toir, 2392-2405. ‘Attar tells the same story of 

a certain king and his slave, but Luqman is not mentioned 

by name. 
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same way stories from the Mwpbat-nama may also be cited 

which have been taken by Romi. And of Tadhkiratu'FAuliyd, 

I think, we should not take notice of how R«m! has borrowed 

from it. For, as it is a book on the lives of the saints of 

Islam, it can easily be imagined that the miracles of the saints 

have always been crept into the Books of Rumi, as has already 

been referred to while discussing the lives of the predecessors 

of *A(|ar. 

Rumi has also quoted lines from the Diwan of *Aft5r and 

explained them in his own fashion. Commenting on the saying 

of laridu’d-din Affdr, ‘O heedless one, you are a master of 

lust, (accordingly) mortify yourself of your dust (i.e., of your 

bodily existence); for if a master of the heart drinks poison, 

it becomes honey on his part." 

Tu Sabib-nafsi ay ghafil miyanl-khak khan mikhur ; 

Ki tahib-dil agar zahri khurad an angabln bashad.* 

—Rum! says, “It will not harm the saint, if he manifestly 

drinks ( even ) the deadly poison, for he has attained to 

spiritual health, and has become free from abstinence, but 

the poor seeker ( after God ) is still in the state of fever. ••• 

Whatever an ill man takes becomes illness, but if a perfect 

man takes infidelity, it becomes religion, etc. 

Sahibi-dll ra nadarad an zlyan ; 

Gar khurad ti zahri-qotil ra 'aiyan. 

Zanki sibbat yaft waz parhlz rast; 

'pallbl-mlskin miyOni-tab darast. 

Harchi g'trad 'illati 'Mat shawad ; 

Kufr girad kamili millat shawad.* 

The couplet of ‘Attar, quoted above, is taken from a Ghazal 

in the Diwan of ‘A^ar, beginning with, 

Chi danistam ki an daryay-tnpayan chunin bashad ; 

Bukahrash as man gar dad kafi-darya zamln bashad. 

1 Mathnavi, Vol. I, p. 99. 

2 Ibid.. LI. 1603-4 & 1613. 

• How could I know that this boundless Sea is of this sort, 

that the smoke of It is the sky and the froth of It is the 

earth. ) 
The Diwan of *A«§r, containing Qasidas and Ghazals, 

really is of no less fame than the other famous works of 

him. His Qajidas arc not sung in praise of any man, but 

they are descriptions of the Unity and Attributes of God. 

and also there are indications how to realize God. ‘Aftar 

himself says, ‘In my life I never sang in praise of any person ; 

I never perforated garlands of pearls for the sake of worldly 

pleasure'. 

Ba- umri-khwish modbt-kas naguftam ; 

Durri az bohrl-dunya man nasuftam. 

•Avar’s Ghzals are also full of pure love and Sufi 

thoughts. He sings, -The way to Wine-house (i.e., the 

realization of God ) is to lose oneself and to forget one s 

existence there is no other provision of this Path except 

Fan* (or self-sacrifice). If you like to rise higher, then 

be 'La' ( or non-existent ), for such a desire is gained only 

through 'Lh*.1 2 

Gham shudan wa bi-khudist rahi-kharabat; 

Tusha'y-in rah juzfana natawan kard. 

Li shau agar 'ajm mikuni tu ba-bala ; 

Zanki chunin 'ajm juz boda natawan kard. 

Again.-AKar says, -Whoever has in him (attraction for) 

any particle of this worldy existence, he will bow down to 

every thing or being. Every one is not for gold or silver 

( i. e., has no attraction for worldly pleasure ) that is 

proceeding in this worldly existence. In reality when all 

is One. then all this existence is non-existent. It is in fact 

a flame of fire, then what is the gain in seeing the smoke 

( i.e., world ) ? 

1 The state of Fanl is fully described onwards in the chapter 

on Mystic State of Ecstasy and Constancy to God. 
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Harki ra dharra'i-wujnd bawad ; 

Pishi-har dharra'i sujud bawad. 

Nah hama but az zar wa sim bawad ; 

Kih but rah-rawani-wujud bawad. 

Dar haqiqat chu Jumlah yak bdd-ast; 

Pas hama budhd nabud bawad. 

Nuqta’l-dtlsh ast dar ba\ln ; 

Dud didan az u chi sud ast. 

Suhrawardiya Order is of no less fame than the Qadisi 

Order. Its founder is the famous Shihabu’d-din 'Umar bin 

‘Abd'ullah al-Suhrawnrdi (1144-1234 A. D.), teacher of the 

celebrated Persian poet Sa‘di of Shiraz. He was youngest of 

the three famous mystics bearing the same place-name. His 

uncle Abu Najlb (d. 1168 A. D.j was an authority on Hadith, 

which he taught to Shibabu’d din ; and he also composed a 

small work on Sufism for the beginners, the Adabu'l-muridjn. 

His fellow-townsman, famous as Maqtul (d. 1191 A. D.), the 

author of Hikmat al-Ishraq, was a voluminous writer and also 

imaginative of a characteristic Persian type ; and being 

inclined towards pantheistic allegory, he was condemned to 

death and executed for heresy. Shibabu'd din was more 

fortunate ; a model of orthodox moderation, he enjoyed the 

confidence and patronage of caliphs and princes, while his 

lectures and sermons were attended by multitudes, many 

coming from far to hear him preach. Rami’s father Babi'ud- 

din also met Shibabu'd-din at Baghdad, as is already referred 

to. He wrote many books large and small, the most famous 

and influential being the 'Awdrif al-Afa'drif, which became 

the fundamental text book of his Order. His teaching was 

carried to India by Baha’u’d-dln Zakariya of Multan, and 

there found immediate acceptance. 

Says Shihabu’d-din, ‘Because of the divinely established 

concord between the disciple and his master, the murid 

becomes the part of the Sheikh even as the son is the part of 

his father in natural generation ; and this birth becomes a 

spiritual birth ( wilada ), as it is related that Jesus said, God 

bless him, "Except a man be born twice, he shall not enter 

into the Kingdom of Heaven".’1 Rural has also accepted this 

appellation of ‘Spiritual birth' for one who is aspiring after 

spiritual knowledge. We often find him.calling his readers, 

•O son’, as in the following line. 

Band bag sal bash dtod ay pisar ; 

Chand bashi bandi-sim wa bandi-zar* 

Ibn al-Farid, whose full name was Sharafu'd-din Abu 

tfaf* ‘Umar, of Cairo ( d. 1255 A. D. ), was one of the most 

remarkable and talented of the mystical poets of Islam. His 

life was not outwardly very eventful, most of the incidents 

recorded by his biographers being of a miraculous character, 

and resting on the authority of his son Kamfil u’d-din 

Muhammad. In his youth he spent long periods in retire¬ 

ment and meditation in the mountain of al Muqattam by 

Cairo, which periods became more frequent and protracted 

after the death of his father, who towards the end of his life 

abandoned the government service and retired into the 

learned seclusion of the Jftmi' al-Azhar. Acting on the 

monition of on old grocer in whom he recognized one of the 

•Saints of God’, Ibnu’l-Ffirid left Cairo for Mecca, where he 

abode for sometime, chiefly in the wild valleys and moun¬ 

tains surrounding that city, and constantly attended by a 

1 *Awarifu'l-nfarif, Vol. I, 230. As regards the saying of 

Jesus Christ, compare St. John, III, 3. In the Scriptures of 

the Hindus, the term 'Dwija is applied for this spiritual 

birth. 

2 Mathnavi, Vol. I, 19. In this connection compare the life 

of a mao, who has realized God, and his state of baqd 

( i.e., abiding in God ), where after regaining the spiritual 

birth, the perfect man declans, 

Pay kubln dost afshun dar tharid; 

Ndz hdzan Rabbana ahyaytami ( Ibid., 3675 ). 

-12 
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mysterious beast which continually but vainly besought him 

to ride upon it in his jouroeyings.1 After fifteen years of this 

life, according to Jfimi,3 he was commanded by a telepathic 

message to return to Cairo to be present at the death-bed 

of the grocer-saint, in connection with whose funeral rites 

strange stories of the green birds of Paradise whose bodies 

are inhabited by the souls of the martyrs are narrated. 

From this time onwards till his death he appeared to have 

remained in Egypt. 

He was by no means a voluminous writer, for his literary 

work is all verse, “of which the collection,* as Ibn-Khallikftn 

says in his Wafayaiu’l-A'yan, “forms a thin volume*. His 

verses are farther described by this writer as displaying, 

"a cast of style and thought which charms a reader by its 

grace and beauty, whilst their whole tenor is in accordance 

with the mystic ideas of the Sufis.* It is recorded by JimI 

in his Nafabatu’l-Uns that IbnuM-Fftritf saw the Prophet in 

dreams, and received instruction from him as to his literary 

work He never wrote without inspiration ; sometime be 

would remain for a week or ten in a kind of trance or 

ecstasy, insensible to external objects, and then would come 

to himself and dictate thirty, forty or fifty couplets—what¬ 

ever God had disclosed to him in that trance. “His master¬ 

piece, as A. J. Arberry says, “is his great TaTtya ( or ode 

rhyming with the letter *t’ ), a poem of 760 couplets. Judged 

as an example of rhymer's virtuosity alone, it is an asto¬ 

nishing achievement; when to skill in versifying and amazing 

dexterity in rhetorical embellishment is added a profundity 

of thought and a beauty of expression rarely equalled in 

Arabic literature, it is no small wonder that this poem is 

1 Literary History of Persia, Vol. II, p. 501-2. 

2 Nafahatu’l-Uns, p. 627. 

3 Wafayatu'l-A'yan (or Obituaries of men of note’), 

translated by de Slane, Vol. II, p. 388. 

regarded by Sufis .s possessing magical qualities.- He slso 

excels in his description of the wine of Love in his Dwan, 

which comprises the subtleties of gnosticism, the Path, Love, 

Yearning, Union and other technical terms recognized in the 

book of the Suflteachcrs. 

There are many lines in the TSiya. as well in h.s D.wan 

Whose conception of mystic thought may well be compared 

with the ideas in the Ua.hna.i. With no consideration of the 

identity of §ufl conception, the following couplet— 

Kdfi-rabmat guftanash tafghir rust ; 

jad chu guyad tiflakam tabqtr rust.2 

< If l called him by the suffix ‘k*f of pity, it is not to 

belittle him . if the grand father says, ‘my little boy , it is 

not in contempt )-seems to be an imitation of the following 

couplet in the DiWin of Ibnu’l-Fftrid : 

Ma qultu hubayyibi mina l- tabqirl \ 

Bal ya'dhubu'smu l-shakhsi bi’l-ta^ghiri.* 

While in certain passages lbnuT-Firid appears to claim 

no more than union with the spirit of Muhammad, in other 

it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that he is pretending 

to Union with God, and in language that lays him open 

to the charge of pantheism in its extremest form as in one 

passage where he writes : "My degree is of such a height 

that a man who has not reached it may still he deemed 

happy ; but the stale for which I deemed happy transcends 

thy degree. All men are sons of Adam, ( and I am as 

they \ save lhal l alone amongst my brethren have attained 

to the sobriety of Union. My hearing is like that of Kalim 

( Moses ) and my heart is informed ( about God ) by the 

most excellent ( ^marf- Muhammad ). And my spirit is 
• t > «t «t. . I nf 

1 Sufism, p. 96. 

2 Mathnavl. Vol. II, 865. 

3 Diwan of Ibn al-FSrid, 552. 
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soever thou seest of beauty in the universe flow* from the 

beauty of my nature. Leave then to me ( and do not 

ascribe to any one else ) the knowledge wiih wbich I alone 

was endowed before my appearance ( in the phenomenal 

world ), while ( after my appearance) amongst created 

beings my friends knew me not ( as I really am )."* Though 

the Arab commentators interpret these lines as implying 

that IbnuM-Ffirid claimed himself to be the Qutb ( Pole or 

Logos) ; but it may be that here and elsewhere he is in fact 

referring to union with the Idea of Muhammad, and speaking 

of that Idea as the true Qufb. 

Likewise Rumi says, -That word which I kept hidden 

from Adam, I will speak to thee, O You the Secret of the 

world ;—that word which I did not communicate to 

Abraham, and that pain of Love which Gabriel did not 

know. That word of which Jesus breathed not a word* 

God through His exuberance of Love did not utter 

without us.* 

An da mi kaz Adamash kardam nihdn ; 

Ba tu guyam ay tu asrari-jahdn. 

An dami rd kih naguftam bd Khalil ; 

Wdn ghami rd kth naddnad Jibra'il, 

An dami kaz way Masilyi dam nazad ; 

Haq zi-ghayrat niz bi md ham nazad* 

Really all Perfect Men are organs of the Logos or Univer¬ 

sal Reason, which Muslim mystics generally identify with the 

spirit of Muhammad. But Rumi, notwithstanding his 

veneration for the Prophet, to whom he pays magnificent 

tribute as the Light of the world, seems to have been less con¬ 

scious than IbnuM-Farid and others of a personal relation to 

him. Certainly his spiritual intimacies are specially reserved 

for Shamsi-Tabriz and Husamu’d-dln Chalabi. That, I think,^ 
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is why in moment of exaltation he says that God has not 

revealed the secret of the essential unity of the Lover and 

Beloved, ‘without us’, i. e., except in and through HusSmu’d- 

din with whom I was one. 

Again, IbnuM-Farid says, 'When the wind of Love blows 

hard, it shatters him who is rich (self-sufficient) •, but if they 

blew on him in poverty (self-less ness) it would foster and 

cherish him.*1 2 Similarly in the Mathnavi wo find, “Though 

a cold boisterous wiod uproots many trees, it makes every 

blade of grass glisten with beauty. That violent wind had 

mercy on the weakness of the grass, (so) you brag vainly of 

your strength.* 

Garcki tartar bas darakhtdn mikanad \ 

Har glydhi ra munatfar mi kunad. 

Bar tfylfiy'l-glyah in bjdi-tund ; 

Rabm kard ay dll tu az qdwat malund * 

Discussing the state of a Perfect Man how beautifully both 

Rumi and lbouH-Firid sing alike ! Says Rumi, “The eye of a 

perfect man is not absent from the seven heavens and the six 

directions ( nizt ghiyib nlfirat az haft wa shash).m Likewise, 

Ibnu l-Firld sings in exuberation. -I suivey all regions of the 

earth in a flash of thought and treverse the seven tiers of 

Heaven in one step.'8 Really one who is seeing by the light 

of God can contemplate all that exists. 

Sheikh Muhiy al-din Ibnal-'ArabI was universally admitted 

to hive beco amongst the greatest, if not the greatest, of the 

many mystics produced in Muslim lands. He, tracing his 

'VTo’lyya, 187. 

2 Mathnavi, VoL 1, 3325-6. These lines are connected with 

the fall of Harut and Marut. They fell to temptation as 

they relying on their own immaculalion mixed with the 

people of this world. Such kind of stories is also (found 

in the Puranas of the Hindus. 

3 Td’lyya. 593. 

1 Quoted from Studies in Islamic Mysticism, p. 228-9. 

2 Mathnavi, Vol. I, 1731-3. 
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lineage from the illustrious Arabian tribe of Tai» was born at 

Murcia in Spain in 1165 A. D., and after studying Traditions 

and Jurisprudence in Seville and Ceute moved to Tunis to be 

initiated into Sufism in 1194 A. D. Eight years later he 

journeyed eastwards, and after residing at Mecca for some¬ 

time travelled through Iraq, Asia Minor and Syria, dying at 

Damascus in 1240 A. D. He was an exceedingly copious 

writer. Accordingly Brockelmann describes him as a writer of 

‘colossal facundity', 150 of his extant works being enumerated. 

JSmi says that he wrote more than 500 work?.1 2 'While this 

list includes many tracts that run to not more than a dozen 

pages, it also embraces numerous bulky treatises, among them 

the massive al-Futthat al Makkiya ( ‘Meccan Victories* or 

•Disclosers' ) is a veritable Safi encyclopaedia. It is upon 

this work and its shorter companion the Fujuf al-Hikam (or 

Bezels of Wisdom), that IbnuM-'Arabi’s celeberity chiefly 

rests ; but he was also a poet, after the same formal fashion 

as Ibnul-Ffirid, whom he fully equals in subtlety and 

obscurity/* His TarjumZn cl-Ashwdq, with a summary of 

lbnu’l-‘Arabi’s own commentary, has been edited and 

translated in English by R. A. Nicholson. -By many doctors 

of theology he was looked at askance as a heretic, and in 

Egypt several attempts were made to kill him, but his admirers 

were both numerous and emhusiastic, and at the present day 

even in Shiyite Persia he exercises a great influence, greater 

perhaps than any other mystagogue. He claimed to hold 

converse with the Prophet in dreams ; to have received his 

khirqa, a dervish-cloak from Khidr 4 and to know the science 

of alchemy and the ‘Most Great Names’, of God. He was 

acquainted with the mystical poet, ‘Umar Ibnu 1-Farid, and 

asked his permission to write a commentary on his Ta'iyya 

or T-qafida, to which request the other replied. Your book 

1 Nafamtu'l-Uns. p. 634. 

2 Sufism, p. 97-8. 

entitled al-FutMi al-Makkiyya is a commentary on it/* 

Dr. A. E. Affifi has written a masterly book on the 

Mystical Philosophy of Muhiy al din Ibnu’l- Arabi. From 

this work his philosophy has been summarised by Dr. Arberry 

in bis Sufism. A. M. A. Shushtery has also summarised the 

contents of Fuji* al-Hikam in his Outlines of Islamic 

Culture.* In many respects the mystical philosophy of the 

two greatest Muslim mystics—one of Arab origin and the 

other of Iranian-are similar ; and in some cases it is even 

found that Jalilu’d-din Rumi has borrowed his way of ex¬ 

pressing his mystic thoughts from his senior contemporary. 

Dr. Nicholson is of opinion that in his first story of the King 

and the Handmaiden, Rumi has borrowed the phraseology 

of the mystic terms in expressing his religious philosophy 

from his earlier contemporary, while his story with its 

Prologue preceding it, may in some sense be said the gist 

of his entire philosophy. But one great distinction which 

we should always bear in mind is that lbnu’1 ‘Arabi has 

written his work in the fashion of Kashfu'l-Malijub. and this 

fashion has been adopted by his successors like Mahmud 

Shabistary ( d. 1422 A. D. ). ‘Abdui-Karim al-JlIi ( d. 1428 

A. D. ), and Nuru’d-din ‘Abdu’r Rahman JamI ( d. 1492 ), 

while Rami wrote his Mathnavi in the fashion of Sana’i and 

•Attfir, where mystic philosophy has been illustrated through 

stories and anecdotes. 

In the 1st chapter of Fu?u| al-Hikam it is described that 

Man is the microcosm of all Divine attributes and in this 

respect unique among the creatures of the world. Divine 

manifestation is called cosmos and man is an epitome of the 

universe. God is the first in reference to creation and so He 

is the last He is the beginning and also the end. Man is a 

perfection of world-creation and a perfect man is the cause 

1 Literary History of Persia, Vol. II, p. 498. 

2 V^L II, pp. 505-516. 
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of world’s safety and peace. ...The cosmos cannot be self- 

conscious, but it is known to God. In hs external aspect, 

it is created ; but in its inner Reality, it is in the knowledge 

of God. The multiplicity of bodies does not mean diversity 

in their essence. Humanity is one in its origin, as the 

following passage of the Qur an declares it: O men. fear 

your Lord who created you from a single essence and ( from 

that) created its mate, and spread from these two. many 

men and women’.« Similar views have been expressed so 

nicely in the different pages of the works of Rami. As for 

instance. Man as a microcosm of the Divine attributes, and 

again as a macrocosm for understanding the Reality of God, 

has been described in many pages of the Mathnavi. Says 

Rumi, "Without doubt action ( man ) is the branch of Seeing 

( Reality of God ) ; accordingly, man is the ‘little man* ( or 

pupil of the Eye, i. e., the Light of God through which God 

is reflected )." 

Far'i-did amad amal bi Kick shak ; 

Pas nab i shad mardum ilia mardumak* 

Again, “Every prophet came alone in this world; be was 

alone, but hundreds of worlds were hidden in him. By his 

power he enchanted the great world, and enfolded himself 

•n a small frame ( or the Great Knowcr by his magical power 

enfolded himself in a small frame ) * 

liar payambar fard Txmad dar jahan ; 

Ford bud wa fad johdnash dar nihan. 

'Alami-kubra baqudrat si hr kard ; 

Kard khudra kihin naqshi naward.3 

Besides all these, Rumi under a separate Heading* 

— Explaining that while philosophers say that Man is the 

1 Sura, IV ; L 

2 Mathnavi, Vol. I. 1679. 

3 Ibid., 2505-6. 

4 Ibid., Vol. IV, p. 309. 
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microcosm ( •alami-fughra ), the theosophists say that Man 

is the macrocosm (-5lami-kvbri). the reason being that 

philosophy is confined to the phenomenal form of man, 

whereas theosophy is related with the essential truth of his 

real nalure-has beautifully illustrated the difference between 

these two connotations. 

In hb Fiki nta fihi, Rami says, "Man is the astrolabe of 

God, but it needs an astronomer to understand it. Although 

a vegetable-seller or a grocer does possess an astrolable, but 

of what use does it come to them 7 What does he, with the 

aid of astrolable, know about the conditions of the Heavenly 

spheres and their revolvings, and the signs of the Zodiac and 

their changing influences except he ( i. e., the astronomer) ? 

Accordingly, the astrolabe is useful in case of the astronomer, 

as is the Tradition. He who knows himself, knows his 

Lord/ Just as an astrolabe is a clear mirror reflecting the 

condition of the Heavenly spheres, in the same way the 

existence of a man, of whom (it is described in the Quran' ), 

*We dignified the descendants of Adam’, is an astrolabe of 

God. When God. the Great, will himself make a man 

learned, wiso and acquainted, that astrolabe of his own 

existence will continually behold the lustre of God and Hb 

beauty beyond description, and the Beauty can never be 

realized without beiog reflected ( in man, the astrolabe 

Rami also says, •( The essence of ) knowledge is hidden, 

and the world ( which Is to be known ) is visible ; our forms 

are the waves or a spray of it ( i. c., hidden Ocean )." 

'Aql pinhan-ast u fahir 'alami ; 

Surati-ma mauj ya az way lumi3 

Underlying all individualised forms of Being is the 

1 Chap. XVII, 70. 

2 Spiritual Talks of Rimi-II; also ‘Abdu’l-Majid’s edition, 

p. 13-4. 

3 Mathnavi, Vol. I, 1112. 
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unconditioned Divine Essence. This verse, as well as many 

other verses of Mathnavi, describes concisely the doctrine of 

pantheistic monism ( wabdatu' 1-wujUd ) in the form in which 

Rumi might have heard it enunciated by Sadru’d-din of 

Qonya, a pupil of Ibnu’l-'Arabi and a contemporary of 

our Poet.1 2 3 

Again, Rumi sings through the mouth of David, ‘I am 

plunged like the Sun in the Light ; I cannot distinguish 

myself from the Light. My going to prayer and to that 

solitude is for the purpose of teaching the Way to the people. 

I put things crooked so that the world may be straight 

( i. ©., I explain the things in such a way so that the people 

may understand them.*—This is the meaning of ‘War is 

deceit' ( i.e., any striving for the realization of God is only 

deceit and illusion ), O you initiated ones'. 

Man chu khurshidam damni nur gharq ; 

Mi nadonam kard khwish ax nur farq, 

Raftanam suyi-namZz wa an kha/a \ 

Bahri-ta'limast rah mar khalq ra. 

Kazh niham la rasl gardad in Johan ; 

llarb khud'ah in bawad ay pahluwan.9 

In this connection compare also the saying of lbnu'1 Arab! :4 

Prophet’s calling people to God is 'an enormous deception* 

1 Cf. Taqawwuf, an article in the Encyclopedia of Islam. 

2 Cf. Mansur’s Spiritual-Guide's advice to his pupil not to 

divulge the whole secret to the ordinary people. And also 

the next following line where Rumi himself says, 'There is 

no permission for me to say more, otherwise he ( David ) 

would have divulged the whole secret from the Ocean ( of 

Mystery )' : 

Nist dasturi wa ger-nal rikhti ; 

Gard ax daryay-raz angikhli. 

3 Mathnavi, Vol. Ill, 2408 10. 

4 Ftqus al-Hikam, 54 ; 1. 
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( makrun kubarun , ; for God is the Essence ( •ayn ) of both 

the Caller and the Called. In reality God ( made rnanifesttn 

the Prophet) calls them ( as modes of Hts own Being ) from 

their limitation by particular aspects of H.mseir to absorpt.on 

in the Universal Huwiyya, i.e., from plurality to Unity. 

With all the violent attacks that have been made on him 

for his pantheistic teachings. lbnu'l-'Arabi's system may be 

regarded as monistic rather than pantheistic. And for h.s 

ex.rav.gent claims, no mystic who came after him was free 

from his influence, and he had mark on all ^bsequen 

literature. To indicate the nature of the perpetuation of h 

ideas in later Islamic writing, it will be enough to recall 

that the Persian poet Mriqi ( d. 1289 A. D. ) composed h.s 

Lama'al ( or Splendours ) after hearing Sadru'd-dm Qdnyawi s 

lectures on IbnuM-'Arabi's fiqi) al-l/ikam, and that Jim. 

not only compiled a commentary on the Lama'nl under 

the title of Ashi'at u'l-Lama'a,. but also con'Posc“ h’S 

LaWa'ib ( or Flashes ) in imitation of that work, 

two artistic little treatises have as their special theme the 

doctrine of the mystical trinity of Love. Lover and Beloved, 

which they interpret along the lines of lbnu'1-1 ra i 

theosophy.1 

Of Jiral’s prose works, besides Nafahatu'l-Uns on the 

biography of Muslim saints and the two books just men¬ 

tioned, we may take notice of some other minor works o 

him, such as monographs on the lives or sayings of eminent 

mystics like Jalalu’d-din Rumi and ‘Abd'ullfih An§an ; 

tracts on SGfi ethics and practice (viz., ?ariqi-Sufiydn 

and Tahqtqi-Madhhabi-Sufiyan ) ; and commentary on 

Arabic and Persian mystical verses, such as Ta'lyya of lbnu’1- 

Firid and the opening verses of Mathnavi, known as the 

Nay-nama.» The opening verses of the Mathnavi are quoted 

1 Sufism, p. 102. 

2 Literary History of Persia, Vol. Ill, p. 514. 
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at the end of the 1st part of this Book, the translation of 

which is, as follows : 

Hearken to the reed pipe how it tells its stories ; it (only) 

laments of its own separation ( from its Origin ). When 

I have been cut off from the reed-fleld, from ( the melody of ) 

my wind-pipe all men and women are lamenting. I require 

( such ) a heart that is torn to pieces through separation ( of 

his Beloved ) ; so that I may elucidate ( to him ) ihe pain 

of ( ray ) longing desire. Every one who is debarred from 

his own mate, ( surely ) seeks after the days of their Union. 

In every association, whether that be a combination of 

happy or unhappy moods, I lamented ( of my separation ). 

— Every one became my friend, according to his own view 

( of life ), none cared for the inner secrets of ray ( self ). 

The secret of mine is not different from my lamentation i 

but the ( physical) eye and ear have not that Light. The 

body from the soul and the soul from the body are not 

concealed, but ( the regret is that) none has the ( spirituul > 

eye to see ( the Self). This sound of the pipe is/ the fire 

(of Love ), it is not ( only ) wind ( of Breath ); whoever has 

not that Fire, let him be extinguished. It is the fire of Love 

that is hidden in the pipe ; it is the ebullition of Love that 

is hidden in Wine. The Pipe is the comrade of everyone 

that is separated from his Friend { its reeds tear asunder 

the veils ( of impurity or ignorance ) in us. Who has (ever ) 

seen like the reed, ( a combination of) poison and ( its ) 

antidote ( united together) ? Who has ( ever ) seen ( such ) 

a confident and aspiring-one like a pipe 7 The pipe des¬ 

cribes of the path ( of Love ) full of blood ( or sufferings ); 

it tells of the stories of ( Lai l a and ) Majriun ( who became 

mad after Her for Love’s sake ). It is, as if, we have two 

mouths like a pipe ; one mouth of which is hidden in its 

edges. One mouth is in lamentation hinting at you, 

pointiog out all its agony for (the spiritual world or ) the 

Sky. But it is ( only ) known by one who has that aspect 
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( of Life ), that all this lamentation of this side ( of the 

world ) is ( only ) for that side ( of the spiritual world ). 

The raised battery of this pipe is from the Breaths of Him ; 

all cry and agony of the soul, is ( only ) the call and prayer 

to Him. The confident of this knowledge is none but one 

who is devoid of ( worldly ) knowledge ; the ( real) customer 

of my speech is none but the ( ardent) ear. If the lamenta¬ 

tion of the pipe had no value, the world would never have 

been abound with Sugar (or Beauty of the Self). All our days 

are spent in vain in suffering ; they have been mixed with the 

agonies ( of the heart ). If the days have passed in vain 

let them go, there is nothing to fear ; but You remain, for 

O You, there is none ( so ) pure like You. Whoever is not a 

Fish, must be satiated with the Water ( of Life ) ; whoever is 

without provision, his day will (surely ) be long or belated. 

The state of the rips ( or perfect ) one cannot be understood 

by an unripe (or imperfect) one ; accordingly let me stop 

here, and adieu ( to all of you ).* 

Yet, again, Rami advises his reader “Break open the bondage 

vof body-complex) ; O (my) son, (and) be free (of your lower 

self; , how long will >ou be entangled to gold and silver (i.c., 

worldly pleasures) ? The ebullition in the wine (of Love) is 

seeking our ebullition ; the revolving sky is imprisoned to 

our intellects. The wine*of Love is maddened through us, not 

wc from It *, the body is in existence from us, not we from It. 

If you (try) to contain the Ocean in (your, pitcher, how much 

will it contain ? -the livelihood of one day. The pitcher of 

the eye of the covetous is never full ; so loDg the Oyster is 

not content, it is not full of pearls. (Only) the one whose 

garment has been torn to pieces through Love, is pure of greed 

and all other defects. (Therefore) be (always) in joy, O Thou 

1 Malhnari,vo\. I, 1-18 v and added with it some other lines 

from Husain's ed., omitted in Nicholson s ( and they are 

included afterwards ). Refer also to pp. 85-6 supra. 
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Love, the good merchandise of us ; O Thou, the Physician of 

all our maladies O Thou, the remedy of our pride and ill- 

repute, the Plato and Oalen of us ! The body of dust by (the 

power of i Love ascended to Heaven (cf. mi'raj of the Prophet) 

(and. the mountain, being inspired began dancing. Love 

inspired Mount Sinai, O lover, (so that) Sinai (was made) 

drunken and Moses fell In a swoon.' The Secret is hidden in 

the high and low (sounds of our melody or breath) t If I go 

to disclose It the world will appear like a card-game. What- 

ever the pipe sings through its two gates, if 1 go to speak 

them, the world will be lost (to our eyes). If I could be united 

with any intimate (of mine), like the pipe I could speak 

my inner talks. Whoever has been separated from his Secret- 

knower. he is really without tongue though with hundreds of 

melodies. When the rose withers and the spring-season passes 

away, you will not hear any more any melody of the night¬ 

ingale. (In truth) the Beloved is All. the lover Is only a veil ; 

the Beloved is (ever ) living and the lover a dead one. When 

Love does not sustain it. it remained like a bird without any 

feather, (I, regret for him. How shall I be conscious of my 

pas. aoJ future, if the lustre of my Frieod does not susta.n 

me from the past to the future. His Light is to my rtght and 

TcT^^™. 139 : -And when Mores cam. at Our 

appointed time ( i. the moment of the realiza.ton of 

"d!'^ nowire M Me ; hut iooh to- 

wards the mountain, and if it stand firm .n tts place, then 

Shal. thou behold Me’. But when hts L°^M>P«red 

in 8i°7 r: 
ecstasy^ of the Beatific Vision until the ‘mountain' of 

,heir bodily nature has been demoltshed, t. e„ en.trely 

spiritualised by Divine Love. 
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left, below me and above me and guards my head and body 

like the crown and collar. Love (always) wants that this Secret 

be exposed ; but if the mirror does not reflect, how can it be ? 

Do you know why your mirror does not reflect ? It is for 

the reason that its surface is not polished of its rust. The 

mirror that is separated from the rust and its pollution, is 

full with the reflection of the light of the Sun of God. 

Advance, I and ) purify the rust from its face, and then 

perceive that Light. Hear this Truth by the ear of ( your ) 

heart, so that you may be completely free of this water and 

clay ( i.e., of the body-complex). If you have any under 

standing, sacrifice this ( material ) life, and then with all 

earnestness step forward ( for realization of the Self ).* 

But Jirai is best known for his poetical works, known 

collectively as the Haft-Aurang ( i. e„ collection of seven 

works, of which the famous are Yusuf wa Zulaikha and Layla 

wa Majnun ) and three separate Dtwans or collection of lyrical 

poetry. 
To round ofT this panorama of the later philosophy of the 

mystics of Islam, let us glance at the doctrine of the Perfect 

Man as developed by ‘Abdu'l-Karim al Jill. Accepting Ibnu’l- 

•Arabi’s conception of the Unity of Being (Wahdat al-Wujud), 

he traces in his Insan al-kfmll the descent of Pure Being, 

which in itself is without name and attributes, through three 

successive stages of manifestation which he calls Oneness 

( ahadiyat ), He-ness ( huwtyyat ) and I-ness (aniyat). 'Man, 

ii virtue of his essence, is the cosmic thought assuming flesh 

and connecting Absolute with the world of Nature.’8 Through 

three corresponding stages of mystical illumination ( tajalli ), 

the mystic may aspire to trace the order of his descent and 

finally, by becoming the Perfect Man being stripped of every 

1 Mathnavi, Vol. I, 19-34 and some other lines from 

Husain's ed. ( included afterwards. ) 

2 Studies in Islamic Mysticism, p. 84. 
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attribute, return once more as Absolute to the Absolute.1 2 

These three corresponding stages have also been described 

by Rami in the different pages of his Books. Of Abadiyat 

he says, -First, know that the diverse created beings are 

spiritually different from ‘y*’ to «alif\ Amongst the various 

letters there is confusion and uncertainty, though from one 

point of view they are all one from beginning to the end.* 

Awwala bashnau ki khalql-mukhtalif ; 

Mukhtalif jan anlazya ta alif. 

Dar b uriifi-mukhtalif shiir wa shakist \ 

Gar chi at yak rii zi-sar ta pa yakist.* 

Here the poet preaches the essential unity ( Abadiyat) of what 

is manifested in all the multiplicity of phenomenal existence. 

Again, Rural says, “Here the understanding becomes 

silent, or else it leads to error, because the heart is with Him. 

or indeed the heart is He. The reflection of every image 

shines unto everlasting from the heart alone both with 

plurality and without. 

•Aql in/3 sakit amad ya mufti ; 

Zanki dll ba iist ya khud uat dil. 

'Aksi-har naqshi natabad ta abad ; 

Jut xi-dil ham bar'adad ham bi-'adad.a 

In one stag.: of the variety of Realization of God all the 

Divine attributes arc manifested in the heart both under the 

aspect of plurality in Oneness ( Wahidlyyat) and in that of 

absolute Oneness ( Ahadiyyat). 

While describing the nature of 1-hood ( aniyyat ], Ruroi 

with a scorn to Pharaoh says, "You say to the vulgar *1 am a 

Lord’, being unaware of the essential nature of these two 

names ( i. e., •!* and Lord ). But how should a Lord be 

trembling ( with fear or hope ) for that which is mastered 

1 Sufism, p. 104-5. 

2 Mathnavi, Vol. I, 2914-5. 

3 Ibid., 3489-90. 

over ? How should one who knows *P be in the bondage of 

body and soul ? We are really the T, being free from the 

( unreal) T—from the ‘I* which is full of trouble and hard¬ 

ship ( owing to its selfishness ). 

Tu ana Rabbun hami gut ba 'am ; 

Glufil a: mahiyyati-in har du nam. 

Rabb bar morbid) kai lor tan bawad ; 

Kai ana-dan bandi-jism wa jan bawad. 

Nik anu rrioyim rasta at ana ; 

At anoy-pur baloy'-pur 'ana.x 

Thus the idea of the descent of the Universal spirit into 

matter was, ot course, familiar to Sufi thought long before 

al-Jili’s time, but Jili’s particular merit is that of crystallising 

the conception under the inilucnce of IbnaL'Arabi’s general 

system into a clear and consistent metaphysic. To show how 

long are the shadows cast by these great figures of mediaeval 

Islamic Mysticism, wc may notice that the late Sir Muhammad 

Iqbil, who had made a detailed study of $ufi thought 

appears to have derived his special theory of higher Selfhood 

in part out of the §afi doctrines of the Perfect Man and in 

part from the Superman of German philosophy culminated 

by Nietzsche.3 

Before leaving the study of the stalwarts of Sufism and its 

exponents, we should also mention atleast the names of some 

of the famous Persian poets who through their Ghazals and 

ruba'is exposed to us the flashes of mystic thought by which 

they were made immortal, such as S‘adi (d. 1291 A. D.), 

Haflf (d. 1389) and Amir Khasrau (1325) of India, the cbief- 

est among them being Hfifi* of Shiraz, who sang on the glory 

of Love : 

Har git namirad anki dilash tinda shud ba-ishq ; 

Thabt-ast bar jarida'i-alam dawomi-ma. 

1 Ibid.. Vol. V. 4128-30. 

2 Sufism, p. 104. 

-13 
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( One who is enlivened with Love docs never die; the 

eternity of us, the lovers, is recorded in the registrar of the 

world). 
And of his devotion to God, HSfi? sings, “Whoever is forget- 

ful of Him for a moment, he is kafir for that moment, though 

it is not known (to others). 

Har anki ghafil az way yak zamdn ast \ 

Dar an dam kafir ast amnia nihdn ast. 

Likewise. Rami says, “Therefore, you must never for a 

moment even lose your faith in God. and your consciousness 

of His Presence, lest any part of your life should be wasted.- 

Har zamdn nufa-ist juzvl-jdnat rd ; 

Bingar andar nuz'ai-jdn imdnat rd.1 

This Hafi?, who was one of most famous §ufi poets of Persia, 

often called himself a poshmina-push (a title by which the 

Safis are also known ); but we should note that he, as all 

real Sufis are, was against any formality and sectarianism in 

religion. Says Hafif. O leave off this Safi-dress, for 

we arc to be prepared for the (spiritual) Journey through the 

longing fire of separation. 

Hafir in khirqa'i-pashm'ma blydnddz kl md -, 

Az payi-qdfila bd atishi-dh dmada dyim.• 

The age of Ibnu’l-Farid, lbnu’l-‘Arabl and MaulanS Rami 

represents the climax of SOU achievement, both theoretically 

and artistically- Thereafter, although through the numerous 

and ever multiplying religious Orders the influence of Sufi 

thought and practice became constantly more wide-spread 

and though sultans and princes did not disdain to lend the 

movement their patronage and personal adherence—a striking 

example is the noble and pathetic figure of Dfirg Shiknh, son 

T”~Matknan. VolTlII. 123. Compare in this connection the 

•Nitya-yukd' Bhakfi of Gita, and Ramanuja’s •Dhrubd- 

smrti’ Bhakti (i.e.. devotion that is ever mindful of God). 

2 Taken from Tarikhi-Tarawwuf dar Islam, p. 46. 
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of the Mughal emperor Shah-Jaban, who wrote a number of 

books on Sufism, in one of which, the Majma* al-Bahrain ( or 

Mingling of two Oceans, i.e., religions ), he sought to reconcile 

its theory with the Vedanta1—the signs of decay appear more 

and more clearly, and abuse and scandal assail and threaten 

to destroy its fair reputation. ...Yet its mark lies ineradicably 

athwart the pages of Muslim literature ; the technical voca¬ 

bulary of the Safis, with its psychological subtlety of its terms, 

can scarcely be eliminated from the language of modern 

philosophy and science. When so original and revolutionary 

a thinker as the late Sir Muhammad Iqbal desired to popula¬ 

rise bis ideas of Man and Superman, not only did he turn 

back to Rami and the mediaeval mystics to discover antece¬ 

dents within Islam for the system for which he sought accep¬ 

tance, but he cast his thoughts in the mould of Sufi allegory 

4 that has been sanctioned by centuries of Persian poetry.® 

1 In fact, the philosophy of the Vedanta impressed him so 

highly that Dari Shikah translated* from original Sanskrit 

into Persian many of the Upanishads under the name of 

Sirrt-Akbar ( or Greatest Mystery ). 

2 Cf. Sufism, pp. 119-33. 
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IV 

Sufi' System and its Philosophy 

The Sufis declare that there are four stages of life in the 

Sufi path which leads us to God. The first is the SharVyar 

or the established or holy law which is to be observed by every 

one and is useful in regulating the lives and restraining the 

common mass who will otherwise never be able to grasp the 

hidden treasures of mystery that underlie their manhood. 

These are the established rites, customs and precepts of Islam. 

And when they will follow these established rules, they will 

reach that height of Divine contemplation where they will 

not be misled by that very liberty of faith which enlightens and 

delights those of superior intellect and of more fervent 

devotion. 

The second is the 'ariqat, the Path, rather the mystical 

path. Here the disciple or murid is initiated by and begins 

to obey his Spiritual-Guide who knows every defect and 

merit of his disciple and instructs him accordingly. The 

disciple also, as he now understands to some extent the hidden 

treasures of Divine mystery, obeys him ungrudgingly without 

caring for any other thing of the world *as a shadow obeys 

the branch of the Tree*. This gradually leads him to the 

stage of ma'rifat or ( spiritual ) knowledge. 

The third is the stage of Mrtrlfat or Knowledge where the 

murid or disciple has understood the supernatural knowledge 

of God. In a sense he has grasped the Divine mysteries of 

God and thus become an inspired one. In the fourth or 

last stage which is called the stage of the Haqiqat, or that of 

the Truth, the disciple is supposed to have arrived at a 

position where he is completely united with God, the Truth. 

The two grades of the final stage may also be called the 

states of hal and maqam, the ecstatic state and the state of 

constancy ( to God j. These are the states, the real idea of 

which cannot be described with what is common to our 

material and gross ideas. Rumi says of the state of Ecstasy 

in his own fashion : Ibr&bim bin Adham, being asked with 

derision by one of his disciples as to what marvellous gift 

he brought back from the garden of delights out of which 

he had come, replied. "I intended on arriving at this rose¬ 

bush (the sight of God ) to fill the skirl of my robe with 

roses so as to offer them as a present to my brethren ; but 

when I was there the odour of the rose-bush so intoxicated 

my senses that the border of my robe escaped from 

my hands.-1 

In short, the reality of this final stage cannot he uttered 

with the tongue i both the grades of it are to be realized. 

In another place Rumi has compared the ecstatic state to the 

Face of the Bride, which is unveiled to the bridegroom for 

the first time ; and the state of constancy (to God ) is 

compared to the face of the Beloved whose veil is removed 

from Her face-and in this unveiling of the Bride there is 

always a tranquillity of the Mind in the bridegroom. The 

JJdl is the first vision of God ; and Maqam is that cantinued 

I Refer also to the miracle of Adham described on p. 114-5. 

Of Mathnjn, Vol. ( 29 : 

Chunkl gul raft wa gullslan dar gudhasht; 

Nashnavi z-5n pas zl-bulbul sar gudhasht. 
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state of mind when the Sufi feels the constant companion¬ 

ship of God, his Beloved. 

The state of ffal and Afaqam is described fully in a 

different chapter onwards. The different systems of the 

Hindus have also been fully described and exemplified by 

Swfimi Vivekananda through his four immortal volumes, 

viz., Bhakti-yoga, JnZnayoga, Raja-yoga and Karm3-yoga. 

As he has stated, all the systems arc independent and at the 

same time inter-connected. Aiming at God or the Paramo- 

Brahma, the Highest Truth as the Ideal, every one can realise 

Himself through any one of these systems ; or all these systems 

may be synchronized together, of which one or other will be 

predominating, according to the type that the follower is 

moulded with. The system, the Yoga or Union, that is, 

the Tonfla, has distinctly been called the ‘Path1 or the Royal- 

Path ( or Raja-yoga ) for the reason that here the murid is 

formally initiated ( to follow certain rules of rigour) with 

the only ambition that he will realise his Ideal. Otherwise, 

every one will realise or return ( rajl'una , according to the 

Qur'an ) to God in the end, whatever path he may follow, 

as Shri Ramkrishna declared, ‘Yata mat tata path’ ( or every 

religion has its different path which ultimately leads to the 

same Goal). The Sufis specially placed their system of Love, 

or Unification with God through love, as the final system by 

naming it Haqiqat ( or the way of Truth, or unification with 

the Highest Truth ), obviously for the reason that in the 

Sufistic-terminology the ‘Biloved* has always been acclaimed 

as the Supreme Ideal,1 

Florence Lederer in her Introduction to Shabistari*s ‘The 

Secret Rose Garden ( or Gulshant-Raz ) says, "The journey 

to the Beloved has only two steps : Dying to self and uniting 

with the Truth ( Faria and Wajd, or gal ). When man’s 

lower self is dead, the real Self remains and is above the 

1 Refer also to p. 138 under f. n. 
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domain of the .aw. On bain* born in.o this world man i. 

possessed by evil passions, and if be g.ves way to them h.s 

STlJ But in each soul there is an instinct for God 

and a longing for holiness. If man will foster «“» ■ns“0« 

and develop this longing, a Divine light will shine on hta. 

of unreality and in the downward journey must keep he 

ordinary laws and creeds of men.- This las. stage , the 

state of Maqam where though obeying the outward or ^ 

lilies of religion, at heart the Safi i» always absorbed m 

contemplation of God. - . s f 
-The doctrine of Divine Unity ( or Tauhid ) of the Suits 

is God alone really exist. , there is nothing but God, not 

merely that -there is no god but God', wh.cb .. really the 

Muhammadan profession of faith. The world of phenomenon 

and of the senses is a mere mir.ge-a reflection of Being; on 

Not-Being. manifesting the attributes of Being as the reflec¬ 

tion manifests its original, but not really participating in its 

nature. It is like that of the Sun (which typifies Being) 

reflected in a pool of water ( no.-Being ). The 'cB'Ction of 

the Sun is entirely 'contingent' ; it may be blotted out ins- 

tantly by a passing cloud or marred by sudden gust of wind ,, 

it is entirely dependent on the Sun, while the Sun is absolutely 

independent of it; yet. while it lasts, it more or less 

faithfully reveals the Nature and Attributes of the unchanging 

Prototype."1 - 
The creation, then, is only contingent and the nature ot 

good and evil has no essence at all like the different waves 

of the Sea. As Rumi says in the Mothnavi. "Both (good 

and evil) dash against each other from beneath and top, 

1 Literary History of Persia, Vol. I, p. 439-40. 
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waves on waves, like the water of the ocean ; the appearance 

of opposition arising from the narrow body ( of the waves ) 

is due to the intermingling of the lives ( of waves ) at peace 

and in war. The waves of peace dash against each other 

and root up hatred and jealousy from the breasts. The waves 

of war, in another from, turn the loves ( or the qualities of 

men ) upside down.*1 The real nature of good and evil is 

known only to the Perfect who sees that good and evil are 

like the two sides of the different waves of the ocean. Those 

who have realized the essence of God find that this world of 

good and evil has no basis at all. It is only the conflicts of 

our nature that we find someone to be good and someone to 

be bad. Rural sings, "( Really ) the good and evil and the 

sorrow and happiness are ( the results of) coming into exis¬ 

tence ; those that come into existence die, God (or the 

ultimate Truth or All Good ) is their heir." 

Jaur u ibsan ranj u shddi badith ast; 

HadlthaJi ml rand Haqshan War it h ast.9 

I think the whole system of Sufism has best been summa¬ 

rised by Sir William Jones in his Sixth Discourse on the 

Persians : The fundamental tenets of the Sufis are that 

nothing exists absolutely but God ; that the human soul is 

an emanation from His essence, and though divided for a 

time from its Heavenly source will be finally re-united with it• 

that the highest possible happiness will arise from its re-union, 

and that the chief good of mankind in this transitory world 

consists in as perfect a union with the Eternal spirit as the 

encumbrance of a mortal frame will allow; that for this 

purpose they should break all connection or tdalluq. as they 

call it, with extrinsic objects, and pass through life without 

attachments, as a swimmer in the ocean strikes freely without 

the impediment of clothes ; that they should be straight and 

1 Mathnavi. Vol. I, 2576-9. 

2 Ibid.. 1806. 

free as the cypress, whose fruit is hardly perceptible, and 

not sink under a load like fruit-trees attached to a trellis; 

that if earthly charms have power to influence the soul, the 

idea of celestial beauty must overwhelm it in ecstatic delight; 

that for want of apt words to express the divine perceptions 

and the ardour of devotion, we must borrow such expressions 

as approach the nearest to our ideas, and speak of beauty 

and love in a transcendent and mystical sense ; that like a 

reed torn from its native brook, like wax separated from its 

delicious honey, the soul of man bewails its union with 

melancholy music,1 and sheds burning tears like the lighted 

taper, waiting passionately for the moment of its extinction, 

as a disengagement from earthly trammels and the means of 

returning to its ooly Beloved.** 

Ruml is never tired of expounding his theory of Sufism 

through his books and conversations. Comparing God or 

the Highest Truth with the letter allf ( or ‘A’, or rather *1' ) 

how beautifully Rami sings that in this tangled world there 

is nothing but the Self, and all that He possesses is His own 

Self, and there is no question of ‘we* ( and ‘us1 ). 

Ma ki-im andar JahOnt- pich pick j 

Chun alif u khud chi dared hich hich.9 

In Fthl ma fihl we have already seen how nicely Rum! 

has established the Unity of God. while explaining the 

famous saying of al-Hallaj, *ana'l-Ifaq•*, but however much 

he has tried to explain and describe God, he has at last to 

1 As we find our Poet beginning his great spiritual Poem 

( Mathnavi ) with a sad note for his separation from his 

Origin, comparing himself to a reed-pipe, 

Bashnau az nay chun hikayet mi-kunad \ 

Az Judayiha shikayet mi-kunad. 

2 Quoted by J. P. Brown in his Dervishes, p. 368. 

3 Mathnavi. Vol. I, 1514. 

4 Refer to p. 136 supra. 
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admit that God .cannot be described.— ‘It is the One concep¬ 

tion and Unity of God ; He is indescribable.* Our poet says, 

“If he conceives that he is in love with the Essence of God, 

conception of Divine names and attributes is not the Essence. 

Conception is begotten of qualities and definition ; God is 

not begotten. He is •lam yulad' 

Gar tawahhum ml kunad u 'lshqi-dh*t ; 

Dhat nabwad wahmi-asmd wa \lfdt. 

Wahm zayida z-adqaf wa bad ast: 

Ilaq na-zdyida-st u lam yulad ast.1 2 3 

Again, he exclaims, “This uttering of praise (of Him) is really 

the omission of praise on my part for this is a proof of my 

being, and being is a sin“. 

In thana guftan zi-man tarki-thandst ; 

Kin dalill-hasti wa hasfi khafa-st* 

Accordingly. “Before His presence it behoves us to be non¬ 

existent. ( Really ) before Him. what is ( our ) existence ? 

— Blind and blue.- 

Pishi-hasti-u ba-bdyad nist bad ; 

Chist hasti pishl-u ? kOr wa kabud.* 

That is, any conception of ourselves which does not include 

Him. must be dark and imperfect. 

What is this creation of the world ? It is all false and all 

impurity. As the individual soul came in contact with 

impurity, it became separated from the Universal Soul of 

God. Says Rumi. 

Yak qadam zad Adam andar dhauqi-nafs 

Shud firdqi-iadri-jannat [auqi-nafs. 

Of the remedy, he says, “Go, seek at once a friend of God. 

When you have done so. God would become your Friend and 

the road of light will again be visible.'8 That is, to make 

oneself developed in <be spiritunl pnth, *«■■** 

spiritual guide and through his help one will be enlightened 

And in elucidating the famous Tradition'- *I (God) was 

hidden Treasure, and I desired that I should be known, so I 

created the universe--our poet-saint says, "The Treasure is 

hidden beneath the bouse (body) ; therefore, don’t be anxious 

at the demolishing of the house and do not refrain from it. 

The all-pervading Beauty of God is under the veil of this 

house-the house of carnal appetite and cravings of the 

body. You are to purify your individual soul, then you 

_:ii R-A that wo., aw the same as He. Then Rumi sings 

thus : 

Gah khurshid wa gahi daryd shawi ; 

Gah kuhi-Qaf u gah ‘anqd shawi. 

Tu na in bdshi na an dar dhati-khwish \ 

Ay faziin az wahmha w-az bish bishr 

[ Sometime you will be the Sun. sometime you wiil be the 

Ocean ; sometime the mountain Q5f and sometime ( the 

fabulous bird ) 'Anqi you will be. ( But) in your essence you 

are neither this nor that; Oh, you arc far more than what 

you imagine yourself to be. ] 

Again, what is this birth of man 7 It is the separation of 

the individual soul from the Universal Soul. The moment he 

is cut off from his original Home, the human soul is lamenting 

for his re union with the Beloved. And Rumi begins with 

these few lines his Mathnavi, “Hearken to the reed-pipe, how it 

complains of its banishment from its Home : Ever since they 

tore me from my osier-bed, my plaintive notes have moved 

men and women to tears.- The pipe refers to the Conscience 

of the individual soul, who is after the love of God. Shc- 

lamcnts, “Body is not veiled from soul, neither soul from 

body, yet no man has ever seen a soul. This lamentation of 

1 Mathnari. Vol. I. 2757-8. 

2 Ibid., 517-8. 

3 Ibid., Vol. II, 15 & 23. 

1 Refer also to p. 159. 

2 Mathnavi, Vol. U, 54-5. 
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the pipe is fire, not mere air; and he who lacks this fire, 

should be counted as dead*.1 

It is the fire of love that inspires the pipe. What is this love ? 

It is the strong attraction that draws all creatures back to 

re union with their Creator. 

In reality, the message of Maulfinl Rural, as of all mystics, 

is centred in love. He has always sung of love, and announces 

that it is love which is dominant in every being or thing that 

was originated from God who created the world for the 

manifestation of His love. Our poet sings, "His love is evident 

but his Beloved is hidden ; the Friend is outside ( the world) 

and His sedition is in the world," 

Ishql-u paid i wa ma'shuqash nlhdn , 

Yar birun fitnai-X dar jahdn* 

Again, 'That which is the object of love is not the form, 

whether it be love of this world or of that world. Really 

Beauty in mankind is like gilding. For that beauty of the 

heart is the lasting beauty ; its lips give to drink of the water 

of life."* Love, whether it be earthly, narrow or selfish, will 

develop to pure, selfless and Divine love and ultimately 

will proceed to that stage, where there will remain no 

difference between the lover and the Beloved— ( the phrase ) 

'He loves them* is complete in ittelf, where there remains 

‘they love Him’.* 

But most marvellous of all are the following lines of the 

1 Mathnavi, Vol. 1-2 & 8-9. The whole of the opening veraes 

( with translation ) famous as Nay-n5mo is included after¬ 

wards, vide. pp. 85-6 & 188-91. 

2 Ibid., Vol. II, 701. 

3 Ibid., 703, 712 & 716. Refer also to Chap, on Religion of 

Love onwards. 

4 Qur'an, 5/57. Cf. also Mathnavi, Vol. V. 2186 : 

Chun yubibbuna bakhwandi dar nubi; 

Da yuhibbuhum qarin dar matiabi. 

Mathnavi where is shown that this attraction or love is 

pervading the whole universe. This is the essence of Rumi’s 

philosophy of love. The poet declares, “The wisdom of God 

in destiny and in decree has made us lovers to one another. 

All the particles of the world, because of that fore-ordain- 

ment, are paired together and are in love with their own 

mates. Every particle of the universe is desiring its mate, 

just like the amber and the leaf of straw. ... In as much 

as every part (of the body) seeks the support .( i. e. to 

rejoin to its Origin ), what must be the state of the soul, 

a stranger in separation ( from its Abode, the nearness of 

God ) ? It (soul) says, O my base parts, my exile is more 

bitter, (for) I am oelcslial’. The desire of the body is 

for green herbs and flowing water, because its origin is from 

those. The desire of the soul is for Life and the Living One, 

because its origin is from the Infinite Soul."1 

Thus the God of Maulfini Rumi, though transcendental— 

not conceivable to human conception,—is yet immanent in 

everything of the universe. That Inconceivable One is the 

Absolute One of Plotinus. Rumi has no special term to 

denote the Highest Hypostasis. His favourite metaphors, 

referring to the Absolute Being, are the Sea, Light, Love, Wine, 

Beauty and Truth. As we find in these lines of Rumi, where 

the Absolute Unity has been identified with the Sea : 

Mumbasit budim u yak jauhar hama ; 

Bi-sar wa bi-pi budim an sar hama. 

Yak guhar budim hamchun dftab ; # 

Bi-girah budim u f3ft hamchu db.'2 

It can be best expressed by negation. As Rumi sings in 

his Odes : 

Makdnam la-makdn bashad nishrmam bi nishan bashad ; 

Na tan bishad na jin bashad kl man at jdni-jdndnam.3 4 

1 Mathnavi, VoTlII. 4400-2, 4434-7. 
2 Ibid., Vol. I, 686-7. 
3 Divanl-Shamsi-Tabriz, no. 31/6. 
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Then comes the *Aqli-kull. the Universal Mind of 

Plotinus, or the Will or Volition -of God, the Reality of 

Bergson, which is the Creative Life, the •Kun‘ of the Qur'an.' 

Says ROmi, “With a God so mighty that by the breath 

(of the creative word, kun ), He causes a hundred worlds 

like ours to come into existence from non-existence." 

Bti chunnn qadir khudaT kaz 'adam *. 

Sad chu 'alam hast garddnad badam.* 

From the -Aqli-kull descends the Nafasl-kull, or the 

Universal Soul, with which is connected the world of senses. 

As ‘Aqli-kull is often referred to Prophet Muhammad ( in 

which sense is the Tradition, «I was a prophet even when 

Adam was not even mixed with water and clay* ), so the 

Universal soul is referred to any Man who is "the King to 

whom belonged the power temporal and also the power 

spiritual."3 4 And in this sense is the Man of the Snfls des¬ 

cribed, “Man is centre of the Universe and its final cause, 

in as much as God does not become fully conscious of him¬ 

self except in the human soul made perfect by suffering - 

the prophet or saint, who ‘sinks into the Eternal and Absolute 

and apprehends and feels in everything the Image and 

Presence of the Divine’.* We also find in Pihl nta fihi, 

“Man is the astrolabe of God. but it needs an astronomer 

to understand the astrolabe. ... The meaning of this is 

explained by the saying of the Prophet, ‘He who knows 

himself, knows his Lord’."5 In the Diwan also our poet has 

described of this Nafasi-kull very artistically : “The created 

beings, like waterfowls, .are born of this Sea of Life ; risen 

from the Sea, why the fowl will make this place his home ? 

1 Chap. 40 ; 68. 

1 Mathnavi, Vol. 1, 522. 

3 Ibid., 36 , 

4 Mysticism in Persian Poetry, p. 65. 

5 Refer also to p. 185 supra. 

Rather, we are pearls of that Sea, and we abide therein; 

otherwise, coming from the Sea of Life, why the waves 

follow one another ? 
Khalq chun murghabiyan lada zi-darya’i-jan ; 

Kai kunad inj'a muqam murgh kazin babr khast. 

Balki badary a durim jumla dar u hafirim ; 

Warna zi-darya'i-jan mauji-payapay chira-St.1 * 

Now, we come to the phenomenal world which exists 

only in appearance and is •contingent’ like the reflection of 

the Sun. ‘Nothing in itself, yet it is the mirror of all things’. 

Says our poet in his Odes. “I displayed a mirror, its face the 

heart, its back the world ; its back is better than its face, 

if the face is unknown to thee." 

jnna'i kardam 'aiyan ruyash dll »a pushtash Jahan ; 

Pushtash shawad bihtar zi-ru gar tu na-dorix riiy r5 a 

This world and its various formations appear to us only 

through the contradictions. Here comes the conception of 

good and evil. Everything good or evil is always relative, 

whereas God is Absolute. Everything that we see in this 

world is only visible to us owing to the presence of its con¬ 

trary by its side.3 

What is our Life ? The poet exclaims : 

Zindagon* ashtiy’i diddha-st \ 

Marg an kandar miyanskan Jang khast * 

How wonderfully docs it tally with the realistic ideas of 

scientists 1 “Science herself, however, if she be asked to verify 

the reality of these perceptions, would at once declare that 

though the material world be real, the ideas of solidity and 

colour are but hallucinations. They belong to the human 

TKulliyatl Shamsi-Tabriz, p. 163. 

2 Selected Poems from the Dxwani-Shamsi-Tabriz, p. 14-15. 

3 Cf. Mathnavi, Vol. I. 1130-1, quoted on p. 155-6 supra. 

4 IbitL, 1293 ; and for its meaning refer to the beginning of 

Chap, on Conception of Life and Death onwards. 
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animal not to the physical world ; they pertain to accident, 

not to the substance, as scholastic philosophy would say. 

“The red brick", says Science, “is a mere convention. In 

reality that bit, like all other bits of the universe, consists, 

so far as I know at present, of innumerable atoms whirling 

and dancing one about the other. It is no more than a snow¬ 

storm. • •• These atoms themselves elude me as I try to grasp 

them. They are only manifestations of something else. Could 

I track matter to its lair, I might conceivably discover that 

it has no extension, and become an idealist inspite of myself. 

As for redness, as you call it, that is a mere question of 

the relation between your optic nerves and the light waves 

which it is unable to absorb. This evening when the sun 

slopes, your brick will be purple ; a very little deviation 

from normal vision on your part would make it green. Even 

the sense that the object of perception is outside yourslf may 

be fancy ; since you as easily attribute this external quality 

to images seen in dreams, and to waking hallucinations, as 

you do to those objects which, as you absurdly say, arc 

really there."1 

Below are the famous and oft-quoted lines of our poet 

where he describes the evolution of roan from its lowest to the 

highest stage in its ascending order which I have tried to show 

in the preceding pages in its descending order from the 

Absolute One. It begi.is thus : 

Amada awwal ba-iqlimi-jamZd • 

Waz jamZidi dar nabali uft ad. 

— First it came into the world of inorganic things ; and from 

the inorganic state, it passed into the vegetable state. For 

years together it passed in the vegetable state, and of the 

inorganic state it forgot everything, because of contradiction 

( in the two different states ). When it passed from the 

vegetable stale to the animal state, no remembrance was left 

to it of the vegetable state except an attraction towards that 

( state), specially in the time of spring and sweet herbs . 

( the attraction ) which is like the inclination of the babes 

towards their mothers—the secret of which is not known to 

them -( the attraction ) which again is like the inclination of 

the young disciples towards their noble and ever enthusiastic 

spiritual teachers. The partial knowledge of this ( disciple 

for his being naturally inclined towards his spiritual teacher ) 

is from that pure knowledge ( of the teacher about God ). 

The movement of this shadow is from that rose-bough ; 

the shadow, then, becomes merged in him ( the spiritual 

guide), when the disciple understands the secret of inclination, 

and the cause of striving ( after the Reality ). Why does the 

shadow of the bough move, if the Tree ( God ) does not 

move? Again the Creator, whom you know, is attracting 

him from the animal stale to humanity. Thus he advances 

from one stage to another, till he becomes wise, intelligent 

and strong, as he is now. Of his former states he docs not 

remember anything ; and this present stage also he is to 

surpass. When he will rescue himself from this state which 

is full of greed and desire he will experience many other stages 

much morejmarvellous."1 These various states are assuredly 

the different worlds of the Salikt-rah ( traveller in the path of 

God ) who must pass through so many planes to reach the 

highest plane where perfection (Kaniallyat) is attainable.3 

Here I have only cursorily dealt with some of the salient 

features of his mystic ideas which are dealt in detail in the 

next few chapters. Before concluding let me quote what 

Rami himself says of the Sw/ij—those who are one with God. 

"Worldly king is the lord of the material things ; the Spiritual 

King or the Sufi is the Lord of your hearts. When you forget 

1 Afathnavi, Vol. IV, 3637-49. 

2 For the different worlds of the Sufi-path refer to p. 169-70 

supra. 

— 14 

1 Mysticism, p. 9. 
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the world and its remembrance or attraction, you are with 

Him and He helps to your difficulties." 

Sabibi-dih padshahi-jismha-st; 

Sahibi-dil shahi-dilhdy-shuma-st. 

Chun faramushi'y-khalq wa yddshdn * 

Bd way-ast wa u rasad faryddshon.1 2 3 

Really the one aim of the Sufi is to disconnect himself from 

this world of phenomena and to be re-united with his Origin 

where he eternally rests. And this 'Mysticism* has been 

aptly defined by E. Underhill. "Broadly speaking, I under¬ 

stand Mysticism to be the expression of the innate tendency 

of the human spirit towards complete harmony with the 

Transcendental Order, whatever be the theological formula 

under which that order is understood. This tendency, in 

great mystics, gradually captures the whole field of conscious¬ 

ness ; it dominates their life, and in the experience called 

mystic union ( the Ecstasy, the Absorption in God, the Fana 

of the Sufis ) attains its end. Whether that end be the God 

of the various religions,* the World-Soul of Pantheism, the 

Absolute of Philosophy, the desire to attain it and the 

movement towards it—so long as this is a genuine life process 

and not an intellectual speculation—is the proper subject 

of Mysticism."8 Mysticism, thus, represents the true line 

of development of the highest form of human consciousness. 

Shushtery in his Outlines of Islamic Culture has drawn 

the following differences and similarities between the systems 

of the Sufis and orthodox Muslims, and those of Sufism and 

Vedantism. The differences between the §ufi and the orthodox 

Muslim views may be briefly set down here : 

(a) The Orthodox depend upon external conduct while 

the Sufis seek inner purity. 

1 Mathnavi, Vol. I, 1678 & 1681. 

2 In the Book it is ‘Christianity* instead of ‘various religions’. 

3 Mysticism, Introduction, p. XIV. 

(b) The Orthodox believe in blind obedience to or obser¬ 

vance of religious rituals, while the Sufis think love 

to be the only means of reaching God. 

(c) The Orthodox say that good deeds are a sign of inner 

goodness, but the Sufis assert, that without a pure 

heart, the apparent good deeds have no value. 

The following points of similarity between Sufism and 

Vedantism may be mentioned : 

(i) Both observe the restraining of breath. 

(ii) Both observe meditation. 

(iii) Both observe service and submission to a Pir or 

Guru. 

(iv) Both observe fast and penance. 

(v) Both observe dhikr or recitation of sacred Word. 

(vi) Both adopt the use of the rosary. 

(vli) Both believe in union with the Supreme Being. 

(viii) Both believe in universal love and bhakti. 

(ix) Both believe in the two aspects of the Suprme Being. 

These arc the differences between Sufism and Vedantism : 

<a) Yogis and Sufis both believe in ascetic life, but the 

Sufi-ascetics, with few exceptions, do not live in 

celibacy. 

(b) Sufism is based on Islamic teaching and its principles 

are supported by passages from the Qur’dn, while 

Vedantism is connected with earlier Indian thought 

and teaching of the Rishis of India. 

(c) In Islam there cannot be a descent of the Deity in the 

sense of an Avatdra, but there -is an ascent of man 

towords God. 

(d) In Sufism God's attributes and names cannot be 

materialised into statues, portraits, etc., but they 

may meditate on the form of the Pir. 

(e) The knowable and the unknowable aspects of the 

Deity are divided in India into Mdrta and AmUrta, or 

Saguna and Nirguna ; among the Sufis it is called the 
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Utter Darkness and Td'yyunat, limitation or emana- 

tation, the manifested aspect of the Supreme Being. 

(fj Though both Sufis nnd Yogis have recourse to devo¬ 

tional exercise and asanas or postures, the postures 

are different in form and in practice. 

(g) Sufis go through experiences of fear, weeping and 

longing, but Vedantins seek peace of mind and 

complete separation from the world. The former 

prefer attachment to God and the latter detachment 

from sensible objects. 

(h) Sufism is a mixture of Aryan-Semitic spiritual ideals, 

while Vedantism is purely Aryan. 
We also find that in Bengal there grew up a religious sect 

Baul1 by name, with the advent of the Muslims in the 

province, and flourished most in the 18th and 19th centuries. 

There are both Hindus and Muslims who claimed themselves 

as Baul. As Sufism is a mixture of Aryan-Semitic ideals, 

ia the same way it can be said that the creed of the Baals is 

a mixture of Sufism and Vaishnavism. Prof. Upendranath 

Bhattacharya has in his recent publication Banglir Baul O 

Baul-gan shown the similarity of the creed of the BSuls with 

that of the Sufis, and has concluded at last that the Baul- 

literaturc in Bengali has largely been influenced by Sufism. 

He has also given so many copious illustrations which are 

really very interesting. To quote for examples. 

Says Erfao ( or 'Irfan ) Shah, -If you like to find a real man. 

go to the house of attributes; there are nachut, molakut. 

jabarut. and lahut, look forward to those four states.'8 

1 The sect is called Baul or Aul-baul ; the word may bo 

derived from Skt. akula ( bewildered ) and botula ( mad j 

or more preferably from Ar. wait ( saint) and its pi. 

auliya. 
2 Cf. the states of nlsut, malakul, Jabriit *od LahTJ dis¬ 

cussed on p. 170 supra. 
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Keu dekhbi yadi sahaj mlnuf riiper ghare yao ; 

Ache nachut, malakut. jabarut. lahut-car mokame cao. 

Again, says Fakir ( or Faqxr ) Kala Shah, “Taking murshld 

as your Barjak, laughingly you come across the sea of 

passions.” 

Murshlde barjak dhare— 

Kam-sagare yaore (jahka marl.1 

European authors generally connect the theory of Maulana 

Rumi, like that of all other Sufis, with the Neo-Platonic 

philosophy, and specially with the philosophy of Plotinus ; 

whereas the Muslim interpreters expound the Mathnavi in 

terms of the pantheistic system associated with Ibnu’l- 

•Arabl.8 But Rural, as Dr. Nicholson says, is a poet and 

mystic, not a philosopher and logician. He has no system. 

He creates an aesthetic atmosphere which defies analysis. As 

a rule, we apprehend the main drift and broad sense of his 

words.* 

1 Here the stale of Barjak ( or barzakh ) is compared to 

the spiritual-guide : for Barzakh refer to the Chap, on the 

Conception of Life and Death onwards. 

2 Dr. Qisim Ghani in his recent publication advocates that 

RGmi’s philosophy is based on the Neo-platonic philo¬ 

sophy ; and he thus remarks referring to the Mathnavi : 

Hama'l-kttab mamlu az nukat wa isharati^ikmatl-Nau- 

Aflatjini ast ki Maulana Rumi rangi-Qur'an wa fladlth 

bo on zada ba-midhnqi-Musltmain dar awarda wa ba 

bihtarin aslub bayan karda ast ( Tarikhi-Ta$awwuf dar 

Islam, p. 118 >. 

3 Introduction to hb Commentary of the Mathnavi. 



Ma siwa Allah - What besides Allah ? 

H* ( Pranava ) . W’ jantin jl 

Oth Tatsat ( or 'That is Truth* ) 

Jiva Vai Siva ( The Individual being is verily 

the Supreme Being ) 

"Al-Ifaqqu mahsusun w-al-khalqu ma‘quli'm 

□ God or the Truth is perceptible 
And all-creation or Mankind is reasonable □ 

: This is the Essence of Mystic Philosophy. 

PART III 

RUMPS TASAVAAA/UF 
( or Islamic Mysticism) 

— its Philosophy & Practice 

1 The mystery of the secret letter o,i»or un known as Pra^ara 

and Tanvin respectively is discussed in the ‘Epilogue’ in 

detail. 



Section—A 

RUMI’S mystic philosophy 

I 

Conception of God 

<i) His Unity 

For us, the finite beings, limited in time and space to 

conceive of the One, who is Infinite and Eternal, is really 

impossible. For any conception or definition is confined to the 

attibutes and qualities, and as such it is limited. According 

to Rumi.i "Conception is begotten of qualities and ( its ) 

limit; God is not begotten, He is 'lam yulad'.ma 

Rumi, after all his attempt to describe and qualify God 

in every way that is possible, declares at last, ‘Any descrip¬ 

tion in praise ( of God ) must be the avoidance of praising 

1 Afathnari.Vol I. 2758 : refer also to p. 202 supra. 

2 Qur’an. 112/3. Cf the Upanishad dictum: The Soul is 

beyond tbc reach of language and thought. ( See also 

to p. 115 supra ). Pringle Pattison in his The Idea of God 

( p. 364 ) quotes : 

•We that are not all, 

As parts can see but parts, now this, now that, 

And live, perforce, from thought to thought and make 

One act a phantom of succession: thus 

Our weakness somehow shapes the shadow. Time." 
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from me ; for this .is a proof of ( my ) existence and any 

existence ( besides God ) is a tin. ( Accordingly ) before 

His presence if behoves ( ui) to be non-existent. ( Really) 

before Him, what is ( our ) existence ?—Blind and blue.'1 

If we really want to conceive God, we must be non¬ 

existent. As long as we are conscious of ourselves, the finite 

beings, we make the Infinite also our finite God with the 

attributes and qualities limited by time and space. But God 

is beyond time and space ; therefore, He is beyond descrip¬ 

tion, and will only be understood by one who has merged 

himshlf to God, by sacrificing all his ‘ego* in him. Accor¬ 

dingly, Rural says in his Diwdn : Although the wave of 

speech is proceeding on, yet it is belter that the description 

of Him should be realized by heart and soul. When Shams, 

the glory of Tabriz, appeared, ba grate*ul for His love—do 

not ask any reason. 

Agar chi mauji-sukhun mizanad wal? an blh ; 

Ki sharhi-^in ba-dil wa jdn kuni ba-lab nakuni. 

Chu Shams mufakhkhari-Tabriz dar mi yon dmad ; 

Wafdy-ishq ba-warz* digar sabab nakuni.* 

Our poet, then, sings in exuberance, “If the vinegar desires 

the path towards the liver, let it be oxymel through sugar. 

The meaning of my poetry has nothing but infatuation ; it is 

like the sting, and is ( therefore ) not under control." 

And concludes in response to the Biblical challenge, ‘Canst 

thou find out the Almighty unto perfection ? It is as high 

as heaven ; what canst thou do ? deeper than hell, what 

canst thou know V —If to corapreband means to grasp, 

as it were in the hand, to understand thoroughly, to see 

all round an object, then unquestionably this Infinite 

must for ever remain incomprehensible by the fioite 

( P- 165 ). 

1 Mathnavi, Vol. I. 517-8 : see also p. 202 supra. 

2 Kulliyati-Shamsi-Tabriz, p. 968. 

Sirka ra gar bay ad dar jigar 

Gu bashau sir kangubin ti az shakar. 

Ma'ni andar shi'r juz ba khabt nist; 

Chun falasang ast andar t}abt nist.' 

As explained by Dr. Nicholson, ‘Real thanks giving for God's 

mercies involves the mystical transmutation that is wrought 

through Love - and this cannot be expressed in words. Rum! 

even knew better than Coleridge that in truly inspired poetry 

the meaning. ‘Like wind doth blow, As it lis'eth, to and fro’. 

Here he says, T am unable to explain further ; if you desire 

to know what I intend, you must lead the mystical life under 

the guidance of Saints'."* , 

Of the highest Hypostasis, the Absolute One, who is 

beyond description, and is beyond the limits of attributes 

and qualifications. Rum! has not naturally said anything 

definitely. He has always tried to avoid it, for the reason 

that mere description, which will always be faulty, will have 

no good result to the ordinary minds i it may rather alfect 

them seriously i as he says, "a blade of straw will not be 

able to bear the mountain ( bar natubad kith ra yak bargi- 

kah )\ Now, let us see how he proceeds to describe the 

Absolute Ono. In an imaginary conversation between the 

devotee (poet himself) and his Spiritual Guide, Rum! 

proclaims : I said to him, ‘It is better that the secret of the 

Friend should bo disclosed, please hear it through the 

contents of the tale. ...He said, 'Speak out openly, nakedly. 

1 Mathnavi, Vol. I. 1527-8. 

2 Commentary of the Mathnavi, Vol. VII, p. 111. In the 

Diwdn also Rural sings likewise : 

Khlmish gar bagiiyam man nuktahayi-ii ra ; 

Az khwishtan bar a’yi warna bawad naddmat. 

( When I describe of the mysteries of Him. be silent of all 

egoism in you, otherwise it is only repentance ). 

- Kulliyati-Shamsi-Tabriz. p. 166. 
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and without deceit. ...Remove the veil, and speak oakedly, 

for I do not sleep with my Beloved wearing a shirt*. I said, 

‘If He should become naked in the vision, neither you remain 

nor your bosom and waist’. 

Guftamash pus hi da khushtar sirrl-Yhr \ 

Khud tu dar dimmi-hikayat gush dar. 

Guft makshuf wa barahna wa bi-ghulul ; 

Baz gu dafam madih ay bu‘l-fu<$ul. 

Parda bar dar wa barahna gu kl man ; 

M\ nakhuspam ba Sanam bl pirahan. 

Gufiam ar 'uryan shawad u dar 'ay*n ; 

Nai tu mini nai klndrat nat miyan.1 2 

Here 'kindr’ and 'miyan' are really referring to space and 

time. But the poet describes the subject in his own allegorical 

way and says that when one will realize God. he will pass 

beyond the limitations of space and time. He continues, "If 

the Sun ( God ) by whom this world is illuminated, approa¬ 

ches near, all will be burnt. Do not seek, trouble, turmoil 

and blood-shed, so no more concerning the Sun of Tabriz. 

This ( mystery of God ) has no end, tell from the beginning". 

Jftabi kaz way in ‘a/am furnkht; 

Andaki gar pish dyad jumla sukht. 

Fitna wa ashub u khun rizi maju ; 

Bish az-in az Shams-Tabrizi magu. 

In nadarad Tikhir az aghdz gu ; ...* 

1 Mathnavi, Vol. I, 135, 137-9. 

2 Ibid., 141-3. In his Quatrains also Rural sings in the same 

fashion, "They said, ‘All directions are full with the light of 

God’. The clamour came out from the people, 'Where is 

that Light?’ and began to look to the right and to the left, 

being unaware (of the mystery). They said, ‘For a moment 

look with no notice of right and left or time and space.’ 

Guftand ki shash jihat hama ndrikhudd-st, 

Faryad zi-khalq khdst kin ntir kuji-st ; 

Coming to the climax of his description, he drops down, 

giving only a hint of the Highest One. For Rumi knows for 

certain that any description with no experience of realization 

of the Ideal will have no effect. As Eleatic Stranger exclaims 

in the Sophist, "Can we ever be made to believe that motion 

and life and soul and mind are not present in the absolute 

Being ? Can we imagine being to be devoid of life and mind, 

and to remain a venerable, holy, mindless, unmoving fixture?1 

God cannot be known through our limited knowledge, as 

Rumi would say with Boethius, and all other mystics of the 

world, "AH that is known is not known according to the force 

of itself, but according to the faculty of those knowing it" and 

with St. Augustine and Shabislari, the famous expounder of 

Sufism, *God cannot be comprehended, for if you comprehend 

Him, he would not be God.-* Rumi also sings in the 

Mathnavi: Every sect surmised the End ( before the realization 

of Him j, of necessity they became captives of error. To 

comprehend the end is not ( as simple as ) handloom ; other¬ 

wise, why there would have been any difference in religions ?— 

In one religion it is expounded that you are the master, for you 

are the knower of the Master. (Therefore) be a Man and do 

not come under the obligation of (other) men ; proceed on, 

take your own head (judgment)- and do not be bewildered. 

In one (or another religion) it is said, all these (plurality of 

universe) are (really) One, whoever finds the difference is a 

squainl-eyed low fellow. In another, how can a hundred 

(this plurality ) be one ?—whoever thinks such is rather a 

mad man. (In this way) every doctrine is contrary to another; 

how will they be one, one being poison and the other sugar ? 

Btgdha nazar kard bahar su chap u rdst , 

Guftand dami nazar bakun bi chap u rast. 

1 Quoted from The Idea of God, p. 360. 

2 Gulshani-Kdz, pt. IV ; and says Spinoza, “God is the 

cause of all things, per se, not per accident. 
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Until you pass beyond sugar and poison ( good and evil— 

and as long as there is the body, or rather the influence of it, 

it is very difficult to overcome the strains of good and evil), 

how will you get the scent of Unity and Oaeness ( of God) ?l 2 

'Aqibat didand hargun milleti; 

La jaram gashtand asiri-zallafi. 

‘Aqibat dxdan nabjshad dastbaf ; 

Warna kai bzdi zi-dinha ikhtllaf. 

Dar yaki guftah ki usta ham tu'yi \ 

Z-an ki usta ra shinasa ham tu'yi. 

Mard bash wa sukhra'i-mardon mashau \ 

Rau sari-khud gir wa sargardan mashau. 

Dar yaki guftah ki in jumlah yakist; 

Harkl u du binad ahwal mardakist. 

Dar yaki guftah ki \ad yak chun bawad ; 

7n ki andishad magar majnUn bawad. etc. 

Again, “Whoever is fortunate and knower (of Divine Secrets), 

knows that intellect is from Jbtis and love is from Adam. 

Exchange intellect for bewilderment t being absorbed in love) •, 

intellect brings suspicion, whereas in love there is Vision. 

Sacrifice your understanding before Afufiafa (Prophet Muham¬ 

mad, the Universal spiritual guide of every soul); say, 'basbi 

Allah', for God is sufficient for me.*a 

Thus one with understanding or reason only cannot know 

God. As Shabistari says, 'Reason cannot endure the Light 

of that Countenance’. The Infinite is unknowable by the 

human intellect in any strict sense of ‘knowing*, and hence the 

pretended science of the Infinite is a delusion. The dogmas 

of the scholastic theologians and of the formalists, as well as 

those of the secular philosophers regarding the nature and 

1 Mathnavi, Vol. I, 491-8. Cf. the saying of Dhu'n-Nun, 

‘Whatever idea you may form of God in your mind, it is 

different from that’. 

2 Mathnavi, Vol. IV, 1402, 1407-8. 

attributes of the Absolute and Infinite, are judgments of the 

blind man about colours, or as motes in the eye which delude 

the seer into the fancy that they exist in what he is looking 

at.1. 
The whole fact of the Essence of God cannot be described 

‘nakedly’ ; therefore, 'it it better that the secret of the lovers 

( i.e., the mystery of God) should be told in the talk of others.’ 

Khushtar an bashad ki sirri-dilbaran 

Gufta oyad dar badithi- di gar an.3 

Really symbolism is of most importance in Mysticism. But 

we should always remember that it is not wholly said. Any 

mystic utterance is always to be considered in that vein of 

thought. For nothing can be understood without first realizing 

or experiencing that thing.* _ 

That Inconceivable One is the Absolute One of Plotinus. 

Dr. Inge in his Philosophy of Plotinus quotes his saying thus : 

We must not be surprised that what excites the keenest of 

longings is without any form, even spiritual form, since the 

soul itself, when inflamed with love for It, puts off all the 

form which it had, even that which belongs to the spiritual 

world. Rabindranath alio in his Gitanjall expresses the 

inability to describe the Unknowable One : 1 boasted among 

men that I had known You. They sec Your picture in all 

works of mine. They come and ask me, Who is He f I know 

not how to answer them. I say, ‘Indeed, I cannot tell.’4 

1 Gulshani Raz. translated by Whinficld, pt. V. 

2 Mathnavi, Vol 1, 136. 

3 Cf. Tennyson’s Ancient Sage 
Thou canst not prove the nameless, O my son, 
Nor canst thou prove the world thou movest in ; 

••• ••• ••• 
For nothing worthy proving can be proven, 
Nor yet disproven. 

4 Quoted by Florence Lederer in her Secret Rose-garden 

( or Gulshani-Rdz ). 
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Therefore, Austace Haydon has truly remarked, "To define 

God is labour lost, for the meaning of God is a definite and 

specific meaning in a localised phase of the life of humanity 

in a definite span of time."1 2 3 4 5 

Our poet also in imitation of the Prophet has declared, 

"Do not lay task on me, for I have passed beyond myself in 

faria* all my thoughts are blunted and I do not know how to 

praise." 

La tukallifni fa-'inhi fi-'l-fand ; 

Kallata-fhdmi fold ubp thano-a 

The Tradition runs that on the night of his Ascension ( shabl- 

mi'rdj) God said to the Prophet to praise Him, and he 

replied, 'La uhsi than&an alayka'. Really the Ascension 

is nothing but the state of his Realization of God, of which 

the Qur’an* describes that when Hadrat Muhammad was 

about to enter into the presence of God, he said to Gabriel, 

who had been his guide thus far, *0 my brother, why have 

you fallen behind me?* and theo, Gabriel replied, ‘Were I 

to come one finger-tip nearer, surely I should be consumed*. 

Spiritually Gabriel is the stale of reason and understanding 

which drops down when the elect is one with the Reality of 

God, as Rami declares, "The reason says like Gabriel, O 

Ahmad, if I take one step more, it will burn me. Hence¬ 

forth, advance alone ; this was my limit, O Kiug of the soul*. 

•Aql chun Jibril guyad Abmadd j 

Gar yaki garni niham suzad mar a. 

Tu mard bagdkdr zin pas pish rdn ; 

Haddi-man in bud ay Sultdni-jdn* 

Again, he sings, "When Ahmad passed beyond the Lotus- 

tree ( on the boundary of Paradise ) and Gabriel’s place of 

1 Biography of Gods, p. VII. 

2 Afathnavi, Vol. I, 128. 

3 Chap. 53 ; 8-18. 

4 Mathnavi, Vol. I, 1066-7. 

watch and station, the description of the elects losing all the 

senses in contemplation of the most Elect is not but wonder 

and astonishment. All senselessness (and absorption in God) 

is only play ( and enjoyment ), where is the soul there that 

you will describe of the soul ?" 

Chun gudhasht Ahmad zi-Sidra wa miryidash ; 

Waz muqdmi-Jibra'il wa at hadash. 

llairat andar hairat amad in qa^as; 

BihushVyi- khdfgim andar akhas. 

Bihushihd jumla inja bazi-ast ; 

Chand Jdn ddri ki jdnparddzx-ast.1 

Upanishad also describes of this State likewise : Reality 

is different from thought, and can be reached in the tunya 

state of highest immediacy, which transcends thought and 

its distinctions, where the individual coincides with the 

central reality. Ananda or delight is the highest frui¬ 

tion, where the knower, the known and the knowledge 

become One.* 
The Essence of God, the highest Hypostasis, has often 

been compared to the Ocean, Light, Love, Beauty and 

Truth by our poet. In the following lines where God is 

compared to the Ocean, Rumi sings, "Spread we were and 

all one substance, and all of us were without any head and 

foot ; we were one in essence like the Sun, we were without 

any form and pure like water ( of the Ocean ).-3 

Again, "The form was was born of the Word, again it 

died, the wave of the same was again mixed with the Sea ; 

the form came out of formlessness, again it returned ( to its 

place ). for 'Verily unto Him we are returning’,m* And 

in the Qur'an,• minnd ll'lldhi wa inna ilaihi rajl'rina**. The 

1 Ibid.. Vol. IV, 3801, 3805-6. 
2 Indian Philosophy, Vol. I, p. 165. 
3 Mathnati, Vol. 1, 686-7 : sec also p. 205 supra. 

4 Ibid., 1140-1. 
5 Quran, 2/151. 

—15 
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‘word’ (sukhun) referred to above, surely refers to the 

creative word *kun' of the Qur'an which declares, -He is 

the one that gives life and death, and when He decides upon 

an affair. He says to it, *Be’ ; and it becomes.'* The 

created beings are, as if, like so many waves which rise from 

the Ocean ( God ), and are again mixed with the Ocean. The 

waves have no origin in themselves ; they come from the 

Ocean, they stand on the Ocean and are again mixed with It. 

Likewise Love is the essence of God, the Beloved. The 

Beloved is one who is to be loved, and is, therefore, to be 

conceived, and here God has been vested with attributes, 

but in reality His Essence cannot be described ; the state of 

Pure Love can only be realized. In answer to a question, 

•What is (pure) Love?’—our poet says in the Preface 

of his second volume of the Mathnafi: Chu mo shawl 

badanl 'ishq muhabbati-bihlsab-ast; jihali-an gufta-and ki 

tfatl-Uaqq ast ba-haqlqat wa nlsbati-u ba-banda mujat ast.- 

Yuhibbuhum tamam-ast yuhibbunahu kudam ast ? Al-bamduli' 

llahi Rabbi'l-Alamina* 

Light is the essence of the Sun, which has often been 

compared to God. And let us sec how Rami brings com¬ 

parison between the Sun and God : "There is nothing so 

wonderful as the Sun. ( but ) the Sun of the Spirit ( God ) is 

everlasting, it has no yesterday. Although the external Sun is 

single, yet still it is possible to imagine one resembling it. 

( But ) the Spiritual Sun which is beyond the ether, cannot be 

conceived by reason, and is peerless externally. Where is room 

in the imagination for His Essence, that like of Him should 

come into imagination ? 

Khud ghanbi dar jahan chun shams hist ; 

Shamsi-jan baqlst u ra a ms hist. 

T Ibid., 40/68 ; also refer to p. 206 supra. 

2 For its meaning refer to the Chap, on his Religion of 

Love infra. 
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Shams dar kharij agar chi hast far d ; 

Afitawon ham mithli-u ta,wir kard> 

Shamsi-jan ku kharij amad az athlr ; 

Sabwadash dar dhihn u dar kharij nafir. 

Dar ta^awwur dhiti-u ra gunj ku ; 

To dar ay ad dar tapwwur mWtlt-Z-1 

Strictly speaking, we cannot say anything of the Bwence 

of God, yet for the purpose of discussion we are obliged to 

put forth our concepts on Him. Rami says, -Love desires 

that this discussion should be put forth ; if the mirror ( i.e., 

heart of a man ) does not reflect, of what is that ? 

•ishq khwahad kin sukhun blrOn bawad •, 

Ainah ghammix nabwad chun bawad* 

Every one through his words and deeds is really reflecting his 

own self but these reflections are of no use, If he does not 

reflect rightly And when one will reflect rightly and who ly 

being free from all sins, he will find that he .s only reflecting 

the Essence of God. which the poet describes as, 

Jumla ma'shuq ast u ‘ashiq parda'yi i 

Zinda ma'shuq ast u 'ashiq murda'yi. f 

All phenomenal existence ( man included ) »« bu' Ve'' 

obscuring the face of the Divine Noumenon, the only real 

existence, and the moment His sustaining presence is w.th 

drawn they at once relapse into their original nothingness. 

The Ideal of Rumi. as of all mystics, "starts from the 

conception that no. only True Being. bc. Beauty and Good 

ness, belong exclusively to God. though they are manifested 

in a thousand mirrors in the Phenomenal World. -God was , 

says one of their favourite aphorisms,-and there was naught 

beside Him', to which are sometimes added the words, a 

1 Mathnavi. VoC I. 119-22. 

2 Ibid., 33. 
3 Ibid., 30. Refer also to p. 140 supra. 

4 Cf. Whinfield’s Translation of the Mathnavi. 
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it is now even as it was then’. God, in short, is Pure Being, 

and what is 'other than God' ( m3 siwa Allah ) only exists in 

so far as His Being is intused into it, or mirrored in it. He 

is also Pure Good ( Khayri-mahd ) and Absolute Beauty : 

whence He is often called by the mystics in their pseudo¬ 

erotic poems, 'the Real Beloved’, ‘the Eternal Darling* and 

the like".1 

God is the only Reality. Romi says, "We and our exis¬ 

tence are non-existent; You ( God ) are the absolutely Exis¬ 

ting One manifesting ( us ) the perishable ones" 

Ma *adamhayim wa hast!hay-m3 ; 

Tu wujudi-mutlaqi fani numa. 

Man, belonging to this phenomenal world, is really non¬ 

existing • but he derives his transient existence from the 

Absolute Being. As our poet continues, "We were not, and 

there was no ( explicit ) demand on our part, yet Your Mercy 

listened to our unspoken prayer ( and brought us into this 

apparent existence )". 

Ma nabadim wa taqc.diman nabTld ; 

Lutfi'tu nagufia’yi-nta mi shun ud 8 

It was through God’s Mercy that man with this pheno¬ 

menal world was brought to actual existence and thus realised 

his own potentialities. According to Ibnu’l-'Arabi, 'creation* 

is the emergence of the world from relative non-existence 

( potential existence in God’s Knowledge ) into concreteness 

and self-consciousness - and this evolution is due to the desire 

of the world-ideas themselves. Existence is the gift of God 

and Divine gifts are bestowed only on request. The request 

may be either explicit or implicit, i.e., in virtue of the state 

or capacity of the asker ; as for example, the state of a 

parched plant is virtually a request for water, while a seed 

buried in the earth is virtually asking to grow and spring 

1 Literary History of Persia, Vol. I. p. 438. 

2 Mathnavi, Vol. I, 602 & 610. 

up.1 Henee, ‘not-being’, i.e., man and the phenomenal world, 

may be said to ‘love’ God who endows it with being, just 

as the beggar loves the bountiful giver. How finely Rural 

sings, “Bounty ( of the Bountious One, God ) is seeking the 

beggars and the weak, just as the fair ones seek after a clear 

mirror. The face of the fair is made beautiful by the mirror, 

just as the face of Generosity ( God ) is visible by the beggar. 

... Beggars, really, are the mirror of God’s Bounty, and 

those who depend on God. are with the Absolute Bounty 

( of Him 

Jud mi juyad gadayan wa zi'nf ; 

Hamchu khubon ka’inah juyand &f. 

R«y-khubVt za'inah ziba shawad ; 

R7ty-ii/s3n az gadapaida shawad. 

Pas gadiyon 3'yna‘i-Judl-Haq and ; 

Wanki bj Haqqand Judi-mutlaq and* 

As already referred to, Prof. Browne has excellently summa¬ 

rised the Sufi conception of God in relation to man and the 

phenomenal world.8 The Idea is also beautifully expressed 

in one of the ghazals of our poet’s DiWan* 

■Poor copies out of heaven’s original 

Pale earthly pictures mouldering to decay, 

What care altho’ your beauties break and fall, 

When that which gave them life endures for aye ?” 

1 Quoted from FufOf al-IIikam, 29 seq.> and its commentary 

by Dr. Nicholson in his Commentary of the Mathnavi, 

Vol. 7, p. 57. 

2 Mathnavi, Vol. I, 2745-6 & 2750. 

3 Refer to p. 199 supra. Cf also Gulshani-Raz : ‘Non¬ 

existence is the mirror of Absolute Existence ; God is 

appearing from It as a reflection of Its Light.' 

*Adam a'ina’yi-hasti mullaq ; 

Kazu paida~st 'aksi-tabash Haq. 

4 Diw3ni-Shamsl-Tabrizt p. 343. 
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But, why is the creation? No Sufi poets of Persia left 

their immortal pages unturned without singing of love which 

is the source of creation. Jami tells how and why this 

universe came into existence in the Introduction to his love 

poem, Yusuf wa Zulelkha: To its own Self It saog of 

loveliness ; with its own self It cast the die of Love. 

Nawaydilbari ba khwish mi Sakht; 

Qimarl-ashiqi ba khwish mi sakht. 

Says Rumi, -If thou art Love’s lover and seekest love, take 

a keen poniard and cut the throat of bashfulness ( i. e., make 

attempt with pure attention). Why did MajnOn work 

madness in a thousand forms, ( and ) that chosen wild one 

display a thousand wiles ?• 

Agar tu 'ashiqi-'ishqi wa 'Ishq rajuya ; 

Bagir khanjari-tiz wa babur guluyhaya, 

Hazar giina Junun az chi kard an Majnun ; 

Hazar shaid bar award an guzin shaida.1 2 

Again, Jami in his Layla wa Majnun s ngs thus : 

When the dawn of Eternity whispered of Love, 

Love cast the fire of Longing into the Pen. 

The Pen raised its head from the Tablet of Not-bcing, 

and drew a hundred pictures of woundrous aspect. 

The Heavens are the off-spring of Love ; 

the Elements fell to earth through Love. 

Without Love is no token of Good or Evil : 

that thing which is not Love is indeed non-existent. 

••• ••• ••• 

Without the blessing of Love how shall a man escape 

from the sorrow of the inverted Wheel (of Heaven) ?* 

1 Ibid., No. 1. From these couplets and from the context 

of the whole ghazal, it is clear that Majnun represents a 

soul seeking union with God, who is the Beloved, par 

excellence. 

2 Under the title “dar ma'nVy-ishqi-$cdiqan wa sidqi- 
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How beautifully our poet also sings of the dominance of 

love in explaining the famous line occurring in the Had.th,- 

Qudti - IMU laka lami khalaq,u l-a}lika - thus : Pure Love 

was united with Muhammad, for love's sake God sa.d to 

him. If it were not for you/ -Had it not been for pure 

love's sake, how should I have offered an existence of the 

heavens ? I have raised up the celestial sphere, so that you 

may understand the sublimity of love. ...I have made the 

earth so lowly, so that you may gain some notion of the 

lowliness of lovers. ( Again ) We have given greenness and 

freshness to the earth, so that you may be acquainted with 

the ( spiritual) transmutation of the saints. These firm set 

mountains ( i. e. saints ) describe to you the state of lovers 

in steadfastness. Although tbit state is Reality, and this 

( description ) is only an image of that; yet the description 

is made, so that it may offer you nearer to your understanding 

( of that state of Reality ).mx 
There it another Tradition which is already repeated* : 

-I ( God ) was a Hidden Treasure, and I desired to be known, 

so I created the creation, in order that I might be known.” 

And our poet has compared God to the Hidden Treasure in 

many pages of his Mathnari. He exclaims, “Know that 

everything in the universe is a jug which is filled to the brim 

with ( Divioe ) Wisdom and Beauty. It is a drop of the 

Ocean of His Beauty, which because of its fullness is not 

contained under the skin. It was a Hidden Treasure, because 

of its fullness it burst forth and made the earth more shining 

than the heaven ; it surged up and made the earth a Sulian 

robed in satin." 

’ishiqdrr^the translation is Browne’s, quoted from his 

Lit. History of Persia, Vol. 3, p. 534. 

1 Mathnari. Vol. V. 2737. 2739-40, 2742-5. 

2 Refer to pp. 159 & 203 supra. 
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Kull 'iilam ra sabu dan ay pisar ; 

KTi bawad az 'ilm u khubi td bazar. 

Qa{ra’iy az Dajla'iykhubi'y-ust; 

Kan nami ganjad zi-purri ziri-pUst. 

Ganji-makhfi bud zi-purri chdk kard ; 

Khak ra tabantar az afldk kard. 

Ganji-makhfi bud zi-purri Jush kard ; 

Khik ra sul\dni-atlas push kard,1 2 

Again, “I was a Treasure, a Hidden Mercy ; so I seat forth 

a rightly guided Imam ■a And the Prophet Muhammad, or 

any spiritual guide, is aware of that Hidden Treasure, the 

Divine Mercy ; and every one who follows him will also 

be able to realize Him. Our poet himself in explaining the 

Tradition in his own way advises thus : Demolish the 

House, and with the Treasure Hidden in it, you will be able 

to build thousands of houses. 

Khdna bar kan kaz ‘aqiqi-in yaman •, 

Cc<f bazar an kkiina shay ad s.khtan* 

That is, when by mortifying the carnal dc»ire one will attain 

to spiritual upliftment, he will gain pleasure, pure, which 

cannot be adequately presented to the human eye.4 5 

And in the Diwan3 Rami sings, 

1 Mathnavi, VoTC 2860-3. 

2 Another Traditional Saying, quoted by ROmi in his 

Mathnavi Vol. II, 364 : 

Kuntu kanzan rahmatan makhfiyyatan ; 

Fa’abtathtu ummatan mahdiyyatan. 

3 Mathnavi, Vol. IV. 2540. 

4 Cf. I lad th : Jfasibu anfusakum qabla an tubdsabu wa-zinu 

a'mdlakum qabla an tuzanti wa-mutu qabla an tamfJu, 

i.e., mortify your carnal desires and then you will find 

spiritual Treasure. Also Cf. Qur’an. 2 88 Refer also to 

p. 172 supra. • 

5 Diwani-Shamsi-Tabriz. no. 4. 

Haq guftash ay mardi-zaman ganji budam man dar nihidn ; 

Just am ki td palda shawad an ganji-ibsdn wa 'ala. 

—God said to him ( David ), ‘O temporal man, I was a 

Hidden Treasure -, I sought that the Treasure of Loving¬ 

kindness and bounty should be revealed. ...O spirit, make 

thy head in search and seeking like the water of a stream 

and O reason, to gain eternal life tread everlastingly the 

way of death. Keep God in remembrance till self is forgotten, 

that you may be lost in the Called without distraction of 

Caller and Call.’ 

The primal cause of the beginning of creation—which is 

signified in the fall of Adam in the Qur’an-and with it the 

birth of Man and the creation of the universe, is only a 

deviation from the nearness of God, and the moment one 

will be able to realize the situation, he will attain a position 

which is beyond description. As ROmi says, “Adam took a 

single step into the region of animal spirit, and the separa¬ 

tion from the high seat of Paradise became the punishment 

or his carnal soul.’ Accordingly, our poet in remedying the 

effect advises thus, 

Rau bnju ydri-khuddyi ra tu z~J ; 

Chun chunan kardi khudd ydri-tu bud. 

And when by following the spiritual guide any one develops 

in the spiritual path, he realizes the stages which the poet 

describes as, -Sometimes a Sun and sometimes an Ocean 

thou wilt be, sometimes the mount Qaf and sometimes the 

•Anqd thou wilt be ; ( but ) in thine own essence thou art 

neither this nor that, O thou, who art beyond all conjectures 

and more than more.-1 This is the real nature of the Divine 

Man, the Esseoce of God, coming to the earth with garb 

of bodily forms. 

As regards the real nature of God, Rural exclaims, -Both 

1 Mathnavi. Vol. II, 15, 23 & 54 5. Refer also to p. 202-3 

supra. 
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the mushabbih ( one who asserts the Divine immanence in all 

beings and things of the world ) and the muwahhid ( one who 

asserts the transcendence of God that He is beyond the 

conception of human beings, and that He should not be 

connected with the things of the world ) are bewildered by 

Thee. O Thou, who art ( really ) without form, appearing in 

so many forms. Sometimes the ( conception of) muwahhad 

( God as the only real Being ) is destroying the mashabbih ; 

sometimes these forms lie in the way of muwahhid:' 

Az tu ay bi-naqsh ba chandin \uwar ; 

Ham mushabbih ham muwahhid khira sar. 

Gah mushabbih ra muwahhad mi kanad ; 

Gah muwahhid ra \uwar rah misanad.1 2 

The varying states of consciousness that make up the inner 

life of the mystic swing him to and fro between these two 

ways of contemplating Reality, so that he falls into bewilder¬ 

ment. Sometimes the multiplicity of phenomena throws a 

veil over the One whom they manifest, while at other tiroes 

an overwhelming experience of the One blots out all the 

created forms of which He is the Essence. God is both 

immanent in all beings, and yet transcendent, being beyond 

the conception of human beings. 

W. R. Inge says "The One is manifested in a multiplicity 

of aspects, in which it appears polarised but not dissipated 

or even divided. For even as St. Augustioe says of the 

Omnipresence of God that He is not only present in all things, 

but present in His totality in all things, so Plotinus teaches 

that the whole is potentially present in each one of its parts. 

This ‘Intelligible World’ is the real world in it God is 

immanent, and vet He is transcendent, because it is only 

as His thoughts and for His pleasure that this whole fair 

picture is outspread."* But we without ascertaining the fact. 

1 Ibid, 57-8. 

2 Personal Idealism and Mysticism, p. 8-9. 

cannot know for certain what He is. For only God can 

know God. As RQmi continues his lines, “Your calling (God) 

•formless’ or ‘with forms' is vain, without your liberation 

from form. It is with him who is all kernel ( purified ) and 

is released of the influence of the skin to judge whether He 

is formless or with forms. ...When the mirror of your heart 

becomes clear and pure, you will find ( spiriiual ) images 

which are not of water and clay, you will behold both the 

image and the image maker, both the carpet of ( spiritual) 

empire and the carpet-spreader." 

Na-mu taw war ya musawwar guftanat ; 

Batil amad bi si-fir at rastanat. 

Na-musawwar ya mufawwar pishi ust; 

Ku hamah maghz ast u birun shud si-pust. 

A'ina'i-dil chun shawad fifi u pak ; 

Naqshahu bini birun az ab u khak. 

Ham babini naqsh u ham naqqash ra j 

Farshi-daulat ra u hum far rash ra.1 

Accordingly, our poet concludes thus : ‘The imagination of 

my Friend brought forward ( an image ) like Khalil ( Abra¬ 

ham >*,—its form an 'idol * ; ( but ) its reality ‘a breaker of 

idols*. Thanks be to God, that my spirit beheld in the ima¬ 

gination his own imagination." 

T Mathnari. Vol. II, 68 9, 72-3. Cf. also Qur’an (5148): 

We have spread out the earth ( al-ar^a farashnoha ). 

2 Qur'an. 21 52 

3 Cf. Gulshani-Rax : God reveals Himself in all forms ot 

worship ; an Idol in its essence is not unreal (ki but az 

rUy hasti nist batil y In the Diwan also Rumi says, “When 

the spirit lovingly embraces thee, in thy presence all images 

become spirit. 

Ruh chu az mihr kihdrat girift , 

Rah shawad pishi-tu jumla nuqush. 

( Diwani-Shamsi-Tabriz, p. 235 ) 
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Chun Khatil amad khayali-yTvi-man ; 

Suratash but ma'ni'i-u but-shikan. 
• 

Shukr yazdan rd ki chun u shud padid ; 

Dar khayalash jdn khaydli-khud badid.1 

Any conception of God might bring forward an image, 

which in reality, is the image of his own thought. But 

when one will be absorbed in the Divine Unity, all ideas 

of otherness will vanish away, and he will be the same 

as He.« 

Likewise, says Shabistari, “From blindness there arose 

the doctrine of immanence ( tashbih ), and from one-cycd- 

ness that of God's transcendence ( tanzih ). From the same 

cause there arose the false and vain ( theory of) trans¬ 

migration of soul ( tanasukh ), since it had its origin from 

defective sight. He is like one born blind, cut off from all 

perfection, the man who follows the road of schism 

( i'tizald). The men of externals ( ahli-?rJtir ) have op- 

thalmia in both the eyes, for they in external objects have 

nothing but the externals. The scholastic theologian who has 

no perception of Unification (Tawbid), is in utter darkness in 

clouds and bondage of dogmas ( taqlid). Whatever each 

says about Him. more or less, affords a specimen of his 

own power of insight. The Divine Bssence is freed from 

1 Mathnavi. Vol. II, 74 75. 

2 Hindus arc also not really worshippers of'Idols’ ; yet their 

Upanishad ordains, “The Atmd cannot be understood 

through study, intelligence or knowledge ; when any one 

hankers after with utmost submission. He appears with 

an expressive form” ( Katha, 1 ; 2/23 ). Also Cf. a couplet 

from Kulliyati-Shamsi-Tabriz, p. 427 : 

Naqshi-Hlndiirst khlnqah dili-man ; 

Az birUni-tan-ast dramash. 

( My heart is the Idol of Hindu monastery ; it gets relief 

when it is out of bodily embarrajsment ). 

quality, quantity and relation ; let His glory be exalted above 

what they say of Him.*1 

Though the nature of God cannot be conceived, never¬ 

theless with the aid of images, similitudes and metaphors, 

most people would form a conception of the Divine nature. 

Rumi says, “Our King ( God ) gave us the permission, 

•Celebrate ( the praises of) Allah' ;9 He saw us in the fire and 

gave us light. ( For dhikr is the only solace to an afflicted 

heart. ) He said. “Although I am pure of ( exempt from ) 

your commemoration, ( and ) pictorial ideas are not suitable 

to Me. yet he who is intoxicated with pictorial idea and 

imagination ( of God ) does not comprehend ( Me ) except 

with similitudes. Bodily commemoration ( praises uttered 

by the tongue ) is the fancy of an ignorant man ; Kingly 

attributes arc remote from these ( forms of speech ).*3 * * * * * And 

the best dhikr is that which is done with the heart (bi'l-qalb), 

not with the tongue ( bi'l-lisan ). 

In fact, the true nature of God cannot be described by 
# 

words. It is unknowable save by himself, who has realized 

God. As Rumi says, “When the soul became lost in conten- 

plation, it said this, 'None but God has contemplated the 

beauty of God’. 

Chun rub dar nafdra fan a gasht in baguft \ 

Naztdra’i-janiali-khuda juz khuda nakard.* 

Really none has the true idea of God but he who can say like 

Mangur, ‘I am God or the Truth ( ana’l-lfaq ). 

The perfect Man who has realized God, though he is 

1 Gulthani-Riz, 105-111. Cf. Qur'an, XVI, 3. 

2 Qur'an, 33 ; 41. 

3 Mathnavi, Vol II, 1715-8. 

4 Diwani-Shamsi-Tabriz, no. 23. Cf. Upanishad : “Sa yo ha 

xal tat paramati» Brahma veda Brahmaiva bhavati" ( One 

who knows the Highest Self, becomes the Self Itself )— 

Murdaka, 3 ; 2/9. 
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Eternal and Divine in his Essence, is not God absolutely, 

but God as manifested in a phenomenal form. As Shabis- 

tari says, -A single mim divides Ahad ( One ) from Ahmad 

( or Muhammad) -the world is immersed in that one 

wlm - Now the letter mim. having the numerical value of 

40, symbolises the forty grades of emanation from Universal 

reason down to man; and the first emanation becomes 

identical wife the last in the sense that Perfect Man. of 

whom the Prophet Muhammad is the supreme type, is the 

Essence of Universal Reason. As is also declared in the 

Gulshani-Rax : "The One was made manifest in the mim 

of Ahmad \ in this circuit the first emanation became the 

last.”1 2 Says S. Radhakrishnan, "Though the God of 

religion is a limited expression of the Absolute, it is not a 

mere imaginative representation. In the development of 

the Absolute into the Universe conceived by the finite 

mind, the first existent being is the God or the Universal 

Soul possessing self-consciousness. He is the Absolute 

Personified.-3 

In Islam Muhammad is the excellent type of a Perfect 

Man and the exhibition-place of all the Divine names and 

attributes. The first emanation from God was this Universal 

Reason, the soul of the Perfect Man, and this descended, 

through the intermediate emanations into men, and is again 

carried upwards by the Perfect Man in his ascent to Unity, 

and is united with the One. So Rami advises thus : "Like 

Ishmael lay your head before Him , gladly and laughingly give 

up yourself before the spiricuil guide* s dagger. — In order that 

your soul may remain laughing into Eternity like the pure soul 

of Muhammad with the One God." 

1 Gulshdnl-Rdz, 20 - and its following couplet: 

Ahad dar mimi-Ahmad gashta fakir ; 

Dar in daur dmad awwal'ayini-okhir. 

2 Indian Philosophy, Vol. I, P- 233. 
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Hamchu Ismail pishash sar banih ; 

Shad u khandon pishi-tighash jdn badih. 

Ta bamlnad jdnat khandon la abad ; 

Hamchu jani-piki-Ahmad bd Ahad.1 

(ii) Attributes of God 

As WC do not comprehend God except with similitudes, 

Rural attempts to give us a faint idea of God by comparing 

Him with so many beings of the world. He says, ".. What¬ 

ever God wills, shall come to pass, for He is the Ruler over 

the worlds of space and non spatiality. 

IJdsha I i'll ah aysha skS-Alldhu kdn ■, 

Hukim dmad dar makdn wa ld-makfm. 

“The kingdom is His Kingdom, the command is His; that 

Satan is the meanest Dog at His door. If the dog of a Turko¬ 

man ( compared to God ) is lying at the door, with his face 

and head resting on the threshold,—the children of the house 

arc pulling his]tail (and) he is humble to the hands of the chil¬ 

dren. But if a stranger passes by, he rushes at him like a lion, 

— { for carrying the order of God ) 'O Devil-dog, continually 

examine ( to see) when the creatures set foot on this Way,3 

1 Mathnavi. Vol. I. p. 227-8. 

2 Cf. Qur'an, Vll ; 16-17 : He ( Satan ) said, “As Thou hast 

thrown me out of the Way, I will surely lie in wait for 

them in Thy straight way. Then will I surely come to 

them from before them, and from behind them, and from 

their left hand side, and from their right hand side, and 

Thou sbalt not find most of them thankful." 
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continually attack and prevent them ( creatures of God) 

to see who( among them ) is female ( weak ) in respect of 

sincerity and who is male. For what purpose then is ( the 

prayer ) I take refuge ( with God from the accursed Satan V 

when the dog in his arrogance has run so swiftly ?—This 

( prayer of )‘I take refuge1 is ( like that of) ‘O Turkoman 

of KhitS, call your dog off and make the way clear, so that 

I may come to the door of Thy tent, and beg what I need 

from Thy bounty and riches1. If a Turkoman is incapable of 

( restraining ) the dog’s fury, ( the prayer )-‘I take refuge* 

and the cry of distress is of no use, as the Turkoman may 

also say, ‘I take refuge from the dog, for I am helpless 

against the dog in my house ; ( as ) you cannot come to ih: 

door, I also cannot come out from the door’. Shame be on 

that Turkoman and the stranger-guest, that one dog binds 

the neck of both of them. God forbid, if the Turkoman 

utters a shout, what of the dog, even a lion would vomit 

blood. ( But the thing is. ) O thou, who hast called thyself 

the lion of God, for many years thou hast been powerless2 3 

against a dog ( your carnal soul) 8 how should this dog hunt 

on thy behalf, when thou manifestly become a prey to the 

dog ?"8 
Our life is a long journey to reach the Eternal, who is the 

source of Bliss and Happiness. With our birth we have been 

separated from our original Home, compared to the tent of the 

Turkoman. Now we arc proceeding to that Ideal. The lower 

passions obstruct us on the Way ; when these will be surpassed, 

wc shall find that we arc really of His place. But owing to 

1 Cf. the Qur'anic dictum: a'udhu bl-llahi min al- 

shaytani'r-rafim. 
2 Cf. the Upanishadic dictum: Nayamatnid balahmena 

labhya ( or the Self cannot be achieved by the weak and 

powerless ) - Mundaka, 3 ; 2/4. 

3 Mathnavi. Vol. V, pp. 188-9. 

our being afflicted with the presumed faults we make our¬ 

selves far removed from the House. Therefore, as long as we 

are under this presumed state of mind, we must subdue our 

lower passions. The body with its sensual appetites has been 

given to us only to hunt the quarry and thereby to reach God, 

not for becoming absorbed in lesser enjoyments of the world, 

whose ultimate result is loss and ruin of life. Here, as God 

is compared to the Turkoman of the Tent, the children of the 

House may be compared to the angels in Heaven, or those 

who have realized their Reality by reaching God, and the 

stranger-guests are the men of this world who are proceeding 

to the Ideal. 

God has been compared to a Great Painter in the follow¬ 

ing lines. And our poet’s using of this parable of the Painter 

is only to show that God is the source of all good and evil, 

and His bestowing of evil is also a proof of His perfection. 

Rumi says, “A Painter painted two kinds of pictures— 

beautiful pictures and those devoid of beauty. He painted 

Joseph and the beautiful Fairies, and also the ugly Satans 

and devils. Both the kinds ol pictures are ( proof of ) His 

Lordship ; they arc not the proof His ugliness, but the proof 

of His bounty. He makes the ugly to extreme ugliness ; He 

paints it with all ugliness. —So that the perfection of His 

skill may be displayed, (and that) the denier of His Lordship 

may be put to shame. And if He cannot make the ugly, 

He is deficient ( in skill ) ; for this reason He is the creator 

of both the fire-worshipper and the sincere. From this point 

of view both Infidelity and Faith are bearing witness (to Him), 

and are bowing down in worship before His Lordship. But 

know that the faithful one bows down willingly, for he is 

seeking after God's pleasure and will. The infidel also is a 

worshipper of God unwillingly, but his aim is for a different 

kind of desire.1 He builds the King's fortress in good order, 

1 Cf. Qur’an. 3 ; 77-8 : "And all creatures of the heaven and 

—16 
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but be is claiming to be the owner of the building. He has 

become a rebel, as he wishes to be the owner of that, but 

verily, in the end the fortress comes to be the King's. The 

believer ( also ) keeps the fortress in good order, but for 

the sake of the King, not for his own power and prestige. 

The ugly one says, O King, the creator of the ugly. Thou 

art able to create both the ugly and the beautiful.' And the 

beautiful one says, O King of beauty and comeliness. Thou 

hast made me free from defects’."1 

The faithful and the unbelievers of God are but the two 

different sides of a Picture which cannot be complete, if their 

ugliness and beauty are not shown side by side. The Pen is in 

the Master's hand ; He would do everything of painting, as is 

necessary for the requirements of the completeness of the 

picture. Both the beautiful and the ugly arc bound to obey 

God, as they are ungrudgingly under the Pen of the Master ; 

and He will paint them according to His will, as they by 

their aptitude of minds appear themselves before the Painter, 

who is always changing the different colours of ugliness and 

beauty, as the colours fit themselves to be so. The Painter 

is thus the Great Creator of the world, which is His eternally 

developing Picture, ever being refreshed and renewed with 

colours, which are the different aptitudes of minds of the 

faithful and the unbelievers. 
And in this sense God has also been described as a Dyer ; 

and our poet says, -The good colours are from the vat 

of purity ; and the colour of the wicked is from the black 

water of iniquity. The ‘baptism of God * is the name of that 

the earth h^ bowed down to Him, willingly or un¬ 

willingly, and unto Him shall they return." 

1 Mathnavi, Vol. II, 2537-50. 

2 Cf. Qur’an. H, 138 : (Our Religion is) the Baptism of God, 

and who can baptize better than God ? And it is He 

whom we worship. 
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subtle colour ; the curse of God is the smell of that gross 

colour". 

Ranghayl-riik at khummi-yjfarSt \ 

Rangi-zishtan az siyah abah'i-jafarSt. 

Sibghata'llah namt-Zn rangi-laftf ; 

La’natu’l-llah bZy-an rangikatkif.x 

These different colours, as different aptitudes of mind of the 

good and the bad, are unstable ; not only this, the forms of the 

body and with these the various forms of the world have no 

teal existence, but are unstable like the different letters of 

the alphabet aod figures which are scribed on the picture 

( figuratively the world ) which itself has no real basis. How 

beautifully the poet addresses God, "Thou hast made the 

nun ( a letter resembling the eyebrow ), the &d of the eye, and 

the Jim of the ear, as a distraction to hundred intellects and 

understandings. By these letters of Thine the intellect becomes 

perplexed t go on scribing, O accomplished Painter 1 At each 

moment Thou shapes! bcauteously pictured forms of imagina¬ 

tion, suitable to every thought, upon non-existence". 

Nuni-abru fodi-chashm wa jimi-gush ; 

Bar nawishli fitna'i-fad 'aql u hush. 

Z-an harufat shud khirad barik ris ; 

Naskh rnikan ay adibi-khush nawis. 

Dar khmi-ha’ fik' bastah bar ‘adam j 

Dam badam naqshi-khayoli khush raqam.2 

God is also compared to a Dicc-player who is absent from 

the scene, only the game on the table ( of the World ) being 

Sibghat ( baptism ) originally means dye or colour, signi¬ 

fying that the baptized person gets a new colour in life. 

"God has imbued us, the true believers with faith and 

knowledge of His Unity, in which our hearts arc steeped 

like garments in the Vat of the Dyer." 

1 Mathnavi, Vol. I, 765-6. 

2 Ibid.. Vol. V, 311-3. 
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visible. Says Rum!, "Our being single or wedded .s not on 

account of sensual desire ; our life is only a die in the hand 

of God. ... ( And we are thrown ) into what place 7 - into 

that place where place finds no admittance; and where 

nothing exists except the lightning flash of the Moon of 

AH5h." 
Fardi'l-nu Juffx'l-Ma na az kawa-st; 

JaM-Md chun muhra dar dastl-Khuda-st. 

Td kuja dnjd kt Jd rd rah hist i 

Juz sana barqi-mahi-Altdh nxst.* 

God is represented as the Dice-player who while playing the 

game ( of creation ) from behind the scene, throws the d.ffe- 

rent dies to the pocket ( of non-existence ) when they are fit 

to be thrown there ; - that place cannot be descr.bed with 

the limit of time and place, and that is the stage of a self- 

less soul to be merged with God. 

That God is the only Agent has finely been described in 

his Oilcan. Says Rflmi. "My heart is as a pen in Thy hand ; 

Thou art the cause ir I am glad or melancholy. Save what 

Thou wiliest, what will have I ? - Save what Thou showest. 

what do I see ? ...In the vessel where Thou gives! colour to 

the soul, who am I, what is my love and hate ?* 

God is the only Living One , all other beings are really 

non-existent and are sure to die sooner or later. Says Rumi, 

■Though you may be like the loftiest sun or pure moon, and 

whether you are a foolish person or a learned being, you ate 

helpless at the time of death. If you are a mufti or a maula, 

at the time of death, you are helpless ; like Shamsu'd din 

Tabriz!, you did never find and will never find (who ts 

ever-lasting ).- 
Agar khurskidia'Ia'i wa gar mahi-musaff a’i ; 

Wa-gar naddn u ddhd'x ba-waqtimarg dormant. 

Ylbid., VolTvi* 2143 & 2145. 

2 DxWdniShamsi-Tabriz, no. 30. 

RumTs Mystic Philosophy 

Chu Shamsu'd-din Tabrizi nadxdi u nadida-sti; 

Agar mufti wa maum ba waqti-marg *>"**;' 

However much we may describe God comparing Him 

the beings of the world, HU real identity cannot be un^rstoo.1 

before realizing Him. Before comparing Him with the o#cr 

beings of the world, let us cite the comparison of G04 JiU* 

Mother, and this phenomenal world with the nurse. ^ 

Kami. -The nurse is borrowed for three or four d**S » 

Thou, O Mother, take us into Thy bosom." 

Daya 'dr’xyat bawad r«x» si char •, 

Madara Mara tu gxr andar kindr.* 

Again, "We are the family of the Lord, and craving after 

milk ; he ( prophet ) said, ‘The people are God s family’. 

Afa ‘ iyaliHadraft m wa shir-khwdh ; 

Guft al-khalqu ‘iydlun ll-'l-ildh.* 

How do we, the created beings, dare to understand God * 

who is our Creator, before advancing to the same position a« 

Her He is untouched by change or variation, and is cxemp 

from plurality or multiplicity, while wc are always related wit 1 

these. “Every ‘how1 and ‘why’ has made its appearance 

through Him * but in Himself He transcends every ‘bow' and 

‘why’. Everything is perceivd by Him, while He is yo 

perception. The outwxrd eye is too dull to behold Ht> 

Beauty ( or Reality ). and the eye of the heart .s dimmed 6y 

the contemplation of His perfection."4 Says Rutn», A 1 

•hows’ and -whys’ are tossing like foam on the surface ol the 

unconditioned Sea ( God ). In its Essence and action thCK 

are no opposite and like ; by It ( alone ) are the V apparent , 

1 Kulliyati-Shamsi-Tabriz, p. 784. 

2 Mathnarx, Vol. V, 698. 

3 Ibid.. Vol. I. 927. Cf. Hodith : All creatures are God > 

family, and the dearest to God are those who arc mo«i 

beneficial to His family. 

4 Lawaih. XIII. 
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existences clothed in robes. How can an opposite put 

forward on its opposite any ( idea of ) Being and Existence 7 

—rather it flies and escapes from that. What is nldd ? It is 

like ( mithl ). —It is the like of good and evil. How can 

like make its own like ? When there are two likes, O God 

fearing one, how can one be more fit than the other for 

the purpose of creating ? Opposites and likes are ( like ) 

the countless leaves of the garden-which are floating on the 

surface of the Sea (God) who is without any like and opposite. 

Know that the victory or the defeat of the Sea (i. e.f con¬ 

tradictory attributes of God ) is unconditioned ; how can 

there be any ‘how’ in the essence of the Sea V 

Tn hamah chun wa chigunah chun zabad ; 

Bar sarl-daryay-bichun mi [apad. 

\)idd u niddash nist dar dhat wa 'amal ; 

Zdn ba-pushidand hastihd huial. 

Pidd did ra bud u hasti kai dihad ; 

Balkl azu bagrizad wa birun jihad. 

Sidd chi bwad mithl mithll-mk u bad , 

Mithl mithl i-khwlshtan ra kai kunad 

Chunki dii mithl dmadand ay muttaqi ; 

In chi auldtar az an dar khallqi. 

Bar shumdri-bargl-bustdn dldd u nid ; 

Chun kaf i bar bahri-tn nldd-ast u did. 

Bi chigunah bin tu burd wa mTiti bahr -. 

Chun chigunah ganjad andar dhati-babr.1 

The various descriptions of the attributes of created beings 

have their opposites and likes, and necessarily they are under 

limits of ‘how’ and ‘why*. Their attributes are always 

relative and limited. But the attributes of God are un¬ 

conditioned and arc always absolute. The Absolute One has 

His attributes always absolute. How can His attributes be 

understood through the attributes of the finite beings, not to 

2 Mathnavi, Vol. VI, 1617-23. 

uy of finite beings twilling the Essence of God ! 

Besides the attributes of God and His Essence ate quite 

different. The poet savs, *A created being sees only the 

veiled man ( God ) as proceeding from His attributes ( i. e., 

looks after the actions of God. as are apparent in this 

world ); he who is absorbed in the attributes has lost the 

Essence ( of God ). ( But) those who are united ( with God ), 

O son. how will they look after the attributes of Him ? 

When your head is at the bottom of the river, how will 

your eye fall on the colour of the water 7 And if you come 

back from the bottom to the colour of the water, you receive 

only a course woollen garment in exchange of silk, i, e., the 

real identity of God cannot be described. 

Sun'u binad mardl mahjub az tifdt ; 

Dar ilfct dnast ku gam kard dhTJ. 

Walton chun gharqi-dhatand ay pisar ; 

Kai kunad andar ilfati-ni nayar. 

Chunki andar qa'ri-Jii bdshod sarat; 

Kai barangi-db uftad maniarat. 

War barangi-ab bar ai zi-qa'r ; 

Pas poldsi bastadi dadt tu sha'r.* 

Again, the poet, in connection with the story of the miracle 

shown by Ibrahim bin Adham, says, “From the garden they 

bring to town only a branch, how will they carry the whole 

garden and the orchard ? -specially, a garden ( the 

abode or nearness of God) of which this heaven is but a ^ 

leaf; nay, that is the kernel, and this other ( phenomenal 

world ) is the husk.' 

Khoua baghx kin falak yak bargi-ust; 

Balki an maghz ast win digar chu piist* 

The saints who have realized God, cannot describe to the 

1 Mathnavi. Vol. II, 2812-5. 

2 Ibid., 3230-1 : Refer also to p. 114-5 supra where the 

miracle is discussed. 
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ordinary people, ihe whole of it. The saint realising the 

identity of God is like one who is in the Garden and turns 

into Divinity, but when he comes out of it, he is the Divine 

man, compared to a branch of the garden. The heaven is 

the abode of the angels and it represents the angelic or 

good side of human beings, and therefore, is compared 

to a leaf of that garden ; but this phenomenal world 

which is full of sense-perceptions is only the husk which 

has no reality. 

God is the only Reality j there is nothing besides His 

self ; but as we cannot conceive of this, there are the figura¬ 

tive uses of Hell and Heaven, the Satan and the Angels. 

The whole universe that is visible to us in so many forms 

is nothing but the reflection of the One Absolute God. The 

poet says in explanation of the verse of the Qur'an ( 57, 4 ), 

•He ( God ) is with you, wherever you are ( wahua ma'akum 

aynamfi kuntum )’ : “If we come to ignorance, that is His 

Prison ( or Hell ) ; if we come to knowledge that is His 

Palace ( or Heaven ). If we come to sleep, we are His 

intoxicated ones, and if to wakefulness we are in His 

hands. ... If we come to anger and fighting, it is the reflection 

of His might, and if to peace and forgiveness, it is the reflec¬ 

tion of His love./ 

Gar bajahl fi’im an zindani-Ojt; 

War ba-ilm a’im fin aywfini-tiit. 

War bakhwfib a'im mastani-wayim ; 

War babidari badastani-wayim. 

War bakhashm wa Jang 'aksi-qahri-ust; 

War basulff wa ‘udhr 'aksi-mihri-Gst. 

( In short ) who are we ? In this complex world, what other 

things has He who is (straight and single) like Allf? 

—Nothing, nothing.*1 

I Mathmii, Vol I. 1510-1 & 1513-14: refer also to p. 201 

supra. 

As we know that the foundation of our creation is based 

on contraries ( which fact will be discussed more elaborately 

in the next chapter ), necessarily we are fighting for ( or 

inflicting ; injury and ( gaining ) advantage. The world is 

maintained by means of this war, -look to the elements, so 

that the secret of creation may be solved. The four elements 

are the four strong pillars by which the roof of this world is 

built. Each pillar is a destroyer of the other ; the pillar 

•water* is the destroyer of the pillar ‘fire’.1 ...What is our 

life 7 Our poet exclaims, -Life is the harmony of contraries ; 

death is the fact that war arose between them”.8 “Really 

since colourlessness became the captive of colour a Moses 

came into conflict with another Moses ( i. e.. Pharaoh ), 

when you attain to that colourlessness which you originally 

possessed, Moses and Pharaoh8 are at peace with one 

another.*4 

Moses and Pharaoh both were followers of Reality, though 

outwardly the former keeps the way, while the latter has 

lost it The appearance of contrariety is necessary for the 

complete manifestation of God in the world. Hence, in 

successive ages His Beautiful and Terrible attributes arc 

personified and displayed as antagonists, contending for 

mastery, though essentially they are One, as He is One. In 

the same way the Scriptures of the Hindus also describe of 

two Powers contending for mastery, such as th: characters 

TIbid, Vol. VI, 47-50. 

2 Ibid., Vol. 1, 1293. 

3 Moses and Pharaoh are the two characters of the Qur'an, 

one treading on the right way, and the other on the wrong 

path ; but according to Rami, Pharaoh is also conceived 

as ’walking on the right way with Moses, though seemingly 

opposed to Him. and yet bitterly lamenting this apparent 

antagonism.' 

4 Mathuavi, Vql. If 2467-8 : refer also to p. 70 supra 
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of Rama and Rarana.-K&n* personifying the Beautiful side 

and Ravana, the Terrible side. And both of them, though 

contradictory to each other, were originally the devout 

worshippers of the All-Powerful God. 

This theme has also been depicted in other Scriptures of 

the Hindus. For example, we may cite the two most popular 

Sacred Books of them. viz., the Can* and the Gita. In 

the Condi the story, in short, may be described thus : 

Suratha being defeated by his enemies in his own Kingdom, 

goes to the forest where he hears from the saint Aiedhas the 

description of the fight between the Goddess Durga, the 

All-Powerful One, and the demonsthe fight in which the 

Goddess triumphs at last. Spiritually Suratha is the good 

soul, and Medhas the pure Reason, through which a soul 

ultimately realises his Identity with God, when the demons 

the evil influences in a man. that banish the soul from the 

Kingdom, figuratively the body, where the senses dominate, 

are finally defeated or crushed by the power of reliance on 

God. . 
In the Gita also the same theme is illustrated in another 

way The first line of the Book runs thus : Said Dhttarod/a, 

•What did my people and the Pandoras do, O Sahjaya, when 

they assembled together in the holy field of Kuruk^etra, 

desirous to do battle V And in the Gita is given the advice 

to Arjuna by Lord Krpui before he is going to fight 

against his cousins and relatives who are defeated and crushed 

down at last. Spiritually DhrtarS5tra is the mind that is 

blind, and without being active is only viewing the actions 

of his different contradictory qualities in him ; his people arc 

the evil influences in a soul, and the Pandavas are the gc-od 

qualities there, which through their reliance on the Supreme 

Lord, crush down the passions. The Gita illustrates very finely 

the different ways of realising God who is the Higher self, 

and the soul being purified of its lower self, merges in that 

Higher One, when it realises that he is the same as He. 

251 

According to the Zoroastrians also Ahuramazhda is the 

originator of both the good-mind and the evil-mind which 

are found in every human being. And these two final causes 

are called Spenta malnyuA ( “the beneficent spirit’) and 

Angro mainyush (‘the hurtful spirit* ) through which their 

Supreme Lord reveals out the creation of the world. These 

two spirits are inseparable, though opposed to each other. 

•The beneficent spirit appears in the blazing fire, the presence 

of the hurtful one is marked by the wood converted into 

charcoal. Spenta-mainyush has created the light of the day, 

and Angro-mainyush the darkness of the night j the former 

awakens men to their duties, the latter lulls them to sleep. 

Life is produced by Spcntamainyusb, but extinguished by 

Angroroainyush, whose hands, by realising the soul from the 

fetters of the body, enable her to rise into immortality and 

everlasting life."1 

Says RQmi, - Know that both these ( good and evil ) flow 

from the same origin ; pass on from them both, ( and ) go to 

their Origin, i.e., avoid the distinction between good and evil 

and do realise God. Without the touchstone you will never 

know with your judgment the distinction between the impure 

gold and the fine gold.-* The touch stone is the realization 

of God, "who has no like or opposite, and who is the ultimate 

source of all good and evil, faith nnd infidelity, and all other 

opposites, since these are nothing more than reflections of the 

Divine Attributes of Beauty, Majesty, Mercy and Wrath, etc., 

i.e., aspects in which God reveals Himself to human minds. 

Such contradictions, though proper to the world of appearance, 

are transcended and unified in the mystic vision of Reality. 

The mystic, ‘seeing by the Light of God*, knows that the 

infinite Divine perfections include all that we describe as good 

or bad. Rami bids his readers ‘break through to the Oneness’, 

1 Language, Writings and Religion of the Persis, p. 3.4. 

2 Mathnavi, Vol. I, 298-9. 
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abandon their evil selves and the world in which evil is at war 

with good, and seek union with the Absolute Good*.1 2 

God in reality creates all causes and effects, though 

logically every cause seems to be the effect of another cause. 

All the apparent causes are really obeying the orders of God, 

who is the ultimate source of all cause and effect. Our poet 

says, 

Tii zl-Qur'an khwdn tafsiri-balt j 

Gulf Uad m2 ramayta idh ramayt. 

Gar bap irranim hr an nai zi-mi-st; 

A/a kamin wa tir-anddzash Khuda-zt .* 

He also utters likewise, - If the fire of your nature makes you 

sorrowful, its burning is by the command of the King of 

religion ( God j. ( And ) if the fire of your nature makes you 

joyful, it is the King of religion who puts it therein. ( There¬ 

fore ) when you feel pain, ask pardon of God ; the pain by 

command of God will be soothing. ( For ) when He pleases, 

pain itself becomes joy, and any bondage itself becomes 

freedom." 

Chunkl gham bini tu istighfar kun j 

Gham ba-amrl-Khaliq amad kdrkun. 

Chun bakhwahad 'aini-gham shadi shawad ; 

’Aini-bandi-pay azudi shawad. 

Then our poet with a play of words says the same thing that 

(he God is the source of all actions though the real Agent 

1 Commentary of the Mathmvi by Dr. Nicholson, Vol. VII, 

p. 32. Cf. also Diwdni-Shamsi-Tabriz, p. 211 : 

In zamTin wa an zamdn baiQa ast u murghi kandar Ust; 

Muslim wa ishkasla par bashad haqir wa mustahin. 

Kufr u iman dan darin balda safid wa zarda ra ; 

Wa^il wa fariq miyanshan barzakhun la yabghiyan. 

Baida ra chun ziri-parri-khwish parwarad az karam ; 

Kufr u din fdni shud wa murghl-wabdat por-fiskan. 

2 Mathnavi, Vol. I, 615-6. 

may not be seen by every eye. Rami continues, “What is the 

meaning of this sabab (cause) in Arabic? -say ‘rasan’ 

(cord). This •cord' came into this well (world) by (Divine> 

artifice. The revoluiion of the water-wheel is the cause of the 

cord—it is a fault not to see the Mover of the water-wheel." 

In sabab chi bwad batdzi gu rasan ; 

Andar in chah in rasan amad bafan. 

Gardishi-charkhah rasan ra 'illat ast; 

Char kha-gar dan ra nadidan zallat ast.1 

The poet, then, illustrates this theme by homely illustra 

tions. He sings, “All these are creations of God without any 

partner, though the consequences of them are imputed to us. 

Zaid let fly an arrow towards *Amr ; his arrow pierced 'Amr 

like a leopard. Throughout the year the pain is persisting 

—the pains arc created by God, not by man. If Zaid, the 

shooter, died of fright at that moment, yet the pain would be 

continuing till ( ‘Amr’s ) death. You call Zaid, the shooter, 

the killer for the reason that he ( ‘Amr ) died of the result of 

the hurt. You impute the results to him f who is the apparent 

cause), although all of them are the work of the Creator.-*- So 

with sowing, breathing, (laying- ) snares ( to others ) and 

sexual intercourse—the results of all these are determined 

by God.“ 

Bi shariki jumla makhliiql-Khudii-st; 

An mawalid archi nisbatshdn ba ma-st. 

••• •»« ••• 

Hamchunin kisht wa dam wa ddm wa jimd% ; 

An mawalid-ast Haq ra mustafa1.'* 

Though everything is determined by the Will of God, He 

does not ordinarily take the main part in any action, and 

it is done through secondary causes. Rumi says, “God has 

established an approved law, and ( also) causes and ways 

1 Ibid., *34-7 & 147-fc. 

2 Ibid., 1662-8. 
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for those who seek Him under this blue vault. Most actions 

happen according to this approved law, and sometimes the 

Divine Power breaks the law. He has established the 

suitable laws and customs 4 again. He has made the miracle, 

a breach of the customs. Although without cause any 

advancement does not reach us, yet Divine Power is not 

incapable of doing without cause. —The Causer ( God ) 

brings ( into action ) whatever He wills j the Absolute Power 

tears up the causes 4 but for the most part He lets the 

execution of His will) follow the causation, in order that 

a seeker may be able to pursue the object of his desire. 

When there is no cause, what may the seeker pursue ? 

There he should have a cause to be visible in his way. 

These causes are veils on the eyes, for every eye is not capable 

of understanding His work. ...Everything good or bad is 

issued from the Causer ; causes and means are nothing." 

Sunnati banh~>d u as bob wd turuq ; 

Talibcin rd zirl-in azraq tutuq. 

Bishtar abwdl bar sunnat rawad ; 

Gih qudrat khdriqi-sunnat shawad. 

Sunnat wa Tidat nihada bd mazah ; 

Bdz kardah kharqi-'ddat mujizah. 

Bi-sabab gar 'izz ba-md maufid nisi ; 

Qudrat az 'azli-sabab ma'ziil nist. 

Harchi khwahad an musabbib awarad ; 

Qudratl-mutlaq sababhd bar darad. 

Lik aghlab bar sabab rdnad nafadh ; 

7a baddnad tdlibi justan murdd. 

Chun sabab nabwad chi rah juyad murid ; 

Pas sabab dar rdh mi bdyad padid. 

In sababhd bar nazarhd pardahdrSt; 

Kih na har diddr fun'ash rd saza-st. 

Az musabbib mi rasad har khayr u shar ; 

Nist asbdb wa wasdyt ay pidar.1 

I Ibid., Vol. V, 1543 6, 1548-51 & 1554. 
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When a man advance, .pirilually. he .ill find that cause, 

.nd^s are nothing. A. the poet exclaim.. ‘When the 

eye ha. become capable ( of spiritual light). ■« sees w. hou 

causes. As you are with seme-perceptions, you are always 

careful of cause, ( and mean,). He whose spirit has sur^ 

passed the boundary of natural properl.e.-to him belong, 

the power to tear off the cause,. That eye sees the fountain 

of the miracles of the prophel, as being without cause, not 

from water and clay ( i. the miracles are not dependent on 

material causes 1 * 

Bi sabab binad chu didah shud gudhdr * 

Tu kl dar hissi sabab rd gi*sh dar. 

Jnkl birun az {abdyV Jdni-Z-st. 

\fan\ibi-kharqi sababhd dni-urSt. 

Bi sabab binad na az db wa glyd \ 

Chashm chashma’i-mu’jizdti-anblyd.1 

And the Prophets are the representatives of God on the earth. 

The Reality of God's state is not possible to understand by 

the human capacity. It is for the Prophets and the Saints 

to realize the state of God. As our poet says, ‘Since you 

are far from knowing the Essence of God, you may know 

the description of HU Essence from the Prophet and 

hu miracles." 

Chun zi-dkdtl-Haq ba'yidi watf-dhat; 

Bdz ddni az rasul wa mu'jizdt.a 

Really the Essence of God which is His dhdt is the Unknown 

and Unknowable of Herbert Spencer. Therefore our Prophet 

has advUed thus : Do not contemplate on His Dhdt but 

contemplate on his \ifat.* 

-He U the Ruler and ( the One who said,4 ) God does 

1 Mathnavi, Vol. 11, 1842-4. 

2 Ibid., Vol. VI, 1299. 

3 Quoted from Islamic Sufism, p. 128. 

4 Qur’an. UI, 35. 
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what He wills' ; and from the very self of pain He puts 

forward the remedy. ... Then it has become certain that ‘Thou 

exaltest whosoever Thou wilt*1 ; He said to an earthly 

creature, ‘Unfold thy wings'.* 

Hakim ast wa yafal-u’llah md yashd ; 

Jj z-'ayni-dard angizad dawd. 

Pas yaq'in shud ki tu'izzu man tashd ; 

Khdki'l-ra guft parka bar gushd.* 

...Really Hi* action it uncaused and upright (without any 

defect) ; Predestination is with Him, no cause (is required 

for the purpose ).*4 

As God has Absolute power, so He is also Absolutely 

Self-sufficient Being. While rebuking Moses on account of 

the Shepherd, God declares thus : "I am independent of all 

purity and impurity, all slothfulness and cleverness (that may 

be imputed to Me while worshipping ). 

Md ban at pak u n '/paki hamah ; 

Az garanjanl wa ehdiaki hamah. 

God also declures, “I did not ordain ( My worship ) for 

gaining any profit, but that I might do some generosity to 

( My ) servants*5 Thus, as God has created the Universe 

and its beings for the purpose that they might gain some 

profit, He, in turn, is being giorified by everything in the 

universe. Rami says, "So long the new spring does not bring 

forward God's hint, the soil does not reveal its secrets. 

1 Ibid., 25. 

2 Probably referring to the Ml'rdj ( or Holy ascension to the 

Heaven ) of the Prophet Muhammad, as referred to in the 

Qur'an. 17 ; 1. 

3 Mathnavi, Vol. II, 1619 & 1622. 

4 In the Text ( Vol. II. 1626 ) the line runs thus : 

Kuri-man bi-'illat ast wa mustaqim ; 

Hast taqdiram na ‘lllat ay saqim. 

5 Mathnavi, Vol. II, 1755-6. Refer also to p. 97 supra. 

That Gracious One ( God ) gave to an inanimate thing all 

this information and this faithfulness and this righteousness. 

HU grace makes even an inanimate thing informed, but His 

wrath makes blind the man of understanding.” 

7a nitkZni-Haq niyarad nau bahar \ 

Kkak sir ha rd nakardah dshkdr. 

Anjawadi klhjamddi f?r badad ; 

In khabarkd win iminat win sadad. 

Mar Jam,4i ri kunad fail ash khabir ; 

4Aqltdn ra karda qahri-u jarir.1 

Professor Nicholson while interpreting the above lines says, 

mQur'an declares that everything in the Universe obeys the 

command of God and glorifies Him.* ‘Now glorification, 

says Mulla SadrA, ‘is inconceivable without knowledge ( and 

God's word, ‘When We will a thing. We only say unto it *Bc’ 

and it is',8 is a clear proof that all existent things arc 

raliooal, and that they apprehend their Lord and know their 

Creator and bear His speech, since obedience to the 

Command depends on hearing and understanding it in 

proportion to the hearer’s perceplivcocss’. The doctrine 

that all things as modes of Divine being, are endowed with 

life, and know and worship God according to the nature of 

each, is stated by lbou'i-‘Arabi« in a characteristacally 

paradoxical way : 

•Nothing in creation is higher than minerals (jamdd ) j 

then plants ( nabdt ) according to a (predestined) measure 

and balance ; 

and, after the plant, the ( animal) possessing sensation. 

The whole ( universe ) knows its Creator by mystical 

revelation and clairvoyance ; 

1 Ibid., Vol.l, 511-3. 

2 Qur'an, 41 | 10 ; also Cf. its Chap. 98 ; 4-5. 

3 IbUL, Chap. 16 * 42. 

4 Fufuf al Hlkam, 82 ; also refer to p. 226-9 supra. 

—17 
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but he who U named -Adam’ is fettered by in.ellcc<.»d 

«ss %:;rir;rr:si.“. - 
other hand, we are acquainted with other thing. 

( but ) unacquainted with God and with so many «rne 

1 
responsibility of mixing with animality was restrmted They 

responded. ‘We all are avers, to this (VT 

will be living With created beings. and d«d -•* ^ 

, For 1 when any one is separated from created beings, he is 

iS’(Sl r.I », — fH-MU -*<«•—- 
be free ( from any other relations excepting God ). 

Khak u ab wa bad u nari-bdsharar ; 

Bi khabar ba ma wa ha Ilaq bar khabar. 

M* ba-'aksi-On zl-ghayrl-Haq khabnr ; 

Bi khabar at Ifaqq war chandin nadhxr. 

Lajaram ashfaqna minha jumlo-shdn ; 

Kund shud z-dmizi-halwdn hamla-shdn. 

Gufta bxzdrim jumla zin haiydt; 

Ku bawad ba khalq haiy ba Haq mawut. 

Chun ba monad az khalq u bashed yatim ; 

Vnsi-Haq ri qalb mi bayad salinu2 

Again, *As you are going towards inanimateness 

( worldliness . how will you be acquainted with the spiritual 

life of the inanimate beings ? -From this worldl.ness go to 

the world of spirits, (then, you will hear the loud noise of. ihe 

1 Qur’an, 33/72. 

2 Mathnavi, Vol II, 2370-74. 
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panicles of the world. And the glorification of God> by 

inanimate being, will become evident to you. the doubts 

suggested by false interpretation will not carry you away 

( from the Truth • 
Chun shumii suyi janiddx mi rawid , 

A(abraml-Jdnl-jamdddn chun shawid. 

Az Jantadi 'dlami-jdnhd rawid ; 

Ghulghuli-ajzdy 'dlam bashnawid. 

Fash tasblbl-Jamddat dyadat ; 

Waswasa'i-tovnlhd narubdyadat.*, 

From the couplet, quoted above, -it follows that where ex.s- 

tence is, there are life, perception, knowledge, reason and other 

qualities of a living state. But though God pervades with 

HU Oneness every particle of the Universe, these attributes 

are not manifested everywhere. The fact that they are latent, 

i. e. existent potentially, in minerals and plants is known only 

to the mystics. Man. having sensation and consciousness, 

possesses a self 'na/i', and is consequently veiled from God 

by hi. egoism and Ihe exercise of his faculties, whereas the 

mineral and in a lesser degree the plant, in virtuo of 

their external insensibility and unconsciousness, implicitly 

acknowledge the Divine Omnipotence and glorify the 

Creator with the tongue of their -inward state'. Hence, they 

are superior, not indeed to the Perfect meo. but to the great 

majority ol mankind."3 ■ 
Let us see how Rami establishes the fact in his Mathnavi. 

He says, -Every one glorifies ( God ) in a different way, 

and the one is unaware of the state of another. Man is 

the denier of ihejglorification of inanimate beings, but that 

j Qur'an, 17/44 : -There is not a single thing but glorifies 

Him with His praise, but you do not understand their 

glorification.” . . ,.v ..* .... 

% Mathnavi. Vol..Ill, 1020-22. 

>3 Commentary to the Mathnavi, Vol. VIII, p. 50. 
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inanimate thin* is-tbe master of worship. ... ( Really ) every 

one is revealing his own state of nature, and separates 

hh congeniality from one uncongenial ( to him ). Every one 

can distinguish mercy from vengeance, whether he is wise, 

ignorant or vile. But a mercy that has become hidden in 

vengeance, or a vengeance that has oppeared in the heart of 

mercy, no one knows except the Divine Man* ia whose heart 

is the spiritual touchstone." 

1 Cf. Spiritual Talks of Rffmi- /: I < Rumi ) .hall explain 

the verse ( of the Qur’an. 8/70 ) th« : God the Great has 

ordained, *0 Apostle, say to those who are captives m 

your hands, ‘If God findeth any good in your hearts, He 

will give something better than what has been taken away 

from you, and He will forgive you ; and God is forgiving 

and merciful*. The cause of the descent of the verse was 

that Prophet Muhammad after defeating the miidcU 

slaughtered and despoiled them. Many captives were also 

brought forward with their hands and legs tied. Amongst 

these captives was one uncle of him, ‘Abbas by name. 

They passed the whole night lamenting and weeping, being 

helpless, disgraced and captive ; and having lost all hope 

about themselves, were waiting for the sword and slaughter. 

The Prophet looked at them and smiled. They thou^m u 

to be a taunt at their subjection. They were discussing it 

amongst themselves, ‘We know that sympathy b innate in 

human nature, and what he was saying that in us there 

was absence or the nature of humanity, was contrary to the 

truth. Behold, he looks at us and taunts, and smiles and 

enjoys our captivity and fetters of bondage like those 

animal spirited ones, who when they get victorious over 

their enemies, become happy and joyous at the miserable 

condition of the subdued ones’. Muhhmmad read their 

minds and said, ‘Nay, God forbid, 1 did not gkwt ' ! 

1 find my enemies si/brfboi wilder ran, 4 kmppyr 
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Har yaki tasbib bar nau'i digar ; 
Gayad wa a: bdli-dn in bi khabar. 

Adnii munkir zi-tasbihi-janiad ; 

Wan jamad under *ibddai ustad. 

Gauhari-har yak huwaydd mi kunad ; 

Jins a: najins paidd mi kunad. 

Qahr rd az lu{f ddnad har kasi ; 

Khwdh ddnd khwdh ndddn yd khasi. 

Lik lutfi dar qahr pinhdn shudah ; 

Yd ki qahri dar dili-lu[f amadah. 

Kam kasi danad magar rabbdniyi ; 

Kash bawad dar dil mlhakki-jdniyi.' 

The Divine man is, thus, the kaower of the Reality of 

God, not we, the common mass. And they in their absor¬ 

bed slate of mind declare the Unity of God by saying 

*ana'l-Ifaqm ( or I am the Truth).* They after realizing the 

Real State exclaim thus ; hence, there cannot be any doubt 

in this, when they profess their doctrine of Unity that “God 

alone really exists ; there b nothing but God, not merely 

that ‘there b no other God except Allah', which is generally 

the Muhammadan profession of faith."8 Now, if one be 

not transferred to the Reality of God, how can he exclaim 

the Unity of God ? And wc have already described how 

when I find that they are in a distressed condition. But my 

smiling is because I see clearly that soon the chief of a 

dynasty will be raised to the state of paradise and garden 

of eternity from his preseot state of ftllhiaess and 

narrowness, and from a race of ill-fa me and entanglement 

under chains.* 

1 Mathnari. Vol. Ill, 1496-7 & 1505-8. 

2 ftps ( or Seers ) of the Hindu Scriptures have also their 

utterances likewise : "So’ham* (or lam that Divinity ) ; 

refer also to p. 133 supra, 

3 Refer also to p. 199 supra. 
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Rumi interpreted thb state of ana'l-Haq-an exclamation of 

the famous Sufi Husain bin Manjflr al-Hallij ( m connection 

with the description of the life of the latter). 

Our poet has also said in hb Fthi md/i*' *• Hl“ 

two T cannot remain together-, you will say *1’. and also 

He will say ‘1*. Either you die before Him, or He is to 

die before you, so that duality may not remain. But tha: 

He is 'to die is not possible either externally or in the 

intellect; for it is said, ‘He is ( ever ) living and is without 

death’. He has that kindness that if it would have been 

possible, He would have died for you, so that duality might 

go away. Now, as His death is not possible, you do die, 

so that His Light may shine in you and duality may vanish. 

It is demonical that you would bind two ( living ) birds 

together, and what each had separately two wings has 

been intermingled into four wings and it cannot fly, 

for the reason that duality has been established there. 

But if you bind a dead bird to the other, the latter can fly, 

for the reason that duality has gone away from that. The 

Sun has that kindness that It dies before the bat, but as 

it is not possible (for all times), It says, ‘O bat. (My) 

kindness has reached every corner of the world ; I like that 

I show kindness even to you, accordingly you die, for it is 

possible for you to die, so that you may be a co-sharer of My 

lustre, and may come out from your nature of a bat and may 

be in nearness to the 'Anqa of the mountain Qafnl 

Sardar Iqbal ‘All Shih has put the whole theory in a 

nutshell thus : The Dhat or the Essence of God saw Itself 

in lifat; this was a tajalli (illumination). The ,ifai are 

like the mercurial coating of the mirror. This coming 

into being of illumination, gave rise to duality. Thb illu¬ 

mination manifests itself as soul. When soul saw itself, it 

was mithal; and the coaling of the mirror of soul was body. 

1 Spiritual Talks of Rumi- IV. 
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srrrsre r £ 
'"Tihe Uathtan also we find many line, expressing the 

Divine Unity • and man or any form of celest.nl bemg Ja 

ru 'L, St..; no. conscious of anything bes.des God, b 

1ST Ly of realizing the Divine U-tjJJ- £ 

-The (Divine) call was coming (to the Angc ), 

down to Adam’a, for you are (essentially , A^m,.and 

for a moment see yourselves .0 be ( .dent,cal wtth )fUm. 

He ( God , removed str.bi.rn from their eyes, so that h 

earth became identical with the azure heavens He , ang 

said -There is no god’, and He (God) sa.d, excep 

God'. fo (not, i.e., any god which is really non-ex.stent) 

turned into ,11a Allah ( excep. God ) and Un.ty blossomed 

forth.* 
Usjudu l'Adam nlda i.mad hami; 

K-Adamid wa khwish binidash dami. 

Ahwali a: chashmi-ishdn duf kard ; 

Ta xarmn shud 'ayni-charkhi-ldzhward. 

La ilahd guft u illa'lldhu guft ; 

Gasht la illalldh wa wahdat shiguft.3 

The angels in bowing down to Adam, the man-God, (recog¬ 

nized the identity of God in them, but Satan m-^ his 

refusing to bow down to him, could not recognize the iUmty 4 

of God in everything, and became conscious of him. 

Again, saya Rami, 

Kullu shay in halikun juz wajhl-u , 

Chun na'yi dar wajhi-ii hasti majii 

~i Islamic Sufism, p- 147. 

2 Qur'an. 2l34. 

3 Mathnavi. Vol. VI. 2264-6. 
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Harki andar wajht-ma bashad faha ; 

Kullu shay in hallkun nab wad Jaza. 

Zhiiki dar illa-st u az la gudhasht; 

Harki dar illa-st u faril nagasht. 

Harki u bar dar man wa ma mi zanad ; 

Raddi-bab ast u wa bar la mi tanad.1 2 

So long as wc do not realize ihe only existence of God, 

our life will go on continuing till the Day of Resurrection, 

when salvation from the entanglement of duality will come 

upon us, and we shall be face to face with God, i. e., 

we shall realize our own Identity, and shall be the same 

as He. 

From what we have seen, it can be said that though 

Rumi has a pantheistic attitude in describing God, he is 

not a real pantheist •, and though he has tried to be philoso¬ 

phical in arguments, he is at heart a man of Religion. And 

in fact, the poet has always criticised philosophy, as he 

says, ‘Intellect as opposed to Love is of the Devil'. The 

mystic who has attained to the unitive state can identify 

himself with the all-comprehensive reality of God. How 

beautifully Rumi sings in one of his Odes i “I am the theft of 

rogues, I am (he pain of the sick ; I am both cloud and rain, 

I have rained in the meadows * 

Ham duzdi-aiyofon manam ham ranji-bimaran manam ; 

Ham abr wa ham baron manam dar baghha barida-am * 

“Now belief in such a universal being need not involve the 

pantheist’s belief that all things are God and God is all 

things. The Neoplatonists, with their doctrine of emana¬ 

tion, were theists, although the One' of Plotinus is not a 

1 Ibid., Vol. I, 3052-5 : refer also to p. 129 supra. 

2 Diwani-Shamsi-Tabriz, p. 332. Cf. Emerson's, “There is 

one mind common to all individual men. Who hath access 

to this universal mind is a party to all that is or can be 

done, for this is the only sovereign Agent* 

personal God ; and a similar position is reached in some 

types of mysticism which are not so much religious as 

philosophical. But the mysticism of Hallaj, GhazSli, lbnu’l- 

Faritf and Jalalu*d-dln Rami, like that of all the early 

Sufis, is predominantly religious. ... The object of this 

religious feeling is not a Being without personal attributes, 

but ‘a personality so wide as to include in itself all existence 

and all action, all matter and all force’. It is at once univer¬ 

sally immanent and absolutely transcendent and it expresses 

itself most completely in Man, who is nothing except in so 

far as be realises his true nature to be the image of the 

Divine.*1 

I Idea of Personality in Sufism, p. 52-3. 
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II 

Conception of Life and Death 

Rumi says, “A life is the harmony* of contraries, and the 

death in it is the fact that there arose conflict between them*.* 

And our poet thus strengthens his position singing joyfully. 

Pas binayl-khalq bar a$dad bud ; 

Lajaram m3 jangiyim az 4arr u sud. 

1 Cf. Allport's “Everything in man is progressive, everything 

is congenial. Form, stature, complexion, hair, skin, veins, 

nerves, bones, voice, walk, manner, style, passion, love, 

hatred: one and the same spirit is manifested in all." 

( Quoted from his Studies In expressive movement ). But 

the expression of Sri Aurobindo on the definition of Life is 

superb. He says, "Life is surely nothing but the creation 

and active self-expression of man's spirit, powers, capa¬ 

cities, his will to be and think and create and love and do 

and achieve. When that is wanting, or since it cannot be 

absolutely wanting, depressed, held under, discouraged or 

inert, whether by internal or external causes, then we may 

say that there is a lack of life. Life in its largest sense is 

the great web of our internal and external action, the play 

of Shakti, the play of Karma* ( Foundation of Indian 

Culture, p. 207 ). 

2 Mathnavi, Vol. I, 1293 : refer also to p. 207 supra, 

In jahan zinjang qaylm mi bawad ; 

Dar 'anaf/r dar nigar fa hot shawad. 

Char ‘uniur char ustuni-qawist ; 

Kih badishan saqfi-dunyd mustawist. 

Har sutuni ishkananda'i-an dlgar . 

Ustuni-ab ishkananda'i-an sharar.* 

Accordingly, the contraries are the different elements con¬ 

stituting a combination which lasts as long as there is 

harmony in it, and dies out the moment there is disharmony 

in it. For the ‘form’, the different elements are water, 

earth, fire and air—the harmony in the combination of which 

brings the existence of‘form*, and the moment there is clash 

among the different elements, it will die of its former form 

and lake a new shape, bringing forward a new harmony 

among them. For the 'spirit* also there are different elements 

which are the different tendencies of the mind constituting a 

combination which lasts as long as there is harmony among 

its different contrary tendencies as for example, a line of 

thought which is a combination of the different ideas of the 

mind, will develop into a new way of thinking, when there 

is conflict among the different contradictory tendencies of 

the first group of ideas. Every moment there is reformation of 

the combination which breaks itself of different ideas clashing 

together, and brings forward a new combination with a 

harmony behind it This ever continuing life and death goes 

on till it meets the Ultimate. As the Qur'an says, "And you 

were without life, so He gave you life, then He causes you 

to die, and again gives you life, and to Him again will you 

return."1 2 

1 Ibid., Vol. VI, 47-50 : refer also to p. 249 supra. 

2 Qur’an, 2/28 : Cf Upaniyxd : Sonar* khalvidarp Brahma 

tajjalan [ All the universe is in reality Brahma, tor it is 

begot from It, it is annihilated in It and is again living 

through It )—CkBniogya, 3/14, 1. 
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Rami also sings in (he fashion of the Qur'an, 

Az sukhun jurat botad wa box murd \ 

Mauj khud rd baz andar bakr burd. 

Surat az b\-it>rati a mad birun ; 

Baz shud ki innd ilalhi rdji'un.1 2 3 

'Accordingly, every momcni you are dying and returning, 

as Muffa/a, the chosen one ( Prophet Muhammad ) declared 

(hat (he world is ( but) a moment.4 ... Every moment the 

world is renewed, and we are unaware of its being renewed 

as it ( seemingly ) lasts. Life is ever renewed like a stream, 

though formally it seems to be continuous. From its swiftness 

it appears to be continuous like the flash of a light which 

you whirl round in your hand.* 

Pas turd har labs a marg wa raja'tist ; 

Mutfafa farmiid dunyd statist. 

Har nafas nau mi shawad dunyd w-md . 

Bi-khabar az nau shudan andar baqi. 

'Umr hamchun Juy nau nau mi rasad 4 

Mustamirri mi namiyad dar jasad 

An zi-tizi mustamlr shakl dmad ast; 

Chun sharar kash Uz jumb ini badast.• 

How beautifully the poet describes of the nature of creation : 

Though at every moment the waves of the Sea are taking a 

new shape, they appear to be continuous. These long lioes 

of waves begin and end in a single point, which is the 

1 Mathnavi, Vol. I, 1140-1 : refer also to p. 225 supra. 

2 Cf. Qur'dn, 50/14 : "Yet they are in doubt concerning a 

new creation.” See also p. 161 supra. 

3 Mathnavi, Vol. I. 1142, -4, -6. Cf. Rabindranath s "Janma 

sei, ek nimi&i. antahin dan ; Janma se ye grha mdjhe 

grhire dhvan. — Mrtyu se ye pathikere 4*k (The birth 

is that endless gift in a moment; It is call to the dweller 

to the House. ••• Death—it is a call to the Traveller of the 

Path ). 

Essence of God, and is perceived by us in the form of spaoe. 

The Prophet who realised the situation, can only utter, 'the 

world is but a moment.' For to him it is a flash of light 

( Divine Illumination, tajalH ) revealing the One as many. 

As he sings also in a Quatrain of him, ‘The time when the 

Ocean of Unity turns to be my Essence, the grace of my 

elements gets illumined. For this reason 1 burn like a candle 

in the path of love to that all my moments turn to be one 

moment." 

An waqt kih babri-kul shawad dhdtimard. 

Raushan gar dad Jamblt-dhardt marii, 

Zdn misuzam chu shama' ta dar rahi-'ishq ; 

Yak waqt shawad Jumia'i-awqdi mard. 

But to our minds this duration of a moment brings forward 

the illusion of time and space ; and we think that the world 

is lasting Really the world has no existence, but so long 

we are entangled under the illusion of time and place, wc 

caonot understand the Real. So the poet declares in his 

Diwdn, "My place is plaoeless, my trace is traceless . it is 

neither body, nor soul, for I belong to the soul of the 

Beloved "1 Only a perfect man or a San, who has realized 

God, being released of the bounds of space and time, can 

utter likewise. Rutni continues his line of thought in the 

Mathnavi thus: -If you whirl round a stick of fire, it appears 

to the sight as a long line.of fire ; this length of time is from 

the swiftness of creation (-of God ) which presents the rapidity 

of creation.* 

Shdkhi- Jith rd ba-jumbani basis ; 

Dar nasar atish namdyad bas dardz. 

In darizi i muddat az BzVi^un'u ; 

Mi namdyad suPat sngizi'i^un'u. 

Ibnu'l-'Arabi in his Fiifuq al-Hikom says, "What is 

called Death is not annihaatioo bot only dissolution t Loyaa 

\ DiWdni Shamsi-Tabriz. no. 3If6. See hlso p. 2G5 suprm 
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ba-i'datnln wa intiant* hua tafrtqun ) - Every being or thing 

is a combination of a body and a spirit with their different 

elements shaping each of them. When the bodily elements 

are dispersed, God assembles the attributes of the spirit 

together and fashion for it another vehicle, visible or in¬ 

visible, appropriate for it, for the reason that faculties of the 

spirit cannot without a body serve the Will of God. How 

beautifully the poet says of the combination of the body 

with the elements—earth, water, fire and air—and its disso¬ 

lution, when death comes with the separation of the different 

elements forming the body » He says in his poetic fashion, 

-Earth says to the earth of the body, ‘Return, take leave of 

the spirit, come to us like the dust. You are of our species 

and more suited to us. Therefore, it is better that you 

escape from that body and its moisture*. It answers, ‘Yes, 

although like you I am weary of separation (from my origin), 

yet I am fettered. (In the same way) waters seek the moisture 

of the body, saying, ‘O moisture, come back to us from 

exile’. The ether recalls the heat of the body, saying, ‘You are 

of fire, take the way to your origin',"1 

The body has been formed of these different elements 

which though contrary to each other, are in harmony in the 

body. The body will continue to live and grow as long 

as there is harmony of these elements ; and the moment there 

is conflict of these elements, there comes any disease in the 

body, and if the conflict is such that the body cannot bear 

its pressure, it yields to it and dies out, which causes the 

separation of the different elements of the body and their 

return to their original sources. As Rum! continues, “There 

arc seventy two diseases in the body caused by the elements 

pulling without cord ( not visible ). The disease comes to 

break down the body, so that the elements may abandon 

each other. These elements are ( like ) four birds with their 

legs tied together-death, sickness and disease loose their 

legs. When death released their legs from each other, every 

bird-element must fly away. Every moment the attraction 

between these originals and their parts puts forward some 

pain in our bodies, so that it may rend asunder the combi¬ 

nation (of the elements ) in the body, and each part, like a 

bird, may fly to its origin.- 

Piyshan at hamdlgar chun baz kard ; 
Aiurghl-har •untur yaqin parwaz kard 

Judkba'iAn a*lha wafafuhTi \ 

Hardami ranft nihad dor jismi-ma. 

Ta ki in tarkxbha ra bar darad ; 
Murghl-har juzwt ba a\ll-khud par ad.' 

Though these elements separately are always trying to break 

down our bodies, which can easily be imagined when we 

suffer disease that is surely for the overpowering influence 

of one element on the others, as we suffer cold owing to the 

dominating influence of coldness (which is the nature of water) 

over the other elements in the body, vet our spirit is saving 

always the body from the overpowering influence of any of 

them, for it has desires which are to be fulfilled through the 

body. The body is earthly, but the spirit is Divine , and by 

the Divine Ordainment it has come to the body to serve the 

Divine purpose. We often forget this thing, and our spirit 

mixed with earthly things turns to be earthly and forgets its 

Divinity, which it is in its essence. But God knows everything; 

and He is always bringing us forward to right direction to 

serve the Ultimate purpose which is the Knowledge of God. 

Therefore, “the Divine Providence hinders them ( elements) 

from this hastening (to rend asunder the body ) and keeps 

them together till the appointed lime, and He says, ‘O 

1 Ibid.. 4426-31. Cf. Shelley’s: 

-Dust to dust; but the pure spirit shall flow 

Back to the burning fountain whence it came." 1 Mathnavi, Vol. HI. 4421-5. 
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parts, the term ( of death ) U not certainly known to yon, it is 

useless for you to take to wing before the (appointed) term*. 

Hikmati-Haq man? dyad tin 'ajal ; 

Jama" than dor ad ba-pbhat Id ajal. 

Guy ad ay ajzd ajal mashhid hist ; 

Par tadan pish at ajaltdn sud hist. 

“( Now ) as every part ( of the body ) is seeking its source, 

what must be the state of the spirit, a stranger, in separation 

( from God > ? The spirit also says, *0 my base earthly 

parts, my exile is more bitter ( then yours), for I am 

Celestial'."1 2 3 * * * 

The spirit when is separated from tbe body at the time 

of death, finds him a stranger in his earthly surroundings. 

As he has not realised his teal position, he is afraid at the 

time of death. He does not find any support to rely. But 

one who has realised the real state, is not afraid of his 

separation from the body ; for he knows that this is the great 

opportunity of realizing Himself from the entanglement in a 

state of exile in the body separated from God. As our poet 

says, "O son, death of everyone is according to the same 

imagination as his, —before an enemy ( of God ), it is ao 

enemy, and to a friend of God a friend. Whoever ices it to 

be ( lovely as i Joseph8, sacrifices his life for it, and whoever 

sees it to be (like ) a wolf, turns back from the ( path of ) 

right guidance. ... That one in whose eyes death is des¬ 

truction, supports the command ( of the Qur'an j, ‘Do not 

cast yourselves into destruction’,8 and that one in whom death 

1 Mathnari. Vol. I, 4432-5. 

2 Joseph, an ideal character in the Qur’an { Chap. Xfl ) ; 
and the story of Yusuf and Zuleikhd h famous throughout 
the Persian poetical world. 

3 Qur'an, 2/195 : "And spend in the cause of God, and do 
not cast yourselves into destruction with your own hands, 
and do good to others, for God loves those who are good 
to others." 

is the opening of the Gate ( of Bliss ), to him comes as Divine 

call, 'Vie with one another in hastening’."* 

Margi-har yak ay plsar hamrangi-dst ; 

Pishi-dushman dushman wa bar dust dust. 

Harki yZsuf did jdn kardash fiday ; 

Harki gurgash did bar gasht az huday. 

Anki murdan pishi-chashmash tahlika-st ; 

Amrl-latulqU bagirad C badast. 

iV-dn ki murdan pishl-u thud fatbi-bdb ; 

Sir?* dyad mar ii rd dar khildb* 

The theory of Rami, like all other theories of the masters 

of Religion, is really based on scientific truth.8 Says Sri 

Aurobindo, -The Infinite can only be reached after we have 

grown in the finite, the eternal grasped only by man growing 

in time, the spiritual perfected only by man accomplished 

first in body, life and mind."-* 

In death we surrender our physical life, but the spirit in 

the body is not lost with this death. It goes back to a plane 

of existence where it is more conscious of the realities of the 

spiritual world. The Qur'dn says, "It is God that takes the 

spirit ( of men) at the time of their death, and those that 

die not during their sleep ; then He witholds those on whom 

He has passed the decree of death and sends the others back 

( to their bodies ) till an appointed time ; most surely there 

arc signs in this for a people who reflect.*8 Again, "It is 

1 Ibid, 3/132 : "Vie with one another in hastening to 

forgiveness from your Lord, and a Garden, the extensive¬ 

ness of which is as the heaven and the earth,— it is pre¬ 

served for the righteous." 

2 Mathnavi, Vol. HI, 3434-5 & 3438-9. 

3 Compare in this connection the saying of Evelyn Under¬ 

hill quoted on p. 208 supra. 

4 Foundation of Indian Culture, p. 203. 

5 Qur'dn, 39 ; 42. 

-18 
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He who takes your souls at night ( in sleep ) and He knows 

what you have done in the day ; by the day does He raise 

you up again that a term appointed may be fulfilled ; in the 

end unto Him will be your return.*1 Yusuf ‘Ali, the transla¬ 

tor of the Holy Qur’an, in explaining the above lines remarks, 

“The mystery of sleep, *the twin brother of death* is called 

the taking of our souls by Him with the record of all we 

have done in our waking moments, and this record some¬ 

times appears to us in confused glimpses in dreams. By day 

we awaken again to our activites, and so it goes on until 

we fulfil the term of our life appointed for this earth. Then 

comes the other sleep ( death ), with the longer record of 

our day ( life ); and then, in the end comes the Resurrction 

and Judgement, at which we see everything clearly and not as 

in dreams, for that is the Final Reality." 

Says Rum*. “One who has lived many years in a city, 

so soon as he goes to sleep, what wonder, then, if the soul 

does not romember its ancient abode and birthplace. He 

cannot remember that this world is like a dream, as he is 

wrapt in the slumber of this world, like a star covered by 

clouds.* 

Salha mardi ki dar shahri bawad ; 

Yak zamdn ki chashm dar khwabi rawad. 

Chih 'ajab gar tvh mau\inhdy-khwish ; 

Kih budastash maskan wa milddi-pish. 

Mi niydrad yad kin dunyd chu khwdb ; 

Mi faru pus had chu akhtar rd sahdb.2 

1 Ibid., 6 ; 60. 

2 Mathnavi, Vol. IV, 3628 & 3632-3. Cf. Wordsworth’s 

Ode on the Intimation of Immortality to Children : 

“Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting ; 

The soul that rises with us, our life's star. 

Hath had elsewLere its setting 

And cometh from afar." 

So long as man is unaware of the world of Reality from where 

he came, his state resembles that of a dreamer, who possibly 

cannot escape from the illusion that this dream world is 

permanent and real. 

Now, how does this soul take a new shape in this world ? 

Like the Indian sages, ‘Abdu’l-Karim Jill says in his Insdnu'l- 

Kamil, "Life denotes the spirit’s contemplation of its bodily 

form ; the spirit assumes the form of the object contemplated, 

just as sunbeams falling on green or red glass lake the form 

and colour of the glass."1 This idea has been flucly illustra¬ 

ted by Rumi in his story of the Bedouin and his Wife.3 He 

says, "All these griefs that arc within our breasts arise from 

the vapour and dust of our existence and vain desire.... 

Know that every pain is a piece of death; expel that pan 

of death from you, if there is a means ( of doing so ). ... If 

the part of death has become sweet to you, know that God 

will make the whole sweet { in the next stage of life ). ••• God 

has made this earth for those created of clay, and He has 

made heaven to be the abode of the celestials. The base one 

is the enemy of what is high ; the seeker of each place is 

made known ^ by his works )." 

in zamin rd at bar ay i khdklydn ; 

Asman rd maskani-afldklydn. 

Mardl-sufla dushmani-bald bawad ; 

MushtarVi-har makdn paida bawad2 

The Reality or the Realization of God will be obtained 

by every one on the Final Day of the world, i.e., on the Day 

of Resurrection when everyone will be reawakened and will 

1 Quoted by Dr. Nicholson in his Studies in Islamic Mysti¬ 

cism, p. 134. a. also Shelley's : 

"Life, like a dome of many-coloured glass, 

Stains the while radiance of eternity." 

2 Mathnavi, Vol. I, p. 138. 

3 Ibid., Li. 2296, -8, 2300 & 2387-8. 
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know the proper state of his Self. The Areata has also said 

on Resurrection. How finely it has described of the After¬ 

life 1 -This splendour attaches itself to the hero of prophets 

and to his companions, in order to make life everlasting, 

undecaying, imperishable, imputrescible, incorruptible, forever 

existing, forever vigorous, full of power ( at the lime ) when 

the dead shall rise again, and imperishableness of life shall 

commence, making life lasting by itself ( without further 

support ). All the world will remain for eternity in a state of 

righteousness , the devil will disappear from all those places 

whence he used to attack the righteous man in order to kill 

( him ); and all his brood and creatures will be doomed to 

destruction.’1 2 Again, we find that in interpreting the line of 

the QurTm,* Ya diyuha al-muzzamilu ( O thou, that wraps to 

thyself), Rumi has identified Muhammad with the Resurrec¬ 

tion itself, saying, ’As you arc the Israfil of the time, rise 

upright; and prepare the resurrection before the advent 

of Resurrection itself. O Beloved, if,any one ask, where 

is the Resurrection? Show yourself, saying, *1 am the 

Resurrection.’ 

Chun tu Israftli-waqd rast-khiz ; 

Rastakhizi saz pish az rastakhiz. 

Harki guyad ku qiyamat ay sanam ; 

Khwish banma klh qiyamat nik manam.* 

Really the Perfect Man by dying himself before death, 

realises his oneness with God. And any attempt after 

crushing the carnal desires may be compared to the lesser or 

temporal resurrection ( Qiyamati-^ughra ), in opposition 

to the spiritual attainment, which is called the Qiyamati- 

Kubra ( or Greater Resurrection ). How beautifully our poet 

1 Yasht XIX ; 89-90 ( Quoted from Language. Writings and 

Religion of the Par sis. p. 217 ). 

2 Chap. 73 ; I. 

3 Mathnari, Vol. IV, 1479-80. 

in interpreting the Tradition1 - mutu qabla an tamTdu-sings, 

-Really Muhammad was a hundred resurrection in cash, 

for he was dissolved in dying to ( temporal ) loosing and 

binding. Ahmad ( Muhammad ) is the iwice-born» in this 

world ; he was manifestly a hundred resurrections. Hence, the 

Messenger of good tidings said, ‘Die before you die, O 

nobles !* 

Pas Muhammad *ad qiyamat bud naqd \ 

ZanU hal shud dar fanayi-hall wa laqd. 

Zada'i-than.st Ahmad dar jahan ; 

Sad qiyamat bid u andar 'ayan. 

Bahri-in guft an rasiili-khush payam ; 

Romzt-miitu qabla mautin ya klram.3 

According to the Sufis, the Fioal Day is not the day 

when everything of this world will be ruined, and everyone 

is to present himself before the Lord for the proper judgement, 

as is ordinarily understood. It is the fana' or the ruining 

of the (lower ) self, being absorbed in the thought of God. 

when no idea of the thought of this phenomenal world will 

remain.4 This phenomenal world is ruined to him in his 

ecstatic state, and then he sees clearly the reality of every 

affair his state is asleep to the affairs of the world, but 

awakened to the state of Reality, which state is called Jfal 

andMaqam (the stale of Ecstasy and Final Constancy to God). 

And Ruml, while expressing the state of a sleeping man, 

says, -There is no sorrow, no thought of gain or loss, no 

l A 2 Refer to pp. 232 and 177 supra respectively. 

3 Mathnar•, Vol. VI, 750-1 & 754. 

4 Cf. also the Couplet quoted by our poet in this connection : 

Samir ay dost pish az marg agar mi zindagi khwahi 

Ki Idris az chunin murdan bihishti gasht pish az ma. 

, o friend, die before you die, if you like to have heavenly 

life ; for long before us the'Prophet Idris got heavenly life 

by such kind of death. ) 
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fancy of this person or that person. This is the state of the 

•arif (knower of God ), even without sleep. God said, 

( And you might think them awaken ), while they were 

asleep ( and We turned them about to the right and to the 

left, while their dog lay out stretching its legs at the thres¬ 

hold J.’1 2 —Do not turn away (from this, i. e, do not 

disbelieve this )." 

Nai gham wa andisha'l-siid wa zlyan ; 

Nat khayalt-in falan wa an falan. 

Jfali-'arif in bawad bi khWab ham -, 

Guft izad ‘hum ruqiidun'1 zin maram * 

The Sufi teacher Najmu’d-dln KubrS expounds this quotation 

of the Qur'an thus : And thou wouldest have deemed them 

to be awake because of the light ( of saimship ) which thou 

sawest on their faces, though they were asleep, signifying that 

they died (fana) to their existence and had been made 

everlasting ( ibqa) with the life of God. and We were 

causing them to turn between being naughted ( tfnd) and 

being made everlasting and ascending from a lower station 

to a higher, while their dog ... etc., i. e., (heir carnal souls 

were slumberinc and inactive.3 

The State of Reality may well be compared to the state 

of sound sleep.4 And every night we are getting the oppor¬ 

tunity of realising that state of mind, but as we are not 

satisfied with our desires of the world, every following 

day we are given back to this world of fancy. In this 

way our days continue on till the time of death. As Rumi 

says, “Though we are entangled with thousands of snares, 

1 Qur'an, 18 18. 

2 Mathnavi, Vol. I, 391-92. 

3 Quoted from the Commentary of the Mathnavi by Nichol¬ 

son, Vol. 7 ; p. 4o. 

4 Cf. Upanifad : Svapna ( sleep ) is going back to or reali¬ 

sing one’s own self. 
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when You ( God ) arc with us there is not any trouble. 

Every night you are releasing the spirit from the entanglement 

of body ( carnal desires) and erasing (the impressions ) from 

the tablets ( of the mind ). The spirits are relieved of this 

cage (of body, or of the world) every night, and we 

are set free from the ordinances, philosophies and stories 

( of thi- world which only entangle our bodies and minds, 

but they do not come to any help in our realisation of God, 

which can only be obtained in the absorption of God, by 

leaving all the laws and the fancy ideas of the world >. ... 

He ( God ) embodies the spirits divested ( of the body ), 

and again makes each body laden ( with daily works and its 

thoughts ). He makes the horse of spirits free of the saddle, — 

this is the mystery of 'sleep is the brother of death’. But in 

order that they ( spirits ) may return ( to the body ) in the 

day time, He puts a long fetter on the leg ; so that in the 

day time He may lead it back from the meadow ( of spiritual 

attributes which is the land of Bliss ) and bring it under 

load from that pasture.- 

Gar hazbran dam bOshad dar qadam \ 

Chun tu bn mSyi nabnshad hch gham. 

Har shath az dfimi-tan arwBh ra , 

Mi rahani mi kani alwdb ra. 

Mi rahjnd arwab har shab zin qafa^ ; 

Farighan az hukm u guftar wa qi^tf. 

RWrfkiyi-mumbasit ra tan kunad ■, 

Har tani ra baz abistan kunad. 

Asbi-janha ra kunad ‘ari zl-zin ; 

Sirri-a'nnaumu akhu’l-mautast in. 

Lik bahri-anki ruz ay and baz ; 

Bar nihad bar pash pabandi-daroz. 

Taki ruzash wo kashad z-an murghzar ; 

W-az charogah hradash dar zirl-bar.' 

1 Mathnavi. Vol. I. 387-9 & 399-402 
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Now, “What is sleep ? As far as the animal life is con¬ 

cerned, it is the cessation of the working of the nervous 

system, though other animal functions, such as digestion, 

growth, and the circulation of the blood continues, possibly 

at a different pace. It is repose of the nervous system, and 

in this respect it is common to meo and animals and perhaps 

even to plants, if, as is possible, plants have a nervous system. 

The mental processes ( and certainly volition) are also sus¬ 

pended in sleep, except that in ordinary dreams there is a 

medley of recollections, which often present vividly to our 

consciousness things that do not or cannot happen in nature 

as we know them in our co-ordinated minds. But there is 

another kind of dream which is rarer—one in which the 

dreamer secs things as they actually happen, backwards or 

forwards in time, or one in which gifted individuals see 

spiritual truths otherwise imperceptible to them. How can 

we explain this ? It is suggested that our soul or personality, 

that something which is above our animal life, is then in a 

plane of spiritual existence akin to physical death, when we 

are nearer to God. In poetic imagery ‘sleep is twin brother 

to death’ ; and our souls are for the time being released from 

the bondage of the flesh. God takes them for the time being. 

If, as some do, we are to die peacefully in sleep, our soul does 

not come to the physical body, and the latter decays and 

dies. If we have still some period of life to fulfil according 

to God’s decree, our soul comes back to the body and we 

resume our functions in this life.”1 

And we perform our duties of life uoder snuggles and 

difficulties. The Qur’an says, “Verily we have created men 

with toil and struggle."2 It is for the purpose that we may 

know our Realitv which is being felt every night in our sound 

sleep, but the desires of the world do not give us opportunity 

1 Yasuf Ali, The Holy Qur'an, p. 1250. 

2 Chap. 90 ; 4. 
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to think over the matter ; and under the pressure of troubles 

and difficulties we are suffering deaths throughout the life, 

the 'arif ( or knower of God) being always excepted—for 

though he is with the body, he is enjoying the Eternal Bliss. 

Again, the Qu/’u/i says, “What did you think that We had 

created you in vain, and that you shall not be returned to 

Us ?■* Our life is for the purpose that we may know the 

Reality of life which is the realization of God. Rumi says, 

“The creation of the world is for the purpose of i Divine ) 

Manifestation, so that the Treasure of Knowledge may not 

remain hidden ; God said, *1 was hidden Treasure’2 ; Listen 

(to it)• be not lost to your Essence v which is the hidden 

Treasure ), and become manifest ( by sacrificing your carnal 

derires)» 

Bahri-iihi'irasf in khalql-jahdn \ 

Ta nanidnad ganji-hikmathd nihdn. 

Kuntu kanxan guft makhfiyyan shunau ; 

Jauhari-khud gum makun ifhar shau.3 

In the Qur an it is found that the fall of Adam was due to 

his attraction to the forbidden fruit, the symbol of sin and 

ignorance ; and the moment he understood his separation 

from the presence of God. he repented of his action, which 

repentance was ihc cause of lifting him again to God after a 

lime; but as Satan was not aware of his own lault, he 

remained accursed till the day of Resurrection. Adam was to 

be the •vice-gerent’ of God in the earth. But how can He 

manifest Himself? For nothing can be manifested in the world 

without having contraries side by side. The angels represent 

the good qualities ; they understand the Essence of God, but 

they cannot be produced before, as they lack the contrary 

T Ibid., 23/115. 

2 It refers to the Tradition ( Hadithi-Qudsi ). See also on 

p. 232 supra. 

3 Mathnari, Vol. IV. 3028 9. 
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qualities or the natures of man ; hence, their inability to act 

as the ‘vice-gerent’ of God in the earth. Adam was then taught 

the ‘names of things’, i.e., the real natures of everything, by 

learning which he was raised higher than the angels which was 

of the status of God ; but this man-God should be revealed 

to the earth. God created in him passion which in its subdued 

state represents his wife, and they together are to enjoy the 

Bliss of the Garden, where Adam was living before his fallen 

state. And the moment there arose in him the desire for the 

forbidden fruit, which is only the uncontrolled state of his 

passion, symbolized by Satan, he fell from his state of man- 

God. The next moment Adam repented of his failing state, 

and with this again begins his rise to the former state of Bliss. 

Every life, in short, is the fallen state of Adam where be 

became unmindful of the presence of God, and the moment 

he becomes aware of this situation, he is developing his former 

state, which everyone will ultimately realize. The moment of 

Realization has been symbolized by the Day of Resurrection 

where Satan will have no power over the human mind and 

will die automatically. 

Thus birth and death are only apparent changes of the 

Real Identity. The One is always the same, but we do not 

understand it as we are under the influences of Satan which 

are the conflicts of minds, and these conflicts take shapes 

for the necessary fulfilment of the desires. As Rami says in 

his nhi m3 flhi, “Body is of great importance ; indeed 

nothing can be done without the co-partnership of body and 

its essence. You may sow a seed without its husk, but it 

will not grow up ; sow it with its husk and it will become a 

big tree ; from this point of view the body is fundamental 

and necessary for the attainment of the Divine purpose."1 

The seed has been compared to the so many desires of man. 

1 Flhi ma flhi. P- 22 : also refer to Spiritual Talks of 

RumI- ///. 

which cannot develop in their ways without the required 

bodies which are like the husk of a seed. These desires must 

be overcome, through repentance after repentance, and then 

the perfect man will reach a stage where he is higher than 

the angels who have no desires to overcome. As Rumi 

declares in his Mathnavi, “God’s mercy preceded His Wrath, 

in order that the existence itself may take a shape ; for the 

reason that without pleasure flesh and skin do not grow, 

and if they do not grow, what will the love of the Friend 

enjoy?" 

Rahmatash bar qahr az an sabiq shudast, 

Takl sarntaya'i-v/ujud ayad badast. 

Zanki bx Iadhdhat naruyad lahm u putt ; 

Chun naruyad chih gudiizad ‘Ishqi-dust.' 

That is, the Divine Love will develop in us, when we shall 

mortify our carnal desires in us. 

Therefore, sorrows and sufferings roust follow our exis¬ 

tence. And they hint of our repenlence for our past actions. 

If we be not careful of them, we aro doomed to suffer. They 

are really blessings in disguise. Rami sings, “Sufferings are 

really a great message from death—do not turn your face 

from this messenger, O foolish one. If you can think that 

part of death ( i. c., sorrows and sufferings ) as of advantage 

to you, God will make the whole also sweet. For whoever 

lives sweetly, dies bitterly, ( and ) whoever serves his body, 

does not save his soul." 

Dardha 31 marg mi ayad rasiil : 

Az rasiilash rU magardTm ay fadul. 

Juzvi-marg ar gasht shlrin mar turn ; 

Danki shirin mikunad kul ra khuda. 

Harki shirin mi ziyad « talkh murd ; 

Harki « tanra parastad j<in naburd* 

1 Mathnavi, Vol III, 4167-8. 

2 Mathnavi. Vol. I, 2300-2 : also see p. 275 supra. 
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As with Adam repentance was the cause of rising from 

his fallen state, so with every human being repentance brings 

every soul to the presence of God, and henceforward he steps 

forward to gradual development. In the Mathnavi we find, 

“Life without repentance is all lost to the spirit—to be absent 

from God is the clear death. Both life and death are sweet 

with the presence of God. Without God the water of life 

is fire ( i. e., is in the state of Satan, who gradually falls 

down and is, consequently, accursed ). Moreover, it was 

the effect of ( Divine) curse that any one seeks after long 

lifo before ( His ) presence. To seek from God anything 

besides God, is the supposition of a gain, but it is total 

loss. ... Whoever makes this world the water of life, death 

comes to him sooner than others.* I But ) one who hankers 

after the spiritual world, finds this world also to be full of 

treasure." 

‘ Umri-bi-taubah hamah jdn kandanast ; 

Aiargi-hddir ghdyb dr Haq budanast. 

* Umr u marg in har du bd Haq khush bawad ; 

Bi khudd dbl-hayat dtish bawad. 

An ham az ta'thirl-la'not bad ku ; 

Oar chundn Ha^rat hami shud 'umr Ju. 

Az khudd ghayri-khudd rd khwdstan ; 

lanni-afzunist u kulli kdstan. 

Harkl sdzad tin jahdn dbi-haydt ; 

Zutarash az digardn dyad mumdt. 

Dida'i dil ku bagardun bingarist -t 

Did kinjd har dami minagarist. 

“What is this body ? ( God shapes ) it with harmonious 

cohesion of the patched garments ( i.e., the diflerent elements ) 

1 Cf. Hadith : Beware of associating with the ‘dead’ ; on 

being asked what he meant by ‘the dead', the prophet 

replied, ‘the rich', or according to another version, ‘the 

worldly*. 
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for transmutation of essences and all-embracing elixir. On the 

day when you came into existence, you were either fire, or air, 

or earth. If you had remained in that condition everlastingly, 

how should this present development have been reached to 

you ? The Transmuter ( God ) did not leave you in your 

first state of existence ; He established a better state of 

existence in the place of existence of that ( former one ). And 

so on till a hundred thousand states of existences, one after 

another, the successive one being always better than the 

preceding one. ... You have gained these ( successive ) lives 

from ( successive ) deaths. ( Therefore ), why have you turned 

your face from dying to Him ? What loss had you in these 

deaths, that you have clung to this ( earthly ) life, O you, 

addicted to passions V 

Qalbla’ydnast u aksKri-muW ; 

•ftllSfi-kharqa'i-tan b%makhi\. 

Tu az dn ruzi ki dar hast dmadi ; 

Atlshx yd bdd yd khaki budi. 

Gar bar dn bdlat turd bxidi baqd ; 

Kai rasidi mar turd in Irtlqd• 

At mubaddil hastiy'i-awwal namdnd \ 

Hastiy'i-bihtar bajdy'i-dn nishdnd 

Hamchunin td fad hazdrdn hosthd ; 

Bddl-yakdigar duwam blh z-lbtidd. 

In baqdha az fand ha ydffi j 

Az fand-ash ru chird bartdfti. 

Z-dn fandkd chih ziydn bTidat kl td ; 

Bar baqd chafsida'yi ay ndfiqd.* 

Dr. 'Abdu’r Rahman BijnUri says, "Man owing to his own 

fault-finding and individuality thinks himself separated from 

his Creator, and also imagines himself foreign to this world 

and is surrounded by different sorts of people of this world 

*nd its environments. But in reality there is no difference 

TAfo/Wi. VoTv, 770-3, -86-7, 788-92, 796-7. 
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between him and other things of this world. Even this that 

Death also does not make him separated from others." Then 

he quotes the famous line of the Urdu poet Ghalib, ‘Don’t ask 

of the delight in Death of the people aspiring after God, for 

them the naked sword is a festival for findiog God'.} 

The body, then, is only a garment which takes to its new 

form, when it is required for the spirit to have a new shape.1 2 

And Rumi says, "You know that the body is like a garment. 

Go, seek the wearer of the garment ( i.e. the Divine man in 

you ), do not lick a garment ( i.e. be not attached to the 

bodily passions )." 

7n baddni ki tan Umad chun libds j 

Rau baju Idbis libdsi ra malts. 

The poet, then, tries to show how the spirit fashions the 

body. He says, -When God gives a spirit to the embryo in 

the womb, He puts in its ( spirit’s ) temperament the attrac¬ 

tion of ( different ) elements. Through food it draws its 

elements together and weaves the warp and woof of its body 

Till the age of forty years, God will have made it desirous of 

drawing elements together in process of growth. He taught 

the spirit to draw elemcnU together. — How should the 

Incomparable King ( God ) know not the attraction of 

1 Cf. Mabasini-Kaldmi-Ghdlib : 

*/shrati-qatlgahi ahli-tamannd mat puchho ; 

'Id nasfdra hai shamshir kd 'uriydn bond. 

2 The Philosophical Mystic Carlyle also thinks likewise. 

According to him, the universe is the ‘living visible gar¬ 

ment of God', and ‘matter exists only spiritually to repre¬ 

sent some Idea, and body it forth'. We, each of us, are 

therefore one expression of this central spirit, the only 

abiding Reality; and so, in turn, everything we know 

and see is but an envelope or clothing encasing something 

more vital which is invisible within ( Mysticism in English 

Literature, p. 108 ). 

( drawing ) elements together V 

Chun janin rd dar shikam Haq jdn dihad ; 

Jadhvi-ajzd dar mizdji-ii nihad. 

Az khurish u jadhvi-ajzd mi kunad ; 

Tdr u pudi-jismi-khud rd mi tanad. 

Td chihal snlash bajadhvi-juzvhd j 

Haq hdri^ash karda bdshad dar namd. 

Jadhvi-ajzd rdh rd ta'lim kard ; 

Chun naddnad jadhvi-ajzd shahi-fard.1 

The theory of Evolution is generally thought to be com¬ 

paratively a modern invention and Darwin its first exponent. 

But really it is not so. The thinkers of all ages were believers 

in this theory, and it is a great wonder to find that the 

contemporary thinkers of Darwin throughout the world, such 

as Spencer, Russel Wallace, Haeckel, Mendel, Mirzfi Ghalib 

and others dealt with it in the same line of thought from the 

different parts of the world. Of the Muslim period wc may 

mention the names of Avicenna ( or Ba 'Ali Sina ), the 

philosophers of the brotherhood of purity ( Ikhwdn u’f-Safd ), 

and specially, our philosopher-poet Rumi, who were exponents 

of this theory. 

Of the modern period Bergson is the greatest exponent of 

the theory of evolution. "The fundamental truth of existence 

Bergson finds in the conception of a ‘vital impulse', a sponta¬ 

neous living force, akin to consciousness, out of whose urge 

to action and creation the world process springs, ••• Actually 

nothing stays for a single moment fixed. We change without 

ceasing ; to exist is to change, to change is to mature, and 

to mature is to go on creating ourselves endlessly. ... Life is 

a continuous and irreversable process in which every moment 

of action is the confluence of our entire past issuing in a new 

etcative act."1 

T Mathnavi. Vol. III. 1756-9. 

2 History of Philosophy, p. 471-2. 
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The first great thinker who dealt on the theory of evolution 

was Pythagoras ( 540-500 B. C. ). The whole tendency of 

the Pythagoreans in a practical aspect, was ascetic, and 

aimed only at a rigid castigation of the moral principle in 

order thereby to ensure the emancipation of the soul from 

its mortal prison-house and its transmigration into a nobler 

form. It is this doctrine that is so prominently associated 

with the Pythagorean philosophy which has led certain 

authorities to suggest that Pythagoras owed it to the 

Hindus."1 And the belief of the Orphicism of the Greek 

religion is that -True life is not to be found here on earth ; 

what men call life is really death, and the body is the tomb 

of the soul. By reason of its bodily contamination the soul 

is forced to pass through an indefinite series of reincarnations, 

taking on this form or that according as it has been more 

or less true to its immortal nature ... through a system 

of purifications which finally will free the immortal and 

preexisting soul from its earthly trammels, and bring it to 

ihe regions of the blest where it will dwell forever with the 

gods."® 
Empedocles, one of the early Greek philosophers, was 

the first who advanced the theory that man before taking the 

human form has to pass through various stages of vegetable 

and animal life, which theory we find in Rumi-s Mathnari 

also The origin of man from its stage of the element to the 

highest stage of realisation in manhood turned to Divinity 

has been nicely described by our poet in his Spiritual Poem : 

-First he came into the region of inorganic state, and from 

this state he passed into the vegetable state ( i. e , the state of 

growth). He then sings: 

Salha andar nabati *umr hard ; 

Waz janiadi yad naward az nabard. 

T oiitUneiqfl^amic Culture. Vol. II, p. 358. 

2 History of Philosophy, p. 17-18. 
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Waz nabati chun bahaiwdnx fa tad ; 

Ndmadash bali-nabati hich yad. 

Juz haniin maili ki dar ad suy-dn ; 

Khdsa dar waqti-bahdr wa daimurdn. 

Hamchu malli-kiidakdn bd nuidaran ; 

Sirr i-maili- khud naddnad dar libdn. 

Hamchu maili-mufriti-har nau murid ; 

Sny-dn piri-jawdn bakhti-majld 

Jmwl-aqli-'n az an 'aqll-kul-ast; 

J umbishl- n say a zdn shdkhi-gul-ast. 

Sdya-ash fa/ti s ha wad akhlr darli ; 

Pas badiinad sirri-mail wa just u ju. 

Sdya’l-shdkhl-digar ay nlkbakht; 

Kai bajumbad gar najumbad in dlrakht. 

Bd: az boiwdn sliy ins miyash \ 

Mi kashid an khdliqi kih daniyash. 

Hamchunin iqlim to iqlim raft \ 

77» shud aknlin 'Iqil wa dana wa zaft. 

•Aqlhiy-awwalinash yad nist; 

Ham a: in 'aqlash tahawwul kardanist. 

Td rahad zin *aqll-pur hirf wa [alab ; 

fad hazdrdn ‘aql binadbul-'ajab. 

Gar chi khuftah gasht u shud nasi zl-pish ; 

Kai gudharandash dardn nisyani-khw\sh. 

Bat az an khwdbash babiddrl kashand \ 

Kih kunad bar balati-khud rish-khand. 

Kih chi gham bad dnki m.khurdam bakhwab ; 

Chun fardmusham shud al/wdli-fawab. 

Chun naddnlstam ki dn gham wa i'tildl; 

Fi'll-khwdb-ast wa farib-ast wa khaydl. 

-Though he fell asleep ( died ) and became forgetful of the 

past, how should they ( the different tendencies of his former 

state) leave him in that state of self-forgetfulness ? From 

that sleep ( death ) they will bring him back again to wake¬ 

fulness (Resurrection ), so that he may mock at this 

— 19 
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( present) state.-saying. 'what was that sorrow that I was 

suffering in my sleep ? -How did I forget the real state. 

(Of mine which is Divinity)? How did l not know that 

sorrow and disease is the effect of sleep ( dream ) and it is 

all false and phantasy V "l 2 
To the students of Muslim thought it is evident that in 

this and in similar other passages Rami is using ideas which 

have their source in the Neoplatonic theory of emanation 

and the psychology of Aristotle and Plotinus. As Whinfield 
say, -The doctrine of the three ascending grades of the 

soul—vegetative, animal and human-was first enunciated 

by Aristotle and is reproduced in the • Uyunul-Masfll ( of 

Farabi ) and other works.-* But essentially RDml stands 

much nearer to Plotinus. As Dean Inge says, -The soul is 

with him the meeting point of the intelligible and the pheno¬ 

menal It '* diffus'd everywhere. Animals and vegetables 

participate in it, and the earth has a soul which see. and 
hears The soul is immaterial and immortal, for it belongs 

to the world of real existence, and nothing that is can cease 

to be The body is the soul, rather than the soul in the 

body The soul creates the body by imposing form on the 

matter, which in itself is No-thing, pure indetermination, 
and next door to absolute non existence. ... The nature of 

the soul is triple , it is presented under three forms, which 

are at the same lime the three stages of perfection wh.ch it can 
reach There is first and lowest the animal and sensual soul, 

which is closely bound up with the body; then there is 

the logical, reasoning soul, the distinctively human part; 

and lastly there is the superhuman stage or part, in which a 

man thinks himself according to the higher intelligence, with 

1 Malhnan. VoIlV, 3637 49 ( for their meaning refer to 

p. 209 supra ) & 3650-53. 
2 Whinfield’s Translation of the Gulshani-Ras, p. 33. Cf. Dar 

atwari-jamadi bud patda 1 Pas as ruH-i&fi fash, dona. 

which he has become identified, knowing himself no longer 

as a man, but as one who has become altogether changed 

and has transferred himself into the higher region ; — The 

whole universe is one vast organism, and if one member 

suffer, all the members suffer with it. This is why ‘a faint 

movement of sympathy’ stirs within us at the sight of living 

creature. So Origen says, ‘As our body, while consisting 

of many members, is yet held together by one soul, so the 

universe is to be thought of as an immense living being, 

which is held together by one soul—the power and the Logos 

of God’. All existence is drawn upwards towards God by a 

kind of centripetal attraction, which is unconscious in the 

lower, half conscious in the higher organisms.."1 
Mystically, Resurrection is the stale of Realisation. And 

that can be gained only when all tendencies of the spirit are 

absorbed in the thought of God, and the conceptions of 

good and evil have no separate existences. He feels the 

existence of God, who is All good, everywhere, and comes 

to a same state with God, where he exclaims out, ‘ana’I-IIaq* 

( l am God ). Accordingly, the Sufis compare the world to 

a dreaming state. In sleep we dream of things that have 

no reality. In the same way before realising our real states, 

we suffer in the conflicts of the thoughts of this world, 

that we think to be real ; but after realizing God, we shall 

find that they have no reality. While continuing his descrip¬ 
tion of the various stages of Man, our poet sings, "Thus, 

the world is like the sleeper’s dream ; the sleeper thinks 

that it is really lasting. When all on a sudden there will 

appear the dawn of death ( i. e., the death of all conflicts 
of thoughts with the realization of God ), he will be delivered 

from the darkness of idle imaginations and false thoughts. 
He will laugh at his sorrows, when he realises his permanent 

1 Christian Mysticism, p. 91 ( Quoted by Nicholson in his 

Commentary of the Mathnav'i, Vol. VIII, p. 215-16 ). 
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abode and dwelling place." 

Hamchunan dunya ki bulmi-naymst j 

Khufta pindarad ki in khud day mast. 

Ta bar ayad nagahUn )ubhl-a]al \ 

Wa rahad az iulmatl-*ann wa daghal. 

Khanda-ash girad az an ghamhay-khwish •, 

Chun ba-binad mustaqarr wa jay-khwtsh.x 

According to the Holy Qur’an there are three states of a 

man s life—his life in this world, his life in Barzakh, and 

the great manifestation of all spiritual realities that will take 

place on the Day of Resurrection ; the state of Barzakh,being 

the intermediate state in which the soul lives after death till 

the greater Resurrection.* But to the Sufis these are not 

the only states which a life experiences; it begins much 

earlier and experiences many more stages within the life of a 

man even in the stage of humanity. The first stage may be 

compared to a life which is an admixture of the conflicts of 

good and evil, where sometimes he thinks this one to be 

good, and that one to be bad, and in the next moments he 

thinks contrariwise. In this way life goes on till he comes 

to a state where he becomes definite about his way of thinking 

and thinks something to be good, and it is good to him 

for all time, and by this certainty of idea, he makes other 

things to be bad for all time to come. But to God there is 

no relative good or evil, and He. without finding any other 

words to express the essence of God ( which is indescribable 

for any conception is begotten of qualities and limitation : 

God is not begotten, He is ‘/am yulad ), is All-Good. We are 

to reach that state which is beyond all good and evil, and that 

is Realization. Really we are like so many waves of the Sea.» 

Says RQmi “In this world there are the bitter sea and 

1 Mathnavi, Vol. IV, 3654 et seq. 

2 The Holy Qur’an, translated by Muhammad Ah, p. 69.. 

3 Refer also to p. 199-200 supra. 
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the sweet sea—between them is a barrier ( barzakh )' which 

they do not seek to cross. Know that both these flow from 

the same Origin Pass on from them both—( and ) advance 

to its Origin. Really, 

Zarri-qatb wa zarri-niku dar 'iyar ; 

Bi mibak hargiz nodafil z-l'tibdr.* 

In short, man’s life may be divided into three states, ani¬ 

mality, rationality and Divinity. Animality is that state where 

he is conscious of his sorrows and pleasures, but he cannot 

rationally distinguish between them • rationality or humanity 

is that state where one distinguishes between good and evil 

and Divinity is the state where he sees all good ; it is the 

Unity of everything with God. 

According to the Sufis, in the state of Humanity egotism 

( or the state of Barzakh ) is a great bar to spiritual progress. 

SardUr Iqbal 'All Sh§h has finely explained of this state of 

Barzakh : "Life offers a scope for ego activity, and death 

is the first test of the synthetic activity of the ego. The 

Barzakh is a state of consciousness characterized by a change 

in the ego's attitude towards time and space. It was 

Helmholtz who first discovered that nervous excitation takes 

time to reach consciousness. If this is so, our present psyslo- 

logical structure is at the bottom of our present view of time, 

and if the ego survives the dissolution of this structure, a 

change in our attitude towards time and space seems perfectly 

natural. The enormous condensation of impressions which 

occurs in our dream life, and the exaltation of memory which 

sometimes takes place at the moment of death, disclose the ego’s 

capacity for different standards of time. The state of Barzakh, 

therefore, does not seem to be merely a passive state of 

expectation ; it is a state in which the ego catches a glimpse of 

fresh aspects of Reality, and prepares himself for readjustment 

1 Qur’an. 53/19. 

2 Mathnavi. Vol. I, 297-9 : refer also to p. 251 supra. 
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to those aspects.-1 In the state of Barzakh, there is really 

no pleasure-giving and pain-giving acts : there are only ego- 

sustaining and ego-dissolving acts, which prepare his further 

career. The ego will continue to struggle till he is able to 

gather himself up, and win his Resurrection, where he is one 

with the Reality of God. 

This egoism or 'aqli-juzvi is really the distinctive quality 

of Satan. So long the egoism or one’s self-consciousness is 

not lost he cannot regain his former positior, where /b/t* 

was same as the other angels. This is the particular 

individual, discursive reason as opposed by Plotinus to the 

Universal, super-individual, spiritual reason. Says Rami, 

‘Aqli-juzvi •Ishq ra munkir bawad •, 

Garchl banniayad ki jablb-sar bawad.* 

(Although appears to be perfectly wise, egoism prevents to 

realize Universal love). 

We do not like to concern ourselves with the •re-birth* 

of man ( tanasukh) regarding which there is diversity of 

opinion. To the Muslim it is a heresy to believe in 7«wi5- 

sukh\ And our poet like other Islamic philosophers has 

repudiated the same with the words, "Pray God continually 

that you may not stumble over these subtle points ( of re¬ 

birth ) and that you may arrive at the journey's end." 

Az khuda mi khwah ta zin nuktoha ; 

Dar nalaghzi wa rasi dar muntaha.3 

Shabistari also says likewise : "From the same cause arose 

false and vain Metempsychosis, since it had its origin from 

defective sight.”4 Yet it seems this much our Rum! has agreed 

on this point that “In this community there has never been 

obliterating of the body, but there is copying of the soul- 

1 Islamic Sufism, p. 189. 

2 Mathnavi, Vol. I, 1982. 

3 Mathnavi, Vol. Ill, 4209 

4 Gulshani-Raz, 106. 

Andar in ummat na-bud maskhi-badan \ 

Lik maskhl-dil bawad ay dhu'l-fiUm-1 2 

Bui this is certain lhat before reaching the highest stage, 

one is to experience existence after existence till he reaches 

that highest stage. The stages after reaching the humanity 

may be compared to the foot-prints on the Ocean, which 

are not visible, and the stages preceding humanity are ob¬ 

viously clear to us. Lives and deaths are only so many 

.foot-prints' where one stands, and gives an Indication of 

his existence. How excellently the poet clears up this idea 

in his Mathnavi 1 ‘You advanced from inammatateness 

towards growth and from growth towards life and its 

troubles. Again toward, reason and its goodly rationalities, 

and thence ( you are ) free from these five ( senses) and six 

( directions ). These foot-prints are up to the shore of the 

sea ; after that ( your ) foot-prints disappear in the sea. 

Because, from ( Diviue ) precaution the resting places on t c 

dryland are ( like ) the villages, the dwellings and caravan- 

saries ; ( on the contraiy ) resting places of the sea at t c 

time of their waves ( which are ) their lives, have no floor or 

roof during the haltage. These stages have no ( visible ) 

elevation-these resting places have neither sign nor name. 

Between these resting places there are hundreds of such 

stages as from the ( stage of) growth to essential spirit 

( or humanity i. You have seen this life ( got) from (pre¬ 

vious ) deaths ; ( therefore ) how are you attached to this life 

of the body V 

Az jamedi bi-khabar suyl-nama; 

Waz nama suyl-Haiyat wa ibtila 

BUz suyl-'aql u tamiyzatl-khush ; 

Baz suyl-kkaflji-in panj u shash. 

Ta labi-bahr in nlshTatl-payHarSt s 

Pas nlsh~jil-pa darunt-bohr Ic-st. 

1 Mathnavi, Vol. V, 2594. 
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Zcinki manziihay-khushkt z-ilitiyat 

Hast dihha wa wa tanka wa rib at. 

Baz manzilhay darya dar wuquf ; 

Waqti-mauj wa babs bl-ar^a u suquf. 

N'rst paidd an mara/jil rd sanam ; 

Nat niskdnast an mandzil ra na nam. 

Hast $ad chandan miydni-manzilain ; 

An taraf kih az nantd Id ruhi-'ayn. 

Dar fanTJid in baqi ra dida'yi ; 

Bar baqdyi-jism chun chafsida’yl.' 

In the Diwiin also ROtni has sung verses in the same line 

of thought. As for example, “You were dust and have 

become spirit ; you were ignorant and have become wise. 

He ( God ) who has led you thus far, will lead you further 

also. How pleasant are the pains He makes you suffer while 

He gently draws you to Himself i“ 

Tu gil budi wa dil shudi jdhli budi *aqil shudi ; 
An ku kashidat in chunin an tn kashanad Tin chunk*. 
Andar kashdkashhdy-n nusk ast nakhushhdy-u ;1 2 

In this way the soul reaches a position which cannot be 

described in words. To the Divine man there shines a world 

where there is no conflict ; it is the vast Sea without any 

visible wave, always calm and quiet, though to the others 

the waves are seemingly opposite to one another,—“for that 

world is like a salt mine ; whoever has reached there ( i. e., 

to the state of realisation of God ), has become free from 

dveing ( with various colours ). Look at earth it makes 

many-coloured ( diverse ) mankind to be of one colour in 

their graves. This is the salt-mine for visible bodies ; but 

the salt-mine for ideal ( or supersensual ) things is quite 

different. The saltmine for ideal things is spiritual, (and 

consequently ) it is in the state of newness from eternity 
without beginning to eternity without end. This ( bodily or 

1 Ibid.7SOO~07~ 

2 Diwani-Shamsl-Tabriz. p. 142. 

visible) newness has oldness as its opposite j but that 

( spiritual ) newness ( or the newness of the world of Reality ) 

is without any opposite or like and number. Such that by 

the polish of the light of Muhammad thousands of darknesses 

became lighted. Jews, Polytheists, Christians and Magians 

all were made of one colour by that Alp Ulugh ( a great hero, 

meaning the prophet Muhammad ). A hundred thousands of 

shadows, long and short ( i. e., fancy religious diverse views 

of different nations ), became one in the light of that Sun of 

Mystery (i. c., prophet Muhammed ). Neither a long, nor a 

short, nor a wide shadow remained, but every one was absor¬ 

bed in the Sun. But the one colourness that is everywhere at 

the time of Resurrection ( or Realization ) is made clear and 

expressed over the ( conflicts of > good and evil * 

Kan jjh~m hamchun namaksar umadast ; 

Harchl an,/a raft bi-talwin shudast. 

Khak ra bin khalqi rangarang ra ; 

Mi kunad yak rang andar gurh i. 

in namaksari jusTani-Shhir ast ; 

Khud namaksiri-m'rati-digar ast. 

An namaksTiri-m’ani m'anavist; 

Az azal an la abad andar navist. 

In navi ra kuhnagi 4iddash bawad ; 

An navi bi-4idd u bi nldd wa 'adad 

An thunanki az faqll-nari~Mu^afS ; 

‘ ad hazarln nau' fulmat shud 

Az JahT.d wa mushrik wa tarst wa mugh ; 

Jumlagi yak rang shud z'm Alp-Ulugh. 

?ad hazaran saya'i-kiitah wa daraz ; 

Shud yaki dar Hurl-an khurshidi-raz. 

Nah darazi mand na kutah na pahn ; 
Guna gUnah say a dar khurshid rahn. 

Lik yak rangi ki andar mahshar ast: 
Bar bad wa bar nik kashf wa fakir ast.1 

1 Mathnavi. Vok VI, 1856-65 
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Sufi Concept of Satan 

The words 'Satan' ( pronounced Shaitan in Arabic ) and 

'Iblis',1 refer to one and the same being, the Devil in English 

literature. He is believed according to Islamic conception to 

be descended from Jinn, the progenitor of the evil genii. He 

is said to have been named 4Azazil and to have possessed 

authority over the animal and the spirit kingdom. According 

to the Qur'an, when God created Adam, the Devil refused to 

prostrate before him and was therefore expelled from Eden. 

The sentence of death was then pronounced upon him , but 

on seeking a respite he obtained it until the Day of Judgment, 

1 The derivations of the words—Shaitan and Iblis or ' A lam 

( as referred to in Chap, on Prayer ) may in a sense be 

said as -confined to purely secondary-sources* ( as some of 

the learned experts opined ). It is true that these words are 

adopted and naturalised in Arabic directly from Hebrew 

or Aramaic. As for example, Shaitan and Shunbah ( or 

Shumbah ) are Arabic words, but they are based on the 

Hebrew Shathan and Shambadh ( or Shabbath ) respec¬ 

tively. The word Iblis, as some scholars suggest, is a 
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when he will be destroyed.’ The Devil was created of fire 

whilst Adam was cre.ted of city. The Qur'an* uses the word 

Ibns when the Evil one’s evil is limited to himself, but Shaitan 

or Satan when his evil affects others beside himself; or JWs 

is the proud one and Satan the deceiver. Thus in the 36th 

verse of the same second chapter be is spoken of by the name 

of Shaitan, because his evil in that case affects Adam. The 

word IbCts is deiived from balasa ( to despair ) j and Shaitan 

from Shatana ( to become distant and remote ), or from SKatQ 

(to perish), but Shaitan as opposer, the rebellious one 

( derived from shaitana, to oppose ), or the enemy of Go , 
or rather the common enemy of every soul who is proceeding 

towards God, is more appropriate.* 

We find that with idam the creation begins, and this 

creation is for the purpose that God may reveal Himself 

through it. And in this creation Satan takes a very tmpor- 

tant part. 

Greek borrowing in Arabic, the Greek word for Satan 

being Diabolos, and in the 7th Century A. D. Greek the 

initial Dla came lobe pronounced as yia, and from this 

form yiabolos, the Arabic IbKs was built. Nevertheless, 

when we find that the different roots of these words are 

illustrated in so many Arabic dictionaries, we should 

not have any doubt about their original Semitic source : 

for all these sister languages—Arabic, Hebrew and 

Aramaic-are included in the common Semitic group of 

languages ( Cf. Comparative Grammar of the Semitic 

Languages, pp. 1-18 )• 

1 Qur'an, Vn 13. 

2 Ibid., Chap. 11/34. 
3 For the different derivations and their explanations 

compare also Muhammad *AIPa ( translation of ) the Holy 

Qur’an, f n. 57. 
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When the Angels were not in a position to bear the respon¬ 

sibility of being a "Vicegerent on the earth", Ood chose Jdam 

for that task and taught him the Names ( or Nature ) of all 

things. Then the angels were ordered to bow down before 

him. All did accordingly ; but Iblis refused for he was 

haughty, proud of himself, and one of those who reject Faith. 

When God asked him, *What prevented you from bowing 

down when I commanded you V he replied, ‘I am better than 

he ; You did create me from fire and him from clay*. This 

shows a great arrogance on his part as a creature to disobey 

God, his Creator, and also falsehood on his part in ignoring 

the fact that God had not merely made Jdam's body from 

clay but had also given him spiritual form ; in other words. 

He had taught him the Nature of things and raised him above 

the angels. 

Now, Satan became the 'apparent' enemy of God, rather 

of all seekers after God, saying, 'As you have thfown me out 

of the Way, I will certainly lie in wait for them on Your 

straight Path’. And the command of God runs thus : 'Get 

out of this state despised and driven away ; whoever of them 

will follow you. I will certainly fill Hell with you all'.1 

After this Adam was ordered to live in the Garden with 

his wife and to enjoy a pure life, only not to approach the 

forbidden Tree. But Satan stood on the way and made them 

slip from the Garden to get out from the state of Felicity in 

which they had been. In other words, Ad am was over¬ 

powered by the influence of Satan to approach the forbidden 

Tree and eat of a seed of that tree which was the symbol of 

impurity or ignorance. And this act of taking the seed 

caused Adam to get down from the nearness of God to 

the earth, the phenomenal world. This is the beginning of 

the creation of Mankind and with it the creation of the 

whole Universe. How beautifully Rural in the first poem of 
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his second volume of the Mathnavx declares : "Although the 

sin that had issued from him was only a hair, still that had 

grown upon his two eyes. Adam was the eye of that eternal 

Light and a hair in the eye was like a great mountain. If 

in that state he would have taken counsel from the Angels 

in Paradise, he would not have to utter apology in penitence. 

For when intellect becomes enjoined wiih intellect, it prevents 

evil action. But when a carnal soul is enjoined with another 

such, it gradually becomes ruined." 

Gar chi yak m3 bud gunah kujusta bud ; 

Lik an mu dar du didah rusta bud, 

Bud Adam dida'yi-nuri-qadim ; 

Muy dar didah bawad kiihl-'afim. 

Gar daran Adam bakardi mashwarat; 

Dar pashimani nagufti ma'dharat. 

Zanki ba 'aqli chu ‘aqti Juft shud ; 

Mani'i bad fi'li wa bad guft shud. 

Nafs ba nafsi-digar chun yUr shud ; 

'Aqli-juivi *o(it wa bi kar shud. 

This origin of Sin is also connected with Christian 

theology like that of Islam. This original sin, the corruption 

of man's heart, is affirmed by human experience. It has never 

been asserted more strongly than by Byron who did not 

pretend to speak as a theologian : 

"Our life is a false nature — *t is not in 

The harmony of things—this hard decree, 

This uneradicable taint of sin, 

Whose root is earth, whose leaves and branches be 

The skies which, rain their plagues on man like dew— 

Disease, death, bondage — all the woes we see — 

Aod worse, the woes we see not — which throb through 

The immedicable soul, wiih heartaches ever new."» 

Again, when Adam bccame.awarc of his own fault he turned 

1 Qur'an, VI1/16 & 18 : refer also to p. 239 supra. 

1 Childe Harold, IV, 126. 
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in repentance towards God, the All-Merciful, who said in 

return, 'Surely then will come to you a guidance from Me ; 

whoever follows My guidance no fear shall come upon them, 

nor shall they grieve. And as to those who disbelieve in 

and reject Our communications, they are the inmates of the 

Fire and in it they shall abide •* Man with his bodily form 

comes into this phenomenal world, the moment he is in 

contact with carnal desires, being separated from his Origin 

who is All-purity, the All-Merciful God, really who is 

beyond description ; and if he under the guidance of the 

spiritual Guide, the Divine representative, be purified of 

Satanic influences, he will regain his former state, i. e., 

will gradually be developed to the state of Divinity, the 

living presence of God—which state is beyond all conjectures 

and can only be understood by that fortunate one who has 

realized that State. 

This doctrine of the fall of Adam and its re ascent after 

repentance which the poets, both modern and classical, have 

defended so eloquently has a real psychological basis, quite 

independent of theological dogmas. For 'when the moral 

consciousness awakes, it finds within itself a strong tendency 

to lawlessness, which it cannot account for, and the source of 

which is plainly racial rather than personal. Whether 

the cause of the trouble is the fall or the ascent of man 

from an earlier condition, the state of sin in ourselves 

is prior to self conciousness, and has been inherited, 

not acquired" a 

Thus the creation of man signifies the separation of the 

soul from God whom it will meet ultimately. And this 

separation owes it origin to Satanic influence and the moment 

he will be relieved of this influence he will again meet his 

God from where he originates. We also find that the life 

1 Qur'an, II, 38-39. 

2 Personal Idealism and Mysticism, p. 165. 
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of Satan or the duration of its influence is up to the Day of 

judgment, the final day of this phenomenal world. When 

any one has realised God. this phenomenal world is of no 

importance to him ; he sees God face to face, the Day of 

Judgment has automatically come to him.1 2 No Satan can 

have any influence over him and he knows the Essence of all 

things for be is developed to the Essence itself.* 

We see that the Angels were not able to bear the respon- 

libility of becoming the •vicegerent of God* on earth for the 

reason that they are all pure and holy and represent only 

one side of creation. It requires two contraries side 

by side to make anythiog visible in this world. Only man 

can know God. and this Universe with all its belongings 

has been bestowed on us only for this purpose. Man in 

one respect >s higher than the angels and on the other hand 

through the Satanic influence has his fall in the earth. Now 

he is to raise himself to his former state - this is the great 

struggle in every life. 

Professor Spurgeon, while summarising tho mystic teaching 

of Jacob Boehrae ( or Behrnen ) has also supplied us in a sense 

the mystic philosophy of the world at large thus: 'Man 

has fallen from his high estate through ignorance and in¬ 

experience, through seeking separation, taking the part for 

the whole, desiring the knowledge of good and evil, as 

separate things. The assertion of self is ihus the root of 

all evil. ... For it is the state of our will that makes the 

state of our life. Hence, by the •fall’, man's standpoint has 

been dislocated from centre to circumference, and he lives 
/ i.. l^.aUaiUn Pu#rv nualitv it rnuullv onnH for 

1 Qur'an, LXIX, IS. 

2 Really the human nature is to be loyal. Accordingly Josiab 

Royce has truly said, "Unless you can find some sort of 

loyalty, you cannot find unity and peace in your active 

living". 
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there is nothing evil in God from whom all comes; but 

evil appears to be through separation. Thus strength and 

desire in the divine nature are necessary and magoificent 

qualities, but when, as in the creature, they arc separated from 

love, they appear as evil. 

"Self-denial, or mortification of the flesh is not a thing 

imposed upon us by the mere will of God : considered in 

themselves they have nothing of goodness or holiness, but 

they have their gtound .and reason in the nature of the thing, 

and are as 'absolutely, necessary to make way for the new 

birth, as the death of the husk and the gross part of the 

grain is necessary to make way for its vegetable life*. 

(Rea'ly) All life, whether physical or spiritual, means a 

death to some previous condition, and must be generated 

in pain".1 2 

Rumi illustrates in his Mathnavi the Satanic influences 

in his own .poetic fashion : “The fault of Iblis was ‘I am 

better (than Jdam’ )* and this disease is in the soul of every 

( human ) creature. There is no worse malady than the 

conceit of perfection in your soul, O haughty one.* 

7llatl-Ibtis and khayri budast; 

Win mar4 dar nafsi-har makhliiq hast. 

'Illati-battar zi-pindari-kamal; 

Nist andar jdni-tu ay dhn daldl.3 

Again, “And if on the way ( to God ) envy seizes you by the 

throat, it belongs to Iblis to go beyond bounds in envy. 

For because of envy he has contempt for Adam, and it is 

for envy that he is at war with felicity. — Know that this body 

is the house of envy ; accordingly the household ( i. e., the 

different desires of any human being ) are tainted with envy. 

If the body is the house of envy, yet God made that body 

1 Mysticism in English Literature, pp. 94-99. 

2 Qur’an. VII; 11. 

3 Mathnavi, Vol. I, 3216 & 3214. 
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very pure, — Cleanse My house you twain’1 is the explanation 

of such purity ; it is the treasure of divine light though its 

talisman is of earth. Become as dust under the feet of the men 

of God ( spiritual Guides ) and throw dust on the head of 

envy even as we ( referring to poet himself ) do." 

War hasad girad turd dar rah gulu ; 

Dar hasad Iblis rd bdshad ghulu. 

Ku z-Jdam nang dirad az hasad ; 

Bd sa'ddat jang ddrad az hasad. 

In jasad khina'i-hasad dmad baddn ; 

Kaz hasad aluda bdshad khdnddn. 

Gar jasad khdna'l-hasad bdshad walik , 

An jasad rd pak kard Allah nik. 

‘Tahhird balti9 bayani-pdki-ast; 

Ganji-nurast ar {ill smash khaki-ast. 

KHSk shau marddnl-Ifaq rd ziri-pd ; 

Khdk bar sar kan hasad rd hamchu ma.a. 

That is, by becoming submissive to the spiritual guide, wc 

should blot out through the spiritual practices all the 

blemishes in us — the animal desires in every human being — 

as the saints have developed themselves to Divinity by 

observing all the spiritual practices. 

In the following lines our poet gives a long list of things 

which together are a great bar to the realization of God : 

•The accursed Iblis said to the Lord of Justice ( God ), ‘I 

want a powerful snare for this prey’.® He showed to him 

1 Qur'an, Uju fl Though originally this is addressed to 

Ibrahim and Isma'il and the House refers to the holy 

Ka’ba. but the Sufis interpret the body as the house of God 

and Ibrahim and Isma‘il arc only the rational soul and 

the carnal soul, the twain dwellers, in every human body. 

2 Mathnavi, Vol. 1, 429-30, 432-4 & 436. 

3 i.e, the rational soul to make him entangled in this 

phenomenal world through various desires. 

—20 
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gold and silver and herds of horse, saying, 'By means of 

these you can seduce mankind*. Then God offered to that 

fallen one gold aod jewels from his valuable mines, saying, 

•Take this other snare, O accursed one*. He replied, ‘Give 

more than this, O most excellent Helper.' ••• He ( God ) 

brought and placed before him wine and harp ; at this the 

Satan smiled faintly and was partially satbfied. He sent a 

message to the Eternal foreordainment of perdition, saying, 

•Raise dust from the bottom of the sea of temptation*.... 

When God showed him ( Satan ) the beauty of women that 

was prevailing over the reason and self-restraint of men, he 

snapped his fingures and began to dance, saying, 'Give me 

these as quickly as possible, I have attained to ray desire.* 

Guft Iblisi-la'in in daddr rZ \ 

Dami-zafft khwZJiam in ishkar ra. 

Zarr u sim wa galla’yi-esbash narnUd \ 

Kih badin font khala’iq ra rabud. 

Pas tar wa gauhar zi-ma'danhay-khush ; 

Kard an pas nuinda ra Haq pish kash. 

Gir in daml-dlgar ra ay la'in ; 

Guft zin afzun dih ay ni'mal-mu'in. 

Khamr u chang award pishi-Z nthad ; 

Him khandah zad badon shud nim shad. 

Suy-l$lall-azal paigham kard ; 

Kih bar or az qa'ri-babri-fitna gard. 

Chunki khubi'i-zanZn ba u namud ; 

Kih z-'aql wa ^abri-mardan mifazud. 

Pas zad angushtak baraq\ andar fatad ; 

Kih badih zutar rasxdam dar murOd.1 

Riches, honour, worldly pleasure, and above all, lust 

are the great helpinng hands to Satan, the carnal spirit In a 

man in obstructing man’s spiritual progress to God. In the 

story of the King and the Handmaiden we find that man is 

1 Mathnavi, Vol. V, 942-3, 945-6, 952-3 & 956-7. 
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*the King to whom belonged both the power, temporal and 

spiritual* ( mulki-dunya budash wa ham mulki-din J.1 By 

temporal power is meant all the lower desires or attractions 

-with which he b endowed. These are not only lust, worldly 

pleasures and power and prestige of the world, but also 

worldly wisdom and knowledge. And by spiritual power is 

meant the attraction towards God which is pure love and is 

annate in every human being. As our poet says, 

Danad fi ku nikbakht wa mahramast ; 

Ziraki z-Iblii u *Ishq az Adamast. 

Ziraki sabbalf i amad dar babar ; 

Kam rahad gharqast u payani-kar. 

Hil sabahat ra raha kun kibr u kin i 

Nist J at bun nist JH darya-st in. 

•Ishq chun klshti bawad bahri-khawiui \ 

Kam bawad afat bawad aghlab khalaj. 

Ziraki bafrush u baironi bakhar ; 

Ziraki zannast u bairani nazar. 

'Aql qurban kun p\shl-Mu#ofa ; 

Has hi Allah gu kl Allah-am kafa. 

... Intelligence b swimming in the seas, he is not saved, 

< and ) is drowned at the end of business. Leave off swimming 

and avoid pride and enmity. It ( God ) is neither Oxus nor 

a stream but the Ocean. Love is a ship for the elect, seldom 

there is any calamity, for the most part there is deliverance 

{ fr0m this world by the realization of God ). ... (Accordingly) 

sacrifice all the Satan in you before the Prophet who is the 

Universal spiritual guide to every human soul, and develop 

the characteristic of Adam (i. e., love ) in you, then you will 

find that after a relapse you are the same as He.a 

The poet then shows a distinction between worldly wisdom 

T Refer also to p. 206 supra. 

2 Mathnavi. Vol. IV, 1402-4, 1406-8 : refer also to p. 222 

supra. 
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and the knowledge of God by singing, "Worldly wisdom 

increases suspicion and doubt ( and ) the wisdom of Religion 

soars above the sky. ... These teachers of policy, L e., the 

philosophers, have burnt their hearts ( in study ) and have 

learnt only pretences and tricks. They have thrown to the 

winds patience, altruism, sacrifice of passions and generosity 

which are the elixir of gain. The real thought is that which 

opens a way (to God ; the real way is that where a king (any 

soul) advances ( spiritually ). The real King is one who is a 

king to himself and is not made king by treasuras and armies 

so that his Kingship may remain everlasting like the glory 

of the religion of Ahmad ( or the Prophet Muhammad, i. e.„ 

the Religion of Islam ) * 

Hikmati-dunya fazdyad f ann u shak ; 

Hikmati-dini parad fauqi-faiak. 

//i/a dmuzdn jigarhd sdkhtah ; 

Fl'lhd wa makrhd dmukhtah. 

Sabr u ithdr wa sakhdyi-nafs u jud 

Bad dadah kdn bawad iksiri-sdd. 

Fikr an bhshad ki bagshdyad rahi ; 

Rah an b'ashad ki pish dyad shahi. 

Shah an bdshad ki az khud shah bawad ; 

Nah bamakhzanhd u lashkar shah shawad. 

Td bamonad shdhVi-u sarmadi i 

Hamchu 'izzi-mulkl-dini-Abmadi.1 2 

The Satan of which most has been said in every religious- 

book is not any other person besides the ^fleshly soul in us. 

As the poet says, “The fleshly soul3 and the Satan have beers 

one person ( though ) they manifested themselves in two forms. 

Like the angel and the intellect which were (really ) one,. 

1 Mathnavi, Vol. II, 3203,13205-9. 

2 Cf. St. Augustine's : -It is not the corruptible flesh that 

made the soul sinful, but the sinful soul that made th* 

flesh corrupt/ 
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'they ( the fleshly soul and the Satan ) become two forms for 

<he sake of His ( Divine ) will. You have such an enemy as 

this ( fleshly soul ) in your inner part — he is the preventer of 

intellect and the enemy of the spirits and religion." 

Safs u shaitan har du yak tan buda-and ; 

Dar du fir at khwish rd banmTida-and. 

Chun Flrishta wa laql ki ishdn yak budand ; 

Bohr i-hik mat hash du surat shudand. 

Dushmani ddrl chunxn dar sirri-khwish ; 

Mdnf i-aqlast u kha^mi-Jan u kish-1 

Philosophers also opine that there is no separate exis- 

<<ence of Satan but that is only our inward selfish desire. 

Rural criticises them that while arguing they do not really 

understand the real situation. Only arguments will have no 

effect but one must understand the reality of the affair by 

sacrificing all variety and other diabolic influences in him. 

And if he can do this he is certainly a perfect man ; other¬ 

wise, ho is himself a devil. As he declares, "A philosopher 

-denies the existence of the devil ( and ) at the same time 

he is possessed by a devil. ( O philosopher,) if you have 

not seen the devil behold yourself ; without diabolic influence 

there is no blueness in the forehead. Whoever has doubt and 

perplexity in his heart, he is in this world a secret philo¬ 

sopher. He is professing firm belief, but sometime or other 

4hat philosophical vein will blacken his face." 

Harki rd dar dll shak wa p,chdni-ast I 

Dar jahdn u faisaf t'l-pinhdn\-ast. 

Mi namdyad i'tiqdd wa gdh gdh \ 

An ragl-falsaf kunad ruyash siydh * 

In the path of Religion everyone must submit to his 

-spiritual guide. If he can obey him unscrutinizingly, he is 

sure to have the realization of God. Accordingly, our poet 

T Atotimavi, VoTlII. 4053-5. 
2 Ibid.. Vol. I, 3283 6 : refer also to p. 8 supra. 
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tiogi thus io the Diwaii: "If you desire that Shams Tabrizi 

should be your guest, O you who arc really the Lord of self¬ 

lessness, make your house free of the self." 

Gar tu khwahi Shams Tabrizi bawad mihmani-tu t 

Khona khali kun si-khud ay kad-khudayi-b,khudi* 

But people with doubt and defect of faith cannot advanee in 

this path. Let us again see to the character of Iblls in- 

the Qur'an. According to some interpreters of the Qur'an, be 

was also one of the angels and was faithful to God for years 

together; but when did time come to bow himself before 

Adam, he became aware of his qualifications and could not 

obey God, bis Lord, unscrutinizingly. Here bis sataoic 

character came into view, and hence his fall from the angelic 

state. Rami also declares likewise : "Hundreds of thousands 

of years the accursed Devil was a saint and the commander of 

the faithful; on account of the pride which he bad, he 

grappled with yidam and was put to shame like dung in the 

morning tide." 

Sad haxaran sal Iblisi-la'in ; 

Bud abdal wa amirul-mn'mimn. 

Panja zad ba Adam ax naxi ki dasht; 

Gasht ruswa hamchu sargin waqt chajht* 

In the Qur'an Satan is given the epithet of Khannas®, and 

al-Baidawi explains it as "because he habitually draws back 

when a man thinks of God". The evil spirit is always insinu¬ 

ating itself to all sorts of insidious ways from within, so as to 

deviate mao’s natural attraction from God. And our poet 

has so nicely described the characteristics of Satan with the 

use of this term ! "The name that denotes the Devil’s becom¬ 

ing hidden from( men’s j souls and going into that hole4 is- 

1 Kulllyati-Shamsi-Tabriz. p. 898. 
2 Mathnavi. Vol. I, 3296 7. 
3 Qur'an. CXIV ; 4. 

4 The abode of animal passion is compared to the bole of 
a snake. 
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flably soul ha. not .Hacked *°u from vmh,n' h°W ' . 
brigands < outward ...r.c.ion. of .he world ) have any powe 

to by a hand upon you'. I Then tha poet advrsc, ^ ) 

Hearken to the good counsel in the sayings of the Propne , 

"7.^” .1™ <»>- w*. 
two sides.'* Do not listen to the pompous talk of lhls eneI”y' 

I bun flee fo, she is like Ib.is in obstinately wrang.tng and 

quarrelling'. 
Nami-pinhan gashtani-div ax nufiis ; 

W-andar an surakh raftan shud khunus, 

Kih khunusash chun khunusi-qunfudh-ast; 

Chun sarl-qunfudh ura amad shudast. 

Kih khuda an div fa khannas khwhnd \ 

Ku sarl-an kkarpushtak fa bamand. 

Mi nihan gardad sarUZm khdrpusht ; 

Dam badam ax bimi^aiyadi-durusht. 

Ta chufur*at y*ft *ar blran 4 

Zin chunin makri shawad nuirash xabun. 

Gama nafs ax andariin rahat zadi ; 

Rahzanan ra bar tu dasti kai budi. 

Dar khabar bashnu tu in pandi-niku ; 

Baina janbaikum lakum a'day ’adu. 

Tumluraqt-in 'adu mashnii guriz ; 

Ku chu Iblii ast dar laj wa a/ix.3 

1 i e , the Satan dominates over the carnal soul of a man. 

2 Cf. Qur’an. 7/17 : see also p. 239 supra. 
3 Mathnavi. Vol. Ill, 4058-63, 4066-7. 
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Now the question arises what for God has created Satan ; 

for, if there would have been no Satan, then all the troubles 

would have vanished at once. But God has created everything 

or being with some purpose. If there would have been no 

Satan there would have been no creation at all. But this does 

not serve God’s purpose which is the Divine Manifestation. 

And this manifestation can only be obtained by sacrificing 

the carnal desires and by developing the spiritual attributes 

in every human being. As our poet says, ‘I ( God ) have only 

created Jinns and men ( that they may serve Me )*.* — Recite 

this. The object of this world is nothing but Divine worship. 

A/a khalaqtu'l-jinna wa'llns In bakhwdn ; 

Juz *ibadat nist maqfud ax jahan. 

And he illustrates this with examples in his poetic fashion, 

“Hell is therefore the mosque of their ( the vile and the stupid 

one's ) devotioo-a trap is the only fetter for a wild bird. 

Prison is the cloister of the thief and villain as he is constantly 

mindful of God there. In as much as Divine worship was the 

object of mankind, hell-fire was made the place of worship 

for the rebellious. For the vile become purified after suffering 

oppression, when they receive kindness they themselves bccomo 

oppressive." 

Masjidi-ta'atshZn pas duzakh ast ; 

Pay bandi-murghl-bigdnoh fakh ast. 

Hast zindan ^umi'a'i-duzd wa li’yam ; 

Kandar u dhakir shawad Haq ra muqim. 

Chun ‘ibadat bud maqjud az bashar ; 

Shud ' ibadatgahi-gardankash saqar. 

Kih l Vyanion dar jafd (dfx shawand ; 

Chun wafii binand khud jafi shawand.* 

Everything has been given to us for the proper use. The 

Qur'an says, "In everything of this earth God has made a use 

1 Qur'an, 51/56 : refer also to p. 256 supra, 

i* 2 Mathnav», Vol. Ill, 2983-6 & 2988. 

for you. And if you want to care the. gifts of God you would 

not be able to number them-.1 But we often forget this thing 

and blame our lot for the sufferings that come upon us. Our 

poet says, “Think of ( Divine ) Mercy the bitter trials ( of 

sufferings ) and ( Divine ) punishment the kingdom of Merv 

and Balkh. That Abraham* did not avoid breaking ( of 

idols) and was saved ; and this IbrShlm ( son of Adham )3, 

avoided ( worldly ) respect and honour and was relieved’’.* 

But for this we should not think that everyone is to give 

up all connections of the world. This world with all its 

gifts has been given to us for the proper use and thus to 

develop ourselves in the way to our realization of God. How 

beautifully the poet says, "The wealth that you reserve for 

religion ( is good ) ; the Prophet said, ‘How good is the 

righteous wealth’.* Water in the boat is ( the cause of ) the 

ruin of the boat. ( but ) water underneath is a great support.” 

ifat ra kaz bahri-din bashi hamul; 

NVma mdlun jatibun khwdndash rasul. 

Ab dar ktshti haldki-klshti ast; 

Ab andar ziri-kishh pushti ast.n 

It is not required that we are to curtail all our enjoyments 

of the world but the thing is that wc arc not to be attached 

to these things —‘water must not be in the boat'. As our 

poet says. 

1 QnribW* *nd 16/18. 
2 Ibid., 21/69 : The story of Abraham is that as he broke 

away all the idols of the people and preached monotheism, 

he was thrown into the fire by the order of Nimrod, 

the then king, but that fire was changed into a rose- 

garden by God. 

3 Refer to his life on pp. 113-5 supra. 

4 Mathnavi, Vol. VI, 1736-7, 

5 Hadith : Ni'ma'l malu'^libu lll-rajulVs-vdihi• 

6 Mathnavi. Vol. I, 984-5. 
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Bar makan par ra wa dil bar kan azu \ 

Zankl shartl-in jihad amad 'adu. 

Chun 'adu nabwad jihad amad mabaJ ; 

Shahwatat nabwad nabdshad imtithal. 

Hain makun khudra khaji ruhban mashau ; 

Zanki 'iffat hast shahwat ra gtrau. 

Bi hawa nahi ax hawa mumkin nabud ; 

Ghazi’y bar murdagan natwan namOd.1 2 3 * * 

Our life is a great battle-field of this Holy War.* This 

war is of two kinds — one external and the other internal, 

of which the latter is of most importance to the followers of 

Divine Path. This is the crushing of the passions on the 

way to Realization. And the external enemy who may oppose 

one on this Path will be crushed by Divine artifice, if any 

one is sincere in his Goal. This idea is finely depicted by 

our poet in interpreting the saying of the Prophet, ‘We 

returned from smaller battle ( to prepare ourselves ) for the 

greater battle (raja'hd min jihodi'l afghari lla jlkadl’l-akbariy 

through the mouth of the Hare (in the story of Hare and the 

Lion ) while it says, "Now we have returned as the Prophet 

from the smaller battle to the greater battle. I require now 

the God’s strength and His grace and the ambition, so that 

by the needle ( of my aim ) I may dig out this Mountain of 

Qaf. 

Qad raja'nd min jihadi’I-a^gharim ; 

Ba nabi andar Jlhodi-akbarim. 

Qiiwat az Ifaq khwaham wa taufiq u Inf ; 

Tii basuzan bar kanam in kuhi-qaf.9 

1 Ibid., Vol. V, 574-5, 577-8 : see also p. 112 supra. 

2 The life as a great Battle-field of this Holy War has also 
been described in the Scriptures of the Hindus, for which 

refer to p. 250 supra. 

3 Mathnavi, Vol. I, 1387-8. Here also we find reference of 
the Sufis, as of Prophet Muhammad, who underwent spiri¬ 

tual exercises like the Yogis of India. 

In this Holy War the low passions must be subdued so 

that the spiritual faculties may be overpowering. But often 

we forget this thing ; and we become interested in things that 

bar our spiritual progress for the time being, though everyone 

must meet his Origin in the end. And our poet says the 

fact with a tinge of humour : -Although the object of a book 

is the science ( in it ), yet if you make it a pillow it may 

serve this as well. But to be a pillow was not its object— 

it was knowledge, wisdom, right guidance and ( real ) gain* 

In the same way, 'If you have made the sword a tent-pin you 

have preferred defeat to victory.* 

Garehi maqiid az klt'ab an fan bawad ; 

Gar tu-ash ballsh kuni ham mi shawad. 

Lik azu maqfudin balish nabud ; 

7/m bud wa danish wa trshad u siid. 

Gar tu mikhi sakhti shamshir ra •, 

Bar guzidi bar %afar idbar ra.1 

In the story of Iblis and Mu'Iviya occuring in the second 

volume of the Mathnari, the poet justifies very nicely through 

a dialogue between Satan and the Prophet’s companion the 

purpose of God’s creating Satan ; and that in obstructing 

and opposing every man from his spiritual progress, Satan 

is only serving God, his Lord, faithfully. Iblis says, "If the 

Sea of Bounty ( God ) rebuked me, ( yet) how the doors 

of bounty might be shut. Justice, grace and favour are the 

Essence of His coin, wrath in Him is oi.ly a speck of alloy 

on it. If separation from Him is the cause of His wrath - it 

is for the sake of knowing the worth of union with Him. 

... I admit that my declining to worship ( Adam ) was 

from envy, (but) that envy arises from love, not from 

denial ( of obeying Him ). It is certain lhat envy arises 

from love, lest another become the companion of the 

1 Mathnavi. Vol. Ill, 2989-91. 
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Friend.1 2 3 * Since there was no play besides this on His Board, 

He ( God ) said, ‘Play’ ; what more can I know." 

Gar 'ltdbi kard darydyi-karam ; 

Basta kay kardand darhjyi-karam. 

Asli-naqdash dad u lutf wa bakhshish ast \ 

Qahr bar wai chun ghuban az ghlsh-ast. 

Furqat az qahrash agar dbistan ast ; 

Bahri qadrl-wafll-ii dinistan ast. 

Tarki-sijdah az hasad giram kl bud ; 

An hasad az 'ishq khtzad na a: JahVd. 

Har hasad az dZSti khtzad yaqin ; 

Kih shawad bd dust ghatri hamnishin. 

Chun kl bar nay ash juz in bizi nabud ; 

Guft bizi kun chi dunam darfuziid.* 

Satan in disobeying the Command of God served the will 

of Him which was the manifestation of God. If Satan does 

not disobey His command, the will of God cannot be right¬ 

fully served. Though Sntan may be called the enemy of God, 

it is only apparent. For before God, the one All powerful, 

there cannot stand anyone as an enemy to Him. This apparent 

enmity of Satan is to serve the purpose of God. Satan is 

no less a devotee to God in disobeying His Order while he 

says, 'Though I am mated by Him I am testing the delights 

of Him.*8 For true lovers delight in the anguish their Bsloved 

inflicts upon them. Besides this, everyone is bound to obey 

Him. As our poet says, “Truly whether it be infidelity or 

faith in Him ( to which he is predestined ), he is the handloom 

1 Cf. Plato’s -The truth is that the cause of all sins in every 

person and every instance is excessive self-love" (Laws, V. 

731 ). 

2 MathnavJ, Vol. II, 2630 I, -33, -42-3 & 2645. 

3 Cf. Ibid., Li. 2647 : Dar bain ham mi chasham ladhdhati- 

u ; nidtl-vyim mdti-ilyim mdti-u. 

of the Lord and belongs to Him." Again, Iblls says, °I am 

the touchstohe for the false coin and the true ; I lay these 

different sorts of fodder — for what purpose ? In order that 

it may be seen of what kind the animal is. ... When a wolf 

bears an issue to an antelope and there is some doubt whether 

it has the nature of a wolf or an antelope, you drop some 

grass and bones in front of it ( and see) to which side it 

quickly steps. ••• Offer grass and bones, offer the food of 

the flesh and the food of the spirit. If he seek the food of 

the flesh, he is worthless; and if he desires the spirit, he is 

a chief. If he serve the body, he is an ass } and if he go into 

the Sea of spirit, he will find pearls. Although these twain 

— good and evil-are different, yet they are engaged in the 

same business. The prophets offer devotions and the 

enemies ( of God ) offer lusts ( Really ) wrath and mercy are 

paired together. From these twain war. born the world of 

good and evil." 

••• ••• ••• 

Man mlhakkam qalb rd wa naqd rd. 

In 'alafhd mi niham az bahri chist; 

Td padid dyad kl haywdn jlnst-kist. 

Gurg az dhu chu zdyad kxdaki ; 

Hast dar gurgish u dhuyl shaki. 

Tu giyah wa ustukhwdn pishash bariz \ 

Td kuddmin sd kunad ii gam tiz. 

Tu glydh wa ustukhwdn rd •ur,ja kun ; 

Qutl-nafs wa qutl-Jdn rd ‘ur4a kun. 

Gar ghidhdyi-nafs Juyad abtar ast; 

War ghidhdyi-ru/} khwdhad sarwar ast. 

Gar kur.ad u khidmati-tan hast khar ; 

War rawad dar bahrl-Jdn ydbad guhar. 

Gar chi in dS mukhtallf kha\r wa shar and; 

Lik in har du bayak kar an dar and. 

Amblyd (fat 'ur<Ja mi kunand ; 

Duthmanan shahwdt 'lufa mi kunand. 
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Qahr u lutfiju/l shudbd hamdlgar ; 

Zad az in har dujahatti khair u that.» 

In the Mathnavi Rumi has compared Satan to a faithful 

dog, who it always guarding from a foreigner ( or disbeliever 

in God) the door of the Turkoman, compared to God 

Himself. How excellently he sings ! 

Mulk mulki usifa’man dni-u; 

Kamtarin sag bar dor an shaitdni-u. 

Turkumbn rd gar sagi bdshad badar ; 

Bar daraih banhdda bdshad ru u sar. 

Kudakani-khbna dummash mi kashand \ 

Bashad andar dastl-tifldn khwarmand. 

Baz agar bigdnay mo’bar kunad: 

Hamla bar wal hamchu sh\rl-nar kunad. 

Ay sagi-div imill>dn mi kun kl la ; 

Chun darin rah mi nihand in khalq pa. 

Hamla mi kun mono' mikun minigar ; 

7*5 kl ba'had mada andar \ldq u nar. 

Pas a’iidh az bah'i-chlh bdshad chu sag ; 

Gashta bdshad oz laraffu1 ttz lag. 

7/i a’udh an asi kay Turki-khlfd ; 

Bdng batzan bar sagat rah bar gushd. 

Td blydyam bar darl-khargdhi-tu ; 

Hdjati khwdham zi-jud wa fihl-tu. 

Chunki Turk az satwall-sag tdjlz asI; 

In o'ildh wa in faghdn nd Jdylz ast. 

Twk ham guy ad a'udh az sag kI man ; 

Ham zi-sag dar manda-am andar watan. 

Tu nami ydri barin dar dmadan; 

Man nami dram zi-dar birun shudan. 

Khdk aknan bar sarl-Turk wa qunuq ; 

Klh yaki sag har dura bandad ‘unuq. 

Hash li’lloh Turk bdngi bar zanad ; 

Sag chi bdshad shiri-nar khun qal kunad 

-1 Math**. M. MSI, -72, -76*. 2680-4. 

Ay ki khud rd shlri-yazddn khwdnda'yi i 

Sdlhsi shud bd sagi dar manda'yi. 

Chun kunad in sag bardyi lu shikar ; 

Chun shikari-sag shudasti dshkar.1 

In the hunting to be successful, one must get the trained 

dogs. One cannot hunt without a dog, but if the dog be not 

trained and submissive he will fall upon the hunter instead 

of pursuing the quarry. In the same way in this great field of 

life to make a life successful, which is the realization of God, 

one must control his passions ; and then with his controlled 

passions, he might advance for spiritual upliftment. But if 

the passions are not subdued,-what to say of spiritual 

advancement-his life will be gradually degraded and it will 

be of utter failure at last. 

Thus the root of this Satanic influence or Sin is sensuality, 

pride and selfishness. To the Greeks, as well as to the Indian 

philosophers, indeed, "none of these seemed so satisfactory, 

as the theory that the source of sin is delusion or disease-a 

perverted condition of the mind".* And when anyone will be 

relieved of these Satanic influences he will reach the Angelic 

state, and then, advance on upwards till he realizes the Final 

State. 

The real nature of the Satanic state and that of the Angel, 

i.e., of piety and sin or goodness and evil, is only known to 

the Sufi, who has realized God. The Angelic state and the 

Satanic nature are only the two aspects of a lifo. When we 

can surpass both these aspects, we can reach the Ultimate. 

But in this holy war of life the Satanic nature in us must be 

overcome by our angelic faculties, and then these good 

qualities should also be left aside to reach the Goal where 

rests Eternal Bliss. 

1 Mathnavi. Vol. V, 2939-42, 2951-62 : refer also to 

p. 239-40 supra. 

2 Personal Idealism and Mystlclsmt p. 171. 
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IV 

Conception of Good and Evil 

Everyone in this world has the idea of good and evil. 

Whenever any person gets pleasure or satisfaction from any 

other person or thing, he says that thing or person to be of 

good to him ; and if he gets pain or suffering, he thinks that 

another as the cause of his pain or suffering, and counts 

that one as an evil. We find that the same person or thing 

may be the cause of pleasure to one, and the cause of 

displeasure and suffering to another, and to a third it is of 

no importance or significance. Thus poison as medicine is of 

most importance to a person who is suffering from any disease, 

but this same medicine to a healthy person is really poisonous 

and may even cause his death, and to a third person who is 

not concerned with it, the medicine has no signification. In 

the case of human beings also such things may arise. A 

beloved is of most pleasure to the lover, but the same beloved 

is the cause of displeasure to the rival one who was in love with 

the beloved and is now disappointed of her love, and to a 

third persoo this beloved is of no significance or importance. 

Rumi says, “In this world there is no poison or sugar which 

is not a footing to one and a bondage to another. The poison 

of the snake is life to that snake, but to a man it will be the 

cause of death. To the creatures of water the water is like a 

garden, but to the creatures of earth it is a burden and death". 

He then concludes thus : -Know this also — evil is relative ; 

there is no absolute evil in the world". 

Dar zamTmah kick zahr wa qand nisi ; 

Kih yaki ra pd digar fa band nist. 

Zahri-mdr in mar ra bZishad hay at; 

Nisbatash bd admi bZishad mumlt. 

Khalqi-Zbi ra bawad daryd chu bagh \ 

Khalqi-khik M bawad dn marg u ddgh. 

Pas badi-muflaq nab > shad dar jahdn ; 

Bad banisbat bashad in ra hum badan.1 

Both good and evil arc relative, and they do not depend 

on things or persons. Only place and time or occasions cause 

the things to be good or evil. Our poet says, "Nothing is 

absolutely good nor absolutely evil ; every good and evil arise 

from its relative place — for this reason knowledge is necessary 

and useful." 

Khairi-mutlaq nist zinhi hich chiz \ 

Sharrimutlaq nist zinhd h ch niz. 

Nafa' u darri-har yaki at maudi' ast; 

•//m az in ru wdjib ast wa ndfi‘ ast. 

Accordingly, "Knowledge is necessary to have an idea of 

the real nature of every good and evil." What is charity ? 

What is justice ? What is cruelty or severity ? —The same 

work can be just at one time, and it is unjust at another 

time. In this way any apparently cruel deed done to anyone 

may really be of much usefulness to him. How beautifully 

Rami sings ! -What is justice ? It is action in its ( proper ) 

place. What is oppression ? It is action in its wrong place." 

•Adi chi bwad wadi' andar maudi'-ash ; 

Zulm chi bwad wadi1 dar nd mauqi'-ash. 

1 Mathnavi, Vol. IV, 65-6, 68-9. 

-21 
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And our poe, con,.ones «h« U •>» RO«io -a, : *>* 

punishment .bat is inflicted on . poo. fe*~ »'*?» 

:rr;=trrr.;rr:£s 
d! g^^sUp “pot,'WlolT.im. ; .. will rescue him 

RuKn u . r cfc-fc U also clear foolishness. In religious 

( > ,0h,hat ■ M and punishment; the King is for 

(he Sincere • wh|ch require, ihe knife, you ( only ) 

pUl*PhSS<“ in the boil. It will e»t aw.y the flesh beneath 

establish P e[ ijK|e of benefiubll, rather fifty time. 

" ■ rim - He then conclude, his discussion saying that 

mo,e harm. ,his „„rld ; everything has its benefit 

there is no g -Nothing is vain that is created 

" o0'd -o8f Tglr. c^mX, good counsel and stratagem- 

M bast tajn ki bar miskin rawad -, 

Dar thawdb or nun u halva bih bavad. 

Z5n ki halva H owun mfra kunad; 

Sillyash at khubth mustanqd kunad. 

SiK’ly dar waqt bar miskin bazan i 

Kih rahanad 3na,h a, gardan zadan. 

(Cufi Shah) niks-st khair va ««*»’"*■ 
ISk chan khairi kuni dar maud. ash. 

Mau4i‘i~rukh ’hah nabi vairim-as,; 

Mauii'i-’hah asp ham nudunwur. 

'\~sl^h^ukA^ad asp are the different dice used in the gam. 

ot Chess. 
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Dar shari a, ham -at* ham zajr has,; 
Shah «S |adr h<a faros ra darga ast. 

Buxm u zindan hast har bahrom ra ; 
Buxm mukhJlf ra u zindan kham rd. 

Shaqq biyod rish ra marham kum ; 
Chirk ra dor risk mustahkam kum. 

Ta khurad mar gOshl ra dor ziri-an ; 
Nimi-sudi bashad wa panjah xiyan. 

Hist bail harchi yaxdon bfrid ; x 

Ax ghadab wax M/m wax nu*b wax maktd. 

Likewise the Quran says, -It is possible that you dislik 

•jsrnrs.w^is 
forward greater solace ; he gives what you cannot understun ^ 

You arc judging from your own stand-point t A 

deeply, for it is for. far from the truth." 

Bachcha mi lorzod ax an nishi-kojdm ; 

M,dari-mushfiq dar an gham shadkant. 

H mi-Jon bastanad wa sad Jan dihod ; 

An ki dar wahmat nynyad an dihad. 

Tu qiyos ax khwish mi gin wahk ; 

Dur dur uftoda'yi bingar tu mk* 

The evil or good It... wo find in other things ts no. really 

rirst='it-“-==== 
1 Virtfamri. VoTvt 2593-602. 2604-6. 

•2 Qur'an. 11/216. , . 
3 in his performance of the holy custom of Circumcision. 

4 Mathnav», Vol. 1, 244-6. 
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out the nature of good and evil! He sings, -O you, many 

an evil ( textual oppression ) that you see in others is your 

owi nature ( reflected ) in them. In them was reflected all 

that you are in your real nature regarding hypocrisy, 

oppression and insolence. You are that ( evil-doer ), and 

yoi arc striking the blows at yourself; it is yourself whom 

yo i are cursing at the moment. You do not see the evil in 

y». irself clearly, otherwise you would bate your evil nature 

W' h a‘l your life. O foolish one, you are going to make 

war against yourself, like that lion who made war against 

himself. ( But) when you reach the depth of your nature, you 

will understand that vileness was from your own nature. To 

the lion ( of the story ) at the bottom ( of the well ) it became 

clear that he who seemed to him to be another was ( really > 

hi. own image.0 

Ay basa sulmi ki bini dar kasln 

Khny-tr, bashad dar isAon ay faidn 

Andar ishdn fdftah hasti'i-td ; 

Az nlfdq wa ?ulm u bad masti’i-n. 

Art tu'yi wan zakhm bar khud mi zani ; 

Bar khud an saat tu la'nat mi kuni. 

Dar khud an bad rd nam, bini ‘ayan ; 

Warna dushman budVyi khud rd bajdn. 

Hamla bar khud mi kuni ay sada mard ■, 

Hamchu dn shin ki bar khud hamla kard. 

Chun baqa'ri-kh ny-khud andar rasi ; 

Pas baddni kaz tu bud dn nd kasi. 

Shir rd dar qa'r paidd >hud ki bud ; 

Naqsht-u dnkash digar kas mi namud.1 

In another place he says, The one which is like a snake to 

>our eye, but to the eye of another the same one is like a 

beiutiful picture. It is for the reason that in your eye is 

the idea of bis being an infidel, and in the eye of the friend 

is the idea of his being a ( true ) beloved. Joseph1 was 

like a camel ( bearing burdens ) in the eyes of his brothers, 

but the same Joseph was like a fairy in the eyes of Jacob 

< his father V 

An yaki dar chashmi-tn bashad chu nidr ; 

Ham wai andar chashmi-dn digar nlgdr. 

Zdnki dar chashmat khaydli-kufri-urSt; 

Wan khaydli-mu'mini dar chashml-dust. 

Yisuf andar cKishmi-ikhwZm chun sutur ; 

Ham wai andar chashmi-Ya'qubi chu Ailr.% 

Accordingly, Sri Aurobindo has explained thus the nature of 

pain and pleasure in his Life Divine : " We feel pleasure or 

pain in a particular contaot because that is the habit our 

nature has formed, because that is the constant relation the 

recipient has established with the contact. It is within our com¬ 

petence to return quite the opposite response, pleasure where 

we used to have pain, pain where we used to have pleasure 

... It ( mental being ) is not bound to be grieved by defeat, 

disgrace, loss : it can meet these things and all things with a 

perfect indifference •, it can even meet them with a perfect 

gladness. Therefore man finds that the more he refuses to 

be dominated by his nerves and body, the more he draws 

back from implication of himself in his physical and vital 

parts, the greater is his freedom. He becomes the master of 

bis own responses to the world’s contacts, no longer the slave 

of external touches." 

How does this evil originate in man ? Rumi says, “Know, 

then, that any pain of yours is the result of some deviation 

( from the Truth ), and the calamity of your affliction is 

due to ( your ) greed and passion." 

Pas baddn ranjat natija'i-zallatist ; 

A fail-in darbatat az shahwatist.3 

1 Joseph, the story of Yusuf in the Qur'dn, chap. XII. 
2 Mathnavi. Vol. II. 602-3 & 609. 
3 Ibid., Vol. V, 3988. 1 Ibid., 1319-25. 
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This origin of evil is from the beginning of the creation of 

mankind. And whenever we look forward, we find that 

every new creation is preceded by some evil, pain or destruc¬ 

tion. How was Adam, the first of human race, born ? There 

is reference in .he QurW to .he fell of Adam because of 

his talcing some forbidden froit which is .he symbol or 

impurity. Accordingly Rumi says. 'All these sufferings .hat 

are within our heart! arise from the dost and vapour of our 

existence and ( Its vain ) desire. These uprooting griefs are 

as a scythe to us ; this is such ( i. e., good ), or that is such 

( i. e.. bad ) is a temptation (of the Satan) inns Know 

that every pain Is a piece of death ; eapel that part of death 

(that is, be above all grief aud sorrow ), If it is possible for 

you. When yon cannot be free from that part of death, 

knot* that the whole of it will be thurst upon yoot head. 

( And ) If the part of death has become sweet to you, know 

that God will make the whole sweet to ydu * 

Tn hama ghamho kl andar sinaha-st ; 

Az bukh'ir wa gar dl-bud wa bufl-mi-st. 

In gham~ml-bikhkan chun d*si-m\-st . 

In chunin shud wUn chunZn waswTisi-nG-st 

Danki bar ranji zi-murdan para'ist ; 

Juzvi-marg az khud baron gar ckdra'lst. 

Chun zi juzvi-marg nafwani gurikht; 

Danki kuTlash bar sarat khwahand rikht. 

Juzvi-marg ar gasht shirin mar tura 4 

Danki shirin mi kunad kul ra khud.i 1 

The question now arises, why all these evils and sufferings, 

or rather this creation whose origin is from evil ? Regarding 

the creation of the world we have already said that it is for 

the Divine Manifestation, so tfiat the Treasure of knowledge 

7 Chap, llj36 : refer also to §uf» Concept of Satan where it 

is fully discussed. 

2 Mathnavi. Vol. I, 2296-300 : see alsb p. 275 supra. 
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may no. remain hidden, - the Treasure of k-ovk^* 

God, who is the Treasure of Eternal Blis., Beauty ^ Tnr'h’ 

and the aource of all good. And our poet .ays on the mystery 

of evil thus: 

Ran] X thorn ra Haq payw* • 
IT. badxn Hi khush dlli ayai pad,d. 

Pas nikaniha baHd poida shawad ; 

Chanki Hat ra nisi Hi piohan bawad. 

What a great truth doe. he divulge . -Everything that we 

see in this world is only visible to us owing lo the presence 

* »• * ■» 
.nd there is no contrary to Him. i*. *«« ‘ " ^ 

absolute evil in this world. Whatever we see tn th» world 

i, either good or evil relatively. Tho poet says. Do not 

consider th.t all the happenings of the world ( proceed.ng ) 

from Heaven will continue here eternally’ 

Tn mabin in waqi'atl-ruzgar ; 

Kaz falak migardad inja riaguwar. 

Every even, whether pleasing o, disgusting that comes upon 

has its limited period after which it must 

alternative. But we often forge, this thtog. and blame 

lot for the sufferings th.t come upon us. Rum. sings, 

Rahmati Jin ImMini-lalkh ra ; 

Ntqmau dan mulkIMarv wa Balkh ra. 

An Barihim at talaj nagrikht u mind ; 

In Bar Him az sharaf bagrikkl u rani.' 

Tibid.. 1130-1: refer also to p. 207 supra. Cl. *l*» 

Browning's : 

Type needs antitype; 
As night needs day, as shine needs shade, so good 

Needs evil s how were pity understood 

Unless by pain 7 
Mathnavi, Vol. VI, 1733 & 1736-7 : see also p 313 supra. 2 
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Evils, passions and wrong desires must be there; and 

all these serve the purpose of creation. This world is the 

great field of Holy War ; we are to overcome all these evil 

passions and desires in us, and when we shall be relieved of 

all these things, we are no more of this world. We may yet be 

living in this world, but it will be out of us : this is the great 

Blessing of the creation and of the birth of Man. And this 

eternal Bliss cannot be expressed by any one; it is to be 

realized. Rami says, “Knowledge and wisdom is for 

( distinguishing ) the ( right ) path and the wrong path ( 

when all arc the ( one right ) path, knowledge is without 

significance." 

'Ilm u Ijikmat bahrl-rdh wa brahist \ 

Chun hama rah bdshad an hikmat tahi-st.* 

How beautifully the poet argues regarding the purpose of 

creation and puts the question in the mouth of the Qotp, 

“Do you want that ( the purpose of creation of ) both the 

worlds should be spoilt for the sake of this shop of your 

passionate nature t* 

Bahr-in dukkrmi-tab'i-shura db . 

Har du ‘alam rd rawd ddri khardb. 

We must have control over our passions; and thus the 

purpose of the creation of God should be fully served. 

Now, the question which may arise in us, our poet him¬ 

self is referring to. He says, "If you say that evils are also 

from Him, how about the defect in His Grace V —( Really ) 

this bestowing of evil is also His perfection ( in badi didan 

karnMl-urSt ham) And this idea he makes clear with a 

parable : 

Kard naqqdshi du guna naqshahd ; 

Naqshhdyi-fif u naqshi bi-^afd. 

1 Ibid., 1753. Cf. Sri Aurobindo’s Thoughts and Glimpses : 

When we have passed beyond knowings, then we shall have 

Knowledge. Reason was the helper ; reason is the bar. 
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Saqshi-yusvf kard u huri-khush sirisht \ 

Naqshi-ifritan u ibliSdni-zisht. 

Hardu gunah naqsh ustadil-uSt ; 

ZishtYi-u nisi an radi'i-uSt. 

Zisht ra dar ghdyati-zishti kanad . 

J umla'i-zishtihd bagirdash bar tanad. 

Td kamMi-ddnishash paidi shawad 

Munkiri-ustTidiyash ruswd shawad. 

War naddnad zisht kardan ndqif ast ; 

Zin sabab khall7iql-gabr wa mukhlif ast 

Pas azin rf, kufr u imdn sliJiid and ; 

Bar khuddwandlyash hardu sajid and. 

Lik mr/min ddnkl \au an sdjld ast \ 

Zdnki Juy7xyi-rldd wa qdsid ast. 

Hast karhan gabr ham ya:drm parast : 

L'k qojdi-n muradi digar ast. 

Qal'ah'i-sultdn ‘imdrat mi kunand ; 

Lik da'wiyl-im rat mi kunad. 

Gashta bdghi td kt milki-u bawad \ 

•Aqibat khud qal'a’i-sulttni shawad. 

Mr, min dn qal ah barTiyi-pddshMi \ 

M, kunad ma'mUr na a: bahri-JTih. 

Zisht guy ad ay shaht-zisht dfrin ; 

Ql’diri bar khub u bar zishti mahin. 

KhTd) guyad ay shahi-husn u bah r • 

Pdk garddnidiyam a: ‘aybhd.1 

The real nature of good and evil is not possible to be 

understood by ordinary persons. Only those who are appro- 

1 Mathnari, Vol. II, 2537-50 : also refer to pp. 241-2 supra. 

Cf. also St. Augustine's : As the beauty of a picture is 

enhanced by well-managed shadows, so to the eye that 

has skill to discern it, the universe is beautified even by 

sinners, though considerd by themselves their deformity 

is a sad blemish. . . . * V 
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aching Perfection can have the real Idea of these. And 

therefore parables are required to give an idea of ihese and 

of their Originator. In the parable just referred to, we find 

that we are like so many pictures, and our good and evil 

actions are like so many colour* of beauty and ugliness. And 

God, the Great Painter, can rub off at any moment any 

part of the colours of the picture, if He likes ; and He is 

always doing so for the beauty of the picture, i. e., for the 

perfection of His creation. 
God is the ultimate source of all good and evil, faith and 

infidelity and all other contraries. And these contraries are 

nothing more than the reflection of His attributes, such as 

beauty, power, mercy and thair contraries, through which 

God reveals Himself to us; but in reality they have no 

essence in them, and they have only apparent basis in this 

world of phenomenon. Rumi declares. 

Bahri-talkh wa bahrl-shirin dar Jah3n ; 

Dar mlyanshan banakhun la yabghlyan. 

DTmki in hardti t-yak a$h rawtn ; 

Bar gudhar t in har du ran ta t^Ii-Sn.1 

The bitter ocean and the sweet ocean are the good and 

evil in us. They both are to be surpassed ; and then we shall 

reach its Origin, the One Unity of everything, where there is 

no contradiction It is said that Sin-is essentially a revolt 

of the will against Gdd. Such language appears absurd 

when we apply it to the delinquencies of children, or indeed 

to the most of the faults of which we ourselves are conscious. 

Sin in its beginning is no more rebellion against God than 

virtue is ‘resistence to the cosmic process', as Huxley suggests. 

It is only When selfishness has been accepted AS a principle of 

action both by the intellect and by the will, that the word 

•rebellion’ is appropriate."* 

1 Mathddii, Vo!. I, 297-8 : see also p. 293 supra. 

2 Personal Idealism and Mysticism, p. 162. 
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How beautifully our poet describes the real nature of good 

and evil t He sings, 
Har du barham miza^and az told u auj; 

Bar mithali-nbi-darya mnuj mauj. 

Strati-harhom zadan az jltmbrang; 

Ikhtllalbjanha dar silk u Ja*g 

Maujhay full, barham ml zaradi 

Kinahk az *i*oh7i bar nfi kanad 

Maujhay jang bar «hrkli-digar; 

Mihrhara mikunad zir m a zobar* 

Again, "Love is attracting the bitter ones to the sweet, and 

wrath is carrying the sweet one to bitterness; for the origin 

of love is righteousness, and how will the bitter one be mixed 

with sweetness f ( The real nature of ) bitterness and sweet- 

ness cannot be understood by this eye ; they can be seen 

through the window of the Ultimate.'’ 

Mlhr talkhtin ra ba sh\r\n mi kashad; 

Zonki osll-m/hrhd foihad >a>hnd 

Quhr hirin »5 baialkhi m, ba nd; 

Talkh ba shin* kufa andnr Ihurad 

Talkh u hVin zin naia' nfiyad padid ; 

Az Jat icha'i-'dqibal ddna tdd\d 2 

The real nature of good and evil is known only to the Perfect, 

who see that they are like the two sides of the different waves 

of the ocean. Those who have reached the Ultimate, find that 

this world of good and bad has no basis at all. It is only in 

the conflicts of our nature we find some one to be good and 

some one to be bad. Our poet says, 

Chun birangi asiri rang thud; 

Musay ba Musay dar jang shud.3 

So long as there is creation there must be good and evil; 

1 Mathnart, Vol. 1, 2576-9 : refer also to p. 200 supra. 

2 Ibid., 2580 2. 

3 Ibid.. 2467 : refer also to p. 219 supra. 
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and it is with our contraries that we have built the edifice of 

creation. Otherwise, there is no good and evil, no elements 

of contraries which nre the basis of creation. There is only 

One — the Ocean with Its deep calmness — the One Great 

Truth, where reigns Eternal Bliss. Says Rumi, "The world is 

established from this war ( of contraries ) — think of these 

elements, so that it (i. e.t all difficulties ) may be solved’.1 2 3 

Indian philosophy also declares likewise. Sir S. Radha- 

krishnan says. “Sin is the product of the shallow insight, 

breeding selfish egoism, that hugs its own narrowness and 

shrinks from all sacrifice. The Upanishads do not declare 

that evil is illusion or that evil is permanent. ... Evil is unreal 

in the sense that it is bound to be transmuted into good. It 

is real to the extent that it requires effort to transform iu 
nature."* , 

The eternal Bliss is our ideal ; as long as we arc debarred 

from this Ideal, we are to suffer from these contraries. We 

seek after happiness and we fall in dangers and sufferings ; 

for i i the comforts of the world there is no real happiness. 

Says Rumi, “All the world arc seekers after happiness, and 

on account of false happiness they are in fire " 

/ * luima ’alam talabga'bkhmh and; 

Wa‘ khushi-tozwir andar alish and 8 

In the Scriptures of the Hindus, there are three guas or 

fetters, such as sattva, goodness or purity, rajas, energy 

or passion, and tamas, darkness or grossness. These are the 

three elements inherent in every man. They are gunas which 

like chords obstruct every soul on the way to the Goal, and 

again they are attributes through which we arc to lead our¬ 

selves to the Path. First, with rajas we are to release ourselves 

from tamas, and with sattva we are to avoid the evils of 

1 lbid.% Vol. VI, 48 : see also p. 267 supra. 

2 Indian Philosophy, Vol. I. p. 242. 

3 Mathnavi. Vol. II. 743. 

rajas. Then, this sattva should also be left aside, and thus 

we shall reach the goal of our Search. Really, this life of 

a man is a long journey to reach the Ultimate. From the 

first moment we cannot avoid all these relative good and evil 

in us. Gradually we shall understand that in all our workings 

there is the tinge of evil. And our poet says, “You are able 

to engage yourselves to work for the reason that its faultiness 

is hidden from you by the Creator s and that other work to 

which you are exceedingly averse is for the reason that its 

faultincss has come into clear view." 

Zao hami iani badadnn urn bikar ; 

Kill bapushidaz lu ’alia h ka'dagar. 

Wan digar kart kaz an hasii n fiir ; 

Z(Ut bawad kih 'aibash Timad dar fuhnr. 

Hence, efforts and striving must be there before reaching the 

Goal, and when we shall reach It, all these will automatically 

come to a stop. Therefore, let us also pray like Rami before 

God "O God, Thou secret knower of good speech, do not 

hide’from us the faultiness of evil work •, and do not show 

us the faultiness of the good work, lest we become cold and 

distracted from the Journey ( to the Ultimate )." 

Ay khudayi-razdani-khuih sukhun ; 

• Aibi-kari-bad zi-ma pinhan makun. 

•Atbi-ka'l-nik ra ma ma band ; 

7*5 laga’dim az >aal>h sard ha haba.x 

With our good works, we shall approach our Ideal, who is 

all-Good ; and when we shall reach Him, we shall realize 

that at that eternal Moment that all these really have no 

significance, but not before that. Therefore RiimI declares, 

*( Really ) you are of place, and your Origin is of no 

place." He then advises thus : "Shut up this shop ( of worldli¬ 

ness ) and open that shop ( of proceeding to the Eternal ). 

Do not flee to the world of six directions, because in 

1 Ibid., Vol. IV, 1333, 1352-4. 
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directions there is the 'shashdara' and that shashdarah it 'mat' 

(defeat).-1 2 

Tn makami adi^tn dar lomakan ; 

in dukao bar band u bagsha an dukan. 

Shash jlhal mag'iz Hr a dar jihat; 

Shush dar ah ast u shashdara mat as I mat.* 

In the same way like the player of the game, we should not 

lose this present life by directing ourselves to the six directions 

of worldly pomp and grandeur, but engage ourselves in Divine 

thoughts and pleasures that lead us to the Goal from where 

we come. And on the way to that Ultimate nothing will 

appear to us as bad. 
There are these two spirits in every aspect of life, without 

which nothing can be brought forward. Thus, according to 

Zoroastrian philosophy, there are two intellects ( khratu ) — 

the original or the spiritual intellect ( asno-khratu or malnyu- 

khratu ) and the secondary intellect or the intellect beard by 

the car (gausha-sruto khratu) or the knowledge gathered 

through experience ; two lives ( ahu j —the bodily life and the 

mental life ( astvat and manahya ) ; and two stations—the 

heaven ( vahlshta - modern Persian bahlsht) and the hell 

[duzanha - modern Persian duzakh). There are the four stages 

of the soul here in this life or after death, advancing towards 

Eternity, the abode of Ahuramazda, as is found in Yasht 

(XXII, 15;: ‘The soul of the righteous man first advanced 

with a step he placed upon hunxata ( good thought); the soul 

of the righteous man secondly advanced with a step he placed 

upon hukhta (good word) ; the soul of the righteous man 

thirdly advanced with a step he placed upon huvarshta (good 

1 Shashdara .is a ruinous position in the play of Backgam¬ 

mon, where the dice are placed in different directions in 

such a way that their escape is impossible and thereby 

the player loses the game. 

2 Mathnavi, Vol. II, 612-3. 
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■ .V soul of .be rigldeous men fourthly edvenoed 

wilt! , Uep be pieced on .he ete.nel luminaries'.* 

Hell h ebo celled iruia demona. -.he house of destruction. 

Between this end heeven there U the Chinvat perew* ( ch.nvad 

pul, (he bridge of the gatherer, the nature of which ha. been 

described in Karno (XLVI, 10-11) tbu, : Whatever man or 

women O Ahur.masd. ! performs the best ect.on«. known to 

thec, for the benefit of this (earthly) life, promo.rog thus the 

truth for the angel of truth, and spreading thy rule through 

I be good mind, as well as gratifying all these men who are 

gathered round me. to adore ( the heavenly .pint. ). all these 

I wilt lee'! over the bridge of the gatherer. The sway wt given 

into the hand, of the priests and the prophet, of .he 'dok 

(these refer to the dev»s or the poets and nshis of the Vedas 

of India) who by their ( atrocious 1 action., endeavour to 

destroy human life. Actuated by thei, own spir.t and mind, 

they ought to avoid the bridge of the gatherer, to rema.n for 

ever in the dwell.ng place of destruction (hell)." 

It is only the human ntind that possesses the capacity to 

create good and evil. As long as there is creation, or rather 

expression of anything to the human eye, there must be good 

and evil, or scientifically speaking, positive and negative 

properties side by side. We have seen that what to the r.sta.s 

1 Language. Writing, and Region of the Parti,, p. 221- 

2 This may well be compared with Barzakh of the Qur an 

( 53/19 ) — which is already interpreted in the Sufistic 

sense in the Chap, on the Conception of Life and Death. 

Again, of the two kinds of battle that are referred to before 

p, 3i4 ). the smaller or jihidt-afghar is generally com¬ 

pared to the crushing of passions, and the greater ( Jihadl- 

akbar ) to the defeat of -egotism' or the crossing over the 

Barzakh by the Sufis. 
3 See also my article - The Philosophy of Zoroaster ( appear¬ 

ed in Modern Review, Calcttta, July 1948 ). 
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of India is a source of progress lo Goodness is an obstruction 

to the progress of the Zoroastrians. It may be so. And how 

excellently Khwaja Kamfilu’d din clears up the matter in his 

scientific way i “Which of the two shall we call ‘evil’, when 

each of the pairs is a necessity in creating all that is going on 

in the world f Take the original pair of all, whose union 

creates not only a world of things, but whose comparatively 

recent discovery and use has contributed immensely to our 

happiness and comfort nay, has galvanized the progress of 

civilization, I mean electricity, the union of the positive and 

the negative. Which of this pair, I ask, is evil, and which is 

good ? Antagonistic and conflicting they may be to each other 

in their properties •, but they are complementary as well to 

each other, and that under ‘the ordinance of the Mighty, the 

Knowing*, under whose control they all ‘float* in their res¬ 

pective ‘spheres’ without hindering the movements of each 

other —a chemical combination that produces a result far 

better than cohesion, as far as our comfort is concerned But 

the former takes place only in things which are contrary to 

each other in their properties. In short, the whole hetero¬ 

geneous mass is the bed rock of universal homogeneity, and 

must consequently indicate Spcnto-Mainyush ( or ‘benificant 

spirit’) and not Angro-Mainyush, the evil spirit.'* 

And in support of it the following lines may well be 

quoted from the Qur’an4 : Glory be to Him, who created 

1 Islam and Zoroastrianism, pp. 77-8. This naturally 
reminds us the bold remark of Blake, who was also a strong 
supporter of 'Without contraries is no progression’ : 

Attraction and Repulsion, Reason and Energy, Love and 
Hate, arc necessary to human existence. 

From these contraries spring up what the religions call 
Good and Evil. Good is the passive that obeys Reason. 
Evil is the active springing from Energy. Good is Heaven. 
Evil is Hell. 

2 Chap. 26 ; 36-40. 

pairs of all things — of what the earth grows, and of their 

kind and of what they do not know, and a sign of them is 

the night. We draw forth from it the day, then lo ! they 

are in the dark. And the Sun runs on to a term appointed 

for it; that is the ordinance of the Mighty, the Knowing. 

And as for the Moon, We have ordained for its stage till it 

becomes again as an old dry palm branch. Neither it is 

allowable to the Sun that it should overtake the Moon, nor 

can the night overstrip the day, and ‘float’ on in a ‘sphere*.1 2 

These pairs of all things-the good and the evil, the 

positive and the negative-arc like the waves of the Sea which 

is apparent to us through its waves ; and the moment a man 

reaches the Ultimate, the final destiny of everything, he will 

realize that these contrary conceptions of the mind were the 

necessary consequence of the birth of a man. We have seen 

that the Angels could not be brought before the world, for 

they are the emblem of purity ; in the same way Satan also 

could not be given the 'Vice-gerency' on earth, as he is the 

emblem of impurity. Thus idam is selected, who is the 

admixture of good and evil. This is the theory of creation 

according to Muslim philosophers. 

Now, this universal homogeneity is the state of ‘Ahura- 

mazda’, or that of the supreme Lord of any religion. And 

the whole heterogeneous mass is composed of Spenta-mainyush 

or the good spirit of any religion. For one who is proceeding 

towards the Goal, nothing will appear to him as bad, as 

Rumi sings, 

Khar jumla lutf chun gul mi shawad • 

Pishi-juzvi ku suy kul mi raw ad* 

Our Bengali poet Rabindranath Tagore has also sung likewise: 

Pleasure and sorrow are hung on the lot like pearls and jewels ; 

Good and evil arc trembling in rhyme and harmony ; Birth 

1 As quoted by Khwaja Kamalu’d-dln. 

2 Mathnavi, Vol I, 3007 : refer also to p. 70 supra. 

—22 
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and death are ( only ) following them in dancing, O (therefore, 

you) sing and rejoice*. 

Haslkann3 hirapZnna dole bhale, 

Katnpe chande bkalomanda tale tale. 

Sace janma riace mrtyu pache pache, 

Tata thal that tala thal thai tala that that. 

Evil is thus in a sense a cause, as being a necessary antece¬ 

dent condition, of good, and if so. it cannot be radically bad. 

-Things solely evil*, says St. Augustine, “could never exist, 

for even those natures which are vitiated are evil, but as far 

as they are natures they are good* ; or as Plotinus says, “Vice 

is always human, being mixed with something contrary to 

itself". This is, as Dean Inge says, "not to be confounded 

with Buddhism, in which evil is the true kernel of existence, 

only to be removed with the cessation of existence itself. We 

believe that all that is good is preserved in the eternal world, 

but not the evils which called it forth. For that which is not 

only manifold but discordant cannot exist, as such, in the 

life of God-.1 2 

Says Rami, 
Har yaki qaulist 4iddi-hamdlgar ; 

Chun yaki b as had yaki xahr wa shakar. 

7a zl-zahr wa az shakar dar nagdhari ; 

Kat zl-wahdat waz yaki buyi bar*.9 

And commenting on these lines Dr. Nicholson says, "In 

relation to God who is the Absolute Good, nothing is abso¬ 

lutely evil. The same things arc ‘evil’ in so far as they lack 

some positive quality that would make them good, and 'good* 

in so far as they cause that quality to be manifested. God 

has created nothing without a purpose : the existence of ‘evil’ 

serves to demonstrate His Omnipotence and display the 

infinite perfections of His nature. But though He wills. 

1 Personal Idealism and Mysticism, p. 260. 

2 Mathnavi. Vol. t, 497-8 : see also p. 222 supra. 

-decrees aod creates all actions qua actions, He does not will, 

decree and create them qua good or evil. These are dames 

given by God or by us to actions which are approved or 

condemned on religious grounds. Infidelity in respect of its 

being Divinely ordained is ‘Wisdom’, but in relation to human 

creatures it is disobedience to God's Law and a deadly sin". 

Thus, we find that the antinomies of cause and effect, subs¬ 

tance and attributes, good and evil, truth and error, subject 

and object, are due to the tendency of man to separate torms 

which are related. Fichte’s puzzle of self and not-self, Kant’s 

antinomies. Hume’s opposition of facts and laws, Bradley’s 

contradictions, can all be got over, if wc recognize that the 

opposing factors are mutually complementary elements based 

on one-identity.1 

As God is beyond good and evil, so religion and infidelity 

arc only relative. A man of God or a perfect man is beyond 

all attribution on the Self. Says Rumi in his Diwan, 

Mardl-khuda ran rty-kufr ast u din ; 

Mardl-khuda ra chi khafr wa fawS6.a 

And in the ultimate life of realization these contraries of good 

and evil will have no basis. How beautifully Rumi sings, 

This world and that world arc the egg, and the bird 

within it 

Is in darkness and bruised of wing, contemptible and 
despised. 

Regard unbelief and faith as the white and yolk in this egg, 

Between them, joining and dividing, ‘a barrier which 

they shall not pass’. 

When He has graciously fostered the egg under His wing. 

Infidelity and religion disappear; the bird of Unity 
spreads its pinions.8 

1 Indian Philosophy, Vol. I, p. 179. 

2 Diwani-Shamsi-Tobriz. no. 8. 

3 Ibid., p. 221. See also p. 252 supra under f.n. 
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Again, "When the Sun became shining, the night, infidelity, 

and the lamp, faith, said together, ‘We are gone, for it is- 
enough for us\" 

Shab kufr u chirdgh intdn khurshid chu shud rakhshan ; 

Bd kufr baguft imln raftim ki bas bishad-1 

In a Quatrain also he sings likewise, "There is a meadow 
beyond faith and infidelity ; we have our traffic in that region. 

When the knower ( of the Self ) reached that State, he under¬ 

stands that it is not a place or state (to be realized) where 
there is no faith and infidelity". 

At kufr u z-Isldm birun tabrd'i ast, 

Mara bamiyUni-dn fadi saudd'i ast ; 

‘Arif chu baddn rastd sar ra banihad, 

Nah kufr u na Islam u na dnjdjai ast. 

1 KulliydtiShamsi-Tabnz. p. 208. 

V 

On Predestination and Free-will 

Free-will is often treated as if it were purely an attitude 

adopted by scientists, which must be opposed in the interests 

of religion. Yet religious freewill is older by far than free will 

set forth in the name of science. Indeed, the beginnings of 
free-will lay in an exaggerated idea of God’s Omnipotence, 

which left no room for any human agency, and the free will 

of Islam to-day is precisely of this type But in essence Free¬ 

will and Predestination have no contradiction in any way. 

Says Dr. Waterhouse, "Free-will ( textual freedom ) is an ideal 

to which we approximate each in his degree rather than a state 
that is the same for all. In the physical world of the senses, 

-everything seems to be determined strictly. With the appearance 

of life comes a state that chemico-physical laws do not 

fully explain, and with ihc higher animals there is a marked 

degree of spontaneity and sometimes a surprising power of 

reversing the ordinary instinctive reactions under special 

circumstances. With man comes freedom, varying according 

to moral, even more than intellectual, powers. The lower types 

of mankind show comparatively few actions that arc properly 

to be regarded as free, just as the case with young children. 
Freedom comes with the development of the spiritual self and 

its control over the animal aelf. Yet even so, only Ood can 
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be said Co be free, and herein lies the paradox of freedom that 

for God's freedom there are no alternatives, but His choice 

moves in one direction only, being directed to the best, so that 

the completest freedom is the same as the strictest necessity’1 

Now, let us see how Rami explains these two in his 

immortal Mathnavi’l-ma'navi ( or Spiritual Poem ) : “Before 

the Painter ( God ) and ( His ) Pen, the picture ( i. e., the 

created being ) is helpless and bound like a child in the womb. 

Before ( His ) Omnipotence all the created beings of His 

Court (i. c., the world) are as helpless as the weaving material 

before the needle (of the weaver). Sometimes He makes picture 

of the Devil and sometimes of Adam i sometimes His picture 

is in joy and sometimes it is in grief. There is no power that 

he shall move the hand in defence ; no speech that he shall 

utter concerning injury and benefit. ( And ) recite from the 

Qur'an the commentary of the verse : God said, 'Thou didst 

not throw, when thou threwest’. If we let fly an arrow, it is 

not from us ; we are ( only ) the bow, and the shooter of the 

arrow is God”. 

Naqsh boshad pishi-Naqqash wa qalam ; 

'Ajit wa basta chu kodak dar shlkam. 

Pishi-Qudrat khalqi jumla'i-blrgah ; 

'Ajizan chun pishi-suzan kargah. 

Gah naqshi-div u gah Adam kunad ; 

Gah naqshash shadi wa gah gham kunad. 

Dast nai ta dost jumbrmad badapa ; 

Nu{q nal ta zanad az darr u nap a. etc.* 

The verse of the Qur'an2 3 to which the words‘Thou didst not 

1 Philosophical Approach to Religion, p. 159. 

2 Mathnavi, Vol. I, 611-6 refer also to p. 252 supra. 

3 Ctiap. VIII/17 : This refers to the battle of Badr where 
che party of the Prophet (i.e., believers in God ) won the 
battle inspite of their number being very insignificant io 
comparison with that of their opposite party who were 
infidels apd whose number was very large. 

Rumi's* Mystic Philosophy 

throw, when thou threwest’-are connected, runs thus : "So 

you did not kill them, but it was God who killed 

thou didst not throw, when thou threwest, but it was 

threw, so that He might give the believer a good proof of H 

favour. Verily God is all-hearing and all-know,ng 

also says likewise in another page of his Book . Khud g 

kufr ast u gar imom-5 ; Dast-bafi-Wat ast wa ani-u. • 

In this way with various other utterances our poet 

expounds the theory that God is the source of all ereation 

and everything has been predestined. Every good o evil, 

every joy or sorrow and every faith or infidelity t at Bpp 

us, are only from our pre-dispositions which God as 

in our souls. Says Rum!, 

Athhl-tab'at agar ghamgm kunad ; 

SOzish az amri malikl-din kunad 

Atlshi-{ab'at agar shadi dlhad \ ■ 
Andar u shadi malikl-din nihad.11 

In his Diwan also our poet sings likewise : 

Dlli-man chun qalam andar kafi-tust ; 

Zi-tust ar shodnuinam war bazinam. 

Bajuz anchlh tu khwahi man chi khwaham i 

Bajuz anchih numd'i man chi binam. 

Gah az man khar ruyani gahi gul i 

Gahi gul buyam wa gah khTxr ch'mam 

Mara gar tu chunan dart chuniinam ; 

Mara gar tu chunin khwahi chuninam. 

Dar an khummi kl dilra rang bakshi; 

Ki basham man chi bZishad mihr u kmam.' 

-God in reality creates all causes and effects, though 

logically ever, cause seems ,o^ the effect of another cat-*. 

a. a a d!.a 

1 Mathnav*, Vol. II, 2651 ; see also p. 316-8 supra. 

2 Ibid., Vo|. I, 834-5 : see also p, 252-3 supra. 

3 Diwin,-Skamsl-Tabrix. no. 30 : also p. 244 supra. 
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( according to Muslim physicians ) arc the product of 'the 

seven fathers’ ( planets ) and ‘the four mothers’ ( elements ). 

Again, the planetar> influences and the elementary properties 

have causes above them : the orthodox view is that fire does 

not burn or water quench thirst by its own nature, but only 

as instrument for manifesting the will of God. Similarly, 

food and medicine may be causes of satiety and health in so 

far as the Divine Provider and Healer uses them as means 

to His appointed ends. Even the Devil and the fleshly soul, 

as causes of sin and tribulation, are His ministeres through 

whom the eternal destinies of men are fulfilled.*1 2 To quote 

the words of ROmi, ...*If you strike the stone on iron, it 

( fire ) lifts up ; it is also by God's command that it springs 

up. Do not strike together the iron and stone of oppression, 

for these two will generate like men and women. Stone and 

iron, indeed, appeared as cause, but look higher, O good 

man !* 

Sang bar ahan zani birun jahad ; 

Ham ba-timrl-Haq qadam birZn nihad. 

Ahan wa sangi-sltam barham mazan ; 

Kin du mizayand hamchun mard u zan. 

Sang u ahan khud sabab timad walxk ; 

Tu ba-balatar nigar ay mardi-nik.J 

Thus, if we think deeply we shall find that these are only 

apparent causes, behind which lies the real cause that is God, 

for whose will every apparent or secondary cause is visible 

in this world. Really God is the originator of all good and 

evil. And the Qur'an declares, -If some good befalls them, 

they say, ‘This is from God, * and if any evil befalls them, 

they say, ‘This is from you ( referring to the Prophet )*. 

( O prophet,) Say, ‘AH is from God*. ( Really ) whatever 

good happens to you is from God ; and whatever evil happens 

to you is from your ( own ) passions *' It is our passions 

and desires that make us feel all these sorrows and sufferings 

of the world. When we shall be relieved of all these, we 

shall find that it is God who only remains and is the source 

of bliss and eternal happiness. 
Now, what is Predestination? That which has been 

destined*to us before our creation. It is the Divine decree or 

the will of God that is acting on us. And He wills that He 

shall manifest Himself through us. Rumi says, “After the 

repentance. He said to him, 'O idam, did I not create in you 

that sin and those troubles 7 Was it not My Predestination 

and Decree that you concealed it at the time of excuse ?’ 

He replied. ‘I was afraid ; I did not fail to respect you’. 

And God said, ‘I have also observed it towards you.' 

Ba'dl-tauba guftash ay Adam na man -t 

Afridam dar tu an jurm wa mlhan. 

Nah ki taqdir wa qatfry-man bud an ; 

Chun b-waqti-'udhar kardx an nihan. 

Guft tarsi dam adab nagdhfishtam ; 

Guft man ham pasi-anat ddshtam.a 

Adam deviated from the Truth, so was his fall. And 

when he repented of it, ho was taken back to God after 

a lapse of time. This lapse of time is the duration of 

the creation of the world. This is the mystery of creation. 

It has no real foundation. But we cannot grasp the 

real significance of it, as long as we are entangled in 

it The poet continues : ‘The creation of God brings our 

actions into existence, ( and ) our actions are ( only ) 

the effects of the creation of God. A rational being either 

perceives the letter ( i.e., outward significance ) or the purpose 

(i. e., the inner meaning of creation): how should he perceive 

both the significance at the same time? If he went after 

1 Commentary of the Mathnavi, VoL VII, p. 71. 

2 Mathnavi, Vol. I, 840-2. 
1 Qur'an. IV/78-9. 

Mathnavi. Vol. I. 1491-3. 
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the meaning, he became unmindful of the letter j (for) no side 

can see both the forward and the backward at a time. ... O 

son, ( only ) God comprehends both ; one action docs not 

binder Him from the other action. Satan said, ‘Because You 

have seduced me’ the vile Devil concealed his own act. 

Adam said, ‘We have wronged ourselves,' ( although ) he 

was not unaware, like us, of the action of God* 

Khalqi-Haq af'dli-mdrd mujid ast; 

Fi'll-ma dihdri-khalqi-izad ast. 

Natiqi yd barf binad yd gharai ; 

Kai shawad yakdam mubi{i-du 'arad. 

Gar bama'ni raft shud ghdfil zi-barf; 

Pish u pas yakdam nabinad hich tarf. 

Haq mubHi-har du amad ay pisar \ 

Wd naddrad kdrash ax kdri-digar- 

Guft Shaitan ki bimd aghwqytani; 

Kard fili-khud nihdn divtdani. 

Guft Adam ki talamnd nafsand ; 

U zi-fi'li-ifaq nabud ghdfil chu md.x 

This story of idam and Satan has also reference in the 

Qur’dn ;* and the inner meaning of it is spiritually interpreted 

thus : At first idam knew no evil. But he was given the 

faculty of Choice, which raised him higher than the Angels. 

This also implied his capacity of doing evil, which he was 

to avoid by the training of his Will, and he was warned 

against this danger. But when he fell, he realised the evil. 

Yet he is given the chance in a lower plane to make good and 

recover the lost status of Innocence and Bliss. This is the 

condition of every human being. 

These are the two aspects of the One Truth, God-the 

1 Mathnavi, Vol. I, 1482-84, 1487-9. 

2 Chap II; 30-8 & Chap. VII; 16-23 : and compare the 

notes given by ‘Abdu'llfth Yusuf ‘AB in his transition of 

the Qur’dn. Refer also to p. 300 supra. 
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good and the evil. The relative good, the type of Adam, is 

proceeding towards the Eternal good or Bliss} and the relative 

evil, the type of Satan, is proceeding away from It and is 

obstructing tbe relative good to regain his lost Status. But 

when he will regain That, there cannot be any relative good 

and evil. It is all Truth. 
But this is the Ultimate State of Man. When any man is 

proceeding towards that Ideal, he will feel that the Divine 

destiny or the Will of God is for his good, and it will 

ultimately lead to his Goal. So whatever sorrow or suffering 

befalls him, he will bear it with utmost patience. But to a 

person who does not feel like that state of mind, any suffering 

will prompt him to blame the Divine destiny as the cause of 

bis sufferings. Says Ruml, -The word *Jabrm (compulsion or 

Ditine decree) made me beyond myself for love's sake, but it 

confined in the prison of compulsion him who is not a 

lover ( of God ). ( Really ) it is union with God, there is no 

( feeling of) compulsion ; it is the lustre of the Moon, it is no 

cloud*. 
Lafil-jabram *ishq rd bi *abr kard 

Wdnki ‘dshiq nist babsi-jabr kard. 

In ma'iyat bd Haq ast ha jabr nist; 

In tajalli'i-mah ast in abr nist.x 

Really this Divine decree is for our good. It teaches us 

humility which is a preparation for leading us to the Goal. 

The poet says, -It is not compulsion, it is the meaning of 

Almightiness ; the mentioning of almightiness is for the sake 

of humility*. 

In na jabr in ma'ni’i-jabbdri ast; 

Dhlkri-jobbdri bardyi-zdri ast.' 

The moment we realize that there is only One, who is All- 

powerful, we must bow down to Him in humility ; otherwise, 

1 Mathnavi. Vol. I, 1463-4. 

2 Ibid.. 617. 
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mere utterance of Predestination is of no value. As Rumi 

says, “No humility was seen in the world without the existence 

of the One, All-powerful, nor will it ever be, know this well" 

lJjizi bi qadirt andar j akin j 

Kas nadldand wa nabjshad in baddn.' 

It is our momentary weakness that forces us to the bindings 

of passions and desires, ^dam knew that in choosing the 

Forbidden Fruit, he was guilty of his sin, though it was also 

the Pre-ordainment, so to say, but readily he admitted the 

guilt of his weakness ; while Satan, though himself was aware 

of his guilt, did not admit it, but put the blame to God. In 

^dam there was only one sin, but Satan in defying /idam, 

and then God, was under several crimes, namely arrogance, 

jealousy, disobedience, egotism, falsehood and defiance. So 

idam was taken to God after a lapse of time, and Satan was 

deprived of the nearness of God till the Resurrection. 

All our ideas of Heaven and Hell, the creation of the world, 

the Resurrection, and those of good and evil exist in our 

minds as long as we are not united with God. The moment 

we realise our Unity with God, these are of no importance j 

and our religions concern us only so long we are on the way 

to the Goal. Thus, we find that as religions concern us, so 

also does the conception of Pre-destination and human Will. 

And our poet argues on these two with a clear eye of vision. 

He says, “As you do not feel His Divine Power ( or Will ), 

do not say (that you are forced by the Destiny ) ; and if you 

feel it, where is the sign of your feeling ? — In every act for 

which you have your inclination, you arc clearly conscious of 

your power ( to perform it. But) in every act which is not 

to your liking and desire, you impute it to the Divine decree, 

saying, ‘this is from God'. 

Chun tu jabri-ii nanii bint magi \ 

War harm bint nishiini-did ku. 
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Dor har an kdri ki mailastat badan ; 

Qudrati-khud ra hami bini 'ayan. 

Dor har an kart ki mallat nist u khwast ; 

Andar an jabri shudi kin az khuda-zt.1 

According to Rural, as of all Sufis, aoy religious concep¬ 

tion is only relative and not true completely. Hence, our 

conception of Pre-destination and Free-will is also relative : 

it concerns us so long we are on the way to Realization. 

When we shall reach there, we shall find that both are true 

partially. They arc advocated bv the religious prophets only 

to develop ourselves gradually in the way to Realization 

which ultimately reaches a State where the devotee finds no 

distinction between these two. For, there he is the same 

as He. But so long one has not reached that Slate, there 

will always remain disputation between the upholders of 

Divine decree and Free-will. Says Rumi, 

Hamchunin babth ast ta bashri-bashar ; 

Dar miyanl-jabri wa ahll-qadar.% 

There are religions which advocate the principles of the 

absolute will of men, and there are again religions which 

advocate that of Divine decree ; and our poet sings in respect 

of these two : In one ( religion ) it is said, ‘Do not regard 

your weakness - that weakness is an act of ingratitude, beware. 

Regard your own power, for this power is from Him ; know 

that your power is from Him who is Hu ( or God ).’ — ( In 

the same way ) in another ( religion ) it is said, ‘There arc 

( Divine ) commands and prohibitions, ( but ) they are not 

for practice - they are only to show our weakness. So that 

we may behold our weakness therein, and at that time 

recognize the power of God.’ 

Dar yaki gujtah ki *ajzi-khud mabin - 

Kufri-ni'mat kardan ast an 'ajz hain. 

! Afar/ma^/Vol- l, 634-6. 

2 Ibid.. Vol. V, 3214. 1 Ibid., Vol. IV, 1348. 
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Qudrati-khud bin ki in qudrat ax u-w ; 

Qudrati-tu ni'mati-u dan ki Hast. 

Dar yaki guftah ki amr wa nahyhast \ 

Bahri-kardan nisi sharh l-'ajzi-mO-st. 

Ta ki 'ajzi-khud babinim andar an ; 

Qudrati-Haq ra badahim an zaniin.1 2 3 

Really, as long as we are not trending on the way to 

Realization, we shall only go on arguing in favour of some 

without fully knowing the reality of it. Rumi says, "He that 

considers the foams is in reckoning, and he that considers 

the Sea is without volition. He that considers the foam is 

in continual movement, and he that regards the Sea is with¬ 

out hypocrisy.* 

Anki kafha did bTishad dar shtPHSr ; 

Wanki darya did 3hud bi-ikhtiyar. 

Anki u kaf did dar gar dish bawad; 

Wanki darya did C bi ghish bawad.* 

But when one follows the path of Realization, he will not 

dispute on these matters, for they are of no utility to him ; 

and Divine help will surely come to him who cries for it on 

the way to Realization. Rumi says, 'O dear Soul, love alone 

cuts disputation short; for it alone comes to rescue when you 

cry for help against arguments.’ 

'Ishq barrad bahth ra ay jan u bas • 

Ku xi-guft wa gu shawad fary ad raj* 

Though Divine-Will is only predominating, yet as long as 

we are not fully conscious of the Will, which is working every¬ 

where, we must work on with our limited Free-will and 

exert ourselves towards that Realization. How beautifully 

Rami sings on the subject thus: “Endeavour is not a struggle 

with Destiny, because destiny itself has laid this upon us. 

1 Ibid., Vol. I, 470-3. 

2 Ibid., Vol. V, 2910-1. 

3 Ibid., 3240. 

yarn infidel if any one has suffered loss a single moment 

while walking in the path of faith and obedience. ( Your ) 

head is not broken, do not bandage this head. Exert yourself 

for a day or two, and laugh into everlasting Exertion is a 

reality, and medicine and disease arc realities ; the unbeliever 

in his devoid of exertion practised exertion/’ 

. Ba qada panjah xadan nabwad jihad ; 

Z-anki in ra ham qa^a bar ma nlhad. 

Kbfiram man gar xiyan kardast kas ; 

Dar rahi-iman wa fa'at yak nafas. 

Sar shikasta nist in sar ra maband \ 

Yak du ruii jahd kun baqi bakhand. 

Jahd haqqast wa dawa baqqast u dard } 

JIunkir andar jahdi-jahdash jahd kard.y 

One who claims that he believes in Pre-destination, should 

not blame any one for any wrong done to him, or be satisfied 

with anyone for the goodness shown to him or to others ; 

for he knows that all the pleasures and sufferings are due to 

him on account of the Divine will that is working everywhere. 

But when one becomes pleased or sorry for the apparent 

causes, it means that he is not a real believer in the Divine 

will though he argues for it. In the same way, if one claims 

that be is a believer in the absolute free-will of man, he stands 

in the same position with God which is absurd as long as 

man has not realized God where he becomes one with Him. 

Really human free-will is not inconsistent with Divine 

Omnipotence. When one will realize God, he will truly 

understand that both mean the same thing. But before 

reaching that, one should proceed in his own way of thought. 

If he believes in Free-will, let him proceed in his own way of 

thought; and if he believes in Pre-destination, let him also 

proceed in his own way. In one way or other, both are there j 

and both really mean the same thing. But as long as we have 

1 Ibid.. Vol. I, 976-8 & 991. 
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not completely submitted ourselves to God, we are not really 

believers in the will of God, though we presume ourselves to 

be so. Because wc are following our own way of thought, 

and we always see to what is right and what is wrong, which 

really means that we are following our own reasons. Rami 

says in regard to this, "Beyond doubt we have a certain 

power of choice, you cannot dcoy the feeling which is clear. 

... Command and prohibition and anger and honour and 

rebuke concern him only, who possesses the power of choice, 

O pure naturcd one. ... In the eye of reasons, belief in com¬ 

pulsion is more shameful than the doctrine of the absolute 

will of man, because a believer in Destiny is denying his own 

feeling." 

Ikhtiyari hast mlra bi-gum'n ; 

I/iss ra munkir natoni shud ’ayOn. 

Amr u nahy wo khashm u tashrif h a 'it.ib ; 

Nist juz mukhtar ra ay p7ik jaib. 

Dar khirad Jabr az qadar ruswruar ast; 

Zonkljabri hissi-khud ra munkir ast.1 

Again, "the whole world acknowledges the power of 

choice — the proof is their commanding and forbidding 

( each other ), 'Bring this and do not bring that'. He ( the 

believer in Destiny ) says that commanding and forbidding 

are naught; there is no choice, all { doctrines ) are erroneous. 

( But ) in as much as our power of choice is perceived by the 

( inward ) sense, responsibility for action may well be laid 

upon it. ... ( Really ) the man who holds the absolute will of 

man does not deny his feeling ; the action of God ( which he 

denies ) is not apprehended by sense, O son." 

Jumla'l-dlam muqlr dar ikhtiyar ; 

Amr u nahiyi-in biyar wa an miyUr. 

U hami guyod ki amr wa nahy last; 

Ikhtiyari nist in jumlah khafrst. 

1 Ibid., Vol. V, 2967, -73 & 3009. 
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Zanki mabsOs ast mala ikhtiyar ; 

Kh&b mi iyad baru toklifi-kar. 

Munkiri his nisi an mardi-qadar ; 

Fi'li-haq his si nabZshad ay pisar.» 

As long as we arc entangled in sense perceptions, it is 

not possible for us to understand clearly the Omnipotence 

of God. One who has truly realized God, understands the 

reality of the Divine Will. He will then say liko a true Sufi: 

As ki bagrisim as khud ay mahal; 

As ki brubayim as IJaqq ay wabal* 

Ismail Anqirawi has commented on the above couplet of the 

Mathnavi thus : -The Divine destiny and decree are like our 

very essence and attributes, for our essence has been predis¬ 

posed in accordance with what the Divine destiny requires. 

Therefore, to flee from that destiny and decree is like fleeing 

from our own essence, which is absurd." The real self of 

everyone is his potential nature and character as it exists in 

the knowledge of God. 

Here his will and God's Will have been united together. 

How finely Ghazili has explained the situation in his Jbftah !3 

Before realizing God one who claims to be a believer in 

Predestination, is ouly making a false show of his piety, 

though it is true that His will only predominates. As Rumi 

says “If none but God has the power of choice, why do 

you become angry with one who has committed an olTence 

against you ? ... The anger in you is a clear proof of your 

choice, so you should not excuse yourself after the fashion 

of a believer in destiny. ... ( Really ) His power of choice 

brought ( our individual ) powers of choice into existence ; 

His power of choice is like a rider ( hidden ) under the dust 

( which he raises )." 

1 lbid.t 3010, 3018-9 & 3210. 

2 Mathnavi. Vol I. 970 : see also p. 156 supra. 

3 Refer also to the life of Ghazall discussed before on p. 156. 

-23 
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Ghairi-Haq ra gar nabashad ikhtiyar ; 

Khashm chun mi Hyadat bar jurm-dar. 

Khashm dar tu shud bayOnl-ikhtiyar ; 

Ta naguyi jabriyanah itidhar. 

Ikhtlyarat ikhtiyorash hast kard 

Ikhtiyorash chun suwari ziri-gard.1 

So long we have not been able to enter deep into the 

mystery of God, whose Will is only prev.iling, we think 

that Free will is the real agent. In the lines quoted above, 

human will has been compared to the dust which is raised to 

the sky owing to the Rider’s riding the horse ; as the Rider 

i, not seen through the darkness of the dust, so the Dtvme 

Will is not perceived by one who is under the entanglement of 

sense perceptions, and thus feels that human will acts. Rotni 

sings thus: 'Declare that His Will is existing in a complete 

manner but there is no compulsion or error. Since you 

have said that your unbelief is willed by Him. know that 

it is also willed by yourself.' 

Khv/astash mi guy bar waJhikamU : 

Kih nabsshad nlsbati-Jabr wa tfafaf- 

Chunki gu/ri kufri-man khw^sli-wai-asl; 

Kliwiistl-khud ra ni: ham mi dan kl hasf.’ 

According to Rami, the perfect man who has realized 

God has become one with God. and to him there .. no 

difference between Predestination, which ts believed by the 

ordinary people to be a compulsion forced upon them, and 

absolute will of Man. As he says. Their ( ooncep.ton of ) 

Free-Will and compulsion is different ( from that of the 

ordinary men.) - In oyster shells drops are pearls ... In you 

human will and compulsion was a fancy, but when it went 

into them ( perfect men) it became the Light of the 

Majesty* 

~Tmthna*. Vol. V, 3039. 3049 & 3087. 

2 Ibid., 3098 9. 

Ikhtiyar wa jabri-ishan digar-ast,* 

Qatraha andar fadafha gauhar-ast. 

lkhtiyar wa jabr dar tii bud khayal ; 

Chun dar ishan raft shud nuri-Jalal.1 

Every action that works on us through our limited free-will 

is really the working of the Divine Will. He wills that we 

shall realize Him at last after making ourselves free from 

all the short-comings that are on the way to Realization, 

which short-comings are really the cause of our birth in this 

world. And when wc shall realize Him, we shall be one 

with God. where we shall be self-less and volitionless, for 

there only His Self and Will remain. His position will be, 

then, like one who has gained all object without having any 

semblance of object ( b'HUrati-murUd muradash muyassar- 

ast ) •,* -who can say like Eckart, in answer to the question 

where hast thou found God ? — 'where l abandoned all 

creatures. I am a king. My kingdom is my soul. All my 

powers, within and without, do homage to my soul. ThU 

kingdom is greater than any kingdom on the earth.’8 

But as we have not reached that position, we must 

endeavour after that position. As Rami says, "Endeavour to 

gain freshness ( spiritual upliftment ) from God’s cup 

( of love ); then, you will become selfless and volitionless." 

Jahd kun kaz jomi-Haq yabi nawi ; 

Bi-khud wa bi-ikhtlyar angah shawi.* 

Every action that we do, we think that we are doing on our 

own initiative, but really the Divine decree compels us to 

think in this way, for His will only predominates. Our poet 

says, "Therefore He veiled at first ( the real nature of ) that, 

1 Mathnavi, VoL 1, 1468, -73. 
2 Diwoni-Shamsi-Tabriz, p. 44. 
3 Hours with the Mystics. Vol. !, p. 155. The whole conver¬ 

sation is very interesting to understand a self-less heart of 
a mystic. 

4 Mathnavi, Vol. V. 3105. 
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so that wc might perform that motion according to the Divine 

Destiny. When the Divine Destiny brought iu ordainment, 

the eye was opened and repentance arrived. This repentance is 

another destiny ; give up this repentance (and) worship God." 

Pas bapnjfrid awwal an bar Jani-md \ 

Td kuriim an kdr bar waqfi-gadd. 

Chun qa<ja award bukmi-khud padld ; 

Chashm wd shud fa pashimdni rasid. 

In pashimdni qaddyl-digar ast; 

In'pashirnTmi bahil Haq rd parast.1 2 

The secret of Religion, i. c., the worshipping of God, 

is for the Realization of God where one will truly understand 

God, the All-Powerful One, who only remains, and to whom 

all must submit most humbly. This straight and true path 

is always clear to anyone who is earnest after following it. 

Rami says about this submission to the Will of God, “If 

thou knowest the good way, worship ; if thou knowest not, 

how dost thou know that it is evil 7 ( Really ) thou dost not 

know evil till thou knowest good ; from one contrary is 

possible to understand the other contrary, O youth. When 

thou hast become relieved of this thought ( of good and evil ), 

at that time thou bast become relieved of sin also.” 

Gar hami ddni rahi-nikii parast ; 

War nadelhi chun baddm kin be dost 

Bad naddhi td naddni hik rd ; 

Didd rd az did tawdn did ay fata. 

Chun zi-tarki-fikri-,n 'djiz shudi ; 

Az gunah dngah ham *a]iz budi.3 

And when one becomes relieved of sin, he realizes; God. 

There Free-will and Divine-will become the same. 

Even the modern world is thinking likewise. Our political 

Independence has under its veil its human interdependence. 

1 Ibid., Vol. IV, 1337-9. 

2 Ibid., 1344-6. 

After all, who is really ‘independent’ to-day ? No body. What 

person or state is truly ‘sovereign’ ? None. G. Bernard Shaw 

has rightly declared, -Independence ? We are all dependent 

on one another, every soul of us on earth.-1 Rumi also sings 

in his own fashion, "They ask, ‘What is love ?' — It is the 

sacrifice of ( one's selfish ) will; whoever bas not relieved 

himself of this ( lower, selfish desire or ) will, has no ( real ) 

will ( i. e. is not really independent )." 

Guyand 'ishq chist bagu tarkl-lkhtlydr ; 

Har kn zl-ikhtlydr na rast ikhtlydr nist.a 

And how beautifully Sri Aurobindo makes clear to us the 

real situation ! “That enemy, the enemy of all real religion, is 

human egoism, the egoism of the individual, the egoism ol 

class and nation. ... For that essentially must be the aim of 

the religion of humanity, as it must be the earthly aim of all 

human religion, love, mutual recognition of human brother¬ 

hood, a living sense of human oneness and practice of human 

oneness in thought, feeling and life, the ideal which was 

expressed first some thousands of years ago in the ancient 

Vedic hymn and must always remain the highest injunction 

of the Spirit within us to human life upon earth. Till that 

is brought about, the religion of humanity remains unaccom¬ 

plished. With that done, the one necessary psychological 

change will have been effected without which no formal and 

mechanical, no political and administrative unity can be 

real and secure. If it is done, that outward unification may 

not even be indispensable, or if indispensable, it will come 

about naturally, not as now it seems likely to be, by catas¬ 

trophic means, but by the demand of the human mind, and 

will be held secure by an essential need of our perfected and 

developed human nature."3 

1 Worlds to live in, edited by W. Nicholas. 

2 Kulliydtl Shamsi-Tabriz. p. 166. 

3 The Ideal of Human Unity, p. 365-6. 
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RUMI’S MYSTIC PRACTICES Prayer and it* Sufi Exposition 

Prayer is a solemn request to one for the fulfilment of our 

desires. Ia this sense, we find that everyone in the world 

i s praying. It cannot be but so ; for everyone has his dtsirc 

which he wants to be fulfilled and we sec that it is always 

being fulfilled. But can we be satisfied with these desires ? 

We desire one thing, and when it is got, we desire after 

another, and in this way we go on till our lives come to an 

(• end. 

' Now. how these desires arc fulfilled ? There must be 

earnest attempt for the fulfilment of the purpose aimed at. 

A person cannot have any higher position or development, 

if he has not sincere attempt behind it. It may be that some 

person or thing may come to his help in this growth, but 

this helping-one is only semclhing like a machinery which 

appears as the cause of our success in any attempt. We 

desire, and when the desire is earnest, it must have its result. 

This is found every where in the world- See to the growth of 

trees and plants, see to the development of childern, or see 

to the worldy success in life — everywhere there is the earnest 

desire behind the growth, development and success in life. 
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The trees and flowers arc growing themselves : We find that 

the rays of the sun, the morning breeze and the rains are 

always coming to help for their growth. But these are only 

the necessary instruments for the gradual development of 

their growth, which is the earnest desire of the plants and 

the buds. Why the children develop themselves to men ? 

They desire to grow up : the parents with their affection, 

nourishment and provision are always coming to help them 

for their growth. And they must come ; for they are only the 

necessary implements for the development of their children. 

Why the people succeed in life ? Because they desire to be 

successful. A successful man before succeeding in life must 

have earnest desire and sincere attempt for his success. 

One may think that for this success, another person 

supposed to sit at the helm of the cause of his success is the 

reason of his successful life. Yes, to some respect it is 

perfectly right. And is it required that this another person 

should be praised or prayed ? Yes, he is to be prayed, if 

the earnestness of the praying one thinks that for the success 

in his attempt he is required to be approached. But one 

cannot have the success in life, or that another person cannot 

offer him the success, if he has not the earnest desire and 

sincere attempt behind it. Thus when it is said that the 

whole nature is praying to God, the earnestness for the growth 

of everything in this world is only symbolized into prayer. 

How beautifully the nature mystic poet Wordsworth sings ! 

“To every natural form, rock, fruits or flower. 

Even the loose stones that cover the highway. 

I gave a moral life : I saw them feel. 

Or linked them to some feeling : the great mass 

Lay bedded in a quickening soul, and all 

That I beheld respired with inner meaning.* 

Prayer, W. H. Myers says, “is the general name for the 

attitude of open and earnest expectancy. If we then aak to 

whom to pray, the answer ( strangely enough ) must be that 
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that docs not matter. The prayer is not indeed a purely 

subjective thing - it means a rent increase in intensity of 

absorption of spiritual power or grace , - but we do not 

know enough of what takes place in the spiritual world to 

know how the prayer operates ; — who is cognizant of it, or 

through what channel the grace is given. Better let childern 

pray to Chirst, who is at any rate the highest individual 

spirit of whom we have any knowledge. But it would be 

rash to say that Christ himself hears us ; while to say that 

God hears us is merely to restate the first principle, — that 

grace flows in from the Infinite spiritual world.-1 

Prayer is only the desire expressed in words for the fulfil¬ 

ment of our ideal. Now, what is our ideal, or rather what 

should be our ideal 7 The Ideal must be something which 

is the source of joy and peace and which is everlasting. Every 

prophet and philosopher has declared that God is the only 

source of joy and peace, and He is the only Everlasting 

One. Who are we, then 7 They have also declared that we 

come from Him and we shall be again mixed with Him. In 

other words, we are of Him, but we do not know this owing 

to our ignorance or impurity. The life of this world is the 

place where we are to realize that State, and the different 

paths of realizing that State arc the different religions of the 

world. 
Prayer, as William James writes, is the very soul and 

essence of religion. Religion, as said by Auguste Sabaticry, 

a liberal French theologian, -is an intercourse, a conscious 

and voluntary relation, entered into by a soul in distress 

with the mysterious power upon which it feels itself to 

depend, and upon which its fate is contingent. This inter¬ 

course with God is realized by prayer. ... Prayer is no vain 

exercise of words, no mere repetition of certain sacred 

I Quoted by W. James in his Varieties of Religious 

Experience, p. 467. 
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formulae, but the very movement itself of the soul, pulling 

itself in a personal contact with the mysterious power of 

which it feels the presence,—it may be even before it has a 

name by which to call it. Wherever this interior prayer is 

lacking, there is no religion ; wherever, on the other band, 

this prayer rises and stirs the soul, even in the absence 

of forms or of doctrines, we have living religion. One sees 

from this why ‘natural religion’, so called, is not properly 

a religion. It cuts man off from prayer. It leaves him and 

God in mutual remoteness, with no intimate commerce, 

no interior dialogue, no interchange, no action of God in 

man, no return of man to God. At bottom this pretended 

religion is only a philosophy. Born at epochs of rationalism, 

of critical investigations, it never was anything but an 

abstraction."1 

We find that prayer is one of the essentials of all religions. 

It is the solemn request to God to show us the Path or lead 

us to the Goal. The Hindus use generally the word *Uplsana 

for prayer, and its derivative meaning is ‘to place our seats 

near God’. Hence, it has come to the meaning of preparing 

ourselves to be in the same level with God. In the same 

way Muslims use the term 'fa/Sf for it: and it is used 

in the sense of ‘a reverential expression of the soul's sincerest 

desires before its Maker’. Now, how we may reach the 

Goal through prayer, or what is the use of placing before God 

our sincerest desires ? 

There are prayers like : 

Asato ma sat gamaya, tamaso md jyotirgamaya, mrtyorm., 

amrtam gamaya ( Lead me from falsehood to the Truth, 

lead me from darkness to the Light, lead me from death to 

Immortality ). 

Alhamdu li’lldhi rabbi’I-'aimina, ihdina a's-iirat al- 

mustaqima ( Prayer be to God, the Sustainer and Cherisbcr 

1 Ibid, p 465. 

of the worlds. - lead us to the right Path ). 

The first prayer, taken from the Brhaddranyaka Upani$ad, 

one of the glorious Scriptures of the Hindus, says that the 

life of this world which ao ordinary man passes, is the life 

of falsehood, darkness and death or degradation; and God 

or the Higher Self has been prayed to deliver us and to 

raise us, the lower selves, to the realm of the Truth. 

Light and Immortality ; in other words, to realize what we 

really are. though wrongly we think ourselves to be what is 

contrary to the real State. 
The second one, taken from the Qur’an, the one authority 

of the Muslim religion, admits that A/la/i ( or God ) is the 

Sustaintcr or Cherister of the worlds, which is created by 

God for knowing or realizing Him. The word 1Alamm 

( worlds ) itself proves this fact, being the plural of ’d/am 

(from the root‘fl/ima meaning ‘to know* ) which means by 

which one knows ( a thing ) ; and hence, it signifies the world 

or creation, by which God is to be known or realized. 

Therefore, the Omnipotent Self is prayed to show us 

the right Path leading which He might be known or 

understood. 
But we are to remember that the prayer degenerating into 

a mere ritual and a ceremonial performance without any 

sincerity of heart, is not a real prayer enjoined by all 

Scriptures, as the Qur’an declares, "So woe to the praying 

ones who ’are neglectful of their prayers.*1 Now, if any¬ 

one has the earnest desire to reach the Goal, he will 

surely obey the rules that arc enjoined by the Scriptures for 

reaching that Ideal. And we find that any preparation 

for prayers requires purification of the body and mind, 

always giving more importance to the latter which includes all 

the moral rules of conduct. 

Let us see what Rami says about prayer in his Mathnavl : 

1 Chap. 107 ; 5. 
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To him sincerity of heart is the thing most essential in a 

prayer, a oeremonial performance or an imitation has really 

very little significance. How beautifully he sings ! 

Az muhaqqiq m muqallid farqhorSt; 

Kin chu Da'ud a si u art digar sada-st.1 2 

He also says, -Even the imitator is not disappointed of the 

( Divine ) reward, ( as) the professional mourner has his 

wages in counting. The infidel and the ( true > believer say, 

•God*, but there is a good difference between the two. The 

beggar says ‘God’ for the sake of bread, and the true devout 

says ‘God’ from his very soul. For years together this bread- 

seeker is saying 'God'—like an ass who carries the Qur'an for 

the sake of straw”. 

Ham muqallid nist mat,rum az thawjb ; 

Nauhagar rh muzd buhad dar bisftb. 

Kafir wa mu min khuda guy ad lik ; 

Dar mlycnl-hardu farqt hast nik. 

An gadd guy ad khuda az bahri-nan ■, 

Muttaqi guy ad khuda az 'ayni-JUn. 

Salha gdyad khuda alt nan-khwah j 

Hamchu khar ma\haf kashad az bahri-knh.* 

There lies the difference between a beggar, who calls God for 

the sake of bread and gets it; and a real devotee, who calls 

God for God’s sake and gets the Eternal Blits. 

Regarding his opinion about the forms and expressions 

of prayer, we may refer to the story of Moses and the 

Shepherd, where the latter was praying to God as one Personal 

Being whom he was asking to appear before him so that be 

might put shoes on His feet, and for this Moses rebuked the 

shepherd, as that was against the custom of Islam. At that 

moment the Voice from God came down : T have bestowed 

on everyone a ( special ) way of acting : I have bestowed to 

1 Mathnavi, Vol. II, 493. Sec also p. 90 supra. 

2 Ibid., 496 8 & 500. 

everyone a ( special ) form ( of expression ). We do not care 

for the language and the word, ( but) we see to the condition 

of the heart - 

Har kaxt r5 si rati ba-nihada-am , 

Har kasi fh Wfchi dada-am, etc.» 

Muslim prayer consists generally of four stales, viz., the 

standing up ( qiyam ), the bowing ( rukii1 ), the prostration 

( sujad ) and the Confession of Faith ( tashahhud ). It begins 

with Takbxr the pronouncement of God, the Most High, 

signifying that we are to bid farewell to all bestiality and 

sexual appetite. Then comes qiyam signifying that we have 

cut off all connections of worldly or any other thoughts and 

have stood up in a standing position ; but we are to give up 

that erect attitude of man ( qiyami-insm), which signifies 

arrogance and pride, and take to bowing and prostration io 

humility and self-abasement before God, so that we may be 

raised to that original state of pre-existence before our birth, 

when the Confession of Faith was made. This inner signi¬ 

ficance of prayer has been so beautifully described by our 

poet in the story of Daquqi, where he says, "The ( inner ) 

meaning of *takMr* is this, ‘O Imam*, that we have been 

sacrificed, O God, before Thee.-At the time of slaughtering 

( any animal), you pronounce,'Allah Akbar' ( God, the Most 

High )*, even so you do in killing your fleshly soul, which 

aught to be killed. The body is like Ism8‘il and Ihe soul like 

Khalil* ; the soul has pronounced the 'takblr* over the noble 

1 Ibid., 1753 & 1759 : see also pp. 109 & 256 supra. 

2 Imam is one who leads the prayer. 

3 The usual custom of the Muslims is that whenever they 

slaughter any animal, they pronounce *Allah Akbar’, and 

the action of slaughtering is called ‘takbir’. 

4 Khalil means ‘Friend ( of God)’. Abraham is generally 

known by this title. In the Qur’an ( chap. XXXVII ) the 

story of Abraham and Ishroail runs thus : Abraham was 
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body. The body became killed ( or ruined ) through lust and 

greed, it has been sacrificed in the prayer by ( the utterance 

of ) bismillah ( in the name of God ). ••• From the ‘egg* of 

prayer bring forth the ‘chicken’, don't raise your head like a 

bird without reverence and mannerliness." 

Ma'rVi-takbir in ast ay Imdm 

Kay khuda pishi-tu md qurbdn shud'tm. 

Waqti-dhabh Allah Akbar mi kuni; 

Hamchunin dar dhab'/i-nafsi-kushtani. 

Tan chu Isma'il u jdn hamchu khalil ; 

Kard jdn takbir bar jlsmi-nabil. 

Gasht kushta tan zi-shahwathd wa Hz ; 

Shud babismillah bismil dar namaz. 

Bachcha birun or az baltfa’l-namdz ; 

Sar mazan chun murghi-bi ta'fim u joz.1 

Here the ‘egg’ has been compared to prayer from which with 

utmost care, due observance to the function, and good moral 

conduct and discipline, the 'chicken' of the Realization of 

God should be brought forward. 

Only by sacrificing our bodily passions can we approach 

God. The poet has also said that when we shall stand for 

rewarded with a son, Ishmail by name, as he requested 

God to grant him a son, noble and forbearing. Afterwards 

when the son became grown up, his father was ordered 

in a vision to sacrifice the son for the sake of God. And 

when the vision was told to Ishmail, he readily agreed 

to it. "So when they both submitted their wills (to God ), 

and he had laid him prostrate on his forehead ( for 

sacrifice ), We called out to him, ‘O Abraham, thou hast 

already fulfilled thy vision’. —Thus do we reward those 

who do right." ’Id al-a^a or ‘Idi Qurbln, the festival 

Sacrifice, is performed by the Muslims in memory of this 

occasion. 

1 Mathnavi, Vol. Ill, 2143-6 & 2175. 

prayer, we should do so with this idea that we have, as if, 

approached God at the time of Resurrection ( when we are 

to be punished or rewarded for our infirmities or good deeds ) 

and we should lay before Him all our infirmities which will 

automatically make us bent and prostrating before God. 

When we shall be absorbed with these thoughts, they will 

regain in us the original human nature, which will make us 

remember the Confession of Faith •, and then with salam1 

the prayer is to be finished. 

Alluding to the Story of a Thirsty Man* whom a wall 

standing at the back of the stream was preventing from 

getting the water to drink. Rum! sings. 

Sajda amad kandanikhishtllazib ■, 

Mfjibi-qurb, ki wa'sjud wa’qtarib* 

He also says, "Suddenly he threw a brick in the water, the 

noise of the water entered his ear as an address ( from the 

water to the thirsty man ).—From the pleasure of the noise 

of that tested water, the thirsty man began to tear off bricks 

from that place and threw them in the water. ... So long as 

this wall is high, it is an obstruction to bowing down the 

head ( in prayer ). Prostration cannot be made on the Water 

of Life till I gain deliverence from this earthly body. The 

more thirsty a man becomes at the side of the wall, the more 

quickly does he tear off the bricks and clods." 

Niigahan anddkht u khishti dar ab ; 

Bdngi-db amad bagushash chun khifcb. 

Az \afayi-bjngi-Z\b an mumtaban ; 

Gasht khisht anddz z-dnjd khisht-kan. 

Td ki in dinar ‘dliy gardan ast ; 

iidni'y in sar fariid awardan-ast. 

1 Every prayer service of the Muslims closes with the 
utterance of sal dm, signifying the blessing of Peace and 

the mercy of God be bestowed on all. 
2 Mathnavi. VoL H. p. 311. 
3 Ibid., 1209 ; refer also to p. 110 supra. 
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Sajda natWan hard bar abi-fayat ; 

T3 naySbam tin tani-khaki nafat 

Bar sari-diwar hark* tishna~tar ; 

Zfd-tar bat mi kanad khisht wa mad or 1 2 

Here the stream has been compared to the Water of Life 

which is the source of Eternal Biles. And if a roan is really 

thirsty after the Water of Life, he will seek for It, but the 

bodily passion, desires, pride and haughtiness obstruct him 

on the way. The moment he hankers It and begins removing 

off the obstacles compared to the bricks of the wall, he will be 

proceeding to the nearness of God and find pleasure in the 

searching even. 

In showing the relation between the ritual prayer and 

the real signification of it, Rumi says, "And the man 

who understands the meaning of the form ( of prayer ), 

( to him ) the meaning is near to the form and (also ) 

far ( from it)*; *—* V* •• •* r 

Wdnki an ma’ni darin turat badid ; 

Surat ax ma'ni qartb ast wa ba'yid. 

The outer form of prayer is near to the inner signification of 

it, as far as there is real feeling of love and devotion in the 

prayer which will carry him near to God ; otherwise, the 

prayer has no meaning. Our poet also sings, 'The gifts 

of friends to one another are nothing but forms (of tbeir ) 

friendship ) ; the gifts are only the evidences of the implica¬ 

tion of their secret love. If love is only thought and 

reality, the form of your prayer and fasting has no existence." 

Hadyahayi-duStTm bii hamdigar ; 

NiSt andar dvsti ilia *uwar. 

Gar ma',abbat fikrat wa ma'nisti ; 

Surat i-ruza wa namlzat nisti.a 

1 Ibid.. 1194,1196 & 1210-12. 
2 Ibid., Vol. I, 2640 & 2625-6. Cf. also Coleridge’s : 

-He prayeth best who loveth best 
All things both great and small; 

In another place Rami says, “Being released of the 

affairs of the the world, go on saying, ’ko ko' (where, where ?) 

like the dove. -Do perceive this well, O you veiled one, that 

God has connected *1 will answer*» with invocation, ( Really) 

one whose heart is pure of infirmities, the prayer of him will 

reach the Lord of Glory." 

Ax hama'i-kari-jahan par dak ht ah \ 

Ku wa ku mi gu bajan chun fakhtah. 

Nik bingar andarin ay muhtajlb ; 

Klh du'ara bast haq bar uastajibm. 

HarkI ra dil pak shud ax i’tllal; 

An du'o-ash mi rawad ta dhu'l-jalal* 

Prayer ( dhikr ), as Ghazali says, has three veils, (i) 

prayers pronounced with the tongue only, (ii) prayers 

undistracted by evil thoughts, and (iii) prayers offered with 

■uch fervour that the mind can hardly be recalled from 

thoughts of God. But the marrow of prayer is when the 

object of prayer possesses the heart, and the prayer is effaced 

and ceases, and the sayer of prayer attends no more 

to prayer nor his own heart. These are submerged, and if he 

attends to them that is a veil and a distraction. This is the 

state named FanT\a. And quoting the line from the Qur'an, 

which signifies God's ordinance to perform prayer, how 

beautifully our poet distinguishes between the bodily prayer 

For the dear God who loveth us, 

He made and loveth all." 

1 Qur’an, XL / 60 : And your Lord said, ‘Iovoke Me, (and) 

I will answer you.’ 

2 Mathnavi, Vol. Ill, 2303-5. 

3 Translated by Whinfield in his Gulshani-Rax from Thuluck 

Sufismus ( quoted from Mishkat al-anwar of Ghazali ). 

Refer also to Ecstasy ( or fana ) discussed in the next 

chapter. 

-24 
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uttered by the tongue, and the real prayer, where the devotee 

makes himself one with Him ! He siogs, 

Udhkuru 'llah shahi-Ma dastUr dad ■, 

Andar atlsh did mara nur dad. 

Guft agarchi pakam az dhikri-shuma ; 

Ntst layiq mar mara tafwirha. 

Lik hargiz mastitaswir wa khayol ; 

Dar nayabad dhati-mara bl mitkal. 

Dhikri fismana khayiili-ndqti ast ; 

Waifi-shahana az anha khaJi? dst.1 

Likewise, Shabistari says in his Gulshani-Raz, “So long you 

do not utterly gamble yourself away, how can your prayer be 

a true prayer ?• 

Tu ta khudra bakulli dar nabazi ; 

Namozat kai shawad hargiz namazi. 

In Fihi mu/i/t« it is recorded that once Rumi was asked, 

•Is there any way to God nearer than prayer V He replied, 

•No, but prayer docs not consist in forms only. Formal prayer 

is that which has a beginning and an end ; and everything 

that has a beginning and an end is of the body, and because 

that ‘takbir’ is the beginning of prayer, and salam is the end 

of prayer, it is also formal. In the same way shahadat 

( declaration of the Faith of Islam that there is only One 

God, and Muhmmad is the Apostle of Him) is not that which 

can be uttered by the language of the body, for there also 

comes the question of beginning and end. Everything that 

partakes of speech and resemblance, has a beginning and an 

end, and consequently is of form and body. But the soul is 

unconditioned and infinite ; it has neither beginning nor end. 

The prophets have shown the true nature of prayer. That one 

who has revealed the true nature of prayer has said, *1 

(Muhammad) have a time with God of such sort that neither 

angel nor prophet partakes thereof with me’. Thus we have 

1 Mathnavi, Vol. II, 1715-8 : refer also to p. 237 supra. 

known that the soul of prayer is not the show of formalities -t 

but it is drowning and unconsciousness. At that time all the 

forms remain aside, and there is no room even for Gabriel, 

who is pure spirit.1 
One who prays in this fashion is exempt from all religious 

obligations, since he is deprived of his intelligence. Absorp¬ 

tion in the Divine Unity is the soul of prayer. This is really 

the end of prayer where the devotee is mixed with the Unity 

of God, which may well be compared with SamUdht of the 

Hindu Scriptures, where also it means absorption, i. e., 

complete union with the object of meditation. 

The true devotees have perfectly united themselves with 

the Divine Will; they have nothing to ask, they have nothing 

to praise. According to Rami, one who regards himself as 

existing and acting individually, is in effect denying the 

Divine Unity. He declares, 

Chunan hamt kun yadl-ljaq kaz khud farhmushat shawad \ 

Ta mahw dar mad'U shawi bi raibl-dd'yt wa dtfa* 

In the same way, he also declares in the Mathnavi% 

In thana guftan zl-man tarki-thana-st, 

Kin dalxll-hasti wa hasti khafa-st.0 

Al-Ghaz&li has summarised the effect of this 'Prayer 

beautifully in bis al-Munqldh min al (fa/al, -In general, then 

how is a mystic 'way* described ? The purity which is the 

first condition of it is the purification of the heart completely 

from what is other than God, Most High; the key to 

it, which corresponds to the opening act of adoration in 

prayer, is the sinking of the heart completely in the recollec¬ 

tion of God ; and the end of it is complete absorption ( fana ) 

in God. At least this is its end relatively to those first 

steps which almost come within the sphere of choice and 

1 Fihl m3 fihi, edited by ‘Abdu’l-M&jid, p. 15. 

2 Diwani-Shamsl-Tabriz. no. 4 See also p. 233 supra. 

3 Refer also to p. 202 supra. 
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personal responsibility ; but in reality in the actual mystic 

‘way’ it is the first step, what comss before it being, as it were,, 

the antechamber for those who are journeying towards it. 

"With this first stage of the ‘way’ there begin the revela¬ 

tions and visions. The mystics now behold in their waking 

states angels and the spirits of the prophets ; they hear 

those speaking to them and are instructed by them. Later, 

a higher stage is reached ; instead of beholding forms and 

figures, they come to stages in the ‘way* which is hard to 

describe in language ; if a man attempts to explain these, hia 

words inevitably contain what is clearly erroneous. 

"In general what they manage to achieve is nearness to 

God ; some however, would conceive of this as ‘inherence* 

( bulul )t some as 'union' ( ittlbdd ), and some as ‘connection* 

( wufiU ). All that is erroneous. In my book. The Noblest 

Aim, I have explained the nature of the error here. Yet he 

who has attained the mystic 'state* need do no more 
than say : 

Of the things I do not remember, what was, was ; 

Think it good ; do not ask an account of it."* 

But our poet has described the same more beautifully and 

also artistically in his Diwdn: That Beloved gave me a broom • 

He said, ‘Remove off all dust from the sea’. Then He burnt 

it with fire ( of love ) ; He said, ‘Bring a broom made of 

fire’. I prostrated before Him in bewilderment ; He said,. 

•Perform your act af prostration joyfully without any wor¬ 

shipper’. I offered my neck and said to Him, ‘Sever the wor¬ 

shipper’s head without the sword’. As He plied the sword* 

it became efficacious ; so that there grew from my neck innu¬ 

merable heads. ... All the lights became alive from these heads 

of mine ; on all sides there grew up flashes. Till you find 

so many heart-attracting figures, and tulip-like colours. 

1 Quoted from The Faith and Practice of al-Ghazali* 
pp. 60-1. 
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When you fly to the chimney, you look forward, - till you 

find the faoe of that King, with no dust and vapour. ... The 

-day passed, but my story is not yet finished ; O, day and 

night is ashamed (to tell ) its history. The King Shamsu*d-din 

Tabriz! keeps me intoxicated with the cup having no drinking 

effect." 

Dad Jdrubi badastam an nigdr j 

Guft kaz daryd bar angiz an ghubdr. 

Bdz an jdrub az dtish basukht ; 

Guft kaz dtish tu jarubi bar dr. 

Kardam az bairat sujudi pishi-u ; 

Guft bi sdjld sujudi khush biydr. 

Gardanak rd pish kardam guftamash \ 

Sajldi rd sar babur bi dhu'Ufiqdr. 

Tigh ta »1 pish zad sar pish shud ; 

Td barust az gardanam sar sad hazdr. 

Sham’aha bar bay shud az sarhdy-man ; 

Har {araf andar girifta az shardr. 

Td ba bint naqshhd’i-dil-rubd ; 

Td ba bini ranghdyldlazar. 

Chun partdi sny rauzan dar nlgar ; 

Td ba bini ruy-dn shah bi ghubdr. 

Ruz raft wa qi^a-am kutah na shud; 

Ay shab wa ruz az bodithash sharm-sdr. 

Shah Shamsu’d-din Tabrizi mard \ 

Mast mi darad zl-jdmi-bi khumar.1 

1 Kulliydtl-Shamsl-Tabriz, p. 372 
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II 

Mystic State of Ecstasy and Constancy to God 

Passivity, ns Leuba says, “when practised under certain 

conditions, ends in ecstasy, the spectacular kernel of grand 

mysticism. It is in ecstasy that germinate the assurance 

of union with God and the conviction of illumination and 

revelation.”1 

He has quoted many expressions in regard to Ecstasy from 

the different mystics of the world : 

“In ecstasy the soul is absorbed in enjoyment, without 

understanding that which she enjoys. ... The senses are all so 

completely occupied by that enjoyment that none of them 

can pay attention to anything else." "Contemplation, says 

St. Francois, is a unitary, total view of the loved object" ; 

Mme Guyon writes of the same degree, “it should be an 

orison not of the thought but of the heart" and Santa 

Theresa speaks of a “great reduction of the mental activity", 

and declares that the powers of the soul are unable to do 

anything except enjoy. Complete passivity brings with it a 

1 Psychology of Religious Mysticism, p. 162. The work is a 

grand book in understanding the psychology of mysticism. 

sense of absolute repose in God and a variable degree 

of warmth of enjoyment. It is followed in the completed 

instances by a moment of total unconsciousness. In regard to 

the ecstasy of the Islamic Mystics also he says, “In complete 

ecstasy the Soufi is lost as a Wave in a Sea of Unity, and 

he has the intuition of being inseparable from it, he lives of 

the general life without sensible qualities, *as an atom lost in 

the light of the Sun-1 
Says Rumi, “The ecstatic or passing state ( bal) is 

like the unveiling of the beautiful Bride, and the cons¬ 

tancy { to God ) or the permanent station ( maq<im ) is being 

alone with the Bride." 

Hal chun jolwa-st zan ziba 'arms 

W\n maqhm an khalwat amad fco 'artist 

Ifal i« the ecstatic state which is momentary, and in this 

state the devotee is in a flood of rapture. It is also called 

Wajd ( or Finding ) where the seeker finds what he is so 

long seeking after. MaqUm is the stale of Constancy to God 

which is permanent, but this constancy with his Beloved is 

not known to others. The other term used for maq^m is 

tamkln (or -Fixity-). Here he is living in the Abode of 

God though outwardly it may be that he is talking or mixing 

with the public, his mind is always at fixity with God, the 

eicrnal Beloved. - 
Rumi continues to sing of these two stales, There arc 

many a Sufi who enjoys •«/', but he who has attained to 

'maqam' is rare amongst them.’ 

Hast bisyar ahll-hal az jufiyan ; 

Nadirast ahll-maqam andar miyan. 

The momentary ecstatic state may be attained by anyone 

who has absorbed himself on one thought without caring 

1 Ibid, pp”490-8 ( quoted from Philosophical Review. 

Vol.62, 1906). - 

2 Mathnavi, Vol. 1, 1435. 
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for any other thing for the time being, as we find in his 

story of the King and the Handmaiden. There the king 

without finding any other way to rescue his beloved, the 

handmaiden, from her sickness of the mind “entered the 

mosque and proceeded to the mibrab ( prayer niche ) and the 

prayer carpet was bathed in tears of the king. When he 

became unaware of himself from his immersion t of ana, he 

opened his tongue in praise and applaud with a happy mood, 

‘O God, Your least gift is a great domain over the world ; 

what shall I pray to You ?—for You know every secret'. ... 

As from the depth of his heart he raised forward his prayer, 

the Sea of His bounty began to surge. Slumber over¬ 

powered him at the time of his weeping and he saw in 

dream that an old man has appeared before him, saying, 

•Good news, O king, your prayers have been accepted.-1 

And thus the king gets what he seeks for. 

These ecstatic states are generally attained by the seeker 

in his earlier periods in dreams. He is not yet pure of all 

desires, both of the body and the mind. For the moment he 

becomes unconscious of the outward activities and concen¬ 

trates his spirit in o..c thought which is his Ideal, and thus 

realises it face to face. But as it is not possible to retain 

the concentration for a duration of time, in slumbering dream 

the effect of the concentration is realised. Gradually when 

by sacrificing all carnal desires, a soul becomes steadfast in 

concentrating his mind on a single thought that is his Ideal 

he realises the same even in his waking moments. Physically 

this is called Trance, which in mystic terms may be said as 

Ecstasy, Rapture, or the Finding’ of the object he seeks for. 

Of this ecstasy or rapture, there is reference in every religion — 

not only in religions, but in every state of life, whether of 

the scientists, the philosophers or the teachers of religion, 

as Myers, the famous psychologist, says, “It ii hardly a 

1 Mathnavi, Vol. I, 56-63. See also Appendices. 

paradox to say that the evidence for ecstasy is stronger than 

the evidence for any other religious beliefs. Of all the 

subjective experiences of religion, ecstasy is that which has 

been most urgently, perhaps to the psychologists more con¬ 

vincingly, asserted -t and it is not confined to any one religion. 

... From the medicine man of the lowest savages up to St. 

John, St. Peter and St. Paul, with Buddha and Muhammad 

on the way, we find records which though morally and intellec¬ 

tually much differing, arc in psychological essence the same."1 

But we are not concerned here with psychological aspect of 

ecstasy, but with its mystical aspect which is finely depicted 

by Miss Underhill. She says, "While on its physical side 

ecstasy is an enhancement, on its mental side it is an exalted 

act of perception. It represents the greatest possible extension 

of the spiritual consciousness in the direction of the Pure 

Being : the “blind intent stretching’ here receives its reward in 

a profound experience of eternal life. In this experience the 

departmental activities of thought and feeling, the conscious¬ 

ness of I-hood, of space and time-all that belongs to the 

world of Becoming and our place therein-arc suspended. 

The vitality which we are accustomed to split amongst these 

various things, is gathered up to form a state of ‘pure appre¬ 

hension': a vivid intuition of-or if you like conjunction 

with-the Transcendent. For the time of his ecstasy the 

mystic is, for all practical purposes, as truly living in the 

supernatural world, as the normal human being is living in 

the sensual world. He is experiencing the highest and most 

joyous of those temporary and unstable stales-those ‘passive 

unions*—in which his consciousness escapes the limitation of 

the sense*, rises to freedom and is united for an instant with 

“the great life of the All* •• 

1 Human Personality and its Survival of Bodily Death. 

Vol. II, p. 260. 

2 Mysticism, p. 267. 
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These states of Ecstasy and also Constancy to God are 

found in the life of every religious teacher. As for example, 

J. H. Leuba describes of the life of Suzo, a German mystic 

( 1300-66 A. D. ) : The twenty years during which Suzo 

persisted, despite the opposition of those about him, in an 

extravagent asceticism, constitute a period characterised by 

heroic strivings toward entire inner unification. During a 

part of that time ecstasies were very frequent. We are told 

that during ten years they occurred as often as twice a day * 

they served to sustain and encourage him. Exaltation was 

not, however, continuous ; it was broken by discouraging 

moments of ,dryness\ 

“The time came at last when the bleeding saint realised 

that he could not contiune. He was so wasted that his only 

choice was between dying and giving up those practices. 

God showed him that asceticism had served as a' good 

beginning, but that now the divine work of sanctification was 

to continue in another way. Thereupon he threw ail his 

instruments of torture into a stream. This deliverance marks 

the end of a period of absorption in himself-'introversion’, 

as the Freudians say-and the beginning of an external 

activity that lasted to the end of his life. Until then he had 

refused contact with the world ; the walls of the monastery 

had been bis boundaries. Now, he undertook in the measure 

of his strength to bring the world to God. From this 

moment we find him ever in action, on pilgrimage, on 

errants of mercy, founding monasteries, etc.*1 

Similarly in each of our great mystics of the world we 

shall note, as Leuba continues, "a similar period of inner 

preparation or introversion, marked usually by severe asce¬ 

ticism, followed by vigorous external activity. It is a :aci 

explicable on the same general principle as the passage from 

a period of preparation to one of productivity in other 

1 Psychology of Religious Mysticism, p. 62. 

individuals.” 
RQmi has also described of these slates of Ecstasy and 

Constancy ( to God ), which are best understood in the pages 

of his Book through the sequence of the ideas in the lines 

of his Poetry. Yet we can quote lines that will speak o 

themselves about the states. He sings, "Verily in my death 

(of carnal desires ) is my (new spiritual) life, O youth, 

how long shall I be parted from my Home ( or Origin that 

is the abode of God )-until when ? If there were not in my 

staying in this world ( which is the consciousness of my 

own self ) my separation from God, he (Prophet Muhammad) 

would not have said, ‘Verily we arc returning to Him’. 

The returning one is that one who comes back to his 

(native) city and (thereby) approaches the Unity (ol 

God ), ( fleeing ) from the revolution of time/’3 

RQmi also says, "As the workshop is the dwelling place ot 

the Worker ; any one who is outside of it is unaware of Him. 

Come then into the workshop, that is, non-existence, so that 

you may see the work and the Worker together. As the 

workshop is the place of clairvoyance, then, outside the work- 

shop there is only blindfoldness.” 

Kargah chun jay raushan didgi-st; 

Pas biruni-kargah pushidgist.3 

The existence of Ibis world and with it the creation of us, 

originated from non-existence, compared to the workshop of 

the Creator, is only a product of that Workshop. If we 

like to realise the mystery of creation and with it the essence 

of God, we must go to non-existence, which we originally 

bad ; and this original position we may restore only by 

dying to self ( or Faha ). With our dying to self, we shall 

reach the state of ecstasy which is a place of clairvoyance, 

1 Qur an. 2/151 : See also p. 225 supra. 

2 Mathnavi. Vol. I, 3935-7 : also reter to p. 130 supra. 

3 Ibid.. Vol II, 762-3 : see also p. 129 supra. 
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and everything will be seen clearly in its reality. "That state, 

says Sir S. Radhakrishnan, "is a state of rapture and ecstasy, 

a condition of ananda, where the creature as creature is 

abolished, but becomes one with the Creator, or more accu¬ 

rately realizes his oneness with Him. We cannot describe 

this perfection accurately. We use symbols. The nature of 

eternal life is a condition of ananda, or freedom, a state of 

joyous expansion of the soul, where heaven and earth are 

felt to flow together Dl This the Upanigads of the Hindus 

describe as Mok\a or mukti ( or release ), i. e. release from 

the chains of the desires of worldly attachments. 

The reality of that state is not possible to describe exactly. 

Only one who has attained that position can understand the 

reality of his situation which is the same as He. RQmi has 

explained it thus : "Intelligence is here silent, or it leads to 

error j for the heart is with Him, indeed the heart is He. 

The reflection of every image is lost everlastingly from his 

heart realizing the ( true ) meaning of plurality and its 

unity. Every new image that falls on the heart ( in its state 

of ecstasy ) is appearing therein without any imperfection. 

The men of polished hearts have escaped from scents and 

colours ;i.c., worldly attachments ) ; they behold Beauty every 

moment without delay. They have relinquished the form and 

musk of knowledge, ( and thus ) they have raised the banner 

of the eye of mystical intuition." 

Ta a bad har naqshi-nau kayad bar-u -t 

Mi rut may ad bi qusuri andar u. 

Ahll-iaiqal rasta and at bu wa rang ; 

Har dami binand khubi bi dirang. 

Naqsh u qishri-ilm ra bagdhashtand ; 

Rayati-'ayn al-yaqin afrashtand.* 

The latter part of Rumi’s verses referred to just now is the 

1 Philosophy of the Upanishad, Vol. 1, p. 113. 

2 Mathnavi, Vol. I, 3489-93 : see also p. 192 supra. 

state of Constancy ( to God ) where the mystic beholds the 

Beauty ol God continually. 

Mahmud Shabistarl also utters likewise : 

But till you do not utterly gamble away yourself. 

How can your prayer be a true prayer ? 

When your essence is pure from all stain, 

Then it is that your prayers are 'a joy of the eyes’1 2 

There remains then no separation, 

Knower and known are one and the same.”* 

Islamic mysticism has generally been described by the 

Sufi teachers in thier poetical language. Although higher 

thiogs not easily understood by common conception is best 

to be described in this way, yet prosaic description is 

necessary while dealing on the state of facts. They have 

also described it in their prose works, but here also they 

have often become mystical in their way of expression- 

mystical, here, I will take to mean, not wholly said, for mysti¬ 

cism itself is that which is to be realized, a state which is 

beyond description. It is al-Ghazali, the pioneer in Islamic 

mysticism, who has tried to explain it in his philosophical 

bent of view. 

Says al-Gbazfili in his Ibya,8 "In such a state of 

absorption, the mystic is unmindful of himself, be does not 

feel wbat happens to his body, and this state is called fana’. 

It means that he has become absorbed in Another, and his 

concern has become one concern and that is his Beloved ; 

there remains in him no room for any, but the Beloved that 

he should turn towards him, whether that be himself or 

another. This is the state which means attainment by the 

1 Qu ran, 32/18. 

2 Gulshani-Raz, translated by Whinfield, p. 52 : refer also 

to p. 370 supra. 

3 Ibya'Wlumpd-din, Vol. IV, p. 28 ( Quoted by M. Smith in 

his Life of al-Ghaxali ). 
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seeker of the Sought.- Again, he says in his Mishkilu l- 

anwar.' “When the worshipper thinks no longer of his 

worship, but is aliogethcr absorbed io Him whom he wor¬ 

ships, that state by the gnostic is called /one, when a man 

has passed away from himself that he feels nothing of his 

bodily members, nor of what is passing without, nor wbat 

passes wilhin his own mind. He is absent from all that, 

and all that is absent from him ; he is journeying first to his 

Lord then in his Lord. But if during that state thought 

occurs to his mind that he has passed away completely from 

himself, that is blemish and defilement. For perfect absorb- 

tion means that he is unconscious not only of himself, 

but also of his absorption. For fans from fani is the goal 

^-Orthodox theologians, al-Ghai»li continues, -may 

regard these words as meaningless non-sense, but that is not 

so , for this state of the mystics in relation to Him whom 

ihey love is similar to your state in relation to what you 

love of position, or wealth or a human love, when you may be 

overcome by anger in thinking of an enemy, or so engrossed 

in your beloved that you perceive nothing else, and do not 

hear when some one speaks to you nor see one who passes, 

though your eyes are open and you are not deaf, for this ab- 

sorption makes you oblivious of all else and even of the ab¬ 

sorption itself. For any attention to the absorption means 

being diverted from the cause thereof. So having explained to 

you what is meant by /ana, you should cast aside doubt and 

cease to deny what you cannot comprehend. ...This absorption 

at first will be like a flash of lightning, lasting but a short 

time but when it becomes habitual, and a means of enabling 

the soul to the world above, where pure and essential Reality u 

manifested to it and it takes upon itself the impress of the 

Invisible world and the Divine Majesty is revealed to it... and 

1 Mishkatu'l-onwar, p. 113-5. 
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at last it looks upon God face to face. When such a mystic 

returns to this world of unreality and shadows, he regards man¬ 

kind with pity, because they are deprived of the contemplation 

of the beauty of that Celestial Abode and he marvels at their 

contentment with shadows and their allurement by this world 

of vain deceits. He is present with them in body, ... but 

absent in spirit; wondering at their presence, while they 

wonder at bis absence. 

“These gnostics have ascended from the low lands of 

unreality to the mountain heights of Reality and at the end 

of the ascent they have seen for themselves that there is none 

in existence save God alone, and that ‘all things perish save 

His Countenance’1 : all things have been foredoomed to 

mortality save the One Himself.*** Rumi has also sung in the 

same tone in his Maihnavi, as is already referred to.3 

Our lives without seeking after the Realization of God are 

useless ; and as long as we have not reached that state of 

unity of all things in God, we are really wandering in non¬ 

entity that has no lasting benefit. But when the Sufi rises to 

that Highest Stage where he realises the absolute unity of 

everything in God, he can declare like the famous saints of 

Islamic mysticism, "ana'l-Haq*, or 'Subbdnl nta a'fama 

sh’anl* or like the Vedanti&ls *So'ham“, or like the Christian 

mystics, ‘I and my Father is One*. But the words uttered 

by the passionate lovers in a state of ecstasy should 

be concealed from the ordinary public, as they will not be able 

to comprehend such a state of ecstasy, and such words may 

lead them astray. 

How finely our philosopher-poet explains in his poetic 

fashion in his Maihnavi — the uttering of Bayazid, who 

exclaimed in a slate of ecstasy, ‘Glory be to Me, how great 

1 Qur'an, 28 ; 88: See also p. 129. 

2 Quoted by M. Smith in his Life of al-Chazali. 

3 Maihnavi, Vol I, 3052-5 : also refer to p. 264 supra. 
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is My Majesty !'« 

"Said that master of sciences ( of Sufism ) expressly in a 

state of ecstasy, ‘Behold, there is no Ood but I, so worship 

Me’. When that ecstasy passed away, they ( his disciples ) 

said to him at dawn, ‘You said such and such and that is 

improper*. He replied, ‘This time if I make a scandal, come 

at once, dash knives at me. ( For) God is pure of the 

body, and I am with the body ; you should kill me, if I 

say like this’.... ‘Though Qur'an is from the lip of the Prophet 

( Muhammad ), if one says that God did not speak it, he 

is an infidel*. When huma1 of selflessness took to flight, 

Bayazid ( again ) began to utter these words. The flood of 

bewilderment took away his reason, ( and ) he began to say 

more firmly than he had spoken first, ‘Within my maotle 

( body ) there is nothing but God, how long will you seek 

( Him ) on the earth and in heaven V His disciples became 

frenzied at this, and dashed their knives at his body. Every¬ 

one who plunged a dagger into the Shaikh was reversedly 

making a gash in his body. There was no mark on the body 

of that master of sciences, but these disciples were wounded 

and drowned in blood. ••• O you versatile, that stab the self¬ 

less ones with the sword, you arc stabbing your ( own ) body 

with it, beware of it; for the selfless one has died away 

( in God ) and is safe, he is dwelling in safety everlastingly. 

His form is lost, and he has become a mirror - nothing is 

there but the image of the face of another. If you spit on it. 

you spit at your own face ; and if you strike at the mirror, 

you strike at yourself. If you see an ugly face ( in the mirror ), 

it is you ; and if you see (there ) Jesus and Mary, it is you. 

(For ) He is neither this nor that. He is simple ( without 

having any reflection of the attributes of good and evil ) j 

He has placed your image before you. ... O you, who are 

drunken with the wine ( of love ), you are on the edge of the 

1 A fabulous bird, often compared to God Himself. 
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roof; sit down or descend ( from your highest state of 

ecstasy ), and peace be with you. Every moment you became 

delighted, know that, that delighted moment is the edge of the 

roof. Be always anxious of that delighted moment, and 

conceal it like a treasure and do not divulge it." 

Guft mastdna •ayan an dhu farixax; 

La Hah ilia ana haftfbudin. 

Chun gudhasht an bal guftandash *abab ; 

Tu chunin gufti wa in nabwad faldh. 

Guft in bar or kunam man mashghalah ; 

Kardha bar man zanid an dam halah. 

Haq munazzah az tan wa man ba tanam ; 

Chun chunin guyam babdyad kushtanam. 

Gar chi Qur'an az labi-paighambar ast; 

Harkl guyad Haq naguft u kafir ast. 

Chun humayi-bikhudi parwdz kard ; 

An sukhun rd Bayazid dghdz kard. 

'Aql ra saUi-tol,aiyur dar rabud ; 

Zan qawiytar guft kawwal gufta bud. 

•a* ••• 

An muridan jumla diwana shudand ; 

Kardha dar jisml-pdkash mizadand. 

Harkl andar Sheikh tighi mikhalid ; 

Baz gunah az tani-khud mi da rid. 

Yak athar na bar tani-dn dhu fanUn ; 

Wan muridan khasta wa gharqdbi-khun. 

Ay zada bar bikhuddn tu dhu'l-faqdr } 

Bar tani-khud mi zani an hushddr. 

Zanki bikhudfonlyast wa imanast ; 

Td abad dar imani u sakin ast. 

••• ••• ... 

Bar kinari-bami ay mastl-mudam ; 

Past banshin yd farad d wa's-saldm. 

Har zamdni kih shudi /fi kdmrdn ; 

An daml-khush ra kindri-bdm dan 

-25 
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Bar zamani-khush hirasan bash tu ; 

Ham chu ganjash khufya kun na fash tZ» 

Again, our poet sings, -He who (say* that he ) is without 

pain is a brigand, for to be without pain is to say ‘I am God*. 

To say that T. out of the time, is a curse ; and to say that 

‘I*, at the proper time, is a mercy ( from God ). T of Manjur 

( al-HallSj) was certainly a mercy (to him from God ). but 

«!• of Pharaoh3 was a curse (on him ); mark this well. 

Consequently, it is incumbent to behead every untimely 

bird for the sake of precaution. What is ( this ) beheading ? 

( It is ) killing the fleshly soul in the Holy War, and renoun¬ 

cing sell". • g 
Art kl fl bi dard bashad rahxan ast ; 

Zanki hi dardi ana'I-Ifaq guflan ast 

An ana hi waqt gu/tan la'nat ast; 

An ana dar waqt gu/tan rahmat ast. 

An anay-Maniilr rahmat shud yaqin 

An anay-Flr'aun la'nat shud babin 

Lajaram har murghl-bi hangam ra 4 

Sar bur,dan wajib ast I'lUm ra. 

Sar buriJan chlst kushtan nafs ra ; 

Dar Jihad wa tark gu/tan na/s ra 8 

All sense of ‘egoism* should be crushed, after sacrificing the 

fleshly soul and through renouncing oneself to God. 

This state of /ana is termed mukti ( or release ), as 

already referred to, in the Scriptures of the Hindus. The 

Upanishad view is that in that state there is a disintegration 

of individuality and giving up all selfish isolation. “As the 

1 Mathnavi, Vol. IV, 2103-3, 2122-6, 2128-9, 2138-43 & 

2146-8 : see also pp. 125 & 146 supra. 

2 An important character in the Qur'an, and was a cruel, 

unjust king; he was proud of himself and consequently 

was crushed in the Hand of Divine Power. 

'3 Mathnavi, Vol. II, 2521-5. 
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flowing rivers disappear in the Sea, losing their name and 

form, thus a wise man being realeased ( mukta ) from name 

and form, mixes with that Person who is beyond all*.1 

The state of /ana and specially of baqa is finely 

illustrated by Rami through the mouth of Falcon in his 

story of the Falcon amongst the owls. He sings, “When my 

ego has passed, He only remained ; I roll at the feet of 

His horse like dust. The (individual ) soul became dust 

( extinct ), and the only signs of it are the mark of His feet 

on its dust. ( Therefore) become dust of His feet for the 

sake of this mark, that you may become the Crown on the 

bead of the lofty ones.r 

Chun /ana shud may-mo a rrumd/ard; 

Pishi-piiy asbl-u gardam chu gard. 

Khak shud jan u nishanihay-u ; 

Hast bar khokash nishanl-pay-ii. 

Khdki-payash shau barayi-in nlshan ; 

Ta shawl taji-sarl-gordan kashan.a 

That is, when the individual ego passes, it persists ( baqa ) 

not as an individual, but as the universal spirit, the perfect 

raan, 'bearing the mark of God’s feet on his dust’, U# 

ihe eternal imprint of the Divine attributes which were 

stamped upon him before he emerged from potentiality into 

actual existence ; for. in the words of Ibnu-l-‘Arab», “he is 

to the universe what the bezel is to the seal-the bezel 

whereon is engraved the signature that the King seals on 

His treasures".1 Accordingly, our poet has addressed his 

spiritual guide Shamsi Tabriz, who was surely a perfect man, 

thus : "You are as the bezel in the ring of lovers ( miyani- 

halqa’i-'ushshaq chun nigin bashi ).*4 * 

1 Munjaka Upanifad, 3 -, 2/8. 

2 Mathnavi, Vol. II, 1174-6. 

3 Ftffuf al l/ikam. 13. 
4 Diwoni-Shamsi-Tabriz, p. 4. 
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Tamkin or maqdm is (he last stage, where one has 

renounced his self and is subsisting in God. Here fond gives 

place to baqd—mortality to Immortality. This is the life 

of the saints—the unitive life, the Jiranmukta of the Gild. 

"The Jivanmukta or the freed soul, possessing the body, says 

Sir Radhakrishnan, reacts to the events of the outer world, 

though he does not get entangled in them. Spirit and body 

are an unreconciled body, and the spirit can attain its per¬ 

fection only when the sense of the reality of the body is 

shaken off*.1 2 * In his Quatrains also our poet sings exactly 

in the same manner : -If the ( sensual ) life passed away, 

God bestowed ( you ) another ( spiritual ) life ; although 

life perishes (fand ) in your death, it regains the perpetual 

( baqd ) life. Love is the Water of Life, enter into that water ; 

every drop of that Sea is a different life*. 

Gar 'umr bashud ‘umrl-digar ddd khudd. 

Gar 'umr fand bamardanak 'umrl-baqd ; 

* /shq dbi-haydt ast darin 5b dar d. 

Har qa[ra az in bahr baydti ast juda. 

Al-Ghaz&li relates how Junaid said of his own experience 

of the unitive life : “I have been talking with God for thirty 

years and people suppose that I have been talking with them* 

—This becomes easy only to one absorbed in the love of God. 

with an absorption which leaves no room for any other. He 

also quotes other words of Junayd which he may have felt 

were applicable to his own experience. “The journey from 

this world to the next (i. e., to give up worldly things for 

spiritual) is easy for the believer ; the journey from the 

creatures ( i. e., separation from them and from dependence 

on them) to the Creator is hard ; the journey from the self 

(i. e., renouncing egoism ) to God is very hard, and to abide 

in God is harder still."8 

1 Indian Philosophy, Vol I, p. 576. 
2 Quoted from Ibyd'u'lumi’d-din, by M. Smith in The life of 

al-GhazZiIi. 
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•To abide in God* is really the hardest of all experiences 

tn life. When any one has reached that state, though he is 

living in this world, he is beyond this world -t he has no pain, 

he is suffering no trouble, both of the body and mind. He is 

like a vast Ocean whera tranquillity prevails. He becomes One 

with the Eternal permanently, while ecstasy is the stage where 

he is one with Him temporarily. Again, a verse may be taken 

from his Diwdn, where a discourse is being made between the 

lover and the Beloved ; and this mainly states of the stage of 

maqdm ( constancy to God ) : 

He said, 'Where is calamity ?* Said I, *In the lane of Thy 

love'. 

He said, ‘How fare you there T Said I, 'In steadfastness*. 

Guft kujdrst afat guftam bakuy-ishqat j 

Guftd ki chuni dnjd guftam dar istiqamat.1 

All calamity will vanish away from the heart, when a 

person will be able to abide in God constantly. 

According to the Hindu Scriptures, this state of life may 

be gained by Nifkdma Prema or nirguna ( or atyantika) 

Bhakti. And the Bhdgavata Purdna describes of this state 

thus : As the waters of the Ganges flow incessantly towards 

the ocean, so when the devotee’s loving adoration continuously 

flows towards his God conceived by him as the ‘Person, par 

excellence' or Puru^ottama without any desire on his part as 

soon as he simply hears His gunas, that mental state of the 

devotee characterises the Nirguna-Bhakti. The ni\kdma and 

nirguna bhaktas, when they are even offered ( by God ) such 

excellent powers as sdlokya ( or living with the Lord in the 

same world ), sdrtfi ( or Divine sovereign power), sdmipya ( or 

nearness to God ), jorupya ( or possessing the same appea¬ 

rance as he conceived of the Lord in his imagination ) and 

ekatra ( or union with Him ), respectfully declines to receive 

them, wishing only to serve Him to the best of their ability. 

1 Divdni-Shamsi-Tabriz, XIV/Il. 
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This is the Atyantika Bhaktiyoga treading on the path of 

which the true bhaktas sever the causal chain shaped by the 

three strands (of sattva. raja and tama ) and attain salvation 

through blissful union with God’.1 2 3 
The life of a man who has realized God has also been 

finely described in the Mathnavi. Rumi says, -Their senses 

and understandings within them are tossed waves on waves in 

( the sea of) ‘they are brought before us ( on the Day of 

Resurrection ) When night comes, it is again the lime of 

bearing the burden ; the stars which had become hiddeo, go 

again to work. God gives back to the senseless ones their 

senses, troops after troops with rings ( of mystical knowledge) 

in their cars, ( who are ) dancing, and waving their hands in 

praise of God, and triumphing and crying, *0 Lord, Thou 

hast brought us to life*. Those crumbled skins and bones 

have become ( like ) horsemen and have raised the dust 

( behind them )". 

Ifisshd wa 'aqlhdshdn dar dardn ; 
Mauj dar mauj l-today nd muhtarOn. 

Chun shab dmad box waqti-bar shud ; 

Anjuml-ptnhdn shuda bar kdr shud. 

Bihushdn rd wd dihad Haq hushhd ; 
Halqa balqah halqahi dar gdshhd. 

••• ••• 

An julud wa an ‘ifdmi-rikhtah ; 

Fdrisdn gashta ghabar ongikhtah* 

The man after realizing God has gained a new life ; he is 

passiog his life in this world like a horseman who is raisiog 
dust behind him while he gallops, thereby makiog others not 

to realise his state of a perfect man With the realization of 

God, the mystery of creation is solved ; and he works out the 

1 Srimad Bhdgavata, Canto III, Chap. 29/12-4. 

2 Qur'an, 36/32. 
3 Mathnavi, Vol. I, 3672-6 : see also p. 177 f. n. supra. 

daily business of life, as he is allotted to, but he always feels 

that he is living in the life of God. 
Rumi has also described of that state excellently when a 

person is always living in the life of God. He sings. “He >. 

seated inwardly in spirit in the midst of the Rose-garden (i. . 

in union with God); outwardly in the body he is acting a 

ssdi ( or guide ) amongst his friends. Wherever he goes, the 

people." 
Shista dar ba[ln mlydni-gulstan \ 

Xahira hod* miyani-dustdn 

Bustdn bd S rawdn har jd rawad •, 
Li* on ar khalq plnhin mi shawad.' 

Rumi, then, cor eludes thus : “Know that everything in the 

world is devouring and ( accordingly ) devoured ; (oriy) 
who have everlasting life (in God) a.e fortunate and accepted 

Jumla’l-dlam dkl wa nta'kdl dan ; 
BdqiyTm rd muqbil wa maqbTd dan * 

For to indulge in a desire is to fall a victim to It; only saved 

are those saints who have attained to baqa ba’d al fan*. 

1 Ibid.. Vol. IV. 1102-3. 
2 Ibid.. Vol, Ill, 30. Cf. also Paracelsus : The earth is a 

great stomach in which everything is dissolved, digested 

and transformed, and each being draws its nutriment from 
the earth , and each living being is a stomach that serves 

as a tomb for other forms, and from which new forms 

spring into existence* 
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III 

Rumi’s Religion of Love 

Rumi is a great messenger of love. He has always sung 

of love and announces that it is love which is dominant in 

every being or thing that is originated from God, the One 

All-good and All-love. God created the world for the mani¬ 

festation of His love. Our poet says, 'His love is manifest 

and the Beloved is hidden ; the Friend is outside, and His 

splendour is in the world.'1 The Safi poet Jami also says 

in his Lawa'ib thus : “The Absolute Beauty is the Divine 

Majesty endued with the attributes of power and bounty. 

Every beauty and perfection manifested in the theatre of the 

various grades of beings is the ray of His perfect beauty 

reflected therein. It is from these rays that exalted souls 

have received their impression of beauty and their quality 

of perfection". And then he sings in his own way of poetic 

fashion, 

“The Loved One’s rose-parterre I went to see. 

That beauty's Torch espied me, and quoth He, 

•I am the Tree ; these flowers My offshoots are 

Let not these offshoots hide from thee the tree*. 

1 MathnavI, Vol. II, 701 : refer also to p. 204 supra. 
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What profit rosy cheeks, forms full of grace, 

And ringlets clustering round a lovely face ? 

When Beauty Absolute beams all around, 

Why linger finite beauties do embraoe ?"* 

Love reigns supreme in the universe. It is our false show 

of love, turned into lust and selfishness that often misguides 

us from realizing the real Beauty of Love and Truth. Really, 

Love, meaning thereby loss of selfhood and perfect union with 

the divine Beloved, is the living rock on which all mysticism 

is based. Love for love’s sake is the real meaning 

of the love of the Softs, as ROml says, “If thou art Love’s 

lover and seekest love (agar tu 'ashtql-ishqi u 'ishq ra 

July a ).'* 
It is for the manifestation of Love that God has created 

the universe. How finely this conception is expressed while 

Rumi in elucidating the famous line occurring in the Ifadithi- 

Qudsl—W it were not for you I would not have created the 

heavens’- also adds: 

Ba Muhammad bud *ishql-pak juft i 

Bahrl-ishq vra khuda lau taka guft. 

Gar nabtidi bahr\-‘ishql-pak ra \ 

Kai wujudi daddnii aflak ra. 

Man badan afrashtam charkhi-sunx i 

Ta 'uliiwyt-'lshq rafahmi kuni. 

Khik ra man khwar kardam yaksari i 

To zl-khwari’i-'ashiqan buyi ban. 

Kfiak ra dadim sabzi wa nawi ; 

Ta zi-tabdill-faqir agah showi. 

Ba tu guy and in jaball-rasiyat, 

Wotf-bali *ashiqan andar thabat. 

1 Lawaih, translated by Whinfield, p. 6 7. Compare also his 

famous lines from Yusuf wa Zuleikhd quoted in chap, 

under Conception of God-His Unity before. 

2 Diwani-Shamsi-Tabriz. no. I : sec also p. 230 supra. 
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Garchi an ma nat u in naqsh ay pisar ; 

Ta bafahmi-tu kunad nazdiktar.» 

Really pure love is a slate lhat cannot be described by 

words. It is a state to be realized. In answer to a question, 

•What is Love?1 2 our poet says, 'Be like us, (and) you 

will know lhat Love is affection without measure; for 

that reason it is said to be in reality the attributes of God, 

and in relation to man ( His slave ) it is unreal. (The 

phrase) ‘He loves them', is complete (in itself), where then 

remains ‘they love Him ?*...( Therefore ) all praise to be 

God, the Creator and Sustainer of the worlds3 ( rather of 

His creation.'4 5 6 
What is this creation ? As is also discussed before, it 

is from Him we come and to Him we must return ; and the 

Qur'an says, -In His hand is the domain of all thiogs, and to 

Him will you return'.* The ultimate eod of all is the One 

God. Therefore, when one reaches that slate of realization, 

be feels lhat One only remains, no distinction can be made 

there of 'He loves them’ and ‘they love Him'.* 

Our poet here elucidates the theme thus : "As you read 

in the Qur'an, ‘they love Him’ is of necessity joined with ‘He 

loves them* — know, then, that love and affection is an attri¬ 

bute of God ; fear is an attribute of man ( His slave ) who is 

engrossed in worldly pleasures and gluttony.' 

1 Mathnavi, Vol. V, 2737, -39-40, -42-45 : also refer to 

p. 231 supra. 

2 Qur'an, V/57 : * - Soon He produces a nation whom He 

loves, as they love Him." 

3 Ibid.. U1 : see also p. 362-3 supra. 

4 Mathnavi, Vol. II, Preface. See also p. 226 supra. 

5 Qu'rdn, 36 & 83. 

6 Compare the identity of thought with the Uponipxds, as 

referred to on p. 380 supra. 
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'tshq watf-Izad ast amma kl khauf; 
Warf-banda'i-mubtalayi-Jarj u jauj.1 

Pure love is always free ; it has no care after fulfilment of 

any low desire, the attainment of which is the cause of 

sorrow and suffering, and which makes one afraid of losing 

something. True love is the attainment of something where 

there is no want or need. A lover of God desires nothing 

and he cares for nothing, but the Eternal Truth where reigns 

the Eternal Bliss. In the same way Dr. Bosanquet in his 

What Religion Is. says, "In the purity of Love and Will with 

the supreme God, you arc not only 'saved' but you are ‘free* 

and ‘strong'. ... You will not be helped by trying to divide 

up the Unity and tell how much comes from you and how 

much from God ' In that stage a lover is wholly free, and 

his mind is absolutely one-pointed, being absorbed in the 

Unity of God, where he is truly happy. Our poet says, 

-Whoever drank from Your cup, O You Gracious One, is for 

ever relieved from ( self- ) consciousness, and from the inflic 

lion of restriction ( or penalties )." 

Harki at jdml-tu khurd ay dhu'l-minan * 

Td abad rast az hush wa at had zadan.'* 

The state of pure love is a position which cannot be under¬ 

stood by worldly wisdom. Rumi declares, “That (state) is not 

that oneness which can be understood by reason ; the appre¬ 

hension of this oneness is understood by a man's dying ( to 

self ). If it were possible to perceive this by reason, where¬ 

fore self-violence (controlling of passions) should have 

become obligatory on us 7 With what (infinite , Mercy that 

the Ring of knowledge ( God ) does possess says* not unne¬ 

cessarily, ‘kill yourself (i. e., subdue your passions ).” 

F Mathnavi. Vol. V, 2185-6. See also p. 204 under f.n. supra. 

2 Ibid., 4204. j _ . 
3 Cf. Qur'an, 11/57 : -Indeed, you have wronged, ... So turn 

in repentance and kill (mortify | yourselves ( U., your 
evil passions >, — it will be belter in the sight of God. 
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An yakiyi nah ki ’aqlashfahm kard ; 

Fahmi-in mauquf shud bar margl-mard. 

War ba'ql idraki-in mumkin budi; 

Qahri-nafs az bahri-chih wajib shud,. 

Ba chunan rahmat ki ddrad shdht-hush ; 

Bi darnrat chun baguyad nafs kush.1 

Love pervades the whole universe. Any attraction of 

one thing for another, or of one person to another person, 

is for the reason that its origin is the One who is All-love. 

The poet says, "The desire of the soul is for Progress 

and Exaltedness, and the desire of the body is for gain and 

the means of procuring fodder. That Exaltedness ( God ) 

has also attraction and love towards the soul ; from 

this understand ( the meaning of) ‘He loves them’ and 'they 

love Him’.* 

Malli-jdn andar taraqqi wa sharaf ; 

Maili-tan dar kasb u asbdbi-alaf. 

Mail wa ishql-dn sharaf ham suy Jan \ 

Zin yuhib rd wa yubibbUn rd badOn.a 

The same idea is also found in the pages of the Upani- 

shads, one of which says, 'Rasavai mV3# that is, the nature 

of Divinity is All-love. How beautifully Ram! develops the 

idea that God is pervading the whole universe ! 

Hlkntati-baq dar qadd wa dar qadar ; 

Kard mdrd *ashlqdni-hamdigar. 

Jumla'i-ajzdyi-johdn zdn bukmi-pish ; 

Juft juft wa 'ashiqdni-jufti-khwish. 

Hast har juzvi zi-'dlam juft-khwdh ; 

Rast hamchun kahrubd wa bargl-kah. 

Khdk guyad khaki-tan rd bdz gard ; 

Tarki-jdn kun suy md d hamchu gard. 

1 MathnaVi, Vol. VI, 2683-5. 

2 Ibid.. Vol. HI, 4439-40. 

3 Chdndogya Upanisad. 8 13/1. 
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Guyad are lik man pa bast a-am ; 

Gar chi hamchun tu zbhljrdn khasta-am. 

Tarr i'i-tan rd bajuyand abha ; 

Kay tar\ bdz a zi-ghurbat suy ma. 

Garmfi-tan rd hami khwdnad athir ; 

Kih zi-nari rdhi-a^li-khwxsh g\r. 

Hast haftdd wa du 'lliat dar badan . 

Az kashishhayi-'anayr bi rasan. 

1Illat dyad td badan rd baskuiad; 

Td ’anafir hamdigar rd wd hilad. 

Char murgh and in ‘anafir basta pd; 

Marg u ranjure u 'illat pd gushd. 

Chunk! har juzri bajuyad Irlifdq ; 

Chun bawad jdni-ghatib andar firdq. 

Guy ad ay ajzdy pasli-farshlyam ; 

Ghurbatl-man talkhtar man •arshiyam. 

Maili-tan dar sabza wa dbi-rawdn ; 

Zdn bawad kih afli-u dmad az an. 

Mai\i-jdn andar'haydt wa dar haiy ast; 

Zdn ki jdni-iamakdn afli-way ast 1 

And at last, every soul, being separated from its body 

with the death or ruin of it, must mix with the Eternal 

Beloved. , 

As love is pervading the whole universe, it is natural that 

the element of love will also be innate in human nature. 

How beautifully the idea is developed in a Quatrain of Rami » 

-From the dewdrop of love the dust of Adam turned into 

flower, and there appeared all these tumult and uproar ; 

hundreds of lancets of love were dashed through the 

veins of the soul, -and a drop from that came out which is 

called the Heart." 

Az shabnami-ishq kkakl-Adam gul shud ; 

Sad fitna u shur dar jahdn bdfll shud. 

1 Mathnavi, Vol. Ill, 4400-2, -21, -23-8, -34-7. Refer also 

to pp. 205 & 270-1 supra. 
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Sad nishtari- ishq bar ragt-ruh zadand ; 

Yak qafra azdn chaktd u ndmash dil shud- 

Everyone in this earth or the heavens is proceeding to- I 

wards God ; and our great expounder of the Qur'an with 

reference to the dyat, Come together willingly or unwillingly*', I 

says. -( The command of ) 'Come against your will’ is for 

him who is a blind follower v 'Come willingly’, is for him 

who is moulded of purity. This former one is a lover of 

God for some ( secondary ) cause ; while the other is m 

friendship with Him without any interest or gain." 

I'ytlya karhan muqallld gashta rS ; 

I'ytiyd taWan \afa basrishta ra. 

In muhibbl-haq zl-bahrl-'lllati •, I 

W-dn dlgar rd to ghar4 khud khullati.* 

Everyone loves God ; the true lover loves Him disinterestedly. I 

others also love God but with some motive behind. People 

may imagine that while they arc after any desire, they are 

only loving those things of their desire. But the fact is 

that whatever love or attraction we find in this world 

towards anything or being, is for the reason that some 

fraction of the essence of Reality is there in his worldly 

beloved. Says Rural, 

Anchi ma'shdq ast surat niif dn 

Khwdh ‘ishqi-in jahdn khwdh dn jahdn. 

If it had been that you loved the form, why have you 

abandoned ii when the life had fled away ? ...( Again } you 

are in love with your intellect thinking that you are superior 

to worshippers of form. Know that it is as borrowed gold 

on your copper, that intellect being ( only ) a splendour of 

( universal ) Intellect (cast ) on your sense-perception.. 

( Really ) beauty in mankind is like gilding ; otherwise, how 

1 Qur'an, 41/1 fi also Cf. 3/77-8 referred to on p. 241-2 | 

supra under f. n. 

2 Mathnavi, Vol. HI, 4590-1. 

i$ it that an old ass is your mistress V 

Anchi bar tfirat tu ‘dshlq gashta1 2yi; 

Chun birun shud Jdn chirayash hashta’yl. 

Ay ki tu ham 'ashiqi bar •aqtl-khwish ; 

Khwtsh bar sural par as tan dida bish. 

Partawi-'aql ast an bar hissl-tu ; 

• Arlyat-middn dhahab bar missi-iu- 

Chun zar-andud ast khubi dar bashar ; 

Warna chun shud shahidi-tQ pira khor. 

•M 

Kan jamalbdtl jamali-baqiyast . 

Du labash az dbl-haiw'an sdqiyast.1 

Likewise, we find in the Upani*ad, -In truth not for the 

husband’s sake is the husband dear, but for the Universal 

Soul is the husband dear."* 

To the SQfls earthly love is a bridge leading to God. 

Says Shihfibu*d-din al-Suhrawardi, mMahabbat is verily a link 

of the links of concord that bindeth the lover to the beloved ; 

is an attraction of the attractions of the beloved, that draweth 

to himself the love and, to the degree that him to himself it 

draweth. effaceth something of his existence so that, first, 

from him it seixeth all his qualities ; and then snatcheth into 

the grasp or God his stool.-* The senses are here the means 

of knowing Beauty, which is the very essence of God. To 

know beauty one must love. Thus the Sufi begins in the 

senses but does not end there. Says J§mi, 

"Though in this world a hundred tasks thou tryest 

'Tis love alone which from thyself will save thee. 

Even from earthly love thy face avert not, 

Since to the Real it may serve to raise thee. 

1 Ualhnati. Vol. U, 703-4, 720-2 & 716. S« also p. 204 

supra. 

2 Brhaddranyaka Up., 11/4, 5. 

3 'Awdrtfu'l-hPdrif, translated by Clarke, p. 102. 
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If thy steps bt strangers to love’s pathway. 

Depart, learn love and then return before me ! 

For, should’st thou fear to drink wine from Form’s flagon. 

Thou canst not drain the draughts of the Ideal. 

But yet beware ! Be not by Form belated ; 

Strive rather with all speed the bridge to traverse. 

If to the bourn thou fain would’st bear thy baggage 

Upon the bridge let not tby footsteps linger.*1 2 

"In Sufism earthly love is not disregarded but blossoms 

forth through the cult of Beauty into Divine Love. In many 

Safi fraternities, along with an intense repetition of the name 

of God or of a mystic pronoun, mystical poems are also 

recited in which the Divine love is celebrated with a profusion 

of images and of realistic comparisons borrowed from the 

language of profane love. 'There is nothing in this pro¬ 

miscuity, observed Lammens, to shock the spirituality of a 

Ghazali.’ The Qur’an, it is urged, docs not meet every 

circumstance nor all the diversity of moral situations and 

familiarity with the sacred text, and ends by blunting the 

sensibility of the Congregation. The effect of lyrical poetry, 

above all when music* is added to highten its impression, is 

to induce ecstasy. With the sublimations of the desires and 

emotions of sex a rich 'and tender symbolism develops which 

indicates that the mind has moved far away from the 

pleasures of the senses. The Beloved appears in the cheeks 

of the fair maiden, in the bubbling wine of the crystal cup, 

in the flame of the candle, in , the sweet song of the night¬ 

ingale, or in the breeze of the moonlit grove. Much of this 

symbolism is art and worship. The fair idol is the Beloved. 

Her lips are open to the inscrutable mysteries of God. The 

1 Quoted from Literary History of Persia, Vol. I, p. 442. 

2 Cf. DiWani-Shamsi-Tabriz : Bam wa dari-in khana bait wa 

tarartdrSt (The roof and door of this house, i.e, spir¬ 

ituality, is all verse and melody ). 

tresses and curls illustrate incomprehensibility. Her eye 

betokens frowns and coquetry, now holding aloof from its 

lover, now granting union of her eye and lip. Ask an 

embrace ; one saith, nay ; the other, yes. Beauty is Truth, 

manifested and present ; 'tis the beam of the light of spirits ; 

’tis the greatest of signs. Wine, the torch, and beauty are 

the epiphanies of truth. The winehouse is the fountain of 

meditation. Wine is the rapture that maketh the Sufi lose 

himself at the manifestation of the Beloved. By it, that one 

swalloweth at one draught the cup, the wine house, the Saqi 

and the wine-drinker, and yet open remaineth his mouth."1 

Worldly love or the love of anything or being for the sake 

of some interest is narrow, it has no real pleasure in it. 

They become attached to this narrow love, as they do not 

understand the reality of love. Our poet says, "Reality is not 

that which makes blind and deaf, and causes a man more 

attached to forms." 

Aia'rii an nabwad kl kiir wa kar kunad; 

Adard fa bar naqsh *oshiq-tar kunad.* 

This sort of love causes men to suffer •, for that which is the 

object of love here is not everlasting. It must come to decay, 

though this sort of lovers think that they will be satisfied 

with these things of the world. Gradually through sufferings 

and hardships, which, therefore, are often blessings in 

disguise, they will understand that in forms and in sense- 

perceptions, there is no real pleasure and joy. Accordingly 

our world-poet Rabindranath has sung, 

When I approach near. It flies away, 

Only the body is got and heart tired. 

Kache gele rup kothd kare pal ay an, 

Deha ludhu hate Use — l rant a kare hiya. 

Love for Love’s sake or God’s sake who is the emblem of 

1 'AwZrifu’l ATarif, Introduction, p. 13 (translated by Clarke). 

2 Mathnavi, Vol. II, 721. 

-26 
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love, is the highest of love. Really, human love is no more 

than a shadow of the Divine Love, in as much as we are 

like shadows in the presence of God. Says ROmi, “It is 

Love and the Lover that endures till Eternity, ( accordingly ) 

set not they heart to any other thing for it is all borrowed.' ’ 

‘ishq ast u *ashiq ast ki baqi-st ta abad ; 

Dil Jut bartn manih ki bajuz must or nisi1 2 3 4 

Says Shabistari, “Whence the charm of a fairy face? 

Not earthly beauty can so allure us with its loveliness. 

Perchance we see in this as in a cloudy mirror, the far 

faint reflect of the perfect Facc'V A true lover feels 

that he is no more than a shadow being in love with his 

Beloved. ( Said Majnun ).’ ' But my existence is full of 

Laila ; this shell is filled up with the qualities of that pearl. 

That one of wisdom whose heart is enlightened ( with love ) 

km.ws that between Laila and me there is no difference.* 

Lxk az Laila wujudi-man pur ast I 

In fadaf pur az }ifati-an dur ast. 

Dan ad Tat aqli ki 5 dil raujhanist; 

Dar miyant-Lalla tta manfarq nist* 

1 Diviaiti-Shamsi-Tabris, no. 13/S Refer also to p 227 supra. 

The mystic poet Coleridge, who U .Iso in favour of 

realizing God through love, not by knowledge or reaso¬ 

ning, declares like a SOfi, 

-And centred there 

God only to behold, and know and feel. 

Till by exclusive consciousness of God 

All self-annihilation it shall make 

God its Identity : God all in all." 

2 Gulshani-Rat. translated by Florence Lederer, p.34. 

3 The love of Laila and MaJitSn is famous in Persian Poetry : 

Majnun's mad attraction for his beloved is a typical 

mystic love of self-abandonment. 

4 Mathnavi, Vol. V, 2017 & 2019. 

The world is existing only for the reason of love. In some 

lines preceding the above Rami says, “If there had been no 

love, how should there have been existence ? How should 

have bread attached itself to you and become assimilated to 

you? Bread became you through what? —Through your 

love and appetite : otherwise, how should the bread have any 

access to the vital spirit ? Love makes the dead bread into 

spirit, (in the same way as ) the life which is perishable is 

made everlasting ( through love ).* 

Gar nabudi'ishq hasti kai budi; 

Kai zadi nan bar tu wa kai tu shudi. 

Nan tu shud at chih t-ishq wa ishtlha ; 

tVarna nan ra kai budi ta Jan rahi. 

'Ishq nanl-murda ra mi Jan kunad | 

Jan kifani budjawidan kunad1 

Thus love is the one path which leads us to the Goal, as 

advocated by Rural in his Books. Really all the mystic poets 

of Persia have expressed the same ideas of the Religion of 

Love. F. H. Davis in the Introduction to his Persian 

Mystics says, "Love God’s light in men and women, and 

not the lanterns through which It shines, for human bodies 

must turn to dust; human memories, human desires, fade 

away. But the Love of All-good, All-beautiful, remains, and 

when such is found in earthly love, it is God finding Himself 

in you and you in Him. That is the supreme teaching of 

Sufism, the Religion of Love.* 

Swami Abhcdananda of Ramkrishna Vedanta Society has 

supcr-excellenlly analysed the conditions of Love in his 

Chaper on Salvation through Love : “The easiest way of 

attaining this Divine Love is to understand the conditions 

1 Cf. R. L. Stevenson's : "So long as we love, we serve ; so 

long as we are loved by others, I should say that we are 

almost indispensable ; and no man is useless while he has a 

friend." 
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under which the human love becomes Divine. Although 

everyone of us is conscious of the feeling of love, still very 

few indeed do realize the true nature of Divine Love. The 

same love which it manifested in human hearts, when 

governed by selfishness is earthly, narrow, limited and it leads 

to bondage, sorrow and suffering ; but when it is not guided 

by selfish motives, it is pure, divine and it leads to freedom 

of soul and eternal happiness. All evil and wickedness 

proceed from love governed by selfish feelings; and all good 

and virtue are the result* of acts which are prompted by un¬ 

selfish love. Whatever is bad and sinful in society is nothing 

but the ill-directed working out of the feeling of love. But 

when it is properly directed towards the Eternal Truth, it 

always produces good and happiness, and brings to the soul 

Salvation from all selfishness and wickedness. ... Every drop 

of that stream of love which flows in the human heart contains 

the germ of Divine Love. But it varies in its character accor¬ 

ding to the direction towards which it flows, and to the motive 

by which it is governed. When it flows towards one's own 

self, it is animal when towards another for mutual benefit, 

it is human -t but when it flows towards an object only for 

the good of that object, then it is divine. This is only 

possible when the love for the Eternal Truth springs up in 

the bosom of the individual soul. As the Eternal Truth is 

all-pervading and manifests itself as souls of all living crea¬ 

tures, and specially through human beings, the love for 

Truth generates true and unselfish love for all human beings — 

nay, for all living creatures. It is then alone that what¬ 

ever is done by body and mind is performed through pure 

and disinterested love for the good of all, and not for ful¬ 

filling selfish motives or desires, or for gaining anything in 

return."1 

Likewise, Rumi also sings, “Love and tenuity is the 

1 The Path of Realization, p. 193. 

quality of humanity ; and anger and lust is the quality of 

animality. It is lustre of the Truth, not the beloved. She 

is creative, you might say she is not created.* 

Mi hr u riqqat wasfi-insani bawad'. 

Khashm u shahwat wa^fi-ljaiwani bawad. 

Partavl-Haqq ast an ma'skuq nist; 

Kh'.liq ast an gidyh makhliiq nist.1 

And in interpreting the above lines how beautifully the late 

Prof. R. A. Nicholson has elaborated the real significance of all 

earthly love ! “Woman is the highest type of earthly beauty, 

but earthly beauty is nothing except in so far as it is a 

manifestation and reflection of Divine attributes. From this 

point of of view she is a focus for the Divine tojalli and 

may be identified with the life-giving power of its rays.”* 

This earthly beauty and its consequent love and attraction 

develops in her spiritual and essentially Divine qualities 

which 'create' love in man and cause him to seek union with 

the true Beloved. 

In the Sahajlya cult8 of the Vatshnava religion also wc 

find the same bent of the psycho physiological discipline of 

the mind like that of Sufism. It specially recommends the 

attachment of man and woman, and frankly recognizes 

the adoration of the opposite sex as the road to mental illu¬ 

mination and ultimate salvation. The pitfalls are not 

disregarded. But the love-religion of Sahaja ( lit., natural. 

1 Mathnavi, Vol. I, 2436-7. 

2 Commentary of the Mathnavi, Vol. VII, pp. 155-6. 

3 It is an offshoot of the Vajrayana Buddhism, which cither 

came to Eastern India through Nepal, or was developed in 

India by the Buddhist monks and nuns when they lived a 

free life in the Saoghas. Later on the Vaishnava Sshajiyas 

made the creed their own by an emphasis of passionless 

love ( Theory and Art of Mysticism, p. 116 ). 
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innate or easy ) is not so easy to understand. One must 

sacrifice all self-interest to understand the essence of it. As 

Candidas sings, 

“Sahaja, sahaja, everyone speaks of sahaja, 

But who knows what sahaja means ? 

One who has crossed the dark night 

Can alone know sahaja, 

Near the moon there is Beauty, 

And she is the essence of Love ; 

Nectar and Poison mingle in her heart. 

Who can know true Love ? 

The mango fruit is full of juice. 

But tastes bitter from the skin, so is true 

.Love bitter outside, but sweet if one can 

reach its kernel." 

Pleasure, the intrinsic joy of life, is in itself an absolute 

good ; for it is man’s natural response to beauty. That 

there arc bad pleasures as well as good is simply due to the 

weakness of man’s reason, which has diverted joy from its 

natural function as the ally of spirit. Hence moralists 

who from fear of bad pleasures, repudiate all pleasures arc 

guilty of a reasoned folly. The pleasure of life attendent 

on all its activities is not to be denied the Soul; rather it 

is true that the quality and the value of man’s pleasure rise 

with the growth of his spirit. The animal joy persists, but 

is transformed by the influence of Beauty into something 

greater than itself, still vision is gained of that Omniscient 

Creator whose beauty and wisdom are only approached, and 

only apprehended, through a joyful understanding of His 

creation. How beautifully Bridges sings ! 

-But since ther is beauty in nature, mankind’s love of life 

Apart from love of beauty is a tale of no count ; 

And tho’ he linger’d long in his forest of fear. 

Or e’er his apprehensiv wonder at unknown power 

Threw off the first night-terrors of his infant mind. 
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The vision of beauty awaited him, and step by step 

Led him in joy of spirit to full fruition/' 

-As Baslide says, ‘We know also how many of the 

Christian mystics, even the most orthodox ones, sought like 

the Eastern mystics, a union of their hearts with the sacred 

Heart of Jesus and the sorrowful heart of the Virgin, which 

means identification with the Almighty Lover in a pass.onate 

embrace The lives of many Ch.istian mystics, indeed, 

provide us with examples of an authentic erotic slate of 

transport united to a mystical beatitude.- As a matter of 

fact, the mystic often loves at one and the same time wit 

his body, his heart, and his mind. St. John of the Cross 

explains, -There is often a temptation to sensual desires 

during spiritual exercises which are powerless to prevent 

them. ...The superior part is alloyed to taste of God and 

,o draw spiritual joy from him. But se.suality, whtch is the 

inferior part, also finds satisfaction and sensible delight m 

this favour, incapable as it is of appreciating and experiencing 

any other kind of pleasure'. This is, however, the beginning 

of contemplation which implies the sub conscious. As 

contemplation deepens, sublimation, projection and symbo¬ 

lization have fuller play, and love is gradually deprived o 

the physical object, sensible representation, or image w ic 

quickened, sustained, or coloured it, and can no longer be 

described as tenderness, filial pity, gratitude, or compassion 

•It is rather, as Dumas observed, ’all these things at one and 

the same time, and it is there that it becomes infinite love.’ 

Mystical love thus burns with a sacred flame, which lights 

up and dedicates to God all that is noble and pure as well 

as what is ignoble and sensual in the mind. ...Here emotional 

mysticism, saturated with sublimation and symbolism of sex, 

comes in ’ to restore sanity and balance ; God as Love and 

1 Quoted from Oxford Lectures on Poetry, p. 240. 

2 The Mystical Life. p. 204, 209. 
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Beauty fulfils all men’s fundamental impulses and interests and 

brings about such co-ordination in-his mental life that joy 

as well as knowledge come easily. Love becomes the eternal 

expression of infinite beauty. The human love becomes time¬ 

less in his sense of joy and beauty, is transported beyond the 

limits of space and time, and foretastes the life immortal.”1 

The secret of this mystery of Love is the self-less obsorp- 

tion in his Ideal, and when anyone — whether he be a |5/», 

an artist, a poet, or a philosopher — devotes all his attention 

to his Creation, he will find in it the Infinite reflected. 

Accordingly the famous mystic poet and artist William Blake 

also declared like the Sufis that the duly of an artist is “to 

cleanse the doors of perception so that everything may appear 

as it is — infinite.” His duty is 

“To sec a world in a grain of sand, 

And a heaven in a wild flower. 

Hold infinity in the palm of your hand, 

And eternity in an hour.” 

The religion of the SZfia, the mystics of Islam, is always 

of universal toleration. Says Rumi, “The religion of love is 

| apart from all religions — for lovers ( only ) religion and 

creed is God." — This is the invisible Voice coming down 

from God that warned Moses for his rebuking a shepherd 

who was praying to God to appear before him, so that he 

might put a pair of shoes on His feet. The other lines of the 

Voice run thus : “You were sent to bring souls near to Me, 

and not to throw them away from Me. ... We do not care for 

the language and word ; We see to the condition of the heart. 

... O Moses, they that know the conventions are of one 

sort, and they whose souls and spirits burn ( in love ) are 

of another sort. To lovers there is burning ( which consumes 

all faults away ) at every moment ; tax and tithe are not 

( imposed ) on a ruined village." 

1 Theory and Art of Mysticism, p, 121-2. 

Musiya dddb dandn digar and ; 

Sukhta jdn wa rawdndn digar and. 

«Ashiqdn rd har nafas suzidanist ; 

Bar dahi-wairdn khardj wa 'ushr nij/.’ 

And of this Divine Love and its characteristics how beauti¬ 

fully has our poet described in his Dlwan ! “Love is a 

flight towards the heavens, tearing off hundreds of veils at 

every breath. — At first to tear ( them ) at every breath, and 

at last to cleave them asunder at a pace. ( It is j to overlook 

this world, and to be unmindful of his ownself. It is to 

view that side of vision, and to run after the lane of hearts. ... 

You are to forget all you have heard ( of worldly talks ), 

and to listen the tales of heart and soul. It is to come 

out from the house of artifice, so that you may behold 

the Artificer of all artifices. What a pure soul is that Sun 

of the Truth of religion !- You should (hanker after) be¬ 

holding His face.” 

'Ishq ast bar asman paridan ; 

Sad parda bahar nafas daridan. 

Awwal nafas az nafas gusistan •, 

Akhlr qadam az qadam burtdan, 

Na d da gtriftan in jahdn rd \ 

Mar dida'l khwlsh rd nadidan. 

Z-u/i sT.y-nazar nafdra kardan ; 

Dar kucha'i-sinaha daw.dan 

Az harchi shunida'i gudhashtan ; 

Afsanai-dil wa Jdn shunidan 

Az khdna’i-jun'a mi buridan ; 

7a ian'yi-iun'o rd badidan. 

Shamsu’Tlfaqi-din chi riUii-quds ast ; 

Bdyad dil u jdn rukhash badidan .* 

1 Uatkmni. VoL U, 1770. -51, -53. -64-5 : refer also to 

pp. 101 & 106 supra. 

2 Kulliydti Shamsi-Tabriz, p. 607. 
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Every true religion admits that the conventions or the 

formalities of any religion are only necessary at the beginning 

of the path of Realization, but when a devotee has advanced 

to some extent these are not of great importance, although 

the formalities follow the same automatically. These 

formalities are only preparatory. The essence of religion, 

i. e., the Unity with God, must be obtained. When anyone 

has attained to that State, or atlcast understood that posi¬ 

tion, will cry out like Candidas, 'Sabor upar manu* satya 

(afar upar rtai\ or the human life is the greatest of truth, 

there is nothing superior to that ; or sing like Rabindra¬ 

nath, ‘Desire I not to die in this world, so beautiful ; rather 

I like to live in the midst of man (marltc cahi ha ami 

sundar bhuvane ; manupr niajhe ami baviclbare calf. Our 

poet also declares the glory of love in his Diwan thus ; “If 

all the world be full of thorns, yet the heart of a lover 

is ever blossoming. If the revolution of the world turns 

out to be useless, yet the world of lovers is always at work. 

If all turns out to be sorrowful, yet the life of a lover is 

always pleasant, joyful and above all sorrows. ... And 

although he is alone, the lover is really not alone, for he is 

always at love with his secret Beloved.' 

Agar 'atom hama pur kfiar bashed ; 

Dill-ashiq pur ax gulzar boshad. 

Agar bi kar gardad charkhi-gardan ; 

Jahani-ashiqan pur kar boshad. 

Hama ghamgln shawand wa jani-ashiq ; 

Latif wa khurram wa 'iyiir boshad. 

W-gar tanhast ‘ashiq hist tanha ; 

Ki ba ma'shuqi-pinhan y&r boshad.1 

Accordingly, the famous Sufi poet Hifi* exclaimed, 

Never dicth that one whose heart is 

enlivened with love ; 

On the world’s record is written 
the everlasting existence of us.1 

And he has also found out the rule of life, ‘Don’t trouble 

others and do whatever you like ; for in our Path there is no 

other sin besides this.' 

Mabiish dar payi-azar u harchi khwahi kun ; 

Ki dar tariqati-ma ghair z-in gunTihi hist. 

In fact, the religion of the mystics is the universal 

religion, being the one religion of Mankind, whose fellow- 

feeling and love towards all creatures have made it the most 

practical religion. Therefore, let me also sing in one tone 

with Robert Browning, 

O world, as God has made it! All is beauty ; 

And knowing this is love, and love is duty. 

"Baqi'i-iri gufta oyad bi gurmin ; 

Dar dlll-har kas ki boshad nurt-jan" 

—Khatlma'i-Mathnavi. 

“The words not told are surely known, 

To those that have enlightened hearts." 

—Concluding remark of Maulana Rumi. 

1 Ibid., p. 231. 1 Refer also to p. 193*4 supra. 



“Gar shudi 'atshanl-bahrl-ma'navi •, 

Furja'iy kun dar jazira’i-mathnavi. 

Furja kun chandon ki andar har nafas ; 

Mathnavi ra ma'navi bint u bas.u 

-Mathnavi, Vol. VI, 67-8. 

— If you arc thirstiDg for the spiritual Ocean, 

Make a breach in the island of the Mathnavi. 

Make such a breach that at every moment. 

You will see the Mathnavi to be only spritual. 

••• 
• «a 

mAl-sharVatu aqwali w-al-fariqatu a'amoli 

w al-haqiqatu bait9 

—I/adit h. 

"The Law is my words, the Path is my works, 

and the Truth is my inward state." 

—Prophet Muhammad. 

PART IV 

APPENDICES 

"When 1 was ignorant in the dark night of passion 

I thought the world completely made of woman, 

but now my eyes are cleansed with the salve of wisdom, 

and my clear vision sees only God in everything." 

“Oh Earth, my mother, Air, my father. 

Oh Fire, my friend. 

Water, my kinsman, Space my brother, 

here do I bow before you with folded hands I 

With your aid I have done good deeds and found clear 

knowledge, 

a glorious, with all delusion past, I merge in highest 

godhead." 

—Bhartrhari, Vairagyasataka, 82, 85 

( Taken from A. L. Basham’s The 

Wonder that was India, p. 426 ). 



Appendix—I 

System of Transliteration of Perso-Arabic Words 

Alif -* a T51 — \ 

Alifi-madd — a Za 
• 

— f 

Bd — b 'Ain — 

Pe — P Ghain — gh 

J* — t Fd — f 

Thd1 — th Qdf — <1 

Jim — 
# 
J Kdf — k 

Che — ch Gdf — g 

Hd — h 
• Ldm — 1 

Khd — kh mim — m 

Dal — d Nun — n 

Dhdl' — dh Wdw — w,a. u 

Rd — r Ha — h 

Zdi — z Hamza‘ — 2_ 

Zhe — zb Yd — *• y*e 
Sin — s Fathah (or Zabar)— a 

Shin — sh Kasrah (or Zir) — i 

Sad 

Dad1 

— I 
d 

Damma (or pish) — u 

For the sign of ifofat is adopted instead of 

I However, in India dhdl and &d are respectively pro¬ 

nounced as djai and fzdd and thd and td as tsa and twd. 
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In duwi aupdfi-didi ahwal-ast ; 

Warna auwal akhlr dkhir auwal-ast. 

—Mathnavi, Vl, 419. 

—This duality is the characteristic of the eye that sees 

double ; but (in reality ) the first is the last and the last is 

the first. 
••• ••• •** 

mHu al-auwal u'l-dkhiru wal-idhiru wal-b^inu. 

= Qur’dn, 57/3. 

—He is the first and last ; and He is the apparent and 

the hidden. 
••• ••• ••• 

"Sarvam Khalvidaip Brahma ' 

—Chandogya Upan isad, 3/14/1. 

—All this world is in its essence Brahman, who is beyond 

all. 
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Appendix- III 

A Short Synopsis of the Mathnavi, Vol. I1. 

Prologue* : The poem begins with the line—'Hearken to 

the reed-pipe, how it laments, telling the tale of separation 

( from its reed-land )'. This song of the Reed may, in a 

sense, be called the essence of the whole Book. The reed, 

representing the soul of a perfect man, describes the history 

of a man and his world from the original state of creation to 

its final development where he realises his oneness with God 

1 It is intended for the proper understanding of our poet's 

dealing with his spiritual teaching through interesting 

stories. Through these main stories many other short 

anecdotes, sayings of different saints and poets, and 

the lines of the Qur'an and Hadith have also been 

interpreted. 

2 Like Epilogue ( as interpreted in the Preface of its second 

volume ), Prologue (from Lat. pro - for and logus meaning 

the active principle living in and determining the world 

and significantly it is the Word or the God incarnated 

through the Word) may well be compare^ with Skt. pro 

(towards) or para ^spiritual) and LokcUh visionary worlds. 

That is, it is an Introduction for making people advancing 

towards spiritual life or the Supreme Being (cf. Skt. BhUma) 

that is enjoyed in the Books (cf. Bhumananda and 

Brahmdnda ) by remaining in the world ( cf. Skt. bhuh ) 

by us ( cf. Per. m% ), yet they are all farce ( cf. Beng. 

bhuya, derived from bhuma)t except being a Lila ( or joy 

of Play ) for a duration of time. 

and this development can only be understood by one who has 

love predominant in him.1 

The first story is the King and the Handmaiden ( see 

Appendix—IV ). And in cor eluding the story the poet cries 

out, The child trembles at the barbar’s knife (at the cere- 

morn'll circumcission of Muslim boys ); the dear mother is 

hippy it thit ( condition of the child ). Without under¬ 

standing the true significance of any action, we often come to 

such conclusions which are far from the truth. This leads to 

the poet's second story—the Grocer and i.is Parrot. 

A grocer had his parrot very useful for the shop. But one 

day as he found some oil had been spilled up. he angrily 

smote the parrot on the head, which caused it bald-headed 

and thereby it became dumb. However much he tried for its 

recovery, it was of no avail. But some days after, when the 

bird saw a bald-headed darv.sh. passing by the shop, it 

claimed out, *0 fellow, did you, then, spill oil from the 

bottle ?' The passers-by laughed at the parrot's inference, as 

it deemed the dervish like itself. But this is the nature of the 

ordinary beings that they claim equality with the prophets. 

The poet, then, exclaims, ‘Since there are many a devil who 

has the face of Adam, it is not good to give your hand to 

every hand. The vile man steals away the language of the 

dervishes, that he may chant a spell over the simple. Tins 

conclusion brings forward the poet's third story—The Jewish 

King and the Christians. 

A fanatic Jewish King resolved to extirpate the Christians. 

Seeing that many adherents of the proscribed Faith eluded his 

1 The whole of the Prologue or Nay-noma ( or Book of the 

Reed ) of the Mathnavi is included afterwards in my Book 

only to show a symmetrical significance of the word 

Prologue with the Epilogue which is the second part of 

this Book. The Persian version of Nay-nama with the 

translation is given on pp. 85-6 and 188-91 respectively. 
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vengeance, he look counsel wilh bis vizier, who suggested that 

the King should condemn him to execution on the charge of 

being a Christian in disguise, but should finally spare his life, 

mutilate him, and drive him into exile ; then he woutd flee to 

the Christians, win their confidence, and compass their 

destruction. The plot succeeded only too well. He soon gained 

complete influence over them, and was accepted as a saintly 

martyr and a divine teacher. Only few discerning men divined 

his treachery •, the majority were all deluded by him. The 

Christians were divided into twelve legions, and at the head 

of each was a captain. To each of these captains the vizier 

gave secretly a volume of religious directions, taking care to 

make these in each volume different from and contradictory 

to those in the others. One volume enjoined fasting, another 

charity, another faith, another work and so on. Afterwards 

the vizier withdrew into a cave, and refused to come out to 

instruct his disciples, inspite of all their entreaties Calling 

the %captains to him, he gave secret instructions to each to set 

himself up as his successor, to be guided by the instructions 

in the volume secretly confided to him, and to slay all their 

claiments of the apostolic office. Giving these directions, he 

slew himself. Accordingly each captain set himself up as the 

vizier’s successor, and the Christians were split up into many 

sects at enmity with one another, as the vizier had intended. 

But the malicious scheme did not altogether succeed, as one 

faithful band cleaved to the name of Ahmad ( i. Prophet 

Muhammad) in the Gospel, and were thus saved from sharing 

the ruin of the rest. 

The Jewish King is the embodiment of the soul that finds 

antagonism in religion, and this mutilation of the vizier is 

the symbol of obscuring oneself for the sake of establishing 

antagonism in religion. The mass of the Christians who 

followed the vizier are a pattern of half-hearted faith in 

religion, and the different systems taught to them are only 

half-truths and they are not complete in themselves ; lor God 

is the only Truth which cannot be described. The antagonistic 

intellect in the form of vizier after its success, secluded him¬ 

self in a corner, its work being fulfilled, but the influence of it 

spreads over the diverse antagonistic opinions. After the 

death of the vizier, the different captains began to claim 

themselves as the successors of their false spiritual leader. 

Thus arose the different sects that are at enmity with one 

aoother in the name of religion, which is far above all enmity 

and antagonism. But a party of men, symbolising the 

believing and earnest soul, who had firm faith in Muhammad, 

realized the Reality of God at last. And the influence of 

their firm faith is depicted in the fourth story-Another 

Jewish King. 

Another Jewish King made up his mind to utterly extir- 

minate the Christian faith, and with that view he sat up a 

very large Idol. He also issued commands that all who 

would refuse to worship It should be cast into fire. There¬ 

upon his officers seized a Christian woman with her babe, 

and as they refused to worship the Idol, they cast the babe 

into the fire. From the midst of the fire he cried out, ‘Be 

not afraid, the fire has no power to burn me j it is as cool as 

water'. Hearing this, the rest of the Christians leapt into 

the fire and found that it also did not burn them. The king 

reproached the Fire for failing to do its duty, but it replied, 

that it was God's servant, and its consuming properties were 

not to be used for evil purposes. It then blazed up and 

consumed the king and all his Jews with him. 

This Jewish King is another example of an antagonistic 

soul, whose ultimate end is ruin and destruction ; and the 

mother with the child, symbolising the body with a believing 

spirit innate in it, cannot be ruined, for the spirit knows for 

certain that everything is of God, and from the midst of fire 

the baby exclaims thus : ‘(Here is ) the world apparently non- 

existing. but essentially existent, while that other world is 

apparently existent, but has (really) no permanence’. Here the 
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believing soul realises his oneness with God. And nothing can 

be of opposition to him ; for air, earth, water and fire are 

His slaves, with you and me ( i. e., worshippers of outward 

form ) they are dead, but with God they are alive. 

Bad u khak waabu atlsh banda-and \ 

Ba man wa tu murda ba haq zlnda and. 

That antagonistic soul died automatically in the fire of 

antagonism which he lit up for crushing the believing soul. 

And his Idol and fire were nothing but an evidence of his 

cruelties. The result he has suffered from heedlessness and 

pride is shown in the fifth story—the Lion and the Hare. 

A lion in a forest had to struggle for killing some beasts 

of the neighbourhood and made his daily food with them. 

The other beasts consulted with the lion to deliver every day 

one of their company to satisfy his hunger on the condition 

that he would cease to annoy them by his continual forays. 

Though the lion at first preferred to rely on his own exer¬ 

tions, he was persuaded to yield to their arguments to trust 

on the Providence and their word. After some days the turn 

came to a hare who requested others to let him practise a 

stratagem. They at first hesitated to rely on him, but after 

the latter’s assurance that wisdom was of God and He might 

choose weak things to confound the strong, they consented. 

He took his way slowly to the lion, and found him sorely 

enraged. In excuse for his tardy arrival, he represented that 

he and another hare had set out together to appear before the 

lion, but a strange lion seized the second hare and carried it 

off inspite of his protest. The lion became exceedingly angry 

at this and commanded the hare to show him the foe who had 

trespassed on his preserves. The hare led him before a well 

and pretending to be afraid, he was taken under the protection 

of the lion. When the lion looked down the well, he found 

the reflection of both of them in it. On the instant he 

plunged in to attack his enemy, his owm reflection in the 

water, and was drowned. 
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Lion is the symbol of powerful passion and the beasts are 

the spiritual faculties in a man not yet developed, and so are 

often come under the influence of their great enemy. A 

passionate man always likes to rely on his own exertions, but 

the spiritual faculties rely on the Providence. Really faith in 

Divine Providence implies active exertion for spiritual ends. 

But both the passions and the weak spiritual faculties were 

only one sided. Exertion is necessary, no doubt, but it must 

follow faith in Divine Providence ; in the same way reliance 

in God is required, no doubt, but there must be also exertion 

behind it. The hare is the combination of both of them ; he 

is the active spirit with the wisdom of God and is sure to 

rescue himself and with him other spiritual faculties from the 

influence of the great passion in a man, not easily yielded. 

The lion by becoming angry proves his non-reliance on God, 

and forms before him his own image as bis great enemy. 

Accordingly, he dupes himself down io the well of matcrialiiy. 

The hare returning from his lesser jihad, advises his fellow- 

brethren to prepare themselves for the greater jihad, which is 

described in the story of 'Umar and the Ambassador. 

An ambassador from Rome came to the Caliph 'Umar and 

on reaching Medina, he asked for the palace of the Caliph, 

and the reply came that ‘Umar dwelt in no material palace, 

but in a spiritual tabernacle only visible to purified hearts. 

At last he discerned ‘Umar lying uhder a palm tree, and drew 

near to him in fear and awe. 'Umar received him kindly, and 

instructed him in the doctrine of the mystical union with 

God. The ambassador heard him gladly, and asked him two 

questions : How can souls descend from heaven to earth ? 

And with what object are souls imprisoned in the bonds of 

flesh and blood ? ‘Umar responded, and the ambassador 

accepted his leaching, and thus became a pure-hearted Sufi. 

The Lesser Jihad is the crushing of the passions by reason 

and intellect, and the Greater Jihad is striving after the reali¬ 

zation of God which is possible only through the help of the 
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spiritual guide, symbolizing the Universal Reason represented 

in the character of'Umar. The ambassador, a true devotee, 

and the representation of a soul with reason, who has freed 

him from the influence of lower passions, has been attracted 

co the overpowering influence of Universal Reason. The 

spiritual guide explained to him the different stages of the Sufi 

path, specially of Hal and Maqam, the journeys of the spirit 

and the Divine mysteries. The two questions asked by the 

devotee were really suitable for one who is with spiritual 

earnestness ; and when the devotee received the justified 

results, he wondered at the power of the love of God and 

cutting off all connections of the body and mind, he turned 

into a Sufi to be united with the Living One for all time to 

come. While referring to the secret of cutting off all connec¬ 

tions of the body and mind, our poet describes his next 

story—the Merchant and his Parrot. 

A merchant had a parrot always confined in a cage. While 

he was going out to India on business, the parrot desired him 

to carry his message to his kinsmen in that country for find¬ 

ing out a way of rescuing his own one in a foreign land from 

the confinement of a cage. The merchant on reaching India 

duly delivered the message to the first flock of birds he saw. 

On hearing it one of them at once fell down dead. The 

merchant was annoyed at the behaviour of his parrot for 

sending such a fatal message, and on his return home he 

rebuked his parrot for doing so. But to his wonderment he 

found that his parrot also fell down dead in the cage on 

hearing the news. Being aggrieved, he threw the corpse out of 

the cage, and to his surprise, the bird immediately recovered 

life and flew up to the sky. 

The parrot is the soul confined in the attachment of the 

body, the cage. The soul is trying always to rescue himself 

from the bodily attachment, but he does not know the way. 

The bird in the sky, representing the Universal Reason, who 

is free from all bodily attachments, shows him the Path. It is 

to curb one's all bodily passions. The merchant’s loving care 

may be compared to the earthly atmosphere, which is always 

ready to nourish a soul with its earthly treatments, but when 

it is found that the soul does not care for it, the atmosphere 

also relieves him of the situation, though with some sort of 

grief. This released soul, dying to the self, enjoys the atmos¬ 

phere of the Heavenly Life. While referring to the nature of 

this dying, which means only supplication and poverty before 

the presence of God, or His representative, the poet brings 

forward his eighth story—the Old Harper. 

During the days of Caliph ‘Umar there lived a harper 

whose voice was very sweet and he was always cordially wel¬ 

come in all feasts and amusements. But as he grew old and 

his voice broke down he was every where being neglected. 

In despair he went to the grave-yard in Medina, and surren¬ 

dered himself to God, asking his daily bread. Slumber 

overtook him and he fell the cooling atmosphere of that holy 

place and also the covetousness of the greedy world. In the 

mean time by a Divine Command, Caliph ‘Umar was directed 

to relieve the old man, a great devotee of Him, with money. 

‘Umar hastened to the burial ground, and gave him money, 

promising more when he should need it. Casting aside his 

harp, which was the cause of diverting him from God, he 

began to repent of his past deeds. Blaming this repentance, 

‘Umar reminded him that he had reached the state of Ecstasy 

with God, where considerations of the past and future should 

be swept away. The harper acted accordingly, and thus 

enjoyed .the blessings of Spiritual Life. 

The life of the harper is that of a soul with worldly 

vanities, which at last finds peace and everlasting bliss in 

•dying to self’, i.c., submission before the All-powerful God, 

and thus becomes powerful in the life of God. Repentance 

is only a phase of reaching the higher stage, and when one 

has attained to that State, no repentance or penitence is 

required, for it is all joy and happiness. 
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After discussing so long on the higher states of a soul. 

Rami now turns to a story which describes the state of a 

novice in Sufistic life. An ‘Arab with his wife used to live 

in a desert in extreme poverty, which being unbearable, led 

the wife to reproach her husband, and she urged him to 

improve their condition. The ‘Arab rebuked her for the 

greed and covetousness, reminding her the saying ot the 

Prophet, 'Poverty is my pride’, and even threatened to 

divorce her, if she persisted in her querulous ways. The wife 

however, by blandishments reduced her husband to obedience, 

and made him promise to carry out her wishes. She directed 

him to go and represent their case to the Caliph of Baghdid. 

and make him an offering of a jug of briny water scarcely 

available in the desert. Accordingly he travelled on foot to 

Baghdad and placed his offering at the foot of the Caliph, 

who received it graciously, and in return filled the jug with 

pieces of gold. He, then, sent him back to his home by a 

boat through the Tigris. The 'Arab wondered at the mercy 

of the Caliph, who had recompensed him so bountifully for 

his petty offering ot a jug of water. 

Allegorically, the Arab represents the faculty of Reason 

in a soul, his wife greed and covetousness, and the Caliph the 

personification of God, which is the Universal Soul. A devo- 

tec, so long he is not under the strict discipline of a spiritual 

guide, i. e., the Reason, if it be not developed to the state of 

Universal Reason, however much it may reason the intellect 

against the influence of the passions, it must come down 

and obey its low-desires, which compel the soul to endeavour 

after worldly prospects. Reason, coming under the influence 

of greed ard covetousness, forgets his oneness with Him, and 

is going to ask for some thing in return for the gift which 

they wish to offer before Him. The gift, a jug of water, 

which is saltish and scarcely available in the desert, though 

most valuable to them, is of no importance to Him, who is 

residing in the heavenly atmosphere of Baghdad, by which 
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flows the Kauthar like Tigris. The jug with briny water may 

well be compared to the selfish desires of the soul. Yet the 

soul has been compensated with gifts by the Caliph, who does 

not require any gift. But these gifts are very insignificant in 

comparison with the Wealth that the Caliph possesses. On 

coming back the soul also learns that his gift to the Caliph 

cannot in any way be compared to the Wealth that surrounds 

the Caliph. It is the soul’s sincerity and truthfulness that 

gain this gift of treasure from his Lord, but the ‘Arab does 

not know that bis gift of briny water has also its origin in 

the Tigris, which is unlimited. And if he could without 

asking gold, which is the worldly prospect, in return for his 

gift wait patiently, be might have been well mixed with the 

Universal soul, where there is no desire and want, but greed 

overpowers him. For this it requires a spiritual guide to 

lead the soul in the proper line. 

While describing the necessity of a spiritual guide, 

our poet presents to us his next story—the Man who was 

tattooed. It was the custom of the men of Qazwin to have 

various devices tattooed upon their bodies. A certain coward 

went to an artist to have the figure of a lion tattooed on 

his back. But when he felt the pricks of the needles, he 

roared with pain, and said to the artist, ‘What part of the 

lion are you now painting ?' The artist replied, ‘I am doing 

the tail.’ The patient cried, ‘Never mind the tail ; go on with 

another part.' The artist accordingly began with another 

part, but the patient again cried out, and told him to try 

some other part. At last the artist being tired of proceeding 

any further, left aside all his needles and pigments. This 

story describes beautifully the necessity of a spiritual guide. 

But how can the Artist be successful in bis project, if the man 

does not bear with the pain while the artist (referring to the 

spiritual guide ) is on his duty ? 

The eleventh story of the book illustrates the three faculties 

of a soul—spirit, intellect and passion. A lion with a fox 

—28 
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and a wolf went a-hunting. and hunted an ox, a goat, and a 

hare. The lion directed the wolf to divide the prey. The 

wolf apportioned the lot accordingly-the ox for the l'on, 

,hc goat for himself, and the hare for the fox, as hethe 

youngest of all. The lion became enraged at this and 

swallowed the wolf up immediately. Then turning to 

fox. he ordered him to make the division. He allotted the 

whole of the share for the lion, who became pleased at h„ 

seif abnegation and gave it up all to the fox saying. Thou 

art no longer a fox, but myself.’ . 
The lion, here, represents the spirit of a soul, fox the 

intellect, and the wolf passion. The spirit .s re.lly .he Lord 

of a soul, yet it is rather a mercy on his part that he takes 

the other two qualities along with him. The wolf in sharing 

the division makes a distinction among themselves, though 

ihe lion is unrivalled. He does not know that the passion 

and intellect has its origin in the ‘spirit’. It is all the spirit 

that prevails, and as long as there is ’egoism’ in the soul, 

i, cannot perceive the purity of the spirit. So the lion removes 

away passion from the midst ; and the fox, the symbol of 

intellect, being aware of it. position, that is. bemg pun ed 

of the influence of passion, understands that it is the spirit 

that is the essence of a soul, and divides the share accordingly. 

As the intellect merges in the spirit, in the same way the 

spirit also coming down, enlightens the soul with spirituality. 

who then rules the whole universe. 

While illustrating the relation of God with man, our poet 

introduces his next story of Joseph and the Mirror An old 

friend came to pay his respects to Joseph, and after some 

remarks on the bad behaviour of his brothers, he asked his 

friend what present had he brought to show h« respects to 

the Friend. He in reply brought forward from his pocket a 

mirror, stating that he did not find any other present to be 

more suitable for the King, for whenever he would see H,s 

face in it, he would remember his fneod. Really what presen 
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is more beautiful than a mirror ! 

In the mystic sense, the Friend is a traveller in the Path 

of God, who has presented himself before Him. Really man 

is always before God, but he does not know his Superior- 

Identity for the reason that his heart is not purified. Heart 

has been compared to the Mirror and Joseph stands for the 

Spiritual guide, a personification of God Himself. What 

gift can be more suitable than the pure heart to be presented 

before Him ! And when God will see His face in the mirror, 

it will be the reflection of God appearing in it. Really man 

has no existence except through the reflection of God. 

The next story illustrates the dire consequences of spiritual 

presumption and self-conceit. The Prophet had a scribe who 

used to write down the texts that fell down from his lips. 

At last the scribe became so conceited that he imagined all 

heavenly wisdom to have proceeded from his own wit, and not 

from the Prophet. Puffed up with self-importance, he fencied 

himself inspired, and his heart became hardened against his 

Master. He, thus, turned a renegade, like the fallen angels 

Harut and A/orfif. He took his own foolish surmises to be 

the Truth, whereas they were all wide of the mark, as those 

of the deaf man who went to condole with a sick neighbour 

and answered all his remarks at cross purposes. 

In the mystic Path self-conceited soul is the most danger¬ 

ous. It has no progress ; for it likes to fight against the 

Universal soul, following the dictates of which is the natural 

development of the intellect. This is the type of Jblis, 

which has no release till the Day of Resurrection. This 

quality of a soul must be totally crushed to attain the higher 

states of life. 

Io the story of the Chinese and the Roman Artists is 

shown the preference of the Mystic Path to that of dogmatism. 

The Chinese and the Romans were disputing among themselves 

as to which of them were the better artists ; and in order 

to settle the dispute, the King allotted to each a House to be 
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painted by them. The Chinese with all the skilfulness painted 

th; different parts of the house with various colours, but the 

Roman without caring for outward colouring, cleansed the 

walls of the house from all tilth, and burnished it to look 

as beautiful as the Heaven. And when the King came to 

inspect the house, He found that the painting of the Romans 

was far more beautiful than that of the Chinese ; for the 

reason that besides its intrinsic qualities, it was also reflecting 

in it all the different painted shades of the house that was 

painted by the Chinese. 

Those cleansing the tilth of the House are the Mystics 

who care to purify the heart ; and those engaged in outward 

colouring of it are the formalists of Religion, who are 

mindful of only outward show of piety. The House is the 

body and the Kiog is God Himself. And a purified heart 

will reflect not only the Beauty of God that will be apprecia¬ 

ted through the body, but it will know also the different 

mysteries of the world and its Creator. 

In the story of the Vision of Zaid, is described the state of 

Realization of God. The Prophet asked Zaid, ’How art thou 

to-day and in what state hast thou risen?* Zaid said in 

reply. ‘This morning I am a true believer, O Messenger of 

G*»d.’ A true believing soul is the state where one realises 

his oneness with God. But this state of Ecstasy should not 

be described through words which may mar the ordinary 

belief of the common people, who will understand the Reality 

in due course. 

In the last story of the Mathnavx ( Book—I ) under the 

title of Forbearance of ‘AH towards an infidel chief is shown 

the state of a soul living permanently with God. *Ali was 

once engaged in conflict with an infidel chief, when the latter 

spat on his face. *A1» at once dropped down his sword 

without taking any vengeance on him. On inquiry the 

infidel chief learnt that ‘Ali’s every act was according to the 

will of God. He also stated that inspite of knowing the fact 
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chat his stirrup-holder would be the cause of his death, he 

did not kill him, though he had the chance of killing that 

bearer,-for death to him is thought as no loss, but it is 

rather a gain. And he did not like that he would go 

against the will of God. On hearing this discourse, the 

infidel chief at once turned to the faith of Islam. Such is the 

victory of mercy agaiost vengeance. 

••• ••• ••• 

-Man Kona lillahi Kona Allahu Lahu"—lfad\th. 

—One who transformed himself to ( the will of ) God, 

God also transformed Himself to ( the will of ) him (illus¬ 

trated in the first volume of the Mathnavi, p. 213 of 

Husain’s ed.). 
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The King and the Handmaiden 

—an illustrative story 

The story is taken from Ibn Sin&'s Qaniin. It may, io 

short, be summarised thus. One day a king went out 

hunting with his courtiers. On the way he fell in love with 

a handmaiden. She was brought to the court, but was soon 

found to be ailing. The king sought advice from his physi¬ 

cians, but their treatment was of no avail. Being helpless, he 

asked for Divine help ; and in dream he was directed to seek 

the advice of the Divine physician who would be coming to 

him next morning. The physician sent of God examined the 

patient and found that it was the attachment towards a gold¬ 

smith whose separation made her sick. Soon the goldsmith 

was brought from his distant home and was married to the 

maiden. Readily the lady became joyful and recovered from 

her illness. The story ends with the slaying of the goldsmith 

by the physician who was prompted to do this at the Divine 

suggestion. 

This simple story, though at the first sight seems very 

ordinary, is full of spiritual meaning underlying it. The poet 

himself says of it, 'O my friend, listen to this story : in truth 

this is the very essence of our inward state’. And let us sec 

how it explains the inward state of our life. Ram! begins his 

mystical story thus : In former days there lived a king to 

whom belonged both the temporal and spiritual power. 

Suddenly one day he rode with his courtiers a-hunting. Oo 

the high way the king saw a beautiful maiden and became 

enslaved of her. In as much as the bird of his life became 

impatient in its cage, he gave money and bought the maiden. 

Appendices 3 

When he had brought her and won to his desire, by Divine 

decree she was ailing. 
Mystically, the king is the soul of man which has been 

entangled in the body, his earthly kingdom, where be is 

enthionded from the beginning of the creation of the world , 

and the soul rather the rational soul, is possessed with both 

the animal spirit that commands to evil ( najsi-ammarah ) 

and the Divine spirit which is the soul at rest ( nafii-mu(ma - 

inna). The king's going out a-hunting is seek.ng the 

knowledge of God in this world where the soul, i. e., a 

traveller in the path of God ( or silikl-rah ), has been sent 

to realize God. The courtiers of the king are the different 

qualities of the rational soul. The high-way is the sensible 

world, a stage in the Divine path, where the soul has become 

captive of lust and passion, symbolically referring to the 

handmaiden. Now. if lust and passion overpower any sou 

it cannot be at rest unless the passions are satisfied Her 

the soul overpowered by lust and passion has wellbeen 

compared to a bird in the cage. Readily the k.ng with his 

money, temporal power, equivalent to physical strength, energy 

eic., got her and satisfied the passion. The soul, when i 

once begun to descend down, cannot stop at this sugc u 

will hanker after other desires This is the «■«•"•| * 

animal desire that it gradually goes on increasing and if It 

not satisfied, it will not go well, which condition is hinted a 

the ailing of the maiden, though it may be that the rations 

soul will at every stage of its descending downwards try to 

overpower the defect which is forcing it down. This striving 

rational soul is called the upbraiding soul ( nafsu l- 

lawwamah ) which is struggling with the lustful soul so that 

by conquering it. it may rise up and meet with the soul 

rest. And this ailing of the maiden which causes the striving 

of the rational soul is made by Divine decree. 

This Divine decree is always for our good, but not easily 

understood by ordinary men. How beautifully our poet 
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illustrates other instances of Divine decree t A certain person 

had an ass but no saddle, ( as soon as ) he got the saddle, 

the ass was carried away by the wolf. He had a pitcher but 

no water was available, when he got it, the pitcher broke 

away. We should know that every desire has unsatisfying 

thirst. Desire has no limit. When one desire is satisfied, 

there will appear other desires which will go on continually 

till death, if we do not try to be contented. And for 

•his God brings forward calamity instructing us that ia 

passions and desires there ii no satisfaction, but in con¬ 

trolling them. 

Rumi then sings : The king gathered together physicians 

from every corner, and said, 'The life of us both is in your 

hands. My life is of no account and she is the life of my life. 

I am in pain and sickness and she is the remedy. Whoever 

relieves her will be bestowed with all my treasures and belong¬ 

ings*. The physicians replied, *We will exert ourselves to the 

utmost by applying all our intelligences together. We are, 

no doubt, expert physicians and remedy for the paio will 

surely be found out*. In their arrogance they did not say, 'If 

God wills' -, consequently God showed to them the inability 

of men. The avoidance of'If God wills' is the sign of pride 

and arrogance, though the mere saying of these words has no 

effect. There are again many instances where though one 

does not utter, 'If God wills', but the soul of him is in 

harmony with the will of God. However much the physicians 

applied remedy and medicine, the pain increased and the 

object knew no bounds. It was by Divine decree that the 

oxymel produced bile, and the oil of almonds increased 

constipation ; from purgatives constipation resulted, without 

giving effect to relaxation. There are also cases when by 

Divine decree water helps the fire like naptha. 

Mystically, the restless rational soul is now seeking the 

guidance, while proceeding towards the path of God to tha 

physicians, who possess worldly wisdom, knowledge and 
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insight with arrogance and pride in them, for helping him 

from his descending downwards. The physicians readily come 

to help, but their efforts will have no effect, for it is a disease 

of the heart, not of the body. The worldly wisdom and 

insight cannot cure the heart-disease, for it requires intuition 

to understand the state of the heart. Here the physicians are 

compared to the worldly spiritual guides, who are trying to 

guide the restless rational soul, but they often lead one 

astray. 

The poet continues on : When the king saw the inability 

of the physicians, he ran barefooted to the mosque. He 

entered it and proceeded to the mihrab and the prayer- 

carpet was bathed in tears of the king. When he became 

aware of himself from the immersion of fanti, he opened 

his tongue in praise and applause with a happy mood, 

•O God. Your least gift is a great domain over the world ; 

what shall I pray to You, as You know every secret ? O You, 

to whom we always seek shelter in our need, again we arc led 

astray. But You have said, 'Although I know eyery secret of 

you, nevertheless declare it forthwith in your outward form 

f of prayer )*. As from the depth of his heart he raised 

forward the prayer, the Sea of His bounty began to surge. 

Slumber overpowered him at the time of bis weeping, and he 

saw in dream that an old man has appeared before him, 

saying, 'Good news, O king, your prayers have been granted, 

( now ) if any one appears before you to-morrow, know that 

he is sent by Me. And as he is coming from Me, surely he is 

an expert physician. Respect him as one trusty and faithful, 

and in him you find the absolute magic and power of God’. 

At the promised hour and day, while the king was waiting in 

expectation for the One mysteriously shown to him, he saw a 

person excellent l with the beauty of God ) who was really a 

Sun in the midst of a shadow. He was appearing like a full- 

moon. who was really not-exislent, though visible in the form 

of phaotasy. In spirit phantasy has no reality, ( yet) behold 

the world which is based on phaotasy. All peace and war is 
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based on phantasy ; (likewise ) all pride and shame is arising 

from phantasy. But those phantasies which ensnare the saints 

are the reflections of the moon-faced ones of the garden of 

God. That phantasy which the king saw in dream became 

visible in the face of the guest. The king himself, without 

the chamberlains, advanced and welcomed his guest coming 

from the Invisible. Both of them became as seamen expert in 

swimming , the souls of them became mixed together without 

being sewn, (and at that the king) said, ‘You arc my Beloved 

( in reality ), not she •, but in this world work brings forward 

another work ( i. c., every cause has its effect). You arc as 

Prophet Muhammad to me, while I am like 'Umar (thesecond 

caliph ), and am always ready at your service*. 

Mystically, the worldly guides cannot give the restless soul 

any proper lead, as they have no knowledge of the secrets 

of God. It is always trying to rise up from the entanglement 

with the passions, but it requires patience and control of mind, 

which should be instructed by the real spiritual guide. For 

this purpose the rational soul turns towards the aid of God 

for spiritual upliflment, of which he is not aware, though 

he is seeking it. And this is the nature of every rational 

soul ; whenever he is in difficulties and finds no rescue of it, 

he seeks the aid of God, who readily helps the soul if he be 

earnest and sincere. Here the rational soul has been united 

with the spirit of God, though momentarily. And there are 

instances when it is found that, if any one is sincere and 

earnest to the core of his heart, he will get the glimpses of 

the light of God. For the moment the restless soul 

is developed to the slate of the soul at rest; and as only 

soul at rest is qualified to realize the reality of God, he 

tasted it. These are the moments when the invisible voices 

from God are heard. And if the rational soul desires that 

God should come down to guide him in every affair of 

life with physical form, He comes down and takes a visible 

form. 
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Only God exists and all other things of the world are 

non-existent. The false imaginations of us make them existing. 

We exist so long we think ourselves to be existing. ,s 

world is based on contraries and contrary things have no 

essence in reality, though they have become visible to us who 

are also made up of contrary things and ideas. The moment 
we shall be relieved of our contrary things, i.e., the different 

elements of which our bodies arc made and of our contrary 

ideas with which our minds are developed, we shall be mixed 

with God who has no opposite. That is the only Reality, 

which is to be realized and is indescribable. 

The tale advances thus: The king opened bis hands, 

embraced him and like Love seated him into his heart and 

soul He began to kiss bis hand and foot and inquire about 

hia home and < toils of) journey. With many such questions 

be led him to the chief seat, and exclaimed, “At last I have 

found a Treasure by being patient. O Gift from God and 

defence against trouble, you are the meaning of •Patience is 

the key of joy.’ O You, your very appearance is the answer 

to ever, question, and every difficulty is solved by you 

without having any discussion. You are the interpreter of 

every secret of our hearts and a heipiug hand to everyone 

whose foot is entangled in the mire. Welcome, O You, chose 

One, if you disappear, destiny will come upon us and will 

straiten the wide room of our hearts." 
The rational soul has been initiated to the spiritual guide, 

who may be called the spiritual soul or the Universal Reason 

/ •oali-kul )■ Once he is initialed, he gives all his heart an 

soul to the spiritual guide, i. e.. he readily agrees to abide 

by the rules and conditions of the Universal soul or reason, 

which in the form of the spiritual guide will regulate the 

rational soul to its development to the stage of Universal 

souL Once he has got the sosnt of the Universal soul, be 

feels that he is approaching the Reality which is the source 

of joy and bias, and which all are really hankering after. 
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Here, the Guide, as he knows every nook and corner of the 

heart of his devotee, is capable of leading him to the right 

path. And also as the devotee feels that without the help 

of the spiritual guide he will not be able to be relieved of 

passions and greed, it is of great advantage for the guide to 

lead the devotee who has firm faith and great respect towards 

his guide, which qualities are essential for the devotee in this 

connection. 

The poet proceeds on : When that intercourse and bount¬ 

eous feast was over, the king took his band and led him to 

the seraglio. He described to him bis tale of a sufferer and 

its infliction, and then seated him beside the sick. He saw the 

pain and the secret became open to him, but he concealed 

it from the king ( for the moment ). Her pain was not Irom 

the black or yellow bile ; the smell of every firewood appears 

from the smoke. From her grief he perceived that she was 

heart stricken,-well in body but overpowered by attachment to 

another heart. Attachment is clear by her grief of the heart. 

Ailing of the lover is different from all other ailments ; for 

‘love is the astrolabe of the secrets of God'. 

After the devotee has been fully initiated to his spiritual 

guide, he is laying bare to him all the secrets of his heart. 

And here we find, how the spiritual guide is going to regulate 

him for his upliftment. He knows everything, but he cannot 

disclose it at that very moment. Though the rational soul, 

now feels that he is overpowered by passions, he cannot 

readily shake it down. It requires time to be relieved from 

these lower passions of the heart. Therefore, the spiritual 

guide is also waiting for that moment. But it is axiomatic 

that every great attachment has great force behind it; and 

it will ultimately lead to God. Only the direction of the 

attachment should be changed. 

The poet then declares, “Whether love be from this side 

or from that side, it will ultimately lead us to that side ( i. o., 

we shall be perfect in Divine Love )". 

But the spirit of Love cannot be described. It is beyond 

description, and can be understood only by one who is in 

love. Rom! says, “However much I may say in exposition 

and explanation of love, but when I come to describe of love 

itself, I become ashamed of that description. Although any 

description through language makes a thing clear, but in (he 

description of love longue-less one is clearer. In expounding 

it, intellect lay down helpless in the mud like an ass ; it was 

love alone that could describe of Love and its qualities. The 

proof of the Sun became the Sun itself, if you require the 

proof, do not turn your face from it". In the same way, if 

we like to have the idea of pure Love, we must always be 

striving after following the principles of purity. But it is 

not possible, at the first instant, to avoid all the obstruc¬ 

tions that come in the way to the Goal, as one cannot look 

at the Sun constantly. We know about the Sun thro gh its 

shadow only. And our poet says. "If the shadow gives an 

indication of it, the Sun will give spiritual light at every 

moment." 

A beautiful simile is drawn here. The Sun is the pure 

Light of God, and its rays spread over the world are the 

spiritual guide or the Universal reason. Its shadow may be 

compared to the intellectual faculties and the phenomenal 

world by which we are influenced. Says Rural, 'The shadow, 

like interesting stories in the night hours, influences you to 

sleep, but when the Sun rises, the moon is cloven asunder.” 

People engrossed in the phenomenal world are always 

unaware of the pure Light of God, but when the spiritual 

Light will shine in them, they will be awakened to the 

presence of God, and the moon ( referring to intellect which 

derives its shadowy light from the Sun ) in them will be 

pulverized. The phrase 'splitting of the moon in twain 

( inshaqqa l-Qamara )' referred to in the Qur’an ( ch. 54, 1 ) 

signifies the approach of the Day of Resurrection, where 

everyone will stand face to face before God : it may also be 
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interpreted as the salvation of the soul being united with 

God. 
Though Rami tries to make clear the idea of God by 

symbols, he admits that it is beyond human conception. He 

says, -There is nothing so unique in the world like this 

( physical ) Sun, but the spiritual Sun ( God ) is everlasting -, 

It has no yesterday, i. e., it is beyond time and space. 

Although the external Sun is the One ( and therefore it cannot 

be compared to another ) ; yet it is possible to imagine one 

resembling it. But the Spiritual Sun ( God ) which is beyond 

the ether, has no peer in mind or externally. How His 

Essence can be contained in imagination that we may have 

an idea of His resemblance ?*. 

Then, in poetic fashion through a dialogue between him and 

his spiritual guide our poet explains it more clearly that God 

cannot be described adequately : I said to him, ‘It is better 

that the secret of the Friend should be concealed ; please 

listen to it through stories. It is better that the secret of the 

lovers should be said in the talk of others*. 

He said, ‘Tell it openly and nakedly and with faithfulness . 

do not put me off, O you talkative. Put off the veil and 

speak nakedly, for I do not sleep with my Idol wearing 

a shirt’. 
I said, ‘If He become naked in the vision, neither you 

remain, nor your bosom and the waist’. 

Hence, he concludes his discussion of God thus: “Ask 

( of the mysteries ) of God, but ask with measure , for a 

blade of straw will not be able to bear the mountain. If the 

Sun, by whom this world is illuminated, approaches near, it 

will burn away everything. Don’t seek of trouble, turmoil and 

bloodshed ; ask no more about the Sun of Tabriz". 

The Sun of Tabriz is Shamsu’d-din Tabriz!, the poet’s 

spiritual guide. And to a devotee the spiritual guide is only 

a personification of God. We, ordinary persons, are like a 

blade of grass, and the Light of God may be compared to the 
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mountain. So long we have not purified ourselves, it is not 

possible to grasp the real conception of God. And if we go to 

understand Him, our raw conceptions will only bring forth 

trouble, turmoil and bloodshed, which have become evident 

in our everyday life when murder and bloodshed are often 

committed in the name of religion and God. 
Let us again come to our story. The physician made the 

house secluded for him and the handmaiden. With proper 

examination, enquiry and search, he understood that it was 

a goldsmith of Samarkand to whom the lady was attached. 

And he said thus to the maiden, ‘I knew what is your illness, 

and I will soon in delivering you display the art of magic. 

Be glad and have firm faith and no anxiety ; I will do for you 

what rain docs to a garden. I will bear all your anxieties, 

and you need not be anxious ; I am to you kinder than 

hundred fathers.* He then went to the king and advised 

him to summon the goldsmith from that far country, after 

beguiling him with gold and robes of honour. Readily 

messengers were sent to Samarkand ; and when the man saw 

much wealth and robes or honour, he was beguiled and parted 

himself from the town and his children. The next few lines 

run thus : Joyously he came to the road, being unaware that 

the king had a design against his life. He mounted an Arab 

horse and proceeded joyously ; ( really ) he counted the robes 

of honour as a fine paid for murder. In his own fancy there 

were riches, power and prestige; (as) said 'lira’ll (the 

angel of death ), ‘Go (on your own path ) ; yes, a fruit 

( of enjoyment you will get ).* 

When the goldsmith arrived at the court, he was cordially 

welcome. And according to the advice of the ( Divine ) 

physician, the handmaiden was given (in marriage ) to that 

stranger, so that she might be happy by union with him, 

and the water of union with him might put out the fire ( of 

passion ). For six months they were satisfying their desire, 

till the girl was restored to health. After that the physician 
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prepared for him a potion, and when the goldsmith drank it, 

he began to dwindle away before her. As because of sickness 

beauty faded away from him, the soul of the lady also had 

no sympathy in his misfortune. Gradually he became more 

ugly and his face became more disfigured ; the heart of the 

lady also became more indifferent of him. 

Mystically, the physician knew, at the first moment, that 

the king’s better half ( i. e., handmaiden, symbolically the 

lower passions in which the rational soul is entangled ) was 

suffering for their attachment towards the goldsmith ( i. e., 

other worldly passions, such as w.'alth, power and prestige, 

that are no less than lust and passions: and the lower 

passions have always strong attachment towards these things) ; 

but he cannot disclose it, for possibly the king may not believe 

that his lower passions are really in attachment with other 

things. Therefore, the Physician takes some time and 

then discloses to him the fact that really he has other 

desires which should be fulfilled And he knows very well 

that these attachments have no lasting effect -t they will fade 

away sooner or latar from the rational soul which is univer¬ 

sally hankering after the spiritual soul. The potion applied 

to the goldsmith signifies the slow process of self-mortification 

whereby the carnal soul is purged of its passion and desires 

under the direction of the spiritual guide. 

The poet then remarks, ’These attachments which arc for 

the sake of colour (i. e., outward beauty and power ) are 

not ( really ) love that will come to disgrace at last. Had 

it ( goldsmith, or the passions and desires ) been a disgrace 

altogether, the evil judgment might not have come upon him1. 

If there were no further passion or desire, and if men thought 

them as disgrace at the beginning, then they were not to 

lose anything. But this does not actually happen. People 

hanker after and when they find at last that in following 

after desires there is no peace and these desired things 

have also no lasting benefit, they try to avoid them and 
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humbly submit to the spiritual guides who lead them to the 

Goal. 
At the pathetic loss of the goldsmith, Rumi advises thus : 

As the love of the dead is not enduring and as the dead one 

is never coming to us again (i. c.. attraction for these things 

cannot inspire us for ever), choose the love of that Living 

One. who is ever lasting and who is a Cup-bearer to you 

offering life-increasing Wine. And select the Love of lha 

One from whom all the prophets gained (real) power: and 

glory. Do not say. ‘We have no admission lo that King 

food); (for) dealings with the generous are not difficult - Go 

is All merciful. He is always ready lo help us, if we y 

earnest in getting His favour, and thus to realise God. 
Jo concluding the story our poet says, -it was by DWin 

Order that the physician administered potson to the goldsmtlh. 

This action is like that of Khidr, who cut the tbroMof the 

thM, act. we find in ihe Qur an ( Ch. AViu ) reference to these acts, wc uu * 
.hai Moses was up against the mysteries tof God) that lu 
that Moses ** „c searchcd oul a man endowed with 

r: 

ss&xstirs-S 
“ in it r ... ( Then ) they met a young man, whom Kh.d. 

kmed. Moses said, “« 

„ho h,d S'“n Unce wilh mc ?• Afterwards it was found 

isassssss 
—29 
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render it unservicable, for there was after them a certain 

king who seized on every boat by force. As for the youth, 

his parents were people of Faith, and We feared that he would 

grieve them by obstinate rebellion and ingratitude. 

Therefore, when Divine decree wills anything to be done, 

we should submit to it humbly. And our poet declares thus, 

‘Like Isma'il lay your head before Him, gladly and laughingly 

give up your soul before His dagger, in order that your soul 

may remain laughing into eternity like the pure soul of 

Ahmad ( Prophet Muhamad ) with the One ( God ). 

Mystically, it is the sacrificing of the carnal soul for the 

sake of God, so that the Eternal Bliss may be found out. It 

is the surrendering of the lower self before the Higher Self 

which is true Religion. The king was possessed with both 

temporal and spiritual powers, i. e., the rational soul is mixed 

up with the lower passions and desires, and has in it the 

spirit of the Light of God. So long it is following after 

passions and worldly desires which are intermingled together, 

it cannot develop in the spiritual path. But in desires there 

is pain, which is a blessing in disguise. Pains after pains are 

coming to us, and they declare that we arc led astray. Amidst 

these sufferings the rational soul hankers after spiritual Light 

which is also innate in it. And the response comes at last. 

Gradually, by mortifying the carnal share in it, it develops 

in its spiritual side ; and at last it becomes one with the 

spiritual soul, which is the Goal of every Religion. This 

Unity of God has so beautifully been expounded by Rumi in 

his simple story of the King and the Handmaiden. 

"Dhanyoliam dhanyo'ham duhkham savysarikam na vik&'dya1 •, 

Dhanyo’hatp dhanyo'harri svasy»jftana«i palayitam kvapi.” 

—Paflcadaii, VII, 293. 

—"Blessed am I, blessed, for I am free from the sufferings 

of the world. Blessed am I, blessed, for my ignorance 

I The word "Adya" (to-day) is very significant here. Though 

no equivalent of it is found in rendering the tloka into 

English, yet its secret meaning is both explicit and implicit. 

The blessedness of T, or the liberated soul, is for the 

reason that adya or the ever present ‘now* is overpowering 

in the Jivanmukta puru^a. The abstract quality of know¬ 

ledge ( or Bcng. lej, tail ) or narrow shelf (ledge) of poetic 

discusssioo, and Ignor-ance ( cf. Skt. aBca, seeking any 

other becoming, an, or else ; or ignor-ing others ) is 

dropped down from the blessed Self : and only ‘'K-now” 

of the knower of the Infinite, Unknowable Self ( cf. Skt. 

A-Jfla, or rather ajfia*), cf. also Eng. agnos-tic) who ignores 

all material (and mental ) propensities ( savisarikarp ), 

being silent of the material life ( as *K’ in know ), prevails 

and that Blessed T is ‘now’ possessed of both material 

and spiritual life as one Unity with his 'own' self ( cf. 

kn-own ), know-er or knowledge of the Self ( or *R’ ) bciDg 

his distinctive quality. 

Significantly adya means the liberated soul assimilated 

with *A* or the Supreme Self has surpassed ( cf. ‘y’ ) all 

limitation of the ‘Eater and eaten' ( cf. Skt. ad, to cat) or 

•Victor and vanquished* (i.c., the duality of the lower and 

Higher Self, cf. Father and son, Skt. nara-narZyana, or 

Per.-Ar. murubbi and marabba ) and has thus possessed 

the opportune, eternal Moment ( Lat. momentum, cf. Ar. 

mumlnatun, the state of a true believer, from the verb 

amana, to feel safe, or iimana, to believe : cf. Skt. amana, 

beyond mental state, when One is really A Man ) of the 
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has fled away, I know not where" (translated by Sw5m« 

SwabSnanda ). 

Day oTReligion ( cf. Ar. Yaumu’d~din or al-yaum, to day ), 

Realization ( i. e. the ‘Real’ is completely submerged in 

Him ) or Resurrection, where He has completely resurrec¬ 

ted or revived by totally surrendering all his past bodily 

hankerings ( cf Skt. Karla ) based on t space and time 

that obscured him as darkness (Kola or tama, the 

greatest enemy ) for the realizateon of the Infinite, 

Unknowable Self ; and this ka-la is really naught ( cf. Skt. 

la or Ar. la, being absorbed in the Self who is Al-td h ). 

And thus all call-ing of the physical and mental nature 

(cf. Skt. kal y-a ) is surpassed by the liberated soul by the 

'Freedom' ( OE. freo, cl. Skt. priya and Lat. domus, Skt. 

dhdma ) of his Will which is his ‘dear residence' or Body 

that has been resurrected. 

In the same way. Per. intriix (to-day) may be interpreted 

as •I'm ever shining ( cf. Skt. rocab ); or Skt. dlva-sa ( A’ 

Day, cf. Ar. ‘adday, cause to go beyond, and a'dday, 

deliver. Cf. also Skt. adya, pronounced addya ; also mark 

adya written 'dya ), i e., the rational soul ( sa ) merged 

with the spiritual existence, as a is always div or 'divine*. 

•To-day' is nothing but the advancement to wards that 

eternal ‘Day’ where there is no sorrow or fear. It is for the 

reason that the duality of the 'double' (cf. *w’> *5 (Per. alif 

and u, He) or 'O’ (cf. Skt. a + u-o), or Omega, of w-here 

(or any question or doubt on the Absolute Self which is ‘I* 

or ‘A’) is lost and the ever present Here’ (complete with 

the knowledge of the Self, cf. Skt. Hara) as the Lord Siva 

is ruling over the defunct or corpse-like £ava (or Body). 

Significance of the sound or letter 'A* is described in detail 

in The Epilogue. 

Errata1 

To affix errata is, no doubt, due to -Printer's Devil” : yet 

again *to err is human* ; but to ignore is humane which is the 

noble characteristic of the sublime. The best principle in life 

is 'Forgive and forget (cf. Beng. bhula)' : Committing 

mistake ( bhul kard ) and finding fault with ( bliul dhard) are 

both a ‘mean' task or •past’ affair for a man of sound 

knowledge ( cf. Skt. Bhava, Hara or Siva ); for the bhram 

( illusion or error ) was neither in the past ( which is perfect) 

nor in the present (perfect) state when in the ‘mean’ time one 

is aware, corrected l cf. :odhlta or purified) of its slur or 

Satanic nature by being completely transformed to its Essence 

( cf. Ar. as lama ash-shaHanu ). 

Page lire mistake correct form 

II 28 chun chunki 

17 19 scholors scholars 

26 26 F'thi Fihi 

28 8 spirital spiritual 

33 18 centeroplating contemplating 

33 19 working waking 

36 2 gustukhTm gustikhln 

41 33 Muttaitf Mutta\il 

47 19 aldb Said1} 
• 

SI 26 -Ifutuwa al futuwa 

74 21 bimari KOtari 

78 17 impressioned impassioned 

90 5 muhqqiq muhaqqiq 

99 17 there their 

I Errata is the pi. of erratum w .ich appear to be connected 

with Skt. alrita or ( blundering ) enmity and airitama 

, the greatest enemy or blunder is darkness ) respectively 



454 JaUUu’d-din RumI and his Tayawwuf 

Page line mistake correct form 

109 21 Qur'gn Qur'an 
129 5 'amil ‘am// 

143 23 duha duba 
145 2 kilab kifdb 
149 22 dretrine doctrine 

159 5 paintaings paintings 

160 26 kuhhoyt Kuhhdyl 
161 29 cleborated elaborated 

162 17 he the 

164 15 pewerful powerful 

174 33 Bukihrash Bukhdrash 

181 23 treverse traverse 

194 33 *yukd ■yukta 

that irritate ( cf. Ski. irita ) others : Ski. airi is said to 

be from ari ( enemy ) which is ihc degrading influence of 

the circle of creation [ cf. Skt. ara ( from root verb r- to 

move freely ) and Ar. *arya ( pronounced 'art) from •ard 

( or 'arya), to be free from, or 'arrd, to denude. Cf. also 

Beng. B-airi or Skt. V airi, enmity of the ‘B’ or ‘V' perso¬ 

nality ] that compels us to think of any err-or as this or 

that • but when the ( lower ) self will be merged in the 

( Higher J Self, it will be found that varna-bhed or colour- 

distinction of •letters* is liquidated and assimilated to the 

Uni-colour, all-embracing Self (cf. mi slwd Allah \ Sarram 

Khalvldam Brahma ). Again, any ‘w-rong' ( OE. wrong ) 

is, no doubt, the double objective personality of •w-a' 

( or ’u and «A* or T ) -colour ( cf. Beng. rans ) or -alloy 

( cf. Beng. rai\» I that deprives us from enjoying the 

knowledge of the Self ( a-R, R-a or rd ), the subjective 

personality of the joyous Self ( cf. Skt. rab, rah ; or Ar. 

rub, from which comes robot or tranquillity in the Self ) 

and that is really your Path ( cf. Per. rdhat ). Refer also 

to The Epilogue. 

Errata 455 

Page line mistake correct form 

232 19 -ad Sad 

257 10 jamadi jamadi 

270 6 fashion fashions 

275 7 Kdmtl Kamil 

279 8 thi this 

283 19 repentcnce repentance 

283 28-9 dz az and Az 

306 32 helpinng helping 

319 2 mandayi mnnda’yi 

328 21 Bohr in Bahri-in 

329 16 ya-don yazddn 

331 19 -a shad rashad 

333 13 'aib ■, -gar ‘aib ; -gdr 

344 10 ministeres ministers 

353 33 3210 3021 

365 28 109 101 

368 5 bas bar 

372 3 comss comes 

402 22 227 229 

408 8 obsorp- absorp- 

412 26 a and 

418 8 Fum Bum 

425 33 part volume 

441 20 cycry every 



Errata 455 

Page line 

232 19 

257 10 

270 6 

275 7 

279 8 

283 19 

283 28-9 

306 32 

319 2 

328 21 

329 16 

331 19 

333 13 

344 10 

353 33 

365 28 

368 5 

372 3 

402 22 

408 8 

412 26 

418 8 

425 33 

441 20 

mistake 

-ad 

jamadi 

fashion 

Kamil 

thi 

repcntence 

az 

helpinng 

manddyi 

Bahr in 

ya-d'n 

-ashad 

‘aib ; •gar 

ministeres 

3210 

109 

baa 

co mss 

in 
obsorp- 

a 

Fu»-* 

part 

cyery 

correct form 

Sad 

jamadi 

fashions 

Kamil 

this 

repentance 

az and Az 

helping 

mTmda'yi 

Bahr i -In 

yazddn 

rashad 

*aib ; -gar 

ministers 

3021 

101 
bar 

comes 

229 

absorp- 

and 

volume 

every 


